ABSTRACT

Earthly Food at the Heavenly Banquet:
A New Model for an Evangelical Protestant Inculturation-Contextualization of
Holy Communion in Global Mission
Robert A. Danielson

This dissertation seeks to recapture the dynamic learning environment of the meal
context of Holy Communion through the development of an evangelical model of
inculturation and contextualization, which was tested by a curriculum based on an
adapted version of the Wesleyan Love Feast. The use of everyday food elements within a
meal context was used alongside the liturgy of Holy Communion as a teaching tool and
the powerful cultural and symbolic meanings carried by food became an integral part of
inculturating and contextualizing the gospel message of Holy Communion, in its various
complex meanings, into culturally appropriate fOTIns for purposes of discipleship and
evangelism in mission.
Since the Eucharist, at its simplest, is a meal, such a pattern seems a significant
way to view the organizational process of developing a model for inculturating the
Eucharist for the mission setting. Chapter 1 is "Planning the Menu," taking a broad look
at the concerns and issues of this study in an attempt to understand the problem of
contextualizing the Eucharist. "Setting the Table" in Chapter 2, I examine the framework
for a holistic model of inculturation, and examine what needs to be in place before
inculturation can occur. In Chapter 3, "Preparing the Food," I discuss the curriculum,
which was developed to test the model of inculturation. In Chapter 4, "Serving the Meal,"
the results of testing the curriculum in five groups of various cultural backgrounds are

presented. When "Clearing the Table" in Chapter 5, I examine the testing of the
curriculum to assess how effective it was as a tool for inculturating the Eucharist in
various settings. This study concludes with Chapter 6 in "Doing the Dishes," where I
wrap up the study with an exanlination of how effective the model ofinculturation was in
achieving the goals of this dissertation and what other areas of study should be
considered in the future development of this model for holistic inculturation.
Through a holistic, multi-disciplinary approach, scripture was kept at the center of
this model and interacts with relevant sub-disciplines, which include Wesleyan historical
tradition, anthropology, social psychology, inculturation studies, and works examining
the theology of food and meals. The theology of Holy Communion was broken down into
six theological meanings that can be communicated through food elements in most
cultures. A curriculum was then constructed around these six meanings, in such a way
that Holy Communion is inculturated into a community one meaning at a time, with
participants in the community providing food elements for the modified Love Feast,
which contextualizes those same meanings into local food symbols. The reasoning behind
the choice of these food elements was explained in the group setting and Holy
Communion was held to allow a juxtaposition of the local meanings onto the global
theological symbols of bread and wine.
A total of five congregations from the Wesleyan tradition tested the curriculum:
an English speaking North American church, an English speaking Australian church, a
Spanish speaking North American church, a Chinese speaking North American church,
and a German speaking Swiss church. In all cases the leaders were interviewed
throughout the process, the English and Spanish speaking churches used pre-test and

post-test surveys, and the researcher was able to personally observe and interact with the
Spanish speaking church.
The successful implementation of the curriculum indicates that this method of
learning was more effective in female participants and those who learn through more
experiential based learning styles. While people's attitudes to food did not necessarily
change, there are strong indications that the use of this curriculum aided in building a
stronger sense of community and group identity among the participants. The meanings of
memory seemed especially significant in all of the test cases, and clear evidence exists
that food elements functioned as concrete symbols, representing the life experiences of
those who participated.
The success of the curriculum likewise supports the success of the Evangelical
Model of Inculturation-Contextualization on which the curriculum was based. The results
indicate that inculturation, often the domain of Roman Catholic and Anglican scholars, is
part of the same process as contextualization, and that both processes are necessary and
compatible and need to work together for success in mission.
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Chapter 1
Planning the Menu

Eucharist, Worship, and Missiology
Working to develop indigenous expressions of worship within a local church is
one of the primary tasks ofmissiology. This missiological study seeks to provide ways to
empower local indigenous churches to create new fonns of indigenous worship, while at
the same time reflecting theologically on one of the central liturgical acts of the church
and dey eloping a contextual theology of the Eucharist.
At the heart of what it means to be the church is worship. This study is
fundamentally eccJesiological, as it attempts to reveal the identity of the community,
which we call the church. Saliers defines liturgy, or worship, as
an intentionally gathered community in mutual dialogue with God's selfcommunication. We are to bring our pathos to the time and place, to the book and
the table of living memory that is God speaking to us. In every generation, God
calls forth a people in their time and circumstance to be a holy people. Therefore,
liturgy is the art of acknowledging the Holy One who creates us, who loves us
into freedom, and who knows the pathos of our lives. (1994:25-26)
Evelyn Underhill (2000) argued that this communal aspect was an essential aspect of
Christian worship. Alexander Schmemann notes in regards to the role of the Eucharist in
worship that,
The Eucharist is the Sacrament of the Church, i.e., her eternal actualization as the
Body of Christ, united in Christ by the Holy Spirit. Therefore the Eucharist is not
only the 'most important' of all the offices, it is also the source and goal of the
entire liturgical life of the Church. Any liturgical theology not having the
Eucharist as the foundation of its whole structure is basically defective. (2000:60)
(Italics in the original)
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2
Thus it can be argued by some that the Eucharist is the heart of worship for the Christian
community, and thus at the heart of missions.
The gospel message is for all times and all people groups. In its fullest form, this
message is expressed in the words, symbols, stories, dances, songs, and religious material
culture of the people who have embraced this message and attempt to live out its teaching
in their local indigenous environment. To prevent the contextualization of the central
ritual of that message is to prevent the full, free, and joyful expression of worship in the
cultural framework of the local peoples and their experience. This serves only to
minimize the effectiveness of the gospel message within the local context.
In the process of contextualizing the gospel message, it is necessary to balance the

needs of the local context with the unifying global message of the gospel. These two
elements of contextualization exist in a creative tension between the local indigenous
expression of the church and its global reality as the Body of Christ. The tension between
the global and local identities of the church can only be worked out through careful
theological dialogue between the two sides (Schreiter 1985, Bevans 2002, Walls 1996).
\.0_,

Excessive dominance of the global element leads to the authoritarian, paternalistic
attitude of superiority by one part of the church over the others. Similarly, excessive
dominance of the local identity can lead to a fragmented disunited body, with each part
taking its own theological path.
One part of this study is to develop a holistic model, centered on scripture, which
can further the development of indigenous expressions of worship within the local
context. Traditionally indigenization has taken place using two different approaches
based on the ecclesiology of the innovator. One approach, used by groups with a strong
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emphasis on received tradition and strong hierarchical structures, takes the liturgies of the
church and attempts to introduce them in culturally appropriate forms. Essentially this
process moves from the top down and might best be recognized as "inculturation." In this
study, inculturation is defined as a process in which the liturgies of the church, as
interpreted by religious specialists, are made relevant to the culture of the Christian
community in a particular context, while also maintaining the meanings bestowed by
tradition.
The other common approach is found among groups with a stronger
congregational emphasis and less emphasis on received tradition. The approach looks
first at the culture of the people and attempts to find ways to connect the cultural group
with the church from within the culture. This process moves from the bottom up and is
often called "contextualization." Contextualization, as defined by this study, is a process
where the gospel becomes an integral part of a local culture, fitting naturally into the
worldview and allowing the people's experience and interaction with scripture to give
rise to indigenous theology that is owned by the community.
Inculturation and contextualization are interrelated and complementary ideas, but
here they will be studied separately because of an interest in their diverse emphasis and
approaches to the question of the relationship between Christianity and culture. Both
terms often can and have been used interchangeably, but the way they approach the
problems of balancing the local and the global is quite different. Evangelical churches
have tended to use contextualization as the main process to produce indigenous worship,
but this lack of interest in inculturation is troubling and seldom seriously considered.
Therefore this project will focus on developing a model ofinculturation for use among
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evangelical churches in the mission field, building on the strengths of that process to
balance out some of the weaknesses found in contextualization. A constant awareness of
the process of contextualization, however, will also be maintained.
Naturally, it is impossible in the scope ofthis one study to answer all of the
missiological and ecdesiological questions that are raised by this aim. Therefore, this
model will be tested on a method to inculturate one of the key elements of worship both
at the local and global level, the Lord's Supper, or the Eucharist. This element of worship
has been chosen precisely because its inculturation is so controversial and divisive, and
because its theological meanings are so complex. Any model that can provide a way to
inculturate the complex message of the gospel wrapped in the cultural shell of thousands
of years of the Western church tradition has the potential to be a valid model for any
missiological attempt to create indigenous expressions of worship. Answering these
questions in terms of the Eucharist will hopefully provide a broader answer to solve these
questions and more in various aspects of the daily life of the church. Understanding the
cultural role of the meal, as well as the theological meanings of the Eucharist, is essential
to the goals of this study.
In this study, I have named the chapters after the normal organizational patterns
found in a Western meal. Since the Eucharist, at its simplest, is a meal, such a pattern
seems a significant way to view the organizational process of developing a model for
inculturating the Eucharist for the mission setting. Chapter 1 is "Planning the Menu,"
taking a broad look at the concerns and issues of this study in an attempt to understand
the problem of contextualizing the Eucharist. "Setting the Table" in Chapter 2, I examine
the framework for a holistic model of inculturation, and examine what needs to be in
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place before inculturation can occur. In Chapter 3, "Preparing the Food," I discuss the
curriculum, which was developed to test the model of inculturation. In Chapter 4,
"Serving the Meal," the results of testing the curriculum in five groups of various cultural
backgrounds are presented. When "Clearing the Table" in Chapter 5, I examine the
testing of the curriculum to assess how effective it was as a tool for inculturating the
Eucharist in various settings. This study concludes with Chapter 6 in "Doing the Dishes,"
where I wrap up the study with an examination of how effective the model of
inculturation was in achieving the goals of this dissertation and what other areas of study
should be considered in the future development of this model for holistic inculturation.
Food as a Theological Vehicle
In November of2000, an Italian Roman Catholic theologian, Massimo Salani,

created a minor stir with an article in the Catholic paper Avvenire, when he wrote,
The individualistic relation between man and God, started by Luther, is also
reflected in the world of eating. Lacking the community aspect of sharing, fast
food is certainly not a Catholic model. It is the complete forgetting of the sacred
nature of food and it reflects the individualistic relation between man and God
introduced by Luther. (Marty 2001:31)
The Mirror announced, "Big Macs Are 'Not Fit For Catholics'" (Lewis 2000:1). The
Daily Telegraph proclaimed, "'Protestant' McDonald's Attacked by Theologian"

(Johnston 2000: 1). Another paper joined the fray with the headline "Theologian
Excommunicates the Hamburger!" (Thavis 2000:1). The BBC World Service conducted
an interview with Alessandra di Montezemolo, head of European Communications for
McDonalds, to get the company's response. The BBC ended their report on this note,
"Ms di Montezemolo said there was no moral dimension to a hamburger. It was food and
it must be of high quality and, whoever does hamburgers, or whoever does food must be
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responsible for what they do and respect the customers they serve; but that had nothing to
do with religion" (Anonymous 2000:2).
While the consensus seemed to be aimed at ridiculing Father Salani's opinion, for
some his article gave pause for thought. I believe Salani has made a profound point and
criticism, which Protestants should not take lightly. 1 In a response by the Catholic News
Service, Thavis (2000) pointed out the decline in communal meals, the decline in prayers
at meals, the rise of eating disorders, and the growing concern of vegetarians. Is there a
moral dimension to the hamburger? At first glance the answer may appear simple, but to
vegetarians worried about world hunger due to a wasteful use of resources, psychiatrists
battling the realities of anorexia and bulimia, ecologists concerned by rapid deforestation
of the rain forest to raise cheap cattle for fast food burgers, and nutritionists overwhelmed
with data of the rapid rise in obesity, the hamburger does have a moral dimension. Ms di
Montezemolo would have us believe that the church has no place in the fast food
industry, but if we approach our faith holistically, there is no part oflife that does not
have a moral dimension. Food is a basic need for all people and often it is the driving
concern oflife itself. Across the globe, people struggle for their daily bread, or rice, or
com. This dissertation aims to explore the moral dimension of food and how it connects
with the Christian faith in Holy Communion. 2 This dissertation also proposes that food
can serve as a universal path to connect the non-Christian world with the One who said,
"I am the bread oflife."
While food is a universal need and a daily concern for most of the world's
population, it is also an intensely localized item. Food can vary from region to region, as
can flavoring and seasonings. What people eat in one comer of the globe is viewed as
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inedible or even disgusting in a different region. With so much diversity trying to grasp
the moral dimension of food is a complex and overwhelming task. Yet, the Christian
church has always elevated one meal above all others as a unifying force. The elements
of bread and wine have been spread across the planet by zealous missionaries and their
followers, but to what end? Has this meal truly worked its way into the cultures of the
world, or has it become a foreign almost magical ritual with little connection to daily life?
This has raised the question of how we do Holy Communion. How do we transmit the
message through acceptable cultural forms?
Two Examples
What would an Inuit community do with Holy Communion? For a culture with
no wheat, no grapes (in fact no fruit or vegetables at all), and no relevant substitutes,
could they ever participate as an indigenous church in the Body of Christ? As a
zooarchaeology student who has studied Northern Canada, I have examined the Inuit diet,
especially the cultural meaning and use of ringed seal. I have concluded that here seal
maybe an ideal substitute for the Inuit. In this culture where hunting is a way of life, the
Inuit perceive the seal not as "being killed," but as "having sacrificed itself' to feed the
group. No seal can be caught unless it wants to be caught. Moreover, in order to catch a
seal through the traditional winter breathing-hole method of hunting, all of the men in the
community must be involved.
Seals are very wary and have numerous breathing holes in the ice. In order to
catch a seal, as many breathing holes as possible must be guarded by the hunters. After
the seal is killed, it must be returned to the village whole, where the women butcher it
inside the house, but only after giving it a drink of water and asking the seal spirit to
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allow itself to be caught again. Hunters are related to each other in terms that are known
as "seal brotherhoods" (cf. Damas 1972, Vande Velde 1956). Each man binds himself to
others in the community through parts of the seal. "Left flipper brothers," for example,
are sworn to give the left flipper of any seal they catch to the other hunter. In this way
the whole community eats in a time when hunting is especially difficult. From this brief
outline, it can be seen how the seal comes to mean daily survival, life, community,
sacrifice, and even the hope of eating in the future for the Inuit.
Given this background, does the church in the Arctic employ seal meat to
celebrate Holy Communion and build on these powerful existing meanings? I have
found no evidence for this. Archibald Lang Fleming, also called "the flying bishop," was
an Anglican missionary to the Arctic. In one account describing a service of Holy
Communion from about 1913, Fleming writes: .
The highlight of this visit was the celebration of Holy Communion on the Sunday
morning before I left for the west. This was, as far as I have been able to
discover, the first time that this holy sacrament was celebrated in an igloo.
So that we might do all things decently and in order, the Eskimo first cleaned the
dwelling of all rotten meat, blood, blubber, and dirt. Then fresh snow was
brought in and tramped down until the whole interior was white and clean. The
floor was then covered with caribou skins so that the worshippers might kneel
with less discomfort. A sledge box was placed in a suitable position and acted as
the Holy Table. When it had been carefully covered with spotless white towels,
the sacramental linen and vessels were arranged on it. Two flickering stone lamps
filled with seal oil gave a subdued light, just sufficient for reading and quite
suitable for the service.
The communicants were ten in number, six men and four women, the first fruits
of the harvest. As I looked into the round tattooed faces of the dumpy little
women and the bronzed, weather-beaten faces of the men, I was filled with an
unspeakable longing to serve them. (1956: 185-6)
As a person who has studied Inuit culture, I am left wondering from this account, what
the Inuit were thinking about during this whole event. In a culture which is nature
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oriented with regard to the spiritual realm, the concept of indoor sacred space is
somewhat strange anyway, especially one which brings Western concepts of cleanliness
which must have appeared extreme. In the Arctic, igloos are temporary seasonal houses
and because trash never gets warm enough to smell or decay in these winter houses, it is
left on the floor. I also hope kneeling on the frozen floor was not as painful as I might
Imagme.

It is an intriguing thought how such an event was understood: improvised tables
where tables are not used, linens which are unknown, not to mention what the
sacramental "vessels" may have looked like in a culture which did not even have pottery
or clay, let alone silver or gold. Fleming does not mention the food elements, but I have
no doubt that like the linens and vessels, bread and wine were also imported by plane
from southern Canada. How much meaning could such a ceremony convey? Fleming
notes in his diary account of the event (1956:186), "After the service the people did not
wish to go away. For nearly ten minutes no words were spoken." While Fleming
interprets this reaction as religious awe from being in the presence of God, I wonder if it
was not rather amazement, bewilderment, and wonder at such a magical occurrence.
Fleming seems to assume that the meaning of Holy Communion was conveyed
beautifully, even though earlier in his book (1956:73) he relates his difficulty in trying to
explain where he kept the "little man" inside his gramophone!
The current situation in the Arctic is probably much the same. In The World
Christian Encyclopedia (Barrett, et al. 2001), the Eastern, Central, and Western Eskimo
of Canada are listed as being 90-96% Christian with the predominant denominations
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being Anglican, United Church of Canada, and Roman Catholic. Barrett, et al. note
however that:
Shamanism continues to influence the Eskimo people in spite of the formal
conversion of most to Christianity. In the Yukon, sickness is believed to be
caused by evil spirits (Aguiqtuq) who originate when the names of dead persons
are not passed on to the new-born children of succeeding generations. Shamans
or medicine men use "helping" spirits in their role as intermediaries between the
natural and supernatural worlds. (2001 Vol. 1:171)
I suspect, given this information, that inculturation of the Eucharist is highly uncommon
and its interpretation as magical or powerful food is probably widespread.
What would North American youth do with Holy Communion? In this rapidly
changing and increasingly industrial society, bread is no longer a primary staple. It no
longer is a day-long process in which every family participates. Bread is bought in
plastic wrap at the grocery store and must compete with rice, noodles, potatoes, and other
starches for the role of staple food. Likewise, wine has been replaced as an essential
drink of celebration and ceremony. Wine is associated with elitism or drunks on the

street. Its role as a preserved drink, which does not spoil, and which is produced by
family or village cooperation, is no longer valid in much of the West. Sodas, bottled
water, and numerous other alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages compete in today's
marketplace. As North America becomes increasingly multicultural, wine and bread will
become less meaningful as African, Asian, and Latin American foods influence our daily
diet.
In my own life, growing up in a Methodist minister's family, I clearly remember
taking a dislike to drinking grape juice. It was not the taste, but rather the context that
affected me as a child. We never drank grape juice in my house, and whenever it might
be offered to me elsewhere, I felt it would be sacrilegious to drink it outside of church. In
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fact, I clearly remember that the small bottles of grape juice my father would buy for
communion Sundays would stay untouched in the refrigerator until they fermented, and
then my mother would pour their contents down the sink. What relevance did grape juice
serve in my childhood understanding of God? I felt God was at a distance, not for the
everyday, but reserved for a special time and place. While my family taught me that this
belief was not correct, I wonder how many other young people have unconsciously been
affected by these confusing concrete symbols, which have little daily relevance to the
abstract concepts they aim to convey.
I have heard cases of American communions, especially among the youth, which
rely on common elements such as potato chips and soda. Here the focus seems to be on a
random selection of food elements common to the people being served. Little systematic
thought or theological reflection on food meaning seems to have occurred. In fact, I can
find nothing even written on this practice. In such cases, the form has moved beyond the
traditional confines of bread and wine or grape juice, and again I wonder whether the
meaning or message of the gospel can be adequately conveyed through Western 'junk
food" or "snacks.,,3
At the heart of both of these illustrations lies the question ofinculturation. These
two cases illustrate two different types of contexts for which this thesis aims to suggest
approaches to bring potential resolution. One context is in third-world cultural situations,
like among the Inuit of the Arctic, where the Western elements of bread and grape wine
or juice carry vastly different meanings or no meaning at all when compared with the
experience of traditional Christianity. The second context at issue is the changing subcultures within the current North American cultural milieu. Much has changed since
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Christianity was born into a Mediterranean environment where agriculture was the major
way of life. Our current industrialized modem and post-modem world does not respond
to the same symbols as did our fathers and mothers in the faith. Inculturation is a vital
issue for both mission and evangelism, if we hope to use this means to communicate the
gospel to people in a culturally relevant way.
Understanding Approaches to the Problem
These two examples raise basic issues at the heart of many of the problems
experienced with a misunderstanding of Holy Communion, and often of Christianity as a
whole as well. In the Inuit case, foreign elements with no real cultural meaning create
confusion, possibly even giving the elements some kind of magical significance, which is
not intended.4 At the very least, these elements may send no message at all and may be
raising questions of the relevance of Christianity itself. In the American youth case,
bread and grape juice do have meaning, but this meaning, which may be outworn by time
or influenced by current secular meaning, is likely far from the scriptural meanings,
which Christ gave at the Last Supper. The communion elements may be associated with
antiquated ritual, perhaps derived from parents or traditional moral authority figures, or
even taken as a meaningless church activity. We desire as a church to facilitate Christian
meaning and help a local congregation re-experience the truths of Holy Communion in
symbols that are relevant to their unique cultural context.
Selection of the very term to refer to this major Christian ritual meal expresses the
problem I face in this project. Names come as labels already loaded with theological
meaning and a history of passionate theological debate over the nature of the sacrament.
The church by its disagreement on terminology, expresses its division in understanding
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the nature of its central ritual meal. In this paper, I will use two of these labels
interchangeably: "Eucharist" and "Holy Communion." "Eucharist" is perhaps the oldest
term and the one most used in the academic literature of liturgical studies. It essentially
refers to the "thanksgiving" nature of the ritual celebration. For many Protestants,
however, this term is associated with a Roman Catholic or "high church" theology,
although not as much as the term "Mass." Because Protestants will be my primary
audience, especially at the curriculum stage of this study, I will also use the term "Holy
Communion." On occasion, in reference to the historic meal itself, I may use "Last
Supper" or "Lord's Supper," but I wish to stress the community building nature of this
meal over the historical nature of the meal.
Inculturation (defined on page 3), which takes cultural forms, meanings, rituals,
and symbols seriously, appears to be the best method for dealing with the complex issues
surrounding Holy Communion. Theological debates regarding inculturation of the
Eucharist have made this a contentious issue, especially in highly liturgical traditions and
connectional church traditions. Seldom have advances in the secular behavioral social
sciences been used to evaluate how we do this inculturation and to study what meanings
might be being sent intentionally or unintentionally. This is a promising opportunity for
missiological investigation. In this study, I will use these advances in the social sciences
to inform the missiology of Holy Communion, and expand our understanding of its
potential for global mission.
Recent studies on food from the social sciences of anthropology and social
psychology have introduced a new methodology with which to view a Christian
understanding of food and communion, especially in the field of mission. The
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Eucharistic meal of bread and wine is firmly entrenched at the core of church history and
tradition. It has been analyzed from many different theological perspectives and from a
multitude of historical perspectives, but rarely has the lens of social science been turned
upon the sacrament to ask the pertinent questions about why it is effective in
communicating the gospel message in some socio-cultural settings and why it seems to
fail in others, if we investigate its effectiveness at all.
With this new methodology comes a new opportunity to understand the role of
communion, designed to communicate theological truths within cultural contexts,
especially within the evangelical Protestant tradition. The more we realize that food is
not a neutral, passive duty, but rather a richly symbolic and powerful cultural symbol, the
more the necessity for such a study becomes obvious. Fixed traditional forms and
random contextualization both fail to meet the standards of interpretation the study of
food poses to the Christian church. Mary Douglas (1972) argues that food and meals are
highly structured social events within their cultural context. Both the communion in the
Arctic and the communion with potato chips and soda failed to meet her structural
requirements of "meals" within their respective contexts. One sends a cultural message
of foreignness with possible undertones of magical significance, while the other relegates
the sacrament to the unimportant and peripheral arena of "junk food" and "snack."
Social psychologists like Paul Rozin have conducted several experiments with
food, which reveal the presence of at least three subconscious principles found in even
highly educated "modem" societies. First, the sharing of food is connected to increased
intimacy and trust. Second, food is believed to have the power of contagion, where
characteristics of the giver (not just biological illnesses) may "infect" the eater. Third,
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the Western idiom "you are what you eat" is a very real belief at the subconscious level.
Given these findings, the body and blood of Jesus Christ and the sacrament of Holy
Communion may have a much more powerful psychological effect than previously
believed. Partaking of Holy Communion can lead to increased intimacy between
believers, as well as between the individual believer and God (cf. Acts 2:42-47).
Through Holy Communion, believers also may become more "Christ-like" through the
sub-conscious concept of contagion and becoming what one eats. Unfortunately, as
Douglas' article (1972) reveals to the Christian reader, the current food structure we use
for Holy Communion is that of "snack," which in Douglas' categories carries a minimum
of intimacy and social obligation. The psychological effect of contagion and becoming
what one eats often is minimized further by a common Protestant view of Holy
Communion as mostly being symbolic food used to remember an isolated historical event
from 2000 years ago.
Inculturation as a Framework for a Cross-Cultural Understanding of Holy Communion
Missiological approaches can be seen especially in terms of translation and
communication, much of which is built upon the model of the Incarnation. There are,
however, also issues and dangers raised from such a position. Bevans (2002:42-44)
points out that in such a method, a concern for supracultural gospel values often fails to
give adequate attention to the existing culture. It is also extremely difficult for the crosscultural mission worker to totally separate perceived gospel values from Western cultural
influences on doctrine and theology. For example, ideas such as individualism and
democracy will influence the worker's concepts of what makes a biblical church
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community. In regards to the model of the Incarnation as a model for doing mission,
Kraft writes:
The perspective of this book understands God not as one who speaks or reveals
"out of thin air," but as one who comes all the way to human beings where they
are. In crossing the gap between himself and his creatures, God does not merely
build a bridge halfway across, calling to us to construct a structure from our end
to span the unspanned area. Rather God employs our language, our culture, the
principles of communication in terms of which we operate. He reveals himself in
a receptor-oriented fashion. (1997:169)
The incarnated Jesus presents a clear model for the communication of the gospel, not just
through a literal or even dynamic translation of written scripture, but rather as a complete
identification with a different cultural context. As God became human in order to
communicate the good news with human beings, so we must take the gospel into a
cultural context in such a way that it can be understood. This communication is not
limited to preaching or scripture translation, it includes the translation of ritual, liturgy,
symbol, ceremony, and worship into the local meanings of various cultural contexts (cf.
Zahniser 1997).
The issue which becomes most evident from a "dynamic equivalence" approach
to culture is the importance of balancing the goal of the global church with the needs of
the local expression of that church within a specific cultural context. This issue is
perhaps best dealt with in Walls' essay "The Gospel as Prisoner and Liberator of Culture"
(1996:3-15). This question is also one that is addressed by Schreiter (1985:95-121; cf.
Bevans' 2002, "translation" vs. "anthropological" models), who views tradition or the
active participation of the global church as a check on possibly heretical or unorthodox
local theologies. In any work on inculturation, Protestant or Roman Catholic, the model
must avoid leaning too far in either direction. The Body of Christ is a global entity, and
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yet it must be allowed the freedom to express itself and its faith locally within a
community' s given context if it hopes for the Christian message to be communicated
accurately. Despite such concerns, attempts to be culturally relevant in terms of Holy
Communion have occurred and usually fall under the literature and practice of
inculturation.
Missiologist Louis Luzbetak notes the important connection between the concept
of the Incarnation and inculturation, when he writes:
Instead of"inculturation" one frequently hears "incarnation." And rightly so.
Just as the Incarnate Word assumed not only flesh when he became man but also
the particular culture of time and place, without compromise and with great
courage and at great price, his Incarnation has become a very appropriate
metaphor and suitable alternate term for "inculturation." (1993:45)
African Roman Catholic writer Joseph Healey defines the concept of inculturation as,
the process of incarnating the good news in a particular cultural context. More
specifically, it is a process by which people of a particular culture become able to
live, express, celebrate, formulate and communicate their Christian faith and their
experience of the paschal mystery in terms (linguistic, symbolic, social) that make
most sense and better convey life and truth in their social and cultural
environment. (1986:412)
Unfortunately, evangelical Protestant literature is almost non-existent on the issue of
liturgical inculturation. This may be due to a focus on scripture and scripture translation,
rather than a concern for liturgy. Some accounts record a description of limited
inculturation, or discuss the importance of making the gospel relevant in terms of
contextualization, but to my knowledge no good model exists for demonstrating how
inculturation of the Eucharist can be accomplished systematically.
Often, early mainline Protestant accounts are forced examples of inculturation. A
good example of this is the case of Huguenot Jean de Lery (Whatley 1984). De Lery and
a group of Huguenots attempted to found a mission on the coast of Brazil in the mid-
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1500s. Without grape wine and bread the group attempted to make a bread substitute out
of mandioc flour, which failed, relegating them to the use of a mandioc gruel. The wine
however was the main problem, the main local drink among the Tupi people who they
were working with was caouin, fermented mandioc roots, which had been chewed up and
spit out by the local women. This disgusted the French, who would not use it, even
though as Whatley (1984:390) points out, "In the European wine-making process, the
treading feet are neither more or less disgusting than the Brazilian chewing; both kinds of
brew are purged by fermentation." As global contact has increased, many churches have
been able to find Western elements to avoid such situations. Sometimes however, this
leads to an often confusing blending of symbols, as in this case from Zaire.
Protestant missionary pragmatism has been adopted by the Zairian pastors with
respect to eucharistic elements. In the early days of ministry, grape juice and
bread were commonly used at communion services on the mission stations. If
grape juice was not available, grenadine would be used to flavor and color water
for use in the event. Frequently the missionaries would simply bring some bread
and juice from their home and share with all who were present for the service. As
the church grew however, and as Zairian pastors were ordained, it became
apparent to the missionaries that using Western supplies was a mistake for none
of the villages could secure such resources. In place of the grape juice and bread,
the missionaries suggested the people use lemon or other more prevalent fruit
juices and bread made from mandioc (a local root tuber). In more recent days
under African leadership, other beverages such as sweet tea and soft drinks of
various kinds have been used for grape juice, and mandioc, either raw or cooked
("kwanga "), or plantains (cooking bananas or "makemba") have been used in
place of bread. (Torgerson 2000:451)

The most systematic approach to liturgical inculturation to date, has been done by
Roman Catholics focused on the structure of the traditional mass. In his book Liturg(es

of the Future (1989), Anscar Chupungco, a Filipino theologian, takes one of the most
systematic approaches to the inculturation of the mass. He defines liturgical inculturation
as "the process whereby the texts and rites used in worship by the local church are so
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inserted in the framework of culture, that they absorb its thought, language, and ritual
patterns" (1989:29). In examining the Eucharist specifically, Chupungco defines it more
by its meal meaning than its sacrificial meaning, which arises from his analysis of the
Eucharist from the framework of anamnesis (based on the Greek word for remembrance,

anamnesis, in its liturgical sense, is an active form of memory, not simply the
psychological recalling of events, but a ritualized form of memory which brings the past
and the future into the present and the present into the past and the future, demonstrating
the efficacy of God's work for all times and all peoples). He carefully distinguishes
between the theological content of a liturgy and the liturgical shape or form of the liturgy.
The former, which relates closely to the meaning of the liturgy, is constant and
unchanging, while the latter is the proper field in which inculturation should occur. The
theological content of the Eucharist is the sacrifice of Christ, while the liturgical shape is
that of a ritual meal. Perception of the shape of the Eucharist as a ritual meal rather than
a ritual sacrifice provides a more stable groundwork for inculturation, because the meal is
cross-cultural in meaning and carries less pre-Christian baggage than the concept of
sacrifice. He (1989:77) writes, "it is obvious that the meal approach will present many
loose ends. But as a method it is sound and, unlike the approach that seeks to incorporate
sacrificial rites into the mass, it does not run the risk of confusing the theological content
with the liturgical form or the eucharistic celebration."
The first step ofinculturation in Chupungco's methodology is this separation of
the theological content of a rite from its liturgical form. Once this has been completed,
the second step is to isolate the immutable elements from those elements subject to
change. This begins by breaking down the structure of the liturgy and evaluating each
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separate element and its relative importance. It is important that this process be holistic.
Chupungco (1989:74) notes, "The idea is to avoid making adaptations in pieces, that is
elaborating one element according to a particular dialogical structure but leaving the rest
untouched according to the plan of the Roman liturgy." He breaks the structure of the
mass down into four major parts: the introductory rites, the liturgy of the word, the
liturgy of the Eucharist, and the concluding rites. While the introductory,rites usher
people into worship and the concluding rites bless and dismiss the people, the liturgy of
the word is a dialogue between God and the people of God. The liturgy of the word is
thus divided into three sections, first God proclaims the word, then someone explains the
word, and finally the people in response to this dialogue petition God. These basic
structures, Chupungco argues, should be kept, but otherwise any relevant cultural
adaptation or inculturation is to be encouraged, based on the traditions of the people for
greeting, dialogue, and taking a proper farewell.
For Roman Catholics, the difficulty with inculturation of the liturgy occurs in the
liturgy of the Eucharist, the heart of the mass. This section of the mass is broken down
into four sections: preparations of the gifts, the Eucharistic prayer, the breaking of the
bread, and the communion of the people. Of these elements, all but the section of the
Eucharistic prayer appears to be open to creative culturally-based changes. Although
Chupungco makes no comment on the nature of the elements in discussing this issue in
1989, his earlier book, Cultural Adaptation a/the Liturgy, had this to say,
(W)hen substituting bread and wine with native elements, one has to take into
account the latter's connaturality to signify the violent death of Jesus on the cross.
The name, "breaking of bread," given by the early Christians to the Eucharist
suggests that the Last Supper of Jesus had a sacrificial overtone. The gesture of
breaking the bread possesses a deep theological significance and should not be
left out in the process of substitution. The kind of cereal or foodstuff will depend
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on the crops produced in the region. There is no clear biblical indication that the
eucharistic bread must be made of wheat. John 6: 13, a eucharistic pericope,
speaks of barley loaves. And it does not seem essential to the veracity of the
sacramental sign that the drink should be inebriating. Christ must have chosen
wine, not because it is inebriating, but because it is the biblical symbol of blood.
(1982:72)
Based on the section regarding the Eucharistic prayer in Chupungco ' s book (1989:79-80),
it is clear to see that the Roman Catholic Church offers very little room for inculturation
in this area. Only three of the eight elements of the Eucharistic prayer are somewhat
open for some inculturation (the Sanctus, the intercessory prayers, and the
commemoration of the Saints). The other five elements are considered core elements: the
hymn of thanksgiving and praise to the Father, the narrative of Jesus' actions and words
of institution, the prayer of supplication to transform the bread and wine into the body
and blood of Christ, the prayer in which the gifts are offered in memory of the paschal
mystery, and the final doxology. Needless to say, the physical elements of wheat bread
and grape wine lay at the heart of these core elements. Although Chupungco attempted a
Filipino inculturation of the Eucharistic liturgy based on his model, he was unable to
have it approved by Rome (1989:92-92).
Due to the strong central control of the Roman Catholic and Protestant
connectional churches, which often prevents inculturation in the argument for unity and
historical tradition, any attempt at inculturation of the Eucharistic species must look
beyond the Roman Catholic tradition for concrete answers. This is a grave loss, as their
high view of the liturgy and the mass, make Roman Catholic theologians natural leaders
in this debate. Despite his limitations, Chupungco offers one of the best perspectives on
inculturation or cultural adaptation of liturgy and the Eucharist. The debate is far from
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over, but early on Chupungco offered this solid advice on measuring the success of any
adaptation:
(T)he depth of liturgical adaptation is measured, not by external signs, even on the
sacramental level, but by the use of a language that reflects the thought of the
people. The use of native symbols and motifs can help create an indigenous
atmosphere and bring out the transparency of liturgical signs, but the real test is
the kind of language that the liturgy employs. As long as the Church prays and
speaks in a foreign language whose pattern of thought and mode of expression is
alien to the people, all efforts at adaptation remain superficial. This means that
the Church has not penetrated the realm of the spirit nor fully appreciated the
native genius of the people. Language is an authentic manifestation of the way
people form ideas and interiorly react to objective reality. Language
communicates the soul and spirit of the people and betrays their most secret
sentiments. (1982:72)
It is equally important to remember, as Douglas (1972) argues, that food is often a

symbolic language in its own right. Translation of the words ofthe liturgy into
meaningful forms is vital to conveying the message, but unfortunately, we often forget to
consider the message we are incorrectly translating into food. For example, the
"foreignness" of bread and wine in an Inuit communion may translate into a belief that
Jesus Christ is a foreign god, who is distant and may not understand or really care about
the daily needs of the Inuit people, even though the words spoken may carry the opposite
message.
Attempts at Roman Catholic liturgical inculturation have occurred, 5 but the
central concern for unity and the maintenance of historical tradition keeps the Catholic
Church and strongly connectional Protestant churches from moving toward the liturgical
inculturation of the Eucharistic elements. Perhaps the most vocal advocates for such a
move have come from African Roman Catholic theologians. Chukwudum Okolo
passionately argues for this when he writes:
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In the African context, what type of food, drink or clothes would the African give
to Christ? These are the essential 'loci' of our enquiry. Definitely, to serve Christ
drink by an African in an African culture would be to serve him everyday drink,
one that is easily within his reach and highly significant in meaning and value.
Christ would thus participate in the world of the African for he would share with
him his familiar drink in familiar surroundings. In West Africa, generally, this
common drink is palm wine. It is banana wine in other parts of Africa. Why
should these drinks be excluded from liturgical services? If these wines are used
in celebrating the Eucharist, for instance, they would partake in the mystery of the
sacrament. The same Lord would enter the 'roof of the African, sharing the same
body and blood with him, but in the 'species' familiar to him. Likewise, what the
African eats becomes, 'proximate matter' of the Eucharist. Such staple foods as
rice, corn, cassava, banana, could easily be the "species" under which the African
receives the body of Christ ... The point we are making is that the eucharistic
Christ in the visible signs of food and drink can best remain immanent to the
African in the symbols of familiar food and drink. That Christ is incarnate in
African culture would then be real, for the African would understand that Christ
has shed his image of Godhead and become 'Emmanuel', God-with-us-Africans,
in the visible signs of palm wine and corn bread, for instance. (1978:135)
Most of the negative reaction against such a position has come from the West.
Portuguese missionary, Jose Antunes da Silva (1992) has written quite strongly against
liturgical inculturation, although his arguments come across as being fairly weak.
Aylward Shorter, in his work on inculturation, notes,
Bread and wine, as the common food and drink of first-century Palestinians, have
cultural connotations. If they are to be replaced in cultures where such forms of
food and drink are unknown by less unfamiliar and more available materials, it
can be asked how far one can go before symbolism and reality are invalidated and
the link with the historical Christ severed. (1997:65)
Eugene Uzukwu counters such arguments when he writes:
The argument of the present Christian praxis seems to be rooted in the fact that
since Christ used bread produced from wheat or barley and grape-wine, these
elements are necessarily linked to the celebration of the Eucharistic memorial. In
other words, the profound reality of Jesus' personality effectively withdrew these
elements from the merely local, the transitory, and took them into the sacred as
revealed by him. But we have to insist that Jesus was conditioned by time and
space in the choice of these elements. He used wheat or barley bread (lehem)
because it was the food (lehem) the Jews eat. Liturgists are unanimous in
asserting that the Eucharist was established in the context of a meal, and,
naturally, Jesus used the staple food and principle drink of his people. There is no
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indication in the words of Jesus or the theology of the Christian tradition that
barley or wheat bread and grape-wine are imbued with the sacred. (1980:380)
The basic concern of all of these arguments and debates surround the tension between the
local and global dimensions of the church, often expressed more in terms of the historical
and the contextual elements of Holy Communion. It is my assertion that evangelical
Protestants, in the tradition of the Wesleyan Love Feast, have a model for dealing with
this tension which is unavailable to Roman Catholic theologians. We must now try to
systematically develop a broader model of liturgical inculturation, which may be used in
many different contexts, beyond the confines of Holy Communion.
For many years, the traditional model of Holy Communion in missions has been
to take the meaning of Holy Communion to another culture tightly bound to the
traditional forms of bread and wine or grape juice. (See Figure 1). Where bread and
grape wine are absent, substitutes in the form of imitations might be found, but only if
they resembled the traditional form, with little thought given to the accurate translation of
food meaning. 6 Bread and wine, as the divinely inspired elements were believed to be
capable of conveying their message universally without the need for inculturation. Due
to its theological limitations this is still the model practiced by the Roman Catholic
Church and strongly connectional Protestant churches, as well as most of the church in
the world. Such a model is clearly seen in the case study of the Inuit in Northern Canada,
and the Anglican bishop who served them.
The growth of indigenous churches and an increasing need for independence from
traditional mission church controlled to an interest in inculturating Holy Communion.
(See Figure 2) This interest, however, usually expressed itself in a random choice of
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foods, rather than a systematic understanding of meaning. Often staple foods were
chosen without the process of theological reflection, and while such foods are
recommended for communicating the "daily presence" meaning of Holy Communion, it
fails to take a holistic view and ignores the possibility of other meanings. Such an
approach is seen in the youth communions of potato chips and soda. 7 This approach is
more contextualization than inculturation, which is based on a stronger emphasis on
tradition.
Details of the Problem
As the church has drifted from the meaning of the original community meal of the
early church through both time and space, we have failed to adequately inculturate the
often complex meanings of this central ordinance in the mission context. Wesley held
that the ordinance of Holy Communion functioned both to convert unbelievers as well as
to confirm and disciple believers. 8 From this vantage point, it can be clearly seen, that
the liturgy, of which the Eucharist is a part, is intended to be a teaching tool in the
church, through which the gospel message of Jesus Christ is communicated to
generations of new believers, while reminding the church as a whole of its mission in the
world. My thesis is,

if we can recapture the dynamic learning environment of the meal

context alongside of the liturgy as a teaching tool and the powerful cultural and symbolic
meanings carried by food, we will be able to recapture and inculturate the gospel
message of Holy Communion, in its various complex meanings, into culturally
appropriate forms for purposes of discipleship that could lead to liturgy and evangelism.
In large part, this goal is founded on a Wesleyan approach to Holy Communion, which
sees it as both a converting and confirming ordinance, therefore suitable for both
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evangelism and discipleship. However, for effective evangelism to come out of this
study, a ground-work of discipleship needs to be laid first, so discipleship will be the
primary focus of this dissertation. The Love Feast in the free church Protestant tradition
presents an excellent historical model for accomplishing this goal. The proposed thesis
asks three primary questions regarding the Eucharist in global missions.
First, what are the core meanings of the Eucharist? This question.will be
answered through a close examination of scripture, focused on core verses recounting the
establishment of the Eucharist. From scripture, theology, church tradition, and
experience I have focused on six primary meanings associated with the historical meal of
Holy Communion. These are: remembrance, sacrifice, healing/reconciliation, presence,
fellowship, and the eschatological meaning. Each of these imply two other meanings,
thanksgiving and the ecclesial body of the church, and all of these meanings can be
communicated through concrete food symbols in most, if not all cultures. Depending on
the cultural context, some meanings will find translation into indigenous food elements
more easily than others, however I believe in most cases some contextual parallel can be
found.

It is important to keep in mind both the local and global context when dealing
with these meanings. The local context requires that meanings be expressed in local
terms, in local language and symbols. The relevance of the gospel in the people's daily
life is at stake. The global context requires that meanings be expressed in global terms,
true to the historic context of the life of Jesus. The unity of the church and its historical
tradition are at stake. Whatever model we develop must balance these contexts and not
choose one over the other.
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Second, how do we communicate these meanings through concrete, rather than
abstract, symbols? The inculturation model appears to be the best method to use given
the ritual nature of Holy Communion. Communication of the gospel message through
words can be powerfully reinforced and the message of the Incarnation made more
directly through the use of indigenous elements. The obstacle that must be avoided is the
loss of the unity of the body of Christ in relation to the needs of the local .church. I
propose that this can be achieved through a biblical and historical model of Protestant
inculturation called the Love Feast, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
In this model, an inculturated indigenous meal is held before the traditional Eucharist, in
which local foods are used to juxtapose parallel food meanings, found at the local level,
onto the historical elements of the Eucharist. The historical and unifying integrity of the
Eucharist is upheld, while the local indigenous meanings are utilized to accurately
convey the theological meanings. Such a dual ritual meal has great potential for helping
communicate the gospel message effectively in evangelism or discipleship in the mission
context, because it creates a context for practical learning through symbols, stories, and
dialogues.
Third, what can we learn from restoring Holy Communion to its original meal
context? Social sciences suggest that the communal meal conveys meanings of
belonging and identity. By restoring Holy Communion to the meal context, I hope to see
the church, both global and local, become stronger through understanding and becoming
aware of its part in the body of Christ, the Incarnation of God's activity in the world. I
believe that as this understanding of the local and the global grows, evangelism and
discipleship will advance as well. Jesus will become more relevant and real in people's
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daily life and meals. By eating together, the church will grow as a community in its
identity with Christ and with each other.
I also believe that great potential exists: for multi-cultural congregations to create
a single greater identity, for broken communities to initiate contexts for reconciliation,
and for pre-Christians to be evangelized within the meal fellowship of a welcoming
community. These three questions are at the heart of the inculturation issue in both
Western and third-world contexts.
Understanding how we communicate the meanings of remembrance, sacrifice,
healing/reconciliation, presence, fellowship, and the eschatological meaning, requires an
understanding of Holy Communion within its meal context. Jesus instructed the church
to maintain this ritual meal, and yet through time the church has abandoned most of the
qualifications which can define this ritual as a "meal." The "table" is replaced with the
"altar" while a bit of bread (which often does not resemble real bread) and a sip of grape
juice or wine (long since replaced by other everyday beverages in daily life) have
replaced the filling, life-sustaining, meal shared in a communal setting. In the process,
meaning has been either lost or open to misunderstanding and confusion. Such confusion
is often only intensified when Holy Communion is taken into third-world cultures. As
the church has expanded beyond the Mediterranean and European cultures in which it
first prospered, it has entered a more culturally diverse environment where these Western
symbols fail to carry their traditional meaning. It is precisely from this premise that this
study is seeking to revitalize the use of Holy Communion within the mission context.
The Wesleyan Love Feast, which stressed testimonies and community building provides
a loose model to bring culturally symbolic teaching meals back into a context of
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communal meals that are open to outsiders. However, understanding how we
communicate meanings in a meal also requires study in several additional fields. Notably
anthropology, social psychology, religious studies, liturgical studies, and ritual studies
have all dealt to some degree with the issues of communicating meanings in the context
of ordinary and ritual meals.
Church history and tradition has also provided the basis for a model on how Holy
Communion might be restored to a meal setting. McGowan's (1999) work presents a
very decentralized view of the early church in terms of its meal practice. The tradition of
bread and wine as the elements of the Eucharist can only be clearly traced and defended
to the institutionalization of the Eucharist in the fourth century. Prior to this time a wide
range of food elements were used and the Love Feast and Eucharist lack clear distinctive
boundaries. The Wesleyan and Brethren Love Feast provides an excellent example,
where a contextualized meal can be held in close proximity to enhance our spiritual
understanding of Holy Communion. Through further study in these areas and on these
historical case studies, it is possible to construct a model of a meal that parallels the
original teaching settings of biblical meals such as Passover and the Last Supper. Since
the biblical meanings were originally learned in the meal setting, both in the early church
and among Moravians and early Methodists, it seems only natural to develop a
curriculum that can teach through culturally parallel settings.
This proposal aims to develop a renewed version of the Love Feast, with a return
of the Eucharist to the meal context for communicating meaning in the common meal as
well as a suggested curriculum to teach in this setting. This curriculum can take
advantage of such a setting to instruct participants in the scriptural meanings which
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Christ commanded us to communicate by eating together. Such a curriculum invites the
use of cultural symbols and foods that likely would have been foreign to first century
Palestine. These symbols and foods must be chosen in dialogue with the congregation,
given its geographical, cultural, and historic context, so that the scriptural meanings will
take root in the local context through the most relevant local symbols. This approach
diverges from the traditional Love Feast in two major ways. First, the Wesleyan and
Brethren Love Feasts were closed to non-members, whereas this curriculum proposes to
use the Love Feast as an open tool for discipling and mission. Second, in most cases, the
food of the traditional Love Feast had also become symbolic food. This curriculum
operates under the principles presented by Mary Douglas (1972) that any food which fails
to meet the requirements of a "meal," by that culture's definition, carries less symbolic
and cultural impact. Therefore, wherever possible, full meals will be utilized.
Such a study is a vital piece to the current needs of mission. Growing concerns of
globalization and tribalism, as well as frequent ethnic and religious conflict call for the
church to create a better understanding of community on both the local and global levels.
For example, if community is truly created through the symbolism of eating together,
then now is the time for Holy Communion to move from an often misunderstood
background role to a significant instrument of reconciliation in the advance of the
missionary movement. Food is a common ground from which the church can meet many
needs and better instruct believers, by allowing them to experience God and the
redemptive sacrifice of Christ within their own everyday experience. The study I present
here is just one attempt in this direction. However, it is vital that we develop a way and a
process of instruction by which we can satisfactorily answer these issues on both the
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global and local levels. Without such an approach our random efforts will continue to
obstruct rather than aid the spread of the message of Jesus Christ. Chapter 2 will examine
what such a holistic approach or model might look like in theory.
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1 The trend to prepackaged elements for Holy Communion certainly supports this
criticism. Barbara Bates of the United Methodist Church responded to the pre-packaged
communion by saying, "The more you make it like fast food ... the more it encourages an
isolated, one-by-one experience" (Sham 1996:3A).

This moral dimension of food is discussed later in Chapter 2, and comes from two
primary sources. The first area is the work of Paul Rozin (cf. Rozin 1990, Miller, Fiske
and Rozin 1998, and Friedlander, Rozin, and Sokolov 1999), which examines the social
psychology of disgust and why people might avoid food. Rozin has found that this
avoidance goes beyond a fear of germs and that food actually carries moral values when
it is shared or consumed. The second area to explore the moral aspects of food is the
work ofR. Marie Griffith (cf. 1997,2001, 2004a, and 2004b), who has studied the
theological impact of food in the Christian diet movement. She has also found that within
this movement certain foods do carry meanings of sin and evil.

2

One recent trend is the use of pre-packaged communion elements, which have been
criticized as the ultimate in individualized fast food packaging. Jim Johnson, the
president of Compak Corporation, which developed the pre-packaged concept, is
recorded in a Christianity Today article as saying of Holy Communion, "It's more
important that you do it than how you do it" (Anonymous 1996:58).
3

See Whiteman's work (1983:345-347) involving a magical interpretation of Holy
Communion in Melanesia.

4

5 In

the early 1970s the Roman Catholic bishops of Chad and Cameroon, apparently due
to a scarcity of sacramental wine, made a bold theological step in replacing the wheat
bread and grape-wine of the Eucharist with the local staples of millet bread and millet
beer in Chad, and cassava and palm wine in Cameroon. Bishop Dupont of Chad was
subsequently removed from his office and these experiments were ended (cf. Uzukwu
1980:370, Shorter 1997 [1988]:65, and Donders 1996:29).
Kessler (1996: 107) records the content of several letters received from Presbyterian
missionaries in China. He records that on the mission outstations, "the missionaries
might bring makeshift communion provisions from Jiangyin--raisins to be stewed into
wine and soda crackers to be broken up for bread."
6

7 The

indigenous Kimbanguist Church of the former Zaire is a rare exception to this
trend. Perhaps the most carefully thought out communion was conducted by the
Kimbanguist Church of Zaire on April 6, 1971, fifty years after it was founded. For this
indigenous church, this was not an accidental afterthought, rather serious debate about the
elements had been underway for years prior to 1971. Finally, the elements chosen were a
bread made from potatoes, maize, and bananas and a drink made from honey and water.
Each element was backed by a cultural or biblical symbolism with indigenous meaning
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(cf. Thurian and Wainwright 1983:231-234). (See also Tovey 2004:96-103 for a
discussion on the Kimbanguist Church and their inculturated Eucharist.)
8 For more details on a Wesleyan approach to the sacrament of Holy Communion see
Borgen 1985:183-217 and Staples 1991 :201-243. Staples has an additional chapter on the
"Eucharist and Evangelism," building on the idea of Holy Communion as a converting
ordinance (see Staples 1991 :251-264). Borgen (1985:197-198) also writes, "In claiming
that this sacrament is also a converting ordinance, Wesley ventures into new territories.
He does so on several grounds: first, on the general principle that God is free to convey
any or all of his grace, through whatever means he chooses, or without any means at all.
Secondly, the Lord's Supper conveys remission of sins to believers who have fallen in
sin. It follows logically, that if forgiveness and pardon can be conveyed to one having
had faith in the 'full, Christian sense,' why should not the same privilege be accorded one
with a lesser degree of faith as well? Thirdly, Wesley, by experience, knew that many had
actually been justified at the Lord's Table. If so, then the sacrament is a converting
ordinance, regardless of what theological theoreticians might claim."

Chapter 2
Setting the Table

A Holistic Model of Inculturation for Evangelical Churches
For a holistic model ofinculturation to be evangelical, it must exhibit a high view
of scripture. For it to be adequately contextual, it must also demonstrate a high view of
the local cultural context. Within this model, scripture, informed by tradition is central;
however, an appreciation and understanding of the local context is of equal importance
and is constantly interacting with and interpreting scripture and the traditions of the
church. All of the possible scriptural meanings for some aspect of worship should be
explored. This will help avoid a reductionistic tendency found in some models of
contextualization. While some meanings may have more relevance for a particular
cultural context, the true complexity of scripture needs to be explored and communicated
for effective inculturation.
While scripture is central, it must interact with numerous other fields of study
within the realm of the social sciences in order to adequately understand the local
context. (See Figure 3) Key to this model is the idea of balance and compromise in the
inculturationl contextualization process. In some cases it may be appropriate for scripture
to dictate the way inculturation is done, but in other areas the culture context may playa
more important role. In this approach for the inculturation of the Eucharist, I have
included: the study of inculturation, anthropology of food, social psychological studies
related to food, and an assessment of the local theologies of food found in much of the
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West, especially the United States, since this is the primary area in which the model will
be tested, although churches in other countries might also be included if possible. If the
focus was not on the Eucharist, but some other element of worship for inculturation, other
areas of study might be more appropriate since each situation will be unique. It is a
helpful practice to try and reduce the concept being studied to some of its simplest
meanings in order to see which other areas of the social sciences might be applicable to
the inculturation of worship. In this study, seeing the Eucharist as a meal allows for
insights from anthropology and social psychology to have particular relevance in the
inculturation process.
A final crucial element to any model of inculturation, or contextualization, must
be the reflection by the local community, which in tum will inform the theologian in
terms of how appropriate certain scriptures were for the inculturation process, how
scripture is interpreted by the people, and how cultural factors may affect the
inculturationl contextualization process. In this model the reflection and dialog with the
community is vital for ongoing contextualization. Seeking a model that holds scripture
and culture together in a creative balance is not easy, nor will the results be necessarily
perfect, but time and ongoing reflection can work out many of the difficulties.
Figure 4 (See Page 39) presents a simple structure for understanding how this
model works and how the various

~omponents

interconnect. This figure presents the

model in the form of a common traffic light, of the type often found in North America.
Four components are of equal importance to the overall model, however their order and
corresponding colors give more weight to some areas than others. This model would
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Figure 4: Model for an Evangelical Approach to Inculturation
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clearly fit in Bevans' categories as a synthetic model of contextualization (cf. Bevans
2002:88-102), since it attempts to hold scripture and the social sciences in tension,
incorporating the experience of the people in an ongoing contextualization process.
First, the red light on the top represents the scriptural component. For evangelicals
this must be the starting point for inculturation. No serious contextual project can begin
without a thorough attempt to understand where scripture stands with regard to the
relevant issues. This is not to say that local culture or the social sciences do not have an
equal voice, but scripture is the framework through which evangelical inculturation will
begin. Once a scriptural foundation is reached, the idea under consideration can move to
the second component. It is not essential for group consensus or a clear single
interpretation of scripture be achieved before moving to the second level, only that the
idea be thoroughly explored in scripture first.
Second, the yellow light represents the additional considerations of the social
sciences. Any inculturation project must proceed with caution until the potential impacts
of culture and social structure can be taken into account. With the study on the Eucharist,
this involved examining the anthropology of food, the social dynamics of eating together,
the local cultural views of food and eating, as well as looking at the potential meanings of
food and how they might relate to the scriptural meanings. Understanding these areas
helped in the development of the curriculum and in communicating scriptural meanings
effectively. Going directly from scripture to some type of inculturation project without
this step is potentially dangerous and at a minimum will produce an irrelevant and useless
result. Trying to impose Old Testament dietary laws on a cultural group with vastly
different food resources would be an example of this type of project. For the Inuit in
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Northern Canada, such an attempt would be extremely dangerous, while for other
cultures it would merely be inconvenient and meaningless.
Third, after the study of relevant social sciences, the inculturation project has a
green light to develop a plan of action fonned in light of the scriptural foundations and
the local culture. As in this study, a curriculum could be developed or a new fonn of
liturgy or style of worship might be promoted. In a culture with a coming .of age
ceremony, a Christian service might be developed building off the traditional culture, but
infused with biblical concepts. The pastor, church leaders or elders in the church might
develop this plan of action, or it may be developed by the entire congregation or a
segment of that congregation. The more involvement by the people, the more effective
and contextual the project will be. Most importantly the project must lead to some result.
Considering scripture and the social sciences without developing a plan of action, is
simply an exercise in academic thought. It is not necessary that everyone agree with this
plan of action. Participants should see this as an experimental approach to solve the
problem.
Finally, the last stage in the model is an arrow indicating reflection. Once a
project has been created and tested, there must come a period of time in which the results
are considered. If the project is considered successful, that is, the scriptural meanings
have been effectively communicated to a group of people with a shared context, it might
be adopted as a regular practice of the church, possibly making some minor refinements
along the way. If the project is deemed a failure, that is, the intended scriptural meanings
were either not communicated or incorrectly communicated, the project may be
abandoned and the initial problem enters the process again, seeking a new solution. Most
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of the time, however, the reflection of the project will be mixed, with some of the
scriptural meanings effectively communicated and others lost or miscommunicated,
demonstrating a need of major changes and refinements. Questions that should be asked
are: "What worked and what should be changed?" "Should items that didn't work be
abandoned or refined?" "What different results would we like to see next time, and how
might we measure them?"
Such a model provides a rough groundwork for a systematic approach to
inculturation, not just of Holy Communion, but of any other event in the life of the local
church as well. Clearly, further work needs to be done to expand and develop this model,
as well as to identify weaknesses and strengths. This thesis is a beginning step in assisting
the creation of a model for doing inculturation that is both scripturally based and backed
by social scientific research.
Historical Groundwork
In Matthew 28:18-20, Jesus commands his disciples to go and make other

disciples among the nations and to teach them to observe "all that I have commanded
you." Given this missionary calling, the apostles established the early church noted in
Acts 2:42-47, where the breaking of bread is shown to be a key element in the fulfilling
of Jesus' command. In 1 Corinthians 11 :17-34, Paul too passes on the divine ordinance
of Holy Communion, which he notes in verse 23, comes to him from Jesus, our Lord.
This meal encompasses not only the life and teachings of Jesus during a lifetime of meals
with his friends, it is also a meal which embraces the entire message of God's plan of
salvation through Christ. The ordinary daily human meal is transformed into an
extraordinary gospel lesson of celebration taught in part through the language of the meal
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and the vocabulary of food within the worshipping community. What needs to be taught
is put into a form by which it can be learned through experience, a reenactment of our
Lord's Last Supper. Over time, this informal gathering of believers, who shared their
personal experience of Jesus at the table in their own homes, became gradually
formalized in the basilicas of the institutional church. The meal became a ritual formula
and the food became only symbolic. What was initially a concrete meal, which sustained
and built a religious community, evolved into an abstract symbol, which over time has
functioned less effectively.
Much of the work on Holy Communion seems to bypass the role of the meal
contexts and the selection of the actual food elements. It does seem to be accepted that
the early church met around the common table and that Holy Communion and worship
was centered in this context. As the church entered the period of official acceptance and
recognition by Constantine and other secular leaders, worship along with Holy
Communion moved out of the house setting and into specialized buildings. The altar
gradually replaced the table, and the meal became a symbolic remnant to be eaten while
standing or kneeling (Rouwhorst 1995). Over time the function of the elements as the
body and blood of Christ began to take on a more mystic role, leading to the adoration of
the elements. By the middle ages, the early Christian meal had become not only totally
removed from the meal context, but the rise of ocular communion led to the absence of
eating in Holy Communion except by the priest (Lutterbach 1995, Caspers 1995).
Koenig (2000) has recently argued that the meals of the early Christian church
were intricately connected to the mission of the church. He writes:
Commemorations of the last supper would have been the most natural settings for
followers of Jesus to experience, interpret, articulate, and embody what they
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meant by communion with God. For interested Jews who came to visit, these
meals assumed the character of a welcoming to deeper participation in God's
redemption ofIsrael through Jesus and the Holy Spirit. And so the church's first
table worship on Sundays continued its master's intention at the last supper to
enlist Israel decisively in his royal calling. At once numinous and mundane, Jesus
centered and traditionally Jewish, the last supper commemorations of the earliest
believers served to channel the promise and power of God's imminent kingdom
into daily life. The emerging church in Jerusalem owed no small part of its
missionary vigor to its liturgies of messianic feasting. (Koenig 2000:85)

Koenig identifies five crucial elements which connect the meaning of Holy Communion
with Christian mission: the first is the promise of the messianic banquet;the second the
ongoing presence of Christ with the church, the third is the practice of a communal meal,
the fourth is the abundance of the church from which we share with others, the fifth is the
"co-missioning" of believers to join in Christ's mission. Koenig notes,
V erbal expressions of the good news about Jesus were of course decisive for
conversion--surely no Eucharist took place without them (see 1 Corinthians
11 :26)--but the actual turning to faith of many curious onlookers and seekers after
righteousness must have come when they were able to see the gospel enfleshed in
real human communities, especially during worship at table. (2000:253)
As the communal celebration of Holy Communion moved away from the tables of
the believers, the ritual meal contained less continuity with the original context, and this
has gradually led to a loss of meaning regarding Holy Communion in the church. It is
precisely from this premise that this study is seeking to revitalize the use of Holy
Communion within the mission context, and especially to bring it back into a context of
communal meals. I believe that as these historically meaningful meals are inculturated
and opened up to new believers and potential converts, discipleship can and will occur.
Evangelism and the development of indigenous liturgy and worship will ultimately flow
out of this form of discipleship training. Holy Communion was intended as a missionary
effort, a way to draw others to Christ, but our theological practice has often closed off
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this meal from outsiders and failed to see its potential. The Orthodox tradition has seen
the value of Eucharist and the liturgy in mission (cf. Bria 1996). This type of approach
should be more seriously considered by Protestant scholars.
Andrew McGowan (1999) has pointed out, in his excellent study, Ascetic

Eucharists, that the food used by the early church was much more varied than we have
previously believed. While his work focuses on the traditions which rejected wine in
favor of water, he also gives the possible evidence that oil, salt, honey, milk, cheese,
vegetables, and even fish, may have been used within the Eucharistic setting, and that this
setting was most often in a full meal context. The pattern he puts forth is more of a
symbolic rejection of the traditional Roman sacrificial system than one unified common
tradition. As wine was poured in Roman libations, he argues that this debate was more
important to the early church at this time. This study gives us the historical validity to
argue that bread and wine were not necessarily the only elements permitted for the
Eucharist, but also we must be cautious not to use elements too heavily entrenched in
local sacrificial systems. A careful study of the local context will determine which foods
can be used in the inculturation process, and which foods may present a danger of
syncretism. 1
When the Protestant Reformation reacted against many of the abuses in the
Catholic church of its day, it also established a trajectory which gradually minimized the
role of Holy Communion. The bread and wine remained symbolic and isolated from the
original meal context, with one major exception. The Moravians, an early pietist
religious movement located in Bohemia, in their desire to return to a first century style of
worship revived the practice of the communal meal called the Love Feast at Herrnhut in
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1727. Once again, the meal became an infonnal environment for teaching the gospel
message, by reenacting the foot washing, Last Supper (Love Feast), and then Holy
Communion. While the Moravian Love Feast may have begun as a full meal, over time it
became "a symbolic meal of a sweet roll or cookie and coffee or chocolate" (Stayer
1985:200). However, some traditional Brethren groups--the River Brethren and Dunkard
traditions--continue with the practice of a full community meal. The Brethren are a
pietistic Protestant group fonned in the early 18th century, in the same area as, and
influenced by, the earlier Moravians.
John Wesley encountered this tradition on his mission work in Georgia and it
subsequently appeared in the meetings in the Fetter Lane Society. John Wesley's journal
for January 1, 1739 thus records the initial Methodist Love Feast:
Mr. Hall, Kinchin, Ingham, Whitefield, Hutchins, and my brother Charles, were
present at our love-feast in Fetter-Lane, with about sixty of our brethren. About
three in the morning, as we were continuing instant in prayer, the power of God
came mightily upon us, insomuch that many cried out for exceeding joy, and
many fell to the ground. As soon as we were recovered a little from that awe and
amazement at the presence of his Majesty, we broke out with one voice, 'We
praise thee, 0 God; we acknowledge thee to be the Lord.' (Wesley 1978 Vol.
1:170)
The Love Feast became a time of testimony and community building in the class
meetings. The Love Feast for the early Methodists was primarily a time for testimonies
and the meal part was primarily symbolic and peripheral. Baker notes,
The physical ingredients of the meal among the Moravians at first were bread and
wine, though the wine was later replaced by tea in order to make the Agape quite
distinct from the Eucharist. Similarly in the Methodist usage the beverage has
usually been water (and occasionally tea), shared from a two-handled mug passed
round from hand to hand. The food has varied from bread or biscuit to semisweet buns. (1957:15)
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While the Love Feast would die out in Britain, it remained quite strong in America,
where it was more difficult for someone to attend the Love Feast than it was to attend
Holy Communion. While Holy Communion was open to non-Methodists, the Love Feast
was restricted to members of the class meeting or serious seekers only. A ticket was
given to class members in good standing and to very serious seekers, and this ticket was
required for entrance into the Love Feast. In this sense, Methodist identity was
maintained through the control of this meal. 2 Lester Ruth notes that when confronted
with the issue of open communion but closed Love Feasts that,
One Methodist reply was to distinguish between the love feast and the sacrament
as different types of means of grace. The love feast was classified as a prudential
means of grace-- one specifically given to Methodists and thus essential for
Methodist nurture-- whereas the sacrament was an instituted means of grace-- one
commanded of all Christians. (2000: 130)
While the Moravians and Methodists symbolically represented the Love Feast,
they did allow for a degree ofinculturation, especially in the mission context. 3 While
little is written on the Love Feast in early Methodist missions, it is not completely absent
from the historical record. 4 The recorded accounts seem to emphasize the testimonies,
which clearly demonstrate how important such an event must have been for building
Christian community and encouraging evangelism in these contexts. Only once does the
Love Feast seem to have been purposely discontinued in a missionary context, and this
was only with regard to eating together (an exceptional case in India, most likely due to
caste restrictions), the ritual 'itself, albeit without the food elements, continued. 5 I believe
that the model of a combined Love Feast and Holy Communion was practiced by the
Moravian, the Methodist, and the Brethren traditions (See Figure 5), even though they
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may not have conceived of it as such. 6 The two ceremonies were always held close
together, and seldom was one held without the other. I would even argue that for early
Methodists, the Love Feast became a close parallel and perhaps a different form of Holy
Communion.7 The model I have developed draws strongly from these historical
traditions. From the Moravian! Brethren tradition comes the use of a full meal as a way
to teach, by experience, the gospel message of Jesus Christ. From the early Methodist
tradition, comes the powerful use of testimonies, by which lay believers can be
instrumental in discipling others in their community, especially in a meal context. From
the Methodist mission tradition of the Love Feast comes the possibility of community
evangelism, where the meal connects people and allows the Holy Spirit to use the
testimonies of friends and neighbors to encourage, convict, and bring people to salvation.
Scriptural and Theological Groundwork
The basis for the historical restoration of the Love Feast or Agape meal among the
Moravians clearly arises from a desire to model themselves after the practices of the early
church as portrayed in scripture. It is also important to this project to understand the role
food plays within scripture. As the meaning of Holy Communion is at the core of this
project, the main scriptures used are those pertaining to the Last Supper. Matthew 26: 1735, Mark 14:12-31, and Luke 22:7-38 are the key passages in describing the events of
this fmal communal meal which Jesus experienced with his disciples. John 13-16, while
not discussing the meal, records it from beginning to end, and presents a long account of
some of the dialogue which occurred at this historical event. More commonly, John
6:22-59, outlining Jesus' statements that he is the "bread oflife" are often considered a
Eucharistic teaching and thus both sections of John are considered core to this project. In
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addition, Paul' s first letter to the church at Corinth, presents some of the earliest and
clearest teaching in the community setting on the early church's view of this ritual meal,
and so 1 Corinthians 11 :7-34 is also a prominent scripture in understanding the meaning
of the Lord's Supper. Also, the Gospel of Luke as a whole plays a major role in this
study, as one of Luke's major themes surrounds the eating patterns of Jesus (cf. Luke
7:33-35) as a model for the Kingdom and Christian living (see especially Moessner
1989). While these are the core scriptures dealing with the Eucharist, many other
scriptures can be interpreted as Eucharistic texts and the curriculum based on this
groundwork uses many of these texts from both the Old and New Testaments.
From the study of these core scriptures, I have identified six major meanings of
Holy Communion, which appear to be generally accepted and can be expressed in terms
offood symbols: remembrance, sacrifice, healing/reconciliation (which flows as a result
from the forgiveness of sins), real presence, fellowship, and the eschatological
dimension. The meaning of the Last Supper as a memorial meal is supported from the
core scriptures in Luke 22: 19 and 1 Corinthians 11 :24-25 (cf. Lawler 1995: 110-113). As
the Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry (BEM) document of the World Council of Churches
(1982:11) states it, "The Eucharist is the memorial of the crucified and risen Christ, i.e.
the living and effective sign of his sacrifice, accomplished once and for all on the cross
and still operative on behalf of all humankind."
Funerary meals were common in the Greek and Roman cultures, but the Jewish
memorial resembles more of a teaching tool. The entire Passover meal as a context for
the Last Supper reinforces this meaning, especially with the ritualized asking of questions
by the youngest child. Lamb found in Exodus 12:1-30 plays a definite role in the
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salvation history of the Jewish people. John the Baptist's referral to Jesus in tenns as
"the lamb of God" (John 1:29) certainly built upon the existing memorial meaning of the
paschal lamb. Bread likewise is memorialized in the manna of Exodus 16:1-31, and the
remembrance of this meaning was surely present when Jesus announced he was the
"bread oflife" in John. In Jewish memory food also played a key role in Old Testament
stories. The promised land as a land of "milk and honey" (Deuteronomy 27: 1-1 0) or
even the grapes used as evidence ofthe richness of the land in Numbers 13, each
reinforced the memory of God's blessing. In addition, the story of Jacob wrestling with
the angel of God, provides another example of a cultural memory captured in food, when
part of the lamb is no longer eaten as a reminder of Jacob's dislocated hip (Genesis
32:32).
The meaning of sacrifice can be found in the core scriptures in Luke 22:20, John
16:25-33, and 1 Corinthians 11:24-25 (cf. Lawler 1995:115-121, REM 1982:11). Like
the meaning of remembering, sacrifice had a role in both Jewish and Greco-Roman
cultures. The disciples would have understood such a meaning in the light of Genesis
22:1-19, as well as the books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy which layout the sacrificial
system. The food, which the Israelites ate, was a subset of the possibilities which God
had created, Mary Douglas (1972, 1993) points out that the food which was sacrificed
was a subset ofthe food which could be eaten. In such a way, every table becomes an
analogy for the sacrificial system. Beyond this, the sacrifice of Holy Communion is also
a reminder of the sacrifice we, as the people of God, also are called upon to make
(Romans 12:1 ff, 1 Peter 2:5) to fulfill our calling as the Body of Christ, broken for the
world.
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A third meaning for Holy Communion seen within the core scriptures is the
meaning of healing and reconciliation. These meanings are combined into one as
reconciliation can be viewed as the healing of the community, while the term healing is
usually applied to individuals. The forgiveness of sins, made possible through the
sacrifice of Christ on the cross, is the beginning of the process of reconciliation and
healing for communities and individuals. The REM (1982:12) notes, "In Christ we offer
ourselves as a living and holy sacrifice in our daily lives; this spiritual worship,
acceptable to God, is nourished in the Eucharist, in which we are sanctified and
reconciled in love, in order to be servants of reconciliation in the world." This meaning
can be seen most clearly in John 6:22-59, Matthew 26:28, and especially 1 Corinthians
11:27-34. While Lawler does not include this meaning in his discussion of the Eucharist
in sacramental theology, he writes in a section on reconciliation:
It is the ritual of the eucharist that is the culmination of the ritual reconciliation of
sinners, just as it was the ritual of the eucharist that was the culmination of their
initiation into the church, the body of Christ. It is not uncommon for the faithful
still today to believe that reconciliation must always precede communion. But
such a belief is of a purely extrinsic relationship: penance must chronologically
precede eucharistic communion. What I am asserting here is a much more
intrinsic and essential link between the two. Not only does reconciliation
chronologically precede eucharist, but it is essentially ordered to it and, indeed,
fmds its own fulfillment in it. (1995:153)

Food in many cultures is connected to healing and medicine, and this was most likely true
for the Jewish and Greco-Roman cultures. A good Old Testament example of
reconciliation, which the disciples may have recalled is the story of Mephibosheth and
King David in 2 Samuel 9:1-13, when the son of David's friend and grandson of his
enemy is restored to his inheritance and brought to dine at the king's table for the rest of
his days.
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A fourth meaning of Holy Communion, which is often debated, is the presence of
Christ (cf. Lawler 1995:121-129). Some traditions argue for a symbolic presence and
others for a real presence. I believe this is an artificial distinction, when in fact both sides
recognize that the resurrected Christ is somehow present in the Eucharistic meal. Part of
"remembering" someone after they have died implies an understanding that as long as the
deceased is remembered, they are not completely absent from the living. The actual
concern is whether the deceased is present only in the memories of the living, or if they
are somehow spiritually or materially present as well. The REM (1982: 13) puts it this
way, "The Spirit makes the crucified and risen Christ really present to us in the
eucharistic meal, fulfilling the promise contained in the words of institution. The
presence of Christ is clearly the centre of the Eucharist, and the promise contained in the
words of institution is therefore fundamental to the celebration." Most often evangelical
Protestants have interpreted this as a symbolic presence. John 6:35-59 and John 15:5-15
may provide evidence that such a presence is more than symbolic, as may the postresurrection meals with Jesus.
The concept of presence is also built on the Old Testament tradition of the temple
shewbread (Leviticus 24:5-9, cf. 1 Samuel 21 : 1-6), which was a daily offering of bread
left on the altar to be eaten only by the Levites. This close association of bread with the
daily worship of God, along with the memorial function of bread as a reminder of manna,
certainly informed the context in which the disciples of Jesus would have understood
Holy Communion. Whether the disciples viewed Jesus as being "really" present as the
resurrected Lord or as a symbol of the presence of the Spirit within the community, either
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way, the daily and intimate presence of Jesus within our reality can be a powerful
meaning. 8
A fifth meaning of Holy Communion, which can be seen in the core scriptural
texts, is the meaning of communal fellowship. Matthew 26:21-25, Mark 14:18-21, Luke
22:24-27, John 13 and 15, and 1 Corinthians 11:17-22 (as well as all of Chapter 12 which
can be connected with the Eucharistic teaching) direct us to see the meal as a place for
fellowship to occur (cf. Lawler 1995: 108-110). Such a meal may also tie in to the
community' s memories of when Jesus was living with them and eating and teaching at
meals. Similar meals would also be the setting in the early church to pass these stories on
to new members and so perpetuate the faith. Eating as a way of maintaining Jewish
community and fellowship was certainly not new. Genesis 18:1-15 demonstrates that
eating together was a cultural expression of hospitality and welcoming. Daniel 1 and the
Jewish experience of exile in Babylon also emphasized how dietary laws maintained
Jewish identity and fellowship with God even when they were most threatened. REM
(1982:14) says, "The eucharistic communion with Christ who nourishes the life of the
church is at the same time communion within the body of Christ which is the church. The
sharing in one bread and the common cup in a given place demonstrates and effects the
oneness of the sharers with Christ and with their fellow sharers in all times and places."
The sixth major meaning of Holy Communion is the eschatological dimension of
the meal. This is pointed out in Luke 22:16, 18,28-30, Mark 14:25, Matthew 26:29, and
1 Corinthians 11 :26 (cf. Lawler 1995: 131-132). Once again this meaning is built on the
background of the Jewish teachings. Isaiah 25:6-9 and Isaiah 55 are just two examples of
the rich understanding of the Messianic banquet, when God would restore everything to
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its proper form, judge evil doers and celebrate with the faithful at an elaborate feast. The
BEMnotes,
The Eucharist opens up the vision of the divine rule which has been promised as
the final renewal of creation, and is a foretaste of it. Signs of this renewal are
present in the world wherever the grace of God is manifest and human beings
work for justice, love and peace. The Eucharist is the feast at which the church
gives thanks to God for these signs and joyfully celebrates and anticipates the
coming of the Kingdom in Christ. (1982:14)
These are the meanings which are probably most recognized and used within the
church as a whole, even if disagreements remain as to some of their theological
implications. This is best seen in the fact that these meanings are supported in the World
Council of Churches Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry (1982) document, which
represents an ecumenical endeavor to find common ground in this area. This does not
mean to imply that other meanings do not exist. The life of Jesus is full of food stories
and references. Even if we pass over the teachings that occurred at meals, we find that
Jesus began his public ministry with a food related miracle at the wedding feast of Cana
(John 2: 1-11) and continued with food-related miracles such as the feeding ofthe 5000
(Matthew 14:13-21, Mark 6:30-44, and John 6:1-14) and the feeding of the 4000
(Matthew 15:32-39 and Mark 8:1-21). In his parables, Jesus often used food analogies
such as the mustard seed (Matthew 13:31-32, Mark 4:30-32, and Luke 13:18), salt
(Matthew 5:13, Mark 9:49-50, and Luke 14:34-35), and leaven (Matthew 13:33, Luke
12:1 and 13 :20-21). Jesus' ministry was in part defined by breaking Jewish dietary laws
to eat with sinners (Matthew 9:11, Matthew 11:18-19, Luke 5:29-36, Luke 19:1-10).
Feasting and food show up in parables (Matthew 22:1-14, Luke 15:11-32), teachings
(Matthew 7:15-20, Matthew 15:1-20, Mark 7:1-23), prayer (Matthew 6:11), and mission
(John 4:27-38). Many other scriptures and teachings can be added to this list if we
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consider that many of Jesus ' encounters with his disciples occur in the context of meal
settings. Yet, some of Jesus' most powerful revelations occur not in his life, but after his
resurrection, and these too often involve meals and food. Preparing breakfast by the sea
(John 2 1: 1-14), on the road to Emmaus where he is revealed not through his looks or
teaching but only when he breaks bread (Luke 24: 13-35), and eating before the disciples
in the upper room (Luke 24:36-43). Even after the resurrection, the early ,church must
deal with issues of food (Acts 2:40-47, 6:1-7, and 10, and Romans 14). The fact that one
of the meanings of the word "deacon" in Greek is "the waiter at a meal" ("Diakonos" by
Beyer in Kittel 1982:11:88) is to me a significant example of how important communal
meals were to the early church. The fact that the early decision to appoint deacons in
Acts 6: 1-7 has to do with the daily distribution of food, gives added strength to this
interpretation of the word. The issues of meat sacrificed to idols and obedience to the
Jewish dietary laws were key issues to be dealt with in the fledgling Christian
community, especially as it expanded into the Gentile world. The continuing concern for
the Messianic banquet as a final aim can also be seen in Christian teaching, such as
Revelation 7:9-17 and 19:1-10.
From a close examination of church history, theology and the practice of Holy
Communion, I believe that a model of the meanings can be extrapolated. (See Figure 6)
I have identified six major meanings, consistent with Christian theology and tradition,
which seem to predominate: remembrance, sacrifice, healing/reconciliation, presence,
fellowship, and the eschatological dimension. Implied in all of these meanings are the
traditional meanings of thanksgiving and the ecclesiological community, so that every
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Figure 6: Model for Understanding the Meanings of the Eucharist
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meaning is meant to be experienced in community as well as individually and to include
a spirit of thanksgiving for each of these aspects. This model is presented as triangular to
indicate the various persons and relationships of the Trinity, which may become more
associated with certain meanings (for example, Jesus often is more associated with the
meanings of remembrance or sacrifice than either God, the Father or the Holy Spirit).
At the same time, the model is circular to indicate the unity of the Godhead and the
understanding that all of these meanings are tied together. "Meal" lies at the center of the
model, because food is the symbol by which each of these meanings are conveyed, and it
is also the domain from which any inculturated items must be taken. The use of time
expressions is not to limit the meaning or relevance of any of the meanings, rather it
applies to the development of this particular curriculum. This curriculum seeks to take
lay people from remembering the historical activity of God in the world culminating in
the life of Jesus, through the sacrifice of Christ, once for all, and connect this with our
present need for physical and spiritual healing and reconciliation and our daily need for
God's presence in the person of the Holy Spirit. The curriculum then takes the restored
and reconciled individual into the Christian community and highlights this community's
eschatological importance. This curriculum aims to be holistic and Trinitarian. Sadly,
from my experience, I have often seen the evangelical Protestant use of Holy
Communion focus only on the remembrance and sacrifice meanings, leaving an
incomplete picture of the gospel in their liturgical life. This curriculum aims to bring
back a balanced view of the meanings of Holy Communion, so that meanings which are
often passed over can be restored to the community of faith.
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Since this ritual communal meal we call Holy Communion was commanded by
Jesus, it is necessary for us to fully understand what meanings this meal conveyed within
its original Jewish context, and how Jesus ' interpretation of these meanings in terms of
his own person and work was itself a revelation. This ritual forms a key part of our
worship and we in mission are thus called to translate this meal in every cultural context
we go to. Yet, food, like language, is culture-bound. Assuming that the historical bread
and wine will carry automatic meanings revealed by God is akin to assuming that the
Bible in original Greek can communicate the gospel message in China or Africa with no
translation. Once the possible original meanings of Holy Communion are identified, we
must attempt to understand how these meanings can be taught and conveyed in different
cultural contexts. This is not an easy task, in part because food does not carry meaning as
precisely as the spoken or written words oflanguage. To understand the dynamics of
how we can ''translate'' the ritual of Holy Communion in the mission context we need the
aid of the social sciences as well as the knowledge of those who have attempted
inculturation in the past.
Inculturation
The theoretical foundation for this thesis developed gradually over the past few
years. The initial impulse came from the basic work of Kraft (1997) and Nida (1960) in
the developing of the concept of dynamic equivalence in translation work. This builds on
an understanding of the distinctions between form and meaning. They argue from an
evangelical Protestant perspective that the meaning of the gospel is essential, but the form
should be flexible given the local context. This separation of meaning from form is also
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crucial to the concept of inculturation. It is important to note, however, that inculturation
is more than translation. Luzbetak writes:
The immediate goal ofinculturation, as already intimated, is the penetration of the
Gospel message into the local community's culture in such a way that the
message becomes integrated, i.e., becomes one with the culture. It must be
interwebbed with the rest of culture and made to function with the culture as a
single system of thought, attitude, and motivation. Without integration, symbols
have no meaning and therefore are not symbols at all. They may be at best
'adaptations' or ' accommodations'- never 'inculturation' 'incarnation,' or
'contextualization.' (1993:47) (italics in the original)
A second theoretical foundation has emerged from Zahniser's work Symbol and
Ceremony (1997). Here, Zahniser presents an understanding of how non-Christian
symbols and ceremonies can be adapted to an evangelical Protestant mission context so
that their powerful meanings can be continued, even if they are possibly modified in the
process. This is best explained in terms of "bonding to meaning" via ritual actions (cf.
Zahniser 1997:91-107). If such a transition is possible, than the reverse is also possible.
Christian rituals and ceremonies, such as Holy Communion, can be modified to fit the
local cultural context in order for the original meanings to maintain their powerful
message and impact on a new congregation. Such a position is argued by Chupungco in
his works, and also by Gordon Lathrop (1993, 1994) who argues for the juxtaposition of
cultural symbols with the biblical Word. He writes:
The center of our assembly ought rightly to be in water, word, and meal set in
juxtaposition for only one reason: that the grace of the God of Israel, encountered
by this assembly in Jesus Christ, might be spoken in clarity, transforming our
experience. We do not celebrate a meal here simply because it makes a fine
symbol, but because this symbol, with all its abilities to connect with human
culture and human hopes--and human limits and human death--occupies a
privileged place in the tradition ofIsrael and in the story of Jesus. We do it
because, as the New Testament puts it, Jesus tells us to. (Lathrop 1993:100-101)
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This juxtaposition of the cultural symbol of meal with the biblical celebration of Holy
Communion is fundamental to the model of inculturation which this thesis is attempting
to develop.
A final part of the theoretical foundation was added with the discovery of Roman
Catholic views ofinculturation of the Eucharist. Within this tradition, numerous attempts
9

at inculturation have occurred, usually with a strong reaction from Rome. Emerging
from this debate is the attempt to systematically understand inculturation. Anscar
Chupungco (1982, 1989, 1992), Alyward Shorter (1997 [1988]), and others (Mercado
1992) haw all added their talents to interpreting how inculturation can occur.
Amazingly, it is food which has proven a major stumbling block to their success. Roman
Catholic concern with the historical tradition and the unity of the church, places limits on
attempts at inculturation of the Eucharist, which do not exist among some Protestants.
Even among Protestants, however, inculturation of the Eucharistic elements can face
strong opposition. For the same reasons of historical tradition and concern for greater
unity, strongly connectional Protestants, such as Anglicans and Episcopalians, are limited
in their efforts of inculturation through strong central controls. Free churches and some
weakly connectional Protestant churches, which are often evangelical in theology, are
more flexible due to a stronger focus on the local congregation. Thus, they are ideal for
inculturation, but they almost never join in the dialogue about inculturation of Holy
Communion. In fact, the silence of literature regarding Protestant inculturation from the
free church tradition is deafening. Attempts certainly have been made, however, they are
almost always random, or lack the force of tradition to be successful. David Bosch
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(1991 :452-457) has outlined eight major characteristics found in models ofinculturation,
all of which are essential to developing an evangelical Protestant approach.
•

First, we must recognize that the primary agents are the Holy Spirit and the local
community, especially the laity.

•

Secondly, the emphasis must be on the entire local context.

•

Thirdly, inculturation should also exhibit a regional or macro contextual manifestation
against extreme localization.

•

Fourth, inculturation must consciously follow the model of the Incarnation.

•

Fifthly, the view of the relationship of the gospel to the culture should not be seen in
tenns of the "kernel and the husk," but rather as a seed flowering in the soil of
culture.

•

Sixth, inculturation should be an all-embracing reality, not focused on isolated
elements.

•

Seventh, inculturation needs to keep a critical dimension by recognizing that the
gospel is always a contradiction to culture.

•

Finally, inculturation is never a finished product, but is always in process.
One Protestant attempt at inculturation was done by Chinese theologian C.S. Song

(1984), a liberal mainline theologian. However, his use of rice and green-bamboo wine
for Holy Communion seems to have failed to gain much response. This has led me to
look for the needed strength of history and tradition, which strongly historical cultures,
such as the Chinese, would require to validate any change to the traditional mode of Holy
Communion. I believe that such a historical basis can be found in the Brethren and
Wesleyan tradition in tenns of the Love Feast. This ritual, a revival of early church
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practice, solves several key issues. First, some of the Brethren tradition celebrate the
Love Feast as a full meal, which answers the anthropological challenge that Holy
Communion fits the category of "snack," which negatively affects the building of
community and intimacy. to Second, the Love Feast was always celebrated in close
proximity to Holy Communion, closely attaching the two. This helps maintain the
balance so important between the global and local natures of the church. Holy
Communion can remain the traditional ritual of bread and wine or grape juice, to
strengthen the global nature of the Body of Christ, while an associated Love Feast can be
fully inculturated by the local community, using food expressing identical meanings to
Holy Communion.
Through a dualistic sacrament of Love Feast and Holy Communion, both the
current community of faith and the historical and eschatological contexts of the Christian
life can be given equal importance. This model considers both the serious issues of
church tradition and unity by maintaining the traditional Eucharist. It adds a new
dimension, however, by reviving the Love Feast as a unique contextual contribution of
the free church tradition. This new element allows for inculturation to occur while
maintaining the unity and historical integrity of the body of Christ. Although both
dimensions are present in each, the Love Feast tends to emphasize the communion
between the people within the local community, while Holy Communion emphasizes
more the communion between God and human beings. Both dimensions are necessary to
the Body of Christ. I believe that the model being proposed here, may also aid in dealing
with these and similar tensions within the church, by bringing the ritual meal of Holy
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Communion into juxtaposition with the meal context and the discipling power of the
Love Feast testimonies.
A similar approach has been taken by Dong-sun Kim in his recent work The

Breadfor Today and the Breadfor Tomorrow (2001). Kim examines the Jewish Passover
as a nomadic spring feast which became reinterpreted as a covenant meal. He states,
The fact that the accounts of several important ritual meals in the Bible, including
the eucharist, were developed through the theological reinterpretation of regular
meals in the light of salvation history, signifies that people in a particular context
have a priviledge to rediscover the significance of the biblical meal tradition in
the light of their own meal tradition and contemporary socio-historical tasks.
(Kim 2001:3)
Kim explores a Korean meaning to the Eucharist by examining the everyday Korean
meal and the cultural meaning of rice. Kim proceeds to analyze the Lord's Supper
through the lens of Korean minjung theology, and concludes by advocating a two meal
celebration. As he bluntly puts it,
The minjung church has inherited two meal traditions: the eucharist from the
church and the common meal mainly from their own traditions. Notwithstanding
their different origins, these two meals are not recognized as two separate meals
because oftheir complementary relationship: (i) the eucharist helps the common
meal to be understood as a meal from Jesus; (ii) the common meal prevents the
eucharist from falling into a mere ritualistic activity; and therefore (iii) both are
necessary for an integral understanding of the church's mission as a table
community movement. (Kim 2001: 178)
Such a dualistic approach is what this dissertation is also proposing, although rooted
within the Love Feast model through the church's history.
The church desires to be relevant to people in every comer of the world, and yet
by distancing the gospel message found in the communal meal of Holy Communion, we
have only made the task more difficult. Not only is such an approach clearly approved
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by history, scripture and theology, but current studies in anthropology and social
psychology can offer us new insights in explaining the power of the everyday meal.
Anthropological Groundwork
The anthropological study of food has a relatively short existence within the
history of the field, much of it outside the symbolic nature of food in religion, which is
the primary concern of this thesis. Usually anthropological studies of food have included
descriptive ethnographic accounts, studies in terms of nutrition, food gathering, hunting
techniques, as elements to social gatherings, gender roles, or descriptions of feasts,
ceremonies, or taboos. It was Claude Levi-Strauss who first espoused the idea that food,
in and of itself was worthy of study. He argued in his books The Raw and the Cooked

(1975), From Honey to Ashes (1973), and The Origin o/Table Manners (1978) that food
had symbolic value. His work sought to locate common universal symbolic meanings
from the study of human myth, and as such it is often criticized. This criticism is
especially aimed as Levi-Strauss' claims to identify specific meanings to particular foods
as being universal. While such criticism is valid, it has unfortunately led to an
abandonment of the search for some universal commonalities in general categories of
food. One possible exception might be Nick Fiddes (1991) work, which built on Mary
Douglas's Natural Symbols (1996b) to understand how the general category of "meat"
may function symbolically in the West. However, very few studies like this have been
done. For this study, it is vital to understand that food plays a powerful symbolic role
within culture. Only by understanding how food symbols work, can we systematically
attempt to understand which food should or should not be used from the local context to
carry eucharistic meaning.
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Following Levi-Strauss, Mary Douglas emerged as the major writer on the social
function of food. Douglas criticizes Levi-Strauss quite forcefully:
First, he takes leave of the small-scale social relations which generate codification
and are sustained by it. Here and there his feet touch solid ground, but mostly he
is orbiting in rarefied space where he expects to find universal food meanings
common to all mankind. He is looking for a precoded, panhuman message in the
language of food, and thus exposing himself to the criticism in the quoted
linguist's question. Second, he relies entirely on the resources of binary analysis.
Therefore he affords no technique for assessing the relative value of the binary
pairs that emerge in a local set of expressions. Worse than clumsy, his technical
apparatus produces meanings which cannot be validated. (Douglas 1972:62)
As a result of such criticisms and the influence of Douglas in the field, studies in the
anthropology of food have abandoned the search for universals in favor of specific social
analyses of local cultures. I feel this approach is a mistake. Because food is a biological
necessity, it is a universal factor. I agree with Douglas that Levi-Strauss' use of binary
analysis and his use of myth as a source for his study are problematic. Each culture must
be analyzed on its own terms without the confines of a Western binary approach or an
approach which elevates myth over a pragmatic approach to food. I believe however,
that the universal relevance of food to human survival means that some common threads
can be identified. It is important to locate these universals in terms of general categories
of meaning, rather than in certain specifics, but I believe they are present. For example,
food can be divided into "everyday" and "special" categories. In almost every cultural
group under the category of "everyday" food, one or two staple foods can be identified
which carry general universal meanings of "life" and "daily survival." Under the
category of "special" foods might be found a sub-category of "feasting foods" which will
likewise carry common meanings of "celebration" and "abundance." It is the
identification of specific foods with these general meanings which in part creates the
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cultural identity of different cultural groups. Much of Douglas' (1972, 1982, 1984, 1993,
1997, 1999) contribution has been to demonstrate how food functions within the local
groups to both create identity and to define the boundaries of society, and maintain and
control these boundaries. Much of her work has revolved around an interpretation of the
deuteronomic dietary laws in terms of these functions.
Douglas' work has influenced much of the study of food in anthropology, and
with good reason. Her understanding of how food functions in terms of group identity
and boundaries is very important for this study as well. The nature of the church as both
a global and local community demands an understanding of issues regarding identity and
boundaries. How does a local congregation move beyond their established local identity
to become part of the larger social unit of the church? The answer in part can be seen in
food terms, in the ritual which Christians identify as Holy Communion. However, as this
sacrament currently stands, limited to its narrower eucharistic meaning, it fails to
reinforce local identity and boundaries, leading often to a weakened sense of the local
community as the cost for strengthening the global church. The missiological
assumptions of the tensions between the local and the global, as articulated by Andrew
Walls (1996) in his article "The Gospel as Prisoner and Liberator of Culture," demands
that some sort of balance be restored to this situation. Douglas provides for this study a
concrete goal--community is formed and reinforced through food. This is one of the
major goals for the local church. New members or visitors need to be incorporated into
the existing community, and meals provide a natural forum for this. In the discipling and
evangelism functions of the church, meals can aid in building relationships vital to
sustaining and maintaining growing Christians.
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Margaret Visser has added to the anthropological study of food through several
works. The most important to this study is The Rituals of Dinner (1992). Here Visser
focuses on the function of meals as ritual. Going beyond Douglas' interest in the
function of food in creating social identity and boundaries, Visser sees the actual meal
process as a ritual. For the purposes of this study, such an approach recognizes the
presence of an universal ritual. The rules may vary from culture to culture, but the
dynamics and dangers of eating with others is almost always protected-by ritual-like
activity. This involves everything from preparing and serving the food to the manners of
guests and rules of reciprocity. While Visser's work is less academic than Douglas', it
does offer an excellent overview of the function of food as ritual. If we can analyze
another culture's meal as a ritual, it will be easier to understand how the ritual meal of
Holy Communion can best be communicated within that context. By understanding the
existing rituals of a culture's meals, this study can better develop a comfortable and
natural meal environment in which people can learn without distraction. It also helps
find parallels with cultural factors in scripture, which may otherwise be missed.
Gillian Feeley-Harnik (1994), building primarily on Douglas' basic work,
investigates the ceremony of Holy Communion for the first time, in a thorough
anthropological way. Her conclusions may be disputed by Christian theologians. She
presents, however, some intriguing possibilities. She argues that Holy Communion may
have functioned as a pedagogical tool in much the same way as the Jewish Passover, as
the salvation of the people of God in food symbols. It is in part her suggestions here
which influenced me to see Holy Communion in light of an educational curriculum based
on meals. She carefully parallels elements of Passover with Holy Communion in some
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innovative ways. The idea that food can teach meaning implies that we can teach at least
six scriptural meanings of Holy Communion, not only through words, but also through
culturally relevant foods and how they are handled, which can reinforce the verbal
meanings being taught.
In addition to the basic anthropological approach to the study of food, a new type

of study has been emerging recently in the area of material culture in religion. In this
area Daniel Sack has published the book Whitebread Protestants: Food and Religion in
American Culture (2000) which has examined shifting religious roles of food within the
Anglo-North American culture. In his work he spends a short amount of time dealing
with the difficulties of contextualizing Holy Communion within this context. He focuses
on two major changes, the shift from wine to grape juice among many Protestant groups,
and the shift from the common to the individual cup. Both moves were made regardless
of strong clergy opposition and were the direct results of social movements, one being the
temperance movement and the other being a sanitation movement. Both of these
movements were also class-based movements from the middle classes and were strongly
pushed by lay advocates. This only serves to highlight the reality that contextualization
does occur, and that most of the time it rises up from lay-theologizing. Besides his work
on Holy Communion he has also done an excellent job analyzing the role of the
American potluck, which is closely related to my interest in the role of food in creating
and maintaining community. Observing social and cultural trends within a local context
can assist the missionary in seeing where potential difficulties in "translating" Holy
Communion might be present, and solutions may be developed to prevent obscuring the
meanings from the original context.
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It is important to remember that cultural contexts and cultural meanings change

over time. The anthropological or religious meanings of food symbols are likely to alter
since they are not static. It is therefore imperative that continual analysis be done to
understand how effectively food symbols and the meal contexts communicate specific
meanings within a community. Food has traditionally changed very slowly within
cultures because of environmental conditions. With increased globalization and
transportation, new foods are constantly entering our cultural contexts, and therefore
meanings are likely to change more swiftly than in previous generations.
Social Psychology
Recent developments in the social psychology of food have also greatly
influenced the theoretical framework of this project. Most of the literature in this area is
usually confined to the task of developing marketing of food for consumer advertising.
In the past few years, however, this has been changing. Paul Rozin wrote:

Freud chose to frame the clash between our biology and society in terms of the
mastering and socialization of our sexual impulses. It seems to me that he would
have a stronger case with eating. Although both food and sex are biologically
basic, the need for food is more frequent, more compelling, and frankly, more
important in both daily life and in the evolution of animals and humans. Our
desire to promptly consume anything that looks appetizing must be tamed by the
process of civilization; we cannot grab an attractive morsel of food that is in
someone else' s possession, just as we cannot engage in sexual activity with any
person who appeals to us. The meal, with its elaborate culinary preparations and
social conventions, is a far cry from wolfing down foods. There is actually a
more elaborate cultural transformation of our relationship to food than there is to
sex. This results, in part, from the fact that we are much more inclined to eat than
have sex in public. (Friedlander, Rozin, and Sokolov 1999:9-10)

In a study by Miller, Fiske and Rozin (1998), an experiment was conducted to

understand the nature of food sharing from a psychological perspective. In this
experiment, test subjects were exposed to several different videos and asked a series of
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questions regarding the relationship in the video. The videos were all identical, except to
the degree which the male and female subjects shared their food (from no sharing, to
sharing with or without consubstantiation--sharing food which has already been tasted, or
sharing from the same eating utensil--to feeding with or without consubstantiation). The
subjects in the video carried out a neutral conversation with no indication of what their
relationship might be. The results revealed that American students do associate food
sharing with a personal relationship and feeding with a romantic relationship. Sharing
food which has already been tasted or from the same implement (consubstantiation)
indicates a stronger relationship existing in several domains. The only major difference
was that male students associated feeding with a sexual meaning, while females
associated it more with caretaking. This evidence strongly supports much of Douglas'
work about the relation of food to identity and community. This evidence, however, also
strongly asserts that sharing food relates closely to an intimate relationship between the
two who are sharing the elements. I find the spiritual dimension of the experiment to be
especially profound.
In Holy Communion we desire an increased intimate relationship between
ourselves and God, as well as between ourselves as a church community. Such
relationships can be expressed in terms of food sharing. This study seeks to foster
increased intimacy between members of a congregation, but also between people and
God. To comprehend that Holy Communion is God's sharing of Godself, should further
spiritual growth.

An earlier study by Rozin (1990) reveals two additional and related factors in the
social psychology of food. The first experiment created two separate accounts of a
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fictionalized culture. The two accounts were exactly identical with the exception that one
group hunted turtle for its shell and wild boar to eat and the other group hunted turtle to
eat and wild boar for its tusk. After the test subjects had read one of the accounts, they
were asked to rate the members of the culture in terms of 21 bipolar dimensions (fast
moving-slow moving, aggressive-peaceful, good runner-good swimmer, etc.). The
results demonstrated that our cultural idiom, "You are what you eat," is psychologically
true. The second factor is the common concept of contagion, often found as an element

in magic. This idea proposes that some negative characteristic may be passed on through
eating food or touching something which had been in contact with a negative person or
element. Thus, most Americans will not eat food which has come into contact with a
cockroach, even after it has been demonstrated that the cockroach is dead and sanitized,
or to put it in a positive light, the same meal prepared by grandma will taste better than
that cooked by someone disliked by the eater, not from any variation in the recipe, but
rather from the food's contact with a person of positive worth.
This concept is once again useful in understanding how Holy Communion can
foster Christ-likeness through the curriculum. I believe that Christianity is contagious.
People who grasp the nature of the sacrificial lamb and its parallel to the body of Christ
in the bread will experience psychologically an opening, which the Holy Spirit can use
for further spiritual growth.
These factors also have a spiritual dimension, which I believe is extremely
important. If truly we are what we eat, than what does it mean to eat the body of Christ
and drink the blood of our Savior? I believe the psychological effect of Holy
Communion can assist us in our desire to be more "Christ-like." The factor of contagion
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also backs up this idea. Although contagion is most often expressed in the negative, it is
also true in its positive expression. Our understanding of Holy Communion has rarely, if
ever, considered the psychological impact of the Eucharistic meal on believers and their
discipleship process.
Theology of Food and Meals as They Relate to Holy Communion
Understanding the history and theological meanings of Holy Communion and the
contributions of anthropology and social psychology, are only two-thirds of the puzzle. It
is vital that we also attempt to understand the view of food of the receptor culture. For
this study, that culture will be influenced by a North American view of the theology of
food. I believe this expression of the theology of food is also representative of the
general view of food as well, but as this thesis is focused on a theological subject, I will
maintain the terminology in that domain.
In a short article called "The Theology of Eating," Bruce Marshall located the

theology of food into three streams: utilitarian food utilization, cosmic cuisine, and the
Protestant palate. He places much of American convenience food into the category of
"utilitarian food utilization" and he notes,
In this theology the social and aesthetic aspects of eating are of no particular
value. What's important is work, ambition, drive, getting ahead .... Eating, then, is
refueling; it is an activity in which we must partake to keep from growing faint.
Ifwe get it done quickly, then we can get on with the real business ofliving:
work. (1981: 301)

Marshall defines "cosmic cuisine" in terms of the balance aimed for by the natural or
health food movements. They reject convenience food and express their theology that
"eating is a sacrament through which we express our faith in the goodness of the earth. If
we will but abandon our project of trying to improve upon its essential harmony, we will
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be rewarded (naturally) with bounteous gifts." He defines the "Protestant palate" as the
view that sacrifice and denial bring us an element of virtue and purity. Denial and guilt
affect such eating patterns which essentially see the world in a negative light.
While I accept Marshall's categories, I feel they do not quite represent the field of
writing in this area at the present time. Going beyond his initial analysis of North
American food culture, I see five clear categories of Western theologies of food, with a
possible sixth addition from my survey of relevant Christian writing on the area of food.
(See Figure 7) The Christian literature in this area covers a wide field, from cookbooks
(Kerr 1978) and dieting literature (Shamblin 1997) to historical (Sack 2000) and secular
(Altman 1999), and the more theological writers (Bringle 1992, Griffith 1997, Tanaka
1989, Marshall 1981, McCormick 1998). I focused my reading more on these latter
writers. The majority of people I classify as having a "fast food theology" and this
category is identical to Marshall's "utilitarian food utilization." Here almost no
theologizing of food has occurred at all. Food is like gas for the car. It simply works to
keep the body going and nothing else. The faster the eating process can be achieved, the
better.
I have observed very little of Marshall's "cosmic cuisine" in the current literature.
Health and natural food people seem to be divided now into two distinct camps combined
with Marshall's "Protestant palate" category. This division is based in my view, on their
understanding of the spiritual nature of food. These two groups I have identified as "diet
theology" and "ascetic theology." Diet theology is by far the bulk ofliterature available.
In this view theology plays only a minimal role next to the pragmatic goal of weight loss.
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The abuse of food is categorized as sin and healthy bodies are promoted as God's
ultimate desire for God's people. Food is seen as a pragmatic temptation to be overcome
and a healthy disciplined approach to eating is viewed as a form of holiness. In a strong
attack against this theology, Janet Tanaka (1989) in an article titled, "Will Size 22 Fit
Through the Pearly Gates?" presents this theology as sexist, prejudiced, idolatrous, and
selfish. R. Marie Griffith (1997) has outlined the history of the "diet theology" tradition
from Charles W. Shedd's 1957 book Pray Your Weight Away to the current popularity of
Gwen Shamblin' s (1997) Weigh Down Diet. Griffith points out the need to take such
trends seriously, as
hundreds of thousands of downhearted dieters look to this kind of devotional
advice for redemption as assiduously as they have ever listened to Sunday
sermons, and often with a great deal more desperation. While it is easy to find the
comic in this genre, we oUght not lose sight of the living people generating and
responding anxiously to these titles and teachings. (Griffith 1997:454)
Griffith sums up her concerns regarding this type of theologizing by noting:
This heady mix of theology, pseudo-science and therapy remains profoundly
disturbing in its implications for 'overweight' Christians, many of whom incur no
health risks from their weight and are merely a few pounds over some impossible
cultural ideal. Others, the clinically obese in particular, may suffer from
glandular or other physiological causes unrelated to issues of overeating or
spiritual discipline--an issue not commonly treated in this literature. There is no
doubt that the message of the Christian diet and fitness industry may still work to
perpetuate the most harmful stereotypes of those in our society who are heavier
than the latest faddish norm, reinforcing the double jeopardy of being a 'fat'
Christian in America. Often enough it slides alarmingly close to depicting a God
who loves a size six woman more than a size 16. (Griffith 1997:454)
The "ascetic theology" tradition has moved from Marshall's focus on natural food
to a more vegetarian or vegan trend. While not a large movement, it does match current
cultural trends. In Food/or the Gods: Vegetarianism and the World's Religions (Berry
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1998), Rynn Berry presents brief essays of both Roman Catholic and Protestant views of
this position along with interviews with Franciscan Brother Ron Pickarski and Anglican
Andrew Linzey. The basic argument of this position is a focus on the redemption of all
of creation, where animals are treated as brothers and sisters in the created world.
Redemption is often viewed in terms of animal liberation and vegetarianism. Arguments
are made that Jesus opposed the sacrificial tradition of Judaism, and the Eucharist is seen
as an attempt to replace the slaughter of sacrificial lambs with a bread substitute.
Attempts are made to portray Christ as a vegetarian, even to the point of trying to explain
away references in scripture to the eating of fish. Such advocates argue, for example, that

in the miracle of the loaves and fishes that the word translated as "fish" refers more to a
"relish" and not to actual meat. Following the monastic tradition of St. Francis of Assisi,
this theology advocates a denial of meat eating for spiritual, moral, and ethical reasons
rather than as a direct concern for physical health. A similar, though non-Christian work
is Art of the Inner Meal: Eating as a Spiritual Path (1999) by former Buddhist monk,
Donald Altman. A more balanced Christian theology advocating vegetarianism in found

in Stephen Webb's work, Good Eating (2001). Webb breaks from the more radical
Christian vegetarians by accepting scriptural accounts of meat eating at face value.
However, Webb maintains that vegetarianism is in line with the teachings of Jesus and
the early church, which sought the kingdom of God as a restoration of the creation as
God designed it, with animals and humans living in harmony. His moderate approach,
which rejects the influences of Eastern philosophy in favor of a well-grounded biblical
approach, is more appealing to traditional western Christians and presents one of the best
solid theologies to defend a vegetarian diet to date. With such well-balanced views, the
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growth of the animal rights movement and a continuing interest in Eastern Spirituality,
such "ascetic theology" is likely to find increasing support in the church.
In addition to "fast food," "diet," and "ascetic" theologies of food, there is also a
group which I classify as "banquet theology." This group is not highly represented in the
literature, but it is a group which views food in a positive spiritual light, contrary to the
neutral, pragmatic, and negative views of the previous three categories. A good example
of this theology can-be found in the introduction to Graham Kerr's 1978 cookbook, The
Love Feast. Kerr, famous for his role as television's Galloping Gourmet, became a

Christian in the middle of his career. In his introductory story, his wife, Treena, who
seems to subscribe to a "diet theology," is fasting, while he prepares a gourmet meal for
himself. She becomes upset and accuses Kerr of pampering himself. He responds, "I
told you, it's a great meal, and I believe that one should enjoy what God provides. Now,
you don't want to eat--I respect that, God blesses it, but I'm not led to fast with you--so I
eat; and I want to eat and enjoy ... what's wrong with that?" (Kerr 1978:18). Kerr goes
on to be won over to his wife's view in this classic clash of the two theologies. I believe,
however, that his initial view is a common expression of food theology found in America.
Marshall seems to reach a similar conclusion as he rejects the three categories of food
theology he had just outlined. He writes of the joy of celebrating and eating a good meal
with friends, and he concludes:
We might recall that Jesus was labeled by his detractors as 'a glutton and a
drunkard.' And we might try to imagine the joyful occasions that called forth that
charge. Indeed, Jesus had the temerity to suggest that the table-fellowship shared
with disciples, tax-gatherers and sinners constituted an anticipation of the
Kingdom of God. He proclaimed the presence of the Kingdom in the eating and
drinking and talking and laughing of those occasions. (Marshall 1981 :302)
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A fifth category tries to balance the positives of all of these four categories. Such
a position is perhaps best articulated in Mary Louise Bringle's book The God of

Thinness: Gluttony and Other Weighty Matters (1992). She tries to balance the extremes
of the food-positive "banquet theology" and "fast food theology" with its opposites in the
food-negative "diet theology" and "ascetic theology," as she writes:
God created embodied beings and called them good; God hallowed the human
body with God' s own incarnation; God feasted with friends and enemies and bids
us to do likewise; God invites us to the wedding supper of the Lamb. Such are the
foundational symbols of the Christian story. In the light of such symbols, both
underindulgence and overindulgence, both the deliberate denial of appetite and
the insensible stuffing of appetite beyond satiation stand out with starker meaning.
Both extremes of our eating behavior make manifest our sinfully frightened
resistance to savoring that 'smack of desirability' in the creation, of which Robert
Farrar Capon speaks. Both extremes show how acutely we need to elaborate the
symbols and sacraments of our Christian heritage into a concrete spirituality: a
spirituality which will teach us better to serve and to savor God's grace in the
most basic activities of our daily living. (Bringle 1992:38-39)
Such a balanced approach is perhaps the most theologically sound approach to a North
American view of eating, but so far it is vastly outweighed by the other theological
approaches already discussed.
A possible sixth category exists which carefully borders the theological and sociocultural dimensions of food. This category is more functional than the previous five
analytical categories. This is the domain of ethnic food when it serves not only to
maintain a cultural, but also a religious identity, much as the ancient Jewish dietary laws
functioned. Orthodox communities in America, for example, often use ethnic food as a
way to maintain their religious identity and community in the production of food festivals
or cultural fairs. Individuals thus become born into a religious/ethnic community, which
utilizes food as a way to maintain that identity and create community for new immigrants
identifying with the tradition and food. Such a food category may not represent a true
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"theology," but it will playa role in how food functions within a religious community,
especially among minority populations currently living in the North American context.
Rozin (in Friedlander et al. 1999) has discussed how food often takes on a
negative image within the North American context. He compares, by way of example,
the "food-pleasure attitude" of the French with the "food-poison attitude" of America.
Such an attitude is very closely connected with the heavy American emphasis on a "diet
theology." Americans often argue that their belief is based on a scientific view of proper
nutrition and a healthy way of life. However, in reality, there is a good possibility that
such a view is more cultural than scientific. As Rozin points out (in Friedlander et al.
1999:20), the American scientific community is still at a loss to adequately explain the
''French Paradox." The "French Paradox" is the scientific reality that the high fat, high
cholesterol diet of the French actually results in a lower instance of heart disease (about
one-third less than Americans). While American scientists hypothesize about the
possibility that the French use of red wine in the diet may account for this paradox, they
are sti11looking for some scientific proof to back their nutritional worldview that food is
basically negative. Even though Rozin's perception of the North American view of food
as negative may be overly simplistic, the American view is at least neutral or carries a
strong element of guilt when food could be enjoyed. Thus, the North American context
is a difficult place to test any curriculum which places a positive view on food.
If this is the state of the American contextual theology of food, we must ask the
question, how does this affect the American view of Holy Communion? Patrick
McCormick (1998) addressed this in part, in an article entitled "How Could We Break
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the Lord's Bread in a Foreign Land? The Eucharist in 'Diet America'." He outlines two
of the basic questions when he writes:
Because the central sacrament of Christian faith is itself a sacred meal, the rise of
"diet America" confronts Christians in our culture with two very intriguing, even
urgent questions. First, how does our growing obsession with nutrition,
efficiency, and dieting, as well as the increasing disparity of our tables, shape our
understanding and celebration of the Eucharist? Indeed, if our ability to
participate in the mystery of this sacrament depends at least in part on our grasp
of the symbols employed in the breaking, sharing, and eating of this bread and
wine, then just how does our being immersed in the rituals and customs of "diet
America" affect our experience of the Eucharist? And second, what, if anything,
does the Eucharist have to say to our contemporary food culture and larger
practices of table fellowship? In what ways does this sacrament of God's
creative, redemptive, and reconciling love inform and/or challenge the attitudes,
practices, and structures of "diet America?" (McCormick 1998:47)

McCormick's questions, while not at the center of the model, do inform this study of the
local context in which the curriculum will be tested. These theological questions mayor
may not be answered in the course of this study, but at the least they should constantly
inform how the curriculum may need to be modified in this type of context.
Summary
The proposed thesis asks three primary questions regarding the Eucharist in
global missions. First, what are core meanings of this ritual meal? Second, how do we
communicate these meanings through concrete, rather than abstract, symbols? Third,
what can we learn from restoring Holy Communion to its original meal context? These
questions are at the heart of the inculturation issue in both Western and third-world
contexts. From scripture, theology, church tradition, and experience I have pointed out
six primary meanings associated with Holy Communion. These are: remembrance,
sacrifice, healing/reconciliation, presence, fellowship, and the eschatological meaning.
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Each of these includes two other meanings, thanksgiving and the ecclesial body of the
church.
Studies in the social sciences have demonstrated that eating together and
especially eating a full meal, as defined by the culture, carries social and psychological
meanings which the church also wishes to convey in Holy Communion. Social identity,
community, communal boundaries, a sense of belonging, and intimacy are just a few of
these meanings. Various attempts at inculturation through time, both Roman Catholic
and occasionally Protestant, have connected with some aspects mentioned in the social
sciences, but often these efforts are lacking. Roman Catholic and strongly connectional
Protestant concern for the historical tradition and the church's unity, does not allow for
full concrete inculturation of the elements, and free church Protestant theology has often
neglected Holy Communion and chosen the path of imitative food elements where bread
and grape juice were not present. Some indigenous churches have followed a systematic
approach to inculturation, but they have little tradition on which to build. While the
traditional model of Holy Communion failed to embrace local cultures, it does help
sustain the global nature of the church universal. The problem is that local congregations
may be left confused and isolated from the kingdom of God through this foreign, possibly
magical ritual. Those favoring inculturation, on the other hand, have radically included
people into the church, but in the process they have severed connections with the global
community of the Body of Christ.
The answer to this dilemma, rests, in my opinion, within the Brethren and
Wesleyan free church traditions of Protestantism. The Love Feast has functioned in
history as a ritual meal which bridges many gaps in the curren~ practice of Holy
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Communion. The Love Feast sacramentalizes the horizontal relationship of community
in opposition to Western individualism. The Love Feast allows for inculturation while
not removing or replacing the global Eucharist inherited through history. The Love Feast
has often, especially in the Brethren traditions been eaten as a whole meal, meeting the
critique which social science brings to this debate. In church history, the Love Feast and
Holy Communion are held in close proximity to each other, allowing the meanings of
each to affect communal understanding of the ritual meal. Food offers the perfect
concrete symbol through which to teach congregations about the meanings of Holy
Communion, both the vertical dimension between individual (and community) and God,
and the horizontal dimension within the Christian community (both locally and globally).
Through the development of the Love Feast model, a curriculum has been
constructed for testing how food symbols might be used to disciple and evangelize. This
curriculum is flexible to allow for inculturation and a dialogue to occur between specific
cultural groups and scripture, with the missionary or educator serving as a mediator in the
conversation. This curriculum has been tested in a variety of cultural groups within the
United States to determine its effectiveness, and subsequently the value of the model
itself. Translation of scripture has allowed many contextual conversations to occur, but
too often we have missed the role of concrete, everyday symbols in this dialogue. This
thesis proposes one such way for bridging this divide and opening doors through which
the prevenient grace of God might be allowed to operate more freely.
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Scripture certainly supports the reality that limits must sometimes be placed on the
communal meal. Paul, in 1 Corinthians 11: 17-22, 33-34, warns against drunkenness and
gluttony which endangers the fellowship of the communal meal. Jude 8-19 warns against
false teachers at the Love Feasts, and James 2: 1-7 warns against social favoritism for the
wealthy. These considerations must be made within each cultural context. It is important
to note however, that the communal meal is not discarded in any scripture, even if certain
restrictions must be applied.
1

Lester Ruth' s work A Little Heaven Below: Worship at Early Methodist Quarterly
Meetings (2000) and Frank Baker's more classic book Methodism and the Love Feast
(1957) are good sources for understanding the dynamics of the Love Feast within the
American context.
2

Maclay (1859:89) records the first Chinese quarterly meeting in Fuzhou, China and
writes, "The furnishings of the [love] feast were somewhat peculiar. Wishing to train our
converts to self-reliance in such matters, we instructed the brethren to provide the
symbols of brotherly love for the feast. They were unanimously of the opinion that tea
should take the place of cold water, and as bread, such as foreigners use it, is not used
here by the Chinese they proposed a small kind of cake as a substitute for it. We
approved of the arrangement, and accordingly the stewards served the meeting with cakes
and tea instead of bread and water."
3

By 1830, references can be found from the Caribbean (Whitehouse 1826:168, Cox
1826:107), Sierra Leone (Wood 1828:460), India (Percival 1828:545), and South Africa
(Shaw 1826:69, Davis 1828:438-9). Easter weekend in 1835 saw the introduction ofthe
Love Feast into Ghana (Bartels 1965:16). By 1845 references can be found in Liberia
(Reid 1879:184), New Zealand, Fiji, and other Polynesian islands (Waterhouse 1840:3978, Waterhouse 1844:461,473-4). On October 9, 1858 the first Love Feast was held in
Fuzhou, China, and October 2, 1875 was the first Japanese Love Feast in Tokyo (Reid
1896:426). Guanajuato, Mexico held their first Love Feast June 19th of 1877 (Reid
1896:373). By 1900 numerous references exist injournals and memoirs from almost
every corner of the globe, adding Swaziland, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast to areas where
the Love Feast was already being practiced. Most ofthe accounts make no mention of
the elements used in the meal, and the traditional elements of bread and water were
probably the rule.
4

Taylor (1875: 178-9) records an account of a Love Feast in Bombay, India on April 1,
1872, "We did not introduce the custom of taking a little bread and water at the love
feast. . .I could not claim Scriptural authority for introducing a ceremony so closely
resembling the sacred feast ordained by the Master, so I administered the sacrament of
the Lord's Supper at the love-feast instead. The time may come when we may bring food
to our fellowship-meetings, to supply the need of the multitude of poor persecuted saints,
and revive the real "agape," or ancient love-feast, instead of a commemorative ceremony
of it. .. but in these days of ritualistic ceremonies, and in this country of heathenish feasts,
5
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having the opportunity of breaking new ground, we just quietly leave this ceremony out."
In my personal opinion, I believe the abandonment of the Love Feast in India is due more
to the strict caste division and strongly held taboos regarding eating with other castes and
from common plates. "Heathenish feasts" were also probably found in Africa, Latin
America, and Asia and the Pacific Islands, yet the Love Feast was conducted in all of
these areas without apparent concern.
A recent book on the Brethren Love Feast (Ramirez 2000) shows photos from Love
Feasts in China, Africa, and India which all look distinctly inculturated.

6

Baker (1957:66) writes, "When Methodists were repelled from the Lord's Table, or
when their isolated position made communion extremely difficult, the love-feast could
almost become a substitute for Holy Communion. This process was fOlwarded by the
fact that there was no ecclesiastical obstacle to prevent laymen like Wesley's assistants
from conducting love-feasts, though they were long prevented from administering Holy
Communion. "

7

I personally remain open to both interpretations of the presence of Christ in the
Eucharist, although my upbringing in the evangelical Protestant tradition leads me closer
to accepting the symbolic presence of Christ in Holy Communion. I do not, however,
wish to isolate the potential use of this curriculum by ignoring or dismissing Roman
Catholic theology in this matter. Many of the writers referenced in this research are
Roman Catholic and I hold their views in high esteem.

8

9 See the 1980 document Inaestimabile Donum: Instruction Concerning Worship a/the
Eucharistic Mystery from the Sacred Congregation for the Sacraments and Divine
Worship. Here Eucharistic bread is defined as being made solely from wheat flour and
water, can be broken and does not create too many fragments. Wine must be natural fruit
of the vine. Cardinal Ratzinger (now Pope Benedict XVI) wrote a further letter, dated
June 19, 1995 which indicates that bread must contain wheat gluten and wine must
contain alcohol, but not to exceed 12% for dry wines and 18% for sweet wines (Donders
1996:28-29). He further suggests that those allergic to wheat gluten or who may suffer
from alcoholism should not be admitted to holy orders.
10 Stayer (1985) presents the range of Brethren Love Feast traditions. The most elaborate
are the full meal Love Feasts of the Dunkard and River Brethren traditions which usually
focus on simplicity and unity, serving homemade soups, sandwiches, and fruit family
style. Bread for Holy Communion is usually baked at the same time as preparing the
meal.

Chapter 3
Preparing the Food

The development of the curriculum begins with the determination of six major
meanings in scripture for the element of worship referred to as the Eucharist or Holy
Communion. In addition to communicating these six meanings, the curriculum also aims
to cover a general story line of scripture from Genesis to Revelation through the use of
scriptures related to food and meals. Contextualizing these ideas comes in the form of
group meals modeled on the idea of the traditional Love Feast. These meals are based on
food brought by the participants that is somehow personally symbolic of one of the
meanings of the Eucharist. By sharing their stories and experiences about this food, the
participants are reflecting on the themes from scripture. Each thematic unit is followed
not only by a meal, but the Eucharist as well, so that the meanings of the participants'
food are juxtaposed upon the bread and wine of Communion, thus reinforcing the
meaning in a contextual way.
Desjardins (2004) argues in his article "Teaching about Religion with Food," that
there are seven reasons for using food in an educational setting. First, teaching with food
affects social dynamics bridging the professor-student divide. Secondly, using food can
help demonstrate that the familiar things in life can demonstrate greater significance.
Thirdly, using food in the classroom is a type of unpredictability that keeps the students
interested. Fourth, the entire body becomes involved in the learning process in a multisensory approach. Fifth, food may stimulate those who learn in different ways than the
typical learning environment usually provides. Sixth, in a religion classroom, food can
help ground the spiritual concepts in the more mundane world, as symbols or metaphors.
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Finally, on a practical level, he argues that hunger can often distract students from
learning, and that by providing an opportunity to eat, learning can be increased. He
incorporated these ideas into a course on world religions and found the results very
encouraging. He (Desjardins 2004:157) concludes by stating, "For the great majority of
people religion is not primarily about verbal teachings; rather it is about lived
community. And lived community is rooted in food. Scholars of religion ought to pay
more attention to food." While this curriculum aims to move beyond these ideas, it does
incorporate much of what Desjardins is writing about in this article.
The initial work on writing the curriculum was done in the fall of2000 in
conjunction with an independent study with Dr. Cathy Stonehouse at Asbury Theological
Seminary in the area of curriculum development. With her advice and assistance the
original form of the curriculum was written. (See Appendix A, Preliminary Educational
Curriculum) This curriculum encompassed a six-month period. At this time, Dr.
Stonehouse expressed doubts about the length of this time period, which has since proven
justified, and so some preliminary thoughts were done at this time towards shortening the
time period to a twelve-week period. The original concept was to provide one month of
scriptures for each meaning, structuring each month like an entire meal. The pastors were
to be encouraged to develop these ideas into their own contexts, but they were to be
encouraged to be holistic and try to incorporate the entire congregation, by using these
scriptures for sermon texts as well as Bible study texts. This form of the curriculum was
used in the first case study, however feedback from the pastor encouraged further
development of the revised twelve-week curriculum which was presented in the
remaining cases either in the full twelve-week form (case three) or in the abbreviated six-
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week form (cases two, four and five). The twelve-week form of the curriculum (See
Appendix B, Revised English Curriculum) was written in the summer of 2003 and was
designed to be presented in either a complete twelve-week form or a six-week form
depending on the decision of the pastor or group leader. A Spanish translation of this
curriculum (See Appendix C, Spanish Translation of the Revised Curriculum) was
written in the winter of 2003 and 2004. It was translated by a native Spanish speaker,
working closely in consultation with the researcher.
Each of the twelve lessons (two lessons for each thematic unit) are simply
structured, beginning with either a review of the previous lesson or the sharing of the
personal food stories of the participants and their reflection on these items. This is
followed by the reading of a scripture lesson and a short background teaching that leads
to a series of discussion questions. Following this, a simple homework assignment is
given on the lessons where the meal is not served, usually reflecting on what a key word
means. If the meal is assigned for that lesson, the group eats together and shares a
communion service with a special communion prayer that has been designed to highlight
the one particular meaning from that lesson. This curriculum has been purposely
designed to use a minimum of materials, since these may not be available on the mission
field or in some cultural contexts. The material used is the food that people eat and
experience daily. This curriculum also aims to incorporate the participants orally, since
the ability to read and write can also not be taken for granted in every cultural setting.
The initial attempt to develop a curriculum that covered six months can be located in
Appendix A. The full revised curriculum is presented in Appendix B and the Spanish
translation used is found in Appendix C, but this chapter will summarize each lesson
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briefly. Since the initial material was deemed inadequate after the first case study, it was
not used in the subsequent cases.
This curriculum reflects the model of inculturation in several areas. First, the
curriculum is scripturally focused, beginning with scripture and its explanation and
moving to a direct contact with the local food culture in a search to understand the
message of scripture in a contextual fashion . Second, the experiential use .o f meals is
based on the studies of social psychology and anthropology, which have pointed out the
value of shared meals in forming community and identity. The use of alternate senses as a
medium for learning experientially can also been drawn from these scientific fields. The
placing of the Eucharist in its original meal context heightens the learning experience and
reinforces the scriptural theme that is being taught. Third, the curriculum is soundly
rooted in reflection and dialog allowing people to share their own personal food stories
and how they relate them to Holy Communion, as well as reflecting on the scripture and
key words throughout the curriculum. This will also allow an element of
contextualization to occur as well as inculturation. The curriculum is presented in six
units of two lessons each, which will now be briefly discussed. More comprehensive
teaching notes and instructions appear in the appendices.
Memory
The meal which forms the foundation of Holy Communion is a Jewish festival
called "Passover," which begins in the Bible in the story of Exodus. This meal is
designed to help the Jewish people remember certain things. For example, Jews eat bitter
herbs at Passover to remember how difficult (or bitter) their life was as slaves in Egypt.
They dip these herbs in salt water to remember the tears of their ancestors. They also eat
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a fruit and nut salad made to look like mortar to remember the work of their ancestors
making bricks in Egypt. This lesson builds on understanding the scripture passage of
Exodus 12:1-30 and the Jewish Passover event, especially the role and symbolism of
lamb and unleavened bread.
Other scriptures introduced deal with manna (John 6:48-58 and Numbers 11 :4-6).
Especially important is emphasizing how food was used to help people remember the
story of God's involvement within the lives of the Jewish people. The participants are
asked to bring a food that helps them remember a time when they felt God was close to
them or which has a particularly strong memory for them in general.
At the beginning of the second lesson the participants are asked to share their
stories and talk about the food they brought for the meal, but especially to relate that food
to remembering the blessings of God in their lives. Then the scripture reading for the
second lesson is read (Luke 22:14-20) to focus on the memory aspect of Communion.
Jesus tells his followers to do Holy Communion to remember. Food can also be
used to help people remember certain events in their lives. In many ways, communion is
like Passover. Like the Jews, Christians remember the life of Jesus and his death. He is
the lamb, which frees humanity from fear of the angel of death. Jesus is the promise of a
new covenant. The old covenant was the agreement between Israel and God. The Jews
would be God's people and God would be their God. This agreement was kept through a
complex arrangement of laws and sacrifices. Jesus changed this covenant with his death
and resurrection. Because Jesus was the perfect lamb, the perfect sacrifice, Christians are
free from the old system oflaws and sacrifices. Christ's death met the obligations of the
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legal requirements of the law, even though Christians are still bound by love' s duty to
obey the law through the Holy Spirit.
Bread and wine are to help believers remember this new covenant and to
remember that God provides and sustains them daily. To remember that, even though
people often forget God, God never forgets them and God loves and cares for humanity.
In this lesson, the participants are called to remember that they are God's people and God

is their God.
Sacrifice
After a brief review on memory, the third lesson focuses on how communion
helps Christians remember the sacrifice of Jesus. Sacrifice was a very common idea in
the time of Jesus. Many types of food were used for sacrifices in the Old Testament. Meat
offerings, grain offerings, offering the first fruits, and even pouring out oil as an offering
were all important parts of the Jewish sacrificial system. Many of the Old Testament
stories also deal with sacrifice in different ways. The main scripture reading, for this
lesson, is Genesis 22:1-9 and an examination of Abraham's attempt to sacrifice Isaac.
Abraham is considered a great man of faith. But, God gave Abraham a very
difficult task. Not only was it difficult for Abraham to do, but also it went completely
against what Abraham knew about God. God had promised Abraham a son and now God
had asked Abraham to sacrifice his only child, whom he had loved and wanted more than
anything else. Abraham went with confidence that God would do something, even ifhe
could not understand. For Christians this story is a glimpse of God's divine plan. As Isaac
took the wood of sacrifice upon his back and carried it up a mountain, so Jesus took the
wood of sacrifice upon his back and climbed a mountain. Isaac was a young man, but he
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does not seem to struggle when Abraham places him on the altar. Neither did Jesus
struggle against his own death on Calvary. Abraham was willing to sacrifice his only son,
but God sent a ram in his place. Jesus is that ram. God spared Abraham 's son, but did not
spare his own. Discussion focuses on what it means to be living sacrifices and reading
Romans 12:1-2.
Lesson four begins with a brief review about sacrifice and moves to the sharing of
foods which the participants feel reflect sacrifice and the stories that go along with these
foods. This activity then moves into the reading of Hebrews 9: 11-14 and discussing how
Jesus is both our High Priest and the perfect sacrifice. The new covenant has ended the
Jewish sacrificial system. When Christians celebrate communion they remember this.
When bread is made the wheat must be crushed to become flour. When wine is made the
grapes must be crushed to become grape juice. This is the symbol of sacrifice in food.
Jesus said these elements represented his body and blood. But the sacrifice does not stop
there. Christians must remember that the church is also the Body of Christ. This means,
they too, must be crushed. Old ways, desires, and even their very lives must be
transformed. But wheat cannot become bread and grapes cannot become wine, without
being crushed. Those who seek to follow Christ cannot live lives as imitators of Christ
without living lives of sacrifice. Then Galatians 2:20 is read.
Healing and Reconciliation
The fifth lesson begins with a review of memory and sacrifice and moves to the
result of sacrifice being healing and reconciliation. Both the individual aspect of healing
and the group aspect of reconciliation are emphasized in these lessons. After discussing
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the difference between the two terms, Luke 19: 1- 10 is read in which the story of
Zacchaeus is told.
When people eat with someone, they are saying they accept that person. Most
people do not eat with enemies, and will even try hard to not eat with people they do not
like. Eating together is a sign of trust. Social psychologists have shown that the level of
intimacy between two people can be observed by how they share food. Such as when a
mother feeds her baby or a son or daughter feeds a very sick parent. This is a very close
relationship. Communion is also like this. It is a meal that followers of Christ eat together
as a family. Scripture records that people should not partake of communion if they are
angry with someone until they have sought forgiveness. In this meal God is feeding his
children, as a parent feeds a child. Through communion people grow closer to God and to
each other. The story of Zacchaeus is a good example of how eating together brings
healing and reconciliation.
The ministry of healing and reconciliation did not end with the death and
resurrection of Jesus. Much of the world still needs the love of God, and the ministry of
the church is to help people overcome their obstacles and experience the reconciling and
healing love of God. Part of the work of the church is to teach about sin, but the church's
work is bigger than this. The church also ministers to people when it feeds the hungry,
visits the sick, helps immigrants start a new life, or works with victims of abuse.
Lesson six begins with sharing the stories of foods that are used to heal or are
given to people when they are sick. Then Luke 14: 12-24 and Matthew 9:9-17 are read.
The Jewish dietary laws are discussed as well as how the religious leaders would have
seen Jesus' willingness to eat with those who could not keep all of the religious laws.
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Jesus did an amazing thing when he ate with these people. He communicated to
them that he loved them and that he considered them clean in the eyes of God. God
accepts people exactly as they are. The call of Jesus is for people to just be willing to sit
and eat with him. People often have to learn to embrace the love and acceptance God
extends to his children.
The bread and wine of Holy Communion are useful to help believers come to a
place of reconciliation and healing. Jesus wants to eat with all people at his table. He
wants people to come just as they are, with all their obstacles, but not to leave them in
this state, but to heal and reconcile humanity to the love of God. This lesson provides an
opportunity to invite people to come to the feast Jesus offers and be reconciled to the God
of love.
Presence
After a brief review about the previous themes, lesson seven examines how
reconciliation has brought believers back into a position to be in close relationship with
God again. The concept of presence is explored through the resurrection stories of Jesus,
which are often filled with food stories. It begins with a reading ofJohn 21:1-14.
People do not just eat one small meal each week. If they did they would soon
starve to death. In the same way, Holy Communion is not the end of a follower's meals
with God. Jesus told his disciples to celebrate this meal every time they met together. The
church has forgotten that Jesus meant for every ecclesial meal to be Holy Communion.
The early church met in individual houses and ate together. They did not just share a
symbolic meal, they sat down and ate supper together. In these meals they celebrated a
risen Lord. Communion is much more than a meal to remember the life of Jesus or even
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to remember what God has done through the sacrifice of Jesus. Christians eat this meal to
remember that Jesus is alive and with them every single day, through the presence of the
Holy Spirit.
God is not some distant being who occasionally looks in to see how people are
doing. God loved humanity enough to desire to live with them and help them every single
day, in every single problem. Just as people need to eat every day, they also need to see
God at work in their lives every day. As people realize this their relationship to God will
grow stronger and stronger no matter what circumstances may arise.
In lesson eight, the participants share food that they eat on a daily basis. They also
share the stories about what these foods mean to them and how they feel about the
ordinary but essential food in their lives. Then Luke 24: 13-35 is read.
Jesus shows up cooking breakfast on the beach and walking down a dirt road.
Jesus is found in the ordinary activities of daily life. The disciples are fishing, the only
job they really know how to do. Jesus is dead and they are left wondering about their
future. So much for theology, they just want to know where tomorrow's food will come
from. Other followers meet up with Jesus as an ordinary stranger walking on the road
talking with them about the latest news from Jerusalem. Sometimes God enters lives in
amazing ways, but most of the time God is just there, an ordinary part of the scenery that
people might not even see.
It is amazing that these men who had spent at least three years living, talking, and

eating with Jesus do not recognize him by his physical appearance. For the disciples
fishing, it is a miracle reminding them that their job is to be fishers of men which makes
them realize who the humble chef on the beach is. For the disciples on the road, they do
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not recognize Jesus in his appearance, in his teaching, or in his mannerisms. They
recognize Jesus when he picks up a loaf of bread, blesses it and breaks it! Jesus shows up
in the humble daily supper. Jesus shows up in the midst of daily struggles at work. God
cares about the day-to-day life of his people.
Community
The daily presence of God is lived out in community, which is the focus of lesson
nine. The focus in these lessons is on the early church and its life together. After a brief
review, Acts 4:32-37 and Acts 10 are read.
Acts 10 is the story of a vision that became an important turning point for the
early church. In the Jewish faith, purity or holiness is extremely important. Much of the
Old Testament is about this subject. Stories demonstrate how holy people live and the
books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy are filled with numerous laws that holy people
should obey. Many of these laws are related to food. Holy people would eat holy food
and animals, which were not considered normal, could not be holy. So Jewish law said a
normal fish had fins and scales. Because shrimp do not have fins and scales they are not
"normal" and therefore holy people should not eat them. Peter was hungry and as he
waited for his meal God lowered a sheet full of animals which holy people should not eat
and told Peter to kill and eat them. Peter, because he was a good Jew, was horrified and
refused three times. But God told Peter that if God said they were holy and good then
they were okay. Immediately, messengers from Cornelius, a Gentile (also considered
unholy in Jewish law), appeared and asked Peter to go to Cornelius' house (something a
good Jew would not do.)
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Peter realizes the vision is not about food as much as it is about people. God loves
and accepts all of his children, even those who might offend people in "normal" society.
No one is too dirty, too unholy, or too bad to escape the love of God. Peter realizes this
and accepts Cornelius into the Christian community, which until Acts 10 has been
completely Jewish. This is a major turning point for the church. Now the church is for
everyone in the world, not just Jews.
Lesson ten begins with the sharing of food which is made to be eaten by a group
of people, and stories about sharing food with others are told by the participants. This is
followed by the reading of 1 Corinthians 11 :17-34.
Peter's vision was not the end of the problem. The early church was still very
prejudiced about certain people. Like churches today, the early church was made up of
many different kinds of people. Some were rich, but many were poor. Some were slaves
and others owned slaves. Some were Jewish and many were not. Much of the New
Testament is filled with scriptures trying to bring all these different kinds of people into
one community. Holy Communion at this time was a complete meal held in the house of
a wealthier church member. In some ways it seems as if everybody brought some food,
but the people with more money wanted to eat first and get the better food, because they
were more important people. Others did not care about the food, but drank more than
enough wine becoming drunk. The church was divided into different groups and they
would fight when they came together. Paul points out that this is not the way the church
should be. We need to learn to treat each other like children of God. God loves us all
equally regardless of our social standing, our economic status, our race or ethnic heritage,
our background, or our gender.
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Acts 4:32-37 is read describing how the early church lived, and Acts 6:1-7 is read
as an example of the divisions and problems they had. In the period of the early church,
the believers were all Jewish, but some of these believers came from Israel and spoke
Hebrew, while other Jews had come from other parts of the Roman Empire and spoke
Greek. One of the jobs the church did was to take care of the widows in their community,
in part by distributing food to them. Apparently there were some complaints because the
twelve disciples who led the church were all Hebrew speaking Jews. Some Greek
speaking Jews complained that Hebrew speaking widows were given more food than
Greek speaking widows. They decided to appoint seven leaders of the church to distribute
the food, which from their names can be seen that they were most likely Greek speaking
Jews. This solution seemed to solve the problems.
These seven men were the first "deacons" of the church. The word deacon comes
from Greek and means someone who serves at the table, or a "waiter." Over the years this
meaning seems to have been lost, but essentially the leaders of the church are supposed to
be like waiters, serving others at God's table.
The Eschatological Theme/ Wedding
Lesson eleven begins with a brief overview and leads to the discussion that the
community of Christians in the present is not the end of things in the Christian
worldview. The discussion begins with weddings and the reading ofIsaiah 25:6-9,
Matthew 22:1-14, and Matthew 25:1-13 .
God desires his community to continue even after this life. Scripture certainly
reminds believers that Jesus defeated death and that his followers have the promise of
eternal life. Death is not something to be feared. The faith community reaches beyond
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this life. Scripture often portrays this as a big banquet, and Jesus even emphasized that it
would be a wedding banquet. Finally, after all of the struggles and difficulties in life,
believers will come face to face with the God who loves them and helped them every step
of the way.
Jesus points out that everyone is invited to this wedding feast. It is up to humanity
to decide if they will show up or not. Getting into the banquet is not difficult. It is simply
a matter of accepting the invitation God has given through Jesus. However, upon receipt
of an invitation to a wedding, the guest should want to respect the host by appearing
properly. The same is true for the eternal wedding banquet. Once the invitation has been
accepted, believers then begin a journey to become the kind of people God wants his
children to become. This journey is done not out of fear, but out of love for the host.
Lesson ten begins with the sharing of food brought for weddings. The group is
encouraged to celebrate the end of the curriculum like a wedding with all the celebratory
foods the culture usually offers for a wedding event. Stories are shared about memorable
weddings and the food that reminds the participants of those joyous events. Then the
scriptures, Luke 5:29-35, Revelation 7:9-17, and Revelation 19:1-10 are read.
As seen in earlier lessons, it is pointed out that Jesus chose to invite people to eat
with him who were not liked in society. Jesus came to eat with all people, to invite all to
the wedding banquet. The role of food in the previous lessons is reviewed. God used food
throughout the Bible to teach people about God. Food is used to help people remember
what God has done in their lives. It is used to show how God sacrificed Jesus for the sins
of the world. It is used to bring healing and reconciliation between God and humanity as
a result of that sacrifice. Food is also used to remind people that God cares about them
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and is present with them at every moment through the work of the Holy Spirit. It also
reminds believers that they are a community, which must work together to spread the
message of God's love to others. Finally, God has given us a glimpse of the future. The
banquet does not end with this life, but goes on through all eternity. The same Lamb that
was sacrificed for all will be the shepherd, the groom, and the host of an amazing
wedding banquet.
In the scriptures from Revelation a glimpse of this wedding banquet can be seen.
Revelation 7:9 points out that this banquet will include people from all over the world.
No one group is more important to God than any other. The wedding banquet is a time
for celebration, not suffering and tears. This is what the end of the Christian life is like.
Communion is to remind Christians ofthis when things may look bad and they must
struggle through overwhelming obstacles.
For this dissertation, this curriculum was tested in five different groups made up
of different cultural backgrounds, along with different histories, age groups, and social
and economic backgrounds. The results of these five test cases will be presented in
Chapter 4.

Chapter 4
Serving the Meal
This chapter will describe the development and testing of the curriculum
presented in Chapter 3, including a description of two fonnative events. Material about
each test case is drawn from questions answered in the pre-test and post-test surveys (See
Appendix D, Pre-Test and Post-Test Surveys--English and Spanish) and from email
correspondence with pastors and some interviews as well as participant-observation.
Most email correspondence took the fonn of weekly reports about the leader's
impressions and what foods were used. In a number of cases, follow-up emails were used
to question the leaders on details or request more infonnation. In a few cases the leaders
would request advice on the curriculum and give their own suggestions as feedback. This
material has been incorporated into the presentation of the cases in this chapter.
In this chapter, key events leading up to the development of the curriculum,

including the creation of the preliminary curriculum, and the cases in which both the
preliminary curriculum and the revised curriculum were tested, are described in
chronological order to take the reader through the entire process of this study. A visual
overview of the progression of the curriculum's development, from the two
developmental events (that led to the preliminary curriculum) to the test of the
preliminary curriculum to the four tests of the revised curriculum are presented in the
following table. (See Table 1, Outline of the Development and Testing of the
Curriculum)
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Developmental Phase
(Events Leading to the Development ofthe Curriculum)
A TS Kingdom Conference
Presbyterian Sunday School
I

SEring 2000
No Testing. Observation
No Evaluation

Onl~.

Comments: This very early trial of
the idea of using six meanings was
applied with good success. The
decision to develop a formal
curriculum came from this trial.

Fall 2000
No Testing. Observation
No Evaluation

Onl~.

Comments: The use of different
Eucharistic elements and the reaction to
these elements, revealed the need to seek
a different approach for the curriculum,
later located in the use of the historical
Love Feast.

Curriculum Testing Phase

I
Preliminary
Curriculum
Tested
US
English
Church A
Sept. 2002
to April
2003
See
Appendix A
for
curriculum

Evaluation:
pre-test!
post-test
surveys,
calls to the
pastor,
copies and
tapes of
sermons

I

Revised Curriculum Tested
(Curriculum revised following an analysis of the
testing of the preliminary curriculum.)
Australian
US
US
Swiss
English
Spanish
Chinese
German
Church B
Church C
Church D
Church E
Nov. to
February to
May to
August to
Dec. 2003
April 2004
June 2004
November 2004
See
Appendix B
for
curriculum

Evaluation:
pre-test!
post-test
surveys and
email
interviews
with the
pastor

I
I
I

Written
Translation
into Spanish
See
Appendix C
for
curriculum
Evaluation:
pre-test! posttest surveys in
Spanish and
English.
Participant
observation
was also used

Verbally
Translated
by pastor
into
Chinese
From
Appendix B
Evaluation:
email
interviews
with the
pastor

Verbally
Translated by
pastor into
German
From
Appendix B
Evaluation:
weekly reports
and email
interviews with
the pastor

Table 1: Outline of the Development and Testing of the Curriculum
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Developmental Phase
Initial development of the inculturation model for communion began with two
early formative events. First, the researcher used a very primitive form of the curriculum
in the spring of 2000 in a Sunday school class of a small Presbyterian Church in rural
Kentucky. The class consisted of around ten people, some with a seminary background
and some with only a high school diploma. Ages and genders varied. No formal written
evaluation of this test took place. The researcher led the class in a six-week study
covering the six topics and the researcher supplied the food elements.
Several important observations were made which dictated various ideas about the
further, more formal development of the curriculum. First, the use of food had a greater
impact as a teaching tool on those who were not the most comfortable with traditional
learning styles. The seminary-trained students had a more difficult time with the concept.
Interestingly, these students usually dominated the class, but in using this new method,
other students, who usually remained silent, spoke out and became very animated. In one
case, discussing sacrifice, an elderly male in the group spoke about his love of bow
hunting and how he felt about the sacrifice of the life of the animals he hunted. Another
woman, who usually did not talk in class, was a middle-aged housewife who loved to
cook. She shared in every class of the curriculum and when encountered one year later,
she told the researcher she still remembered all of the meanings for communion and
would never forget those classes. Second, it became clear that food provided by the
members of the group would have made a stronger impact on memory retention than the
food brought by the leader, since this would aid in internalizing the learning process.
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From this initial test, the researcher was encouraged to continue developing the
curriculum in a more structured fashion, since the model for inculturation appeared to
have some merit. It was clear that more development was needed, and this led to an
independent study course on curriculum development. This key event also seemed to
indicate that the level of education might be a factor in what results would be gained. It
also indicated that people directly impacted by food in areas such as food,procurement or
preparation might have a stronger practical understanding of the theological content
being communicated. Thus, in the pre-test and post-test surveys, it was decided to take
note of factors such as the level of education and the economic status of the people
participating in the surveys.
In the fall of 2000, a student from Asbury Theological Seminary approached the

researcher regarding a communion service to be held during their annual mission event
called "The Kingdom Conference." The student, who was in charge of the communion
service, was interested in doing something different and multicultural and had been
directed to the researcher. After discussing some ideas based on the inculturation model
of communion, a non-traditional communion was planned and carried out. Officiated by
an ordained Methodist minister from Singapore in both Chinese and English, the
communion elements were served to the congregation from five stations. Each station
had different elements representing some part of the world and one of the servers was
from that part of the world. An insert in the bulletin explained the cultural meanings of
the elements chosen. An Asian server used tea and rice cakes. South and Central America
were represented by coffee and tortillas. A South Pacific Islander used coconut milk and
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coconut meat. An African from Kenya served uga/i (a common thick porridge of millet)
and milk. The fifth station was the traditional bread and grape juice.
Again, no formal surveyor evaluation of this communion service was conducted,
but the researcher did listen to numerous comments and talked with several people about
their experiences. Not unexpectedly, most Anglo-speaking North Americans seemed
confused and uncomfortable with the experience, although some reacted very positively.
However, some of the servers were profoundly affected by the communion service. In
one case, the South Pacific server told the researcher what an unforgettable and powerful
effect the service had on him. To see Jesus in the food his people ate everyday, he felt it
strongly reinforced in his own mind that Christ came for the people of his island as well
as the rest of the world. He also hoped to continue using these elements when he returned
home.
As a result of this formative event, it seemed that testing the curriculum would be
difficult among very traditional Christian communities in English-speaking North
America. It also became apparent that for any possibility of success in these communities
it would be necessary to place the food substitutes in communion outside of the actual
service itself. It was at this point that the focus on constructing a type of Love Feast as
the place for appropriate inculturation became more prominent.
After these two initial developmental events, the curriculum and the model were
both refined. It is important to recall that the inculturation model of communion is a
theoretical understanding of how learning the theological meanings of communion can
occur within the food symbols and meal context of a ritual meal event such as the Love
Feast or the Eucharist. The curriculum was devised as a practical way to test the validity
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and potential usefulness of this model. While the results presented in this chapter directly
critique the effectiveness of the curriculum, the curriculum is not to be seen as an end in
itself. The results of the curriculum testing will provide an evaluation of the potential
missiological usefulness and validity of the model ofinculturation that has been
proposed.
The first serious test of the model and the curriculum was conducted in an
English-speaking traditional North American Methodist church in the six month format
of the preliminary curriculum. The approach to this study was simple. In order to test the
model, a curriculum reflecting the ideas of the model was constructed, as is described in
Chapter 3. This curriculum was designed to be implemented in any cultural context.
Ideally, this curriculum would be tested all over the world in mUltiple cultural contexts,
however time and costs for such a study were prohibitive. Therefore it was decided to test
the curriculum in the United States, which has what has been described as a very "low"
view of food, yet is also a rich multicultural environment. The premise was if the
curriculum showed signs of working in the United States (even if the results were very
limited) there would be a good chance it would work in other cultural contexts, giving
support for the incamational model of inculturating the Eucharist. If it did not work in the
United States then the validity of the model would be called into question. With these
goals in mind, the first case study was completed.
The researcher next began looking for other places to test the curriculum. This
proved more difficult than originally anticipated, often for reasons unrelated to the
curriculum. A total of eight leaders of church groups were approached, two were Englishspeaking (one serving in the United States and one in Australia), two were Spanish-
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speaking (one in Florida and one in Kentucky), two were Chinese (one in Kentucky and
one in California), and two were African living in the United States (both in Kentucky).
In addition, the researcher sent out an email on the Asbury Theological Seminary campus

email system looking for interested groups, in particular African-American, but was
never able to make a contact with anyone willing to test the curriculum from this cultural
group. One African group leader declined to test the curriculum because his group was
multi-denominational and he felt the practice of communion was too controversial. The
other African group declined because of time pressures and leadership questions. The
Spanish-speaking church in Florida was willing to work with the researcher, but the
pastor was not committed to the project and ultimately this attempt collapsed. The
Chinese group in Kentucky was a small group led by a woman associated with a larger
Chinese church. She was very interested in the project and even completed the first
lesson, however the leadership of the large Chinese church then instituted a new churchwide curriculum, which all small groups were required to do, and so testing of the model

in this church was unable to be completed. In the end, five groups chose to do the
curriculum: two English-speaking groups (one in the U.S and one in Australia), one
Spanish-speaking group in Kentucky, one Chinese group in California, and one Germanspeaking church in Switzerland, which became interested late in the testing. Pre-test and
post-test surveys were used in the two English speaking churches and the Spanish
speaking church. (See Appendix D, Pre-test and Post-test Surveys--English and Spanish)
Due to translation issues the Chinese speaking church and the German speaking church
were evaluated through email correspondence with the pastors.
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The pre-test and post-test surveys ask almost identical questions, in order to chart
any changes that may have occurred over the course of the curriculum. Basic
biographical information is requested to track differences in participants in terms of
gender, age category, or ethnic background, to see if some groups respond better than
others to the curriculum. Previous religious background and education are both factors
that might impact the amount of previous knowledge brought to the study by participants
or indicate their affinity for traditional learning styles. Likewise, the amount of time a
person is involved with the group will impact their sense of community and influence
their level of involvement in the group. Question 8 asks the respondent to evaluate their
level of involvement with their church community. It is hoped that this self evaluation
will rise in the post-test as a result of participating in the curriculum. Question 9 asks the
respondent to evaluate their perception of community within the group. One of the
principle ideas of the social science studies of eating together is that shared meals build a
sense of community. This question hopes to chart this change in the respondent's
perception. Question 10 aims to place the respondent in terms of their theology into one
of the categories presented in model of Western theologies of food. (See Table 7 on page
75) It is to be expected that people with some theological views of food will respond
more positively to the curriculum than others. Question 11 attempts to determine how
important the perceived role of food takes in the life of the respondent; by locating a
rough estimate of the percentage ofhislher monthly budget that is allocated to food.
Questions12 and 13 attempt to isolate which learning style best suits the respondent. It is
anticipated that people with some learning styles will respond better to the curriculum
than others. The five parts of Question 14 attempt to gain some insight into the personal
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theology of communion in the life of the respondent. This is a key question to see if the
curriculum brings about significant theologizing by the respondent. In addition to a repeat
of most of these questions, the post-test survey also asks several follow-up questions.
Question 9 on the post-test survey asks the respondent to recall the six meanings of
communion taught in the curriculum by recalling the food they brought and any other
significant information they remember about the food aspect of the curriculum. Question
10 asks if the curriculum altered any of the respondent's personal views about
communion or food. Questions 11 to 14 seek to gather any additional comments or
feedback from the respondents in regard to their experience with the curriculum and
communion in the life of their church community.
Case One: Anglo-American (Preliminary Curriculum)
Church A is a United Methodist Church in a rural area of Maine. It is a historic
church with a history of over one hundred years. This church is very typical of many
aging congregations. The majority of the congregation is older with only a handful of
children or young families represented. The majority of the active members are women
and the congregation falls into two major categories: those who migrate to Florida for a
large part of the winter and those who stay in Maine. This is partially an economic
reflection on the congregation, but it also represents the significant proportion of older
retired people who belong to the church. Located in Central Maine, Church A has access
to people from both the potato farming and logging areas of the state. The ethnic make-up
of the church is completely Caucasian, with some cultural variation due to the close
proximity to French-speaking Canada. The church is well off financially, yet is very
active in issues of social justice, running a food bank from its annex, which sees a great
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deal of use. However, very few of the people who participate in this program attend the
church. The pastor is a woman who has served other churches with her husband, also a
Methodist local pastor, but this is her first church as the senior pastor.
Part of the tradition of this church has been to have a coffee time after the Sunday
service. One or two members on a rotating basis usually provide the food items used in
this coffee time. These foods are typically snack foods, crackers, cheese, coffee cakes,
punch and coffee. Rarely, does this church have church suppers or community potlucks,
which are not fundraisers of some type. Food seems related more to money-raising or
poverty alleviation than to community building.
Church A tested the curriculum in its first form. (See Appendix A) It was decided
to use the curriculum in the regular worship service and with the entire congregation,
although trying to disrupt the traditional service as little as possible. Since communion
was served on a monthly basis, the entire curriculum was used for a six-month period,
from September 2002 to April 2003. The pastor decided against incorporating a full meal

in favor of choosing a few members to select representative foods to speak about in the
service and serve at the coffee time. 1
Nineteen pre-test and nine post-test surveys were returned, with six people
completing both.2 All of the respondents were ethnic Caucasians (with one indicating
Native American as a significant part of her ethnic identity and one indicating French
Canadian as a significant part). The respondents were 41 years of age or older (of the
nineteen pre-test surveys, sixteen marked over 60 for the age category and three marked
41-60). Of those who completed both surveys, two were male and four were female.
From all the surveys combined, five were male respondents and seventeen were female.
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Of the nineteen pre-test surveys, one was educated to the ninth grade level, six graduated
from high school, one completed a trade school after high school, ten took some courses
in college/or graduated with a bachelors, and one completed an M.Div. degree (this was a
retired pastor in the congregation). Of the nineteen pre-surveys, fourteen described their
religious background as Protestant in some form (denominations included Methodist,
Baptist, Congregational, Episcopal, Evangelical Reformed, Church of Christ, and
Universalist), one came from a Roman Catholic background, and four had no religious
background. Interestingly, three of the five male respondents had no religious
backgrounds; the other two male respondents were retired pastors. All respondents
indicated a high level of involvement in the church. Two of the respondents had been
involved in this church for one year, seven had been involved from 6 to 30 years, and ten
people had been involved in this church for more than 30 years. Most ranked the feeling
of the community in the church as being very high, although eight respondents only
ranked the feeling of community as average, including the current pastor and the two
retired pastors in the congregation and some of the people with lower number of years
involvement in the church. There were no seekers in this group; most were well adapted
to the church culture.
Contact was maintained with this church, as the pastor sent tapes and outlines of
her sermons, as well as copies of the bulletins, which contained information from the
curriculum. The initial results of the curriculum indicated that major revisions were
needed. From consultations with the pastor, it became clear that six-months was too long
for the attention span of the average congregation. The results from this study led to a
massive rewriting of the curriculum in 2003, to create the twelve-week program used in
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the rest of the study. (See Appendix B) When shown the revised curriculum, the pastor
of Church A was very pleased with the design and thought it would have worked much
more effectively.
Eight of the respondents to the pre-survey expressed their view of food (Question
10) as being pragmatic (important as a source of fuel for the body). These different views
of food are discussed in Chapter 2 (pages 73-81) and in Figure 7 (page 75). Six of the
respondents saw food as important because of health or weight issues. One saw food as
important because it was a gift from God to be enjoyed. Four of the respondents had
difficulty choosing one statement that expressed their opinion. Most of these responses
were trying to juggle a pragmatic view of food as a source for energy and seeing food as
a gift from God. One of these respondents wrote, "Food is a gift from God as is my
ability to buy or grow food. But the choices I make can be quite complicated. I try to
balance many factors such as price, impact on the environment (packaging), health
benefit, and the pleasure of eating." Most ofthe respondents expressed that their
preferred learning style was hands-on experimentation or creative exploration. Only one
expressed an affinity for the traditional lecture style of learning.
Of the nineteen respondents, three did not answer the questions about communion
(Question 14), while most of the rest gave some response. The primary responses to the
pre-test survey were as follows (all responses have been included unless they were almost
identical to one already listed):
I would define communion as .. ..
•
•
•
•

"Renewing a bond with God through Jesus."
"Partaking of bread and wine, representative of Jesus' body and blood."
"A perfect time to really feel close to our Lord."
"God's holy supper, in remembrance of Jesus' sacrifice."
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

"A celebration of the Lord's supper as a part of the worship service."
"It symbolizes the body and blood of Christ and our belief in what he has taught
us, (as well as) the need to thank such a sacrifice and keep it alive."
"A ceremony to remember the Last Supper with Jesus and the disciples."
"A renewal of my commitment to Jesus and of his sacrifice for my sins."
"Communion is an act of worship in which we remember again what Jesus did for
us on the cross." (Retired pastor)
"A formal ritual that reaffirms Gods presence in our lives and the presence of a
savior."
"A time to strengthen one's faith, to seek and receive forgiveness and find
strength to live a better life. It also brings a sense of to gethemess with our church
family and Christians throughout the world, knowing we all share this
remembrance of Jesus."
"To share in the Lord's Supper--the broken body and blood of Christ and to
remember the sacrifice He has given and to ask for forgiveness."
"A holy sacrament in which we follow the instruction of Jesus by taking the bread
and wine; remembering His dying for our sins. It is the closest contact we have
with Jesus on this earth. When we come to the communion table, having
confessed our sins, we can then experience the wonder of Jesus; renew our faith
in His resurrection, and the fullness ofthe Holy Spirit within. Awesome!!"

I take part in communion because:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

"I need the cleansing and know my sins will be forgiven. It gives me the chance
to start anew and try harder to please God."
"It is a privilege and gives me a feeling of forgiveness and spiritual fellowship."
"As a public admission to being a sinner wishing to be redeemed to God through
the blood of Christ."
"If! really were honest, I take communion because it is offered. But to be really
honest I take it because I believe that Jesus' body was broken and His blood was
shed for all human kind. My sin was forgiven by Jesus' sacrifice."
"I believe Jesus died for me and it's the least I can do in remembrance of him."
"I need to. Jesus directed us to do it at His last supper. It is part of my
commitment and covenant with God. The more I do as the Lord commands, the
closer I am to Him, and I am better able to know what He would have me do in
my everyday walk. It is part of my experience with God."
"I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, taking Holy Communion is one way
to remember the individual and His teachings."
"Because Jesus has instructed me and others to do so in remembrance of Him."
"The solemn quiet time ofthe ritual sort of renews my faith in God."
"I need the uplifting it gives."
"It means I feel closer to God."
"I take communion because I feel a cleansing and renewal in my life. Also I feel
forgiveness for my "wrongs" and a rededication of my life to God."
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•

"It is important to me to have a visual, hands-on activity to remind me of and
renew my relationship with Jesus."

Belief in some aspect of faith (often undefined by the respondents) seems a key
determinant in if someone should or should not take communion. Six respondents said
someone should only take communion if they believe in Jesus Christ or God, four said
people should take communion only if the people feel they should take communion, two
respondents said communion should be taken only if the people understand what
communion is about, three people had no response, two people said there was no reason
anyone should not take communion. People should take communion if "they wish to be a
part of the universal fari:llly of God" or if their "spirit is low and needs uplifting." Two
respondents gave more complicated answers:
Someone should take communion if:
•
•

"They are Christians. Some may take communion even if they are not Christians,
but must do so in a reverent and worshipful manner."
"They are in a right relationship with God. By that I mean that through Bible
reading, daily prayers and Bible study they are trying to learn more about God
and what He would have them do. All concerns and problems are taken to Him
first and He is part of their daily life as they try to live as closely as possible to the
example Jesus gave when he was here on earth."

Someone should not take communion if:
•
•

"They are unworthy--as described in 1 Corinthians 11:27-29."
"They harbor hatreq to another person, have not confessed their sins to God and
asked for forgiveness, or if they are not a follower of Jesus and have no church
affiliation. "
When asked if they believed anything happens to the bread and wine when

blessed by the pastor officiating at the service (Question 14e), seven replied that "nothing
happens," two did not respond, two indicated that the bread and wine became the literal
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body and blood of Jesus Christ, two indicated that the blessing formalizes the ceremony,
three indicated that this blessing somehow affected the forgiveness of their sins (one
wrote, "If he is a true man or woman of God, then God sanctifies the elements and our
sins are forgiven. "), three others were unclear, but seemed to feel the blessing somehow
"amplified" or "magnified" the spiritual blessing of communion.
Since the pastor did not wish to disturb the regular pattern of church life, she
chose to assign various people to choose foods for the pre-existing coffee hour after
church. Due to this approach, there was only one food item chosen for each of the
meanings from the congregation. Therefore, most of the respondents did not respond to
the subpoints of question nine in the post-test or seemed confused by these sub points. On
the nine post-test surveys submitted, only two responded with personal choices of food
for each of the categories, and one of those had not submitted a pre-test survey. None of

the respondents indicated any significant change in their overall view offood.
Since Church A used the initial form of the curriculum within the context of the
regular service and covering six months, the pastor assigned individuals to select foods
which held certain meanings for them personally. The individuals shared their thoughts
and memories of these foods in the context of the morning worship service. The foods
that appeared as concrete symbols were as follows:
Foods of Remembrance:

•

•

In church was served gingerbread. The pastor wrote in an email, "She told
about her memory of eating this gingerbread hot with melted butter on cold
winter evenings at the farm where she grew up. She said it was always baked
in heavy iron pans and had wonderful comforting memories for her."
Cake--"The family all together at dinner, after church, or on birthdays or
holidays with love and care surrounding us."
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•

Roast beef dinner--"As a boy frequently our family enjoyed a delicious roast
beef dinner with mashed potatoes and gravy made by my dad and vegetables
made by my mother. I have great memories of these days."

Foods of Sacrifice:

•

•

•

In church was served chicken nuggets. The pastor wrote, "Sacrifice involves
the giving of one's (Jesus') entire life so that other's may be nourished and
given new life."
Rationed food-- "I recall that we had less at home so that those in the armed
forces, who were willing to sacrifice so much for our sakes, could have more.
Also they needed it more (the things that were in short supply, as meats) and
we didn't suffer for having less."
Bacon--"Bacon played a large role in our family. In breakfast with eggs,
pancakes, French toast, with liver for dinner, and my favorite a plain bacon
sandwich with butter."

Foods of Healing! Reconciliation:

•

•

•

In church was served ginger ale and chicken flavored crackers. The pastor
wrote, "These are certain foods that promote healing and bring comfort to
those who are ill."
Ginger ale--"Jt made me feel better when I was sick and we sometimes shared
it after 'making up' after a disagreement. I used it the same way with my
children. "
''Healing usually meant ginger ale, ice cream and chicken soup."

Foods of Real Presence:

•

•
•

In church was served homemade bread. The pastor wrote, "This is a staple
food shared in families around the world--it is very ordinary and usually
available in even the poorest homes--Just as Christ is."
Sunday dinner--"I recall the family gathering together after church."
Peanut butter sandwich and glass ofmilk--"As a boy, nothing was more
satisfying to me than a peanut butter sandwich and a glass of milk."

Foods of Fellowship:
•

•

•

No food was served in church as this service was cancelled due to a
snowstorm, although all of the material for the lesson had been presented.
Iced tea--"I think ofthat because that's what my family serves at our
gatherings and what I hope will be available at gatherings of friends or the
church family."
Fish chowder--"A cold Friday evening was often a time our family gathered
around the table for delicious fish chowder.':
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Foods of the Wedding banquet:

•

•

•

In church a celebration cake was served. The pastor wrote, "The cake was
decorated with the words, 'Let the Party Begin! ' -- It was symbolic of the
celebration aspect of communion and the looking forward to the wedding
supper of the Lamb."
Meat or seafood--"I recall it usually being served at big family parties and
celebrations. Those who come to the host site come prepared with other foods
to go with it."
Chocolate cake with white frosting, topped with ice cream--Birthdays and
special occasions were frequently accompanied by my favorite special treat-chocolate cake, white frosting, topped with ice cream."

Most of the respondents did not seem to understand the nature of the questionnaire.
On the whole they seemed to think the questions were about changing how
communion was done and not a critique of the curriculum content itself. Most likely
this was due to the fact that the purpose and nature of the study were not fully
explained. Perhaps typical of an older congregation, most simply stated that they saw
no need to change how communion was done. They lost all connection between the
meaning of food elements and communion. Needless to say, their views on
communion did not change significantly. A few did understand the questions and
responded positively; one having a more complex view of food at the beginning and
the other had a more pragmatic view of food. When asked how the study impacted
their view on food and communion (Question 10), they responded:
•

•

"I had never realized that the stories in the Old Testament about God's
laws and expectations in relation to food, plus some of the parables, led up
to Jesus' words at the Last Supper and His sacrifice for us. Now I can
connect communion to the whole history of God's people as well as to
Christians here and now, worldwide. My understanding of the communion
meal is both broader and deeper. I'm sure it will be even more meaningful
and helpful to me."
"[It] helped [to] see that regular food utilized in the diet can have a special
meaning besides satisfying the hunger."
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There were two negative responses when asked if the curriculum changed their
previous views about food and communion. Both of these people saw food from a
pragmatic viewpoint at the beginning and did not change their views.
•
•

One negative response: "No, I have always felt very positive about the
communion service and look forward to it monthly."
"No, my spiritual growth from communion is much greater than what food is
used. It comes from knowing Christ suffered and died for me."

Five of the respondents made comments regarding how they would like to see
communion changed in their own church (Question 13):
•

•
•
•
•

"I think a very simple meal--as soup, bread and butter and a beverage-occasionally with a blessing and perhaps a joys and concerns time would be
meaningful, if we could schedule a time and get a good sized group to attend-at first it might be just for the church family and later for the community too,
perhaps."
"This church needs to have fellowship meals often--right now they just have
one per year."
''Utilize foods from other cultures, like rice or sweet potatoes for bread."
"I would like to see communion observed every Sunday."
"I feel our pastor is doing a fine job as things are being done now. I guess, as
an older lady, I tend to like things as they are and avoid changes."

In asking the pastor her final thoughts and critique of the curriculum, she wrote,
''This material does not work as well in a sermon series as it would work in an intimate
Bible study setting. Six months is a long time to remember what was said on a Sunday
morning! But I see no problem with the material content. I enjoyed presenting it and I
probably learned more than anyone else!" Most of the difficulties that led to this
conclusion were pragmatic issues of how to organize the serving of food around a
traditional Sunday sermon as well as practical issues of memory retention over a six
month period. She also indicated that many of these long- term church members were
interested in the connection between Jesus as the Lamb of God and the Passover lamb.
Many told her that they had never heard of the connection before this study!
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With this feedback, it was decided to modify the curriculum to a twelve-week
study.
Case Two: Australia (Revised Curriculum)
Church B is a Wesleyan Methodist Church in an urban area of Australia. It is a
recent church plant with a short history of one year. The pastor reports a core group of
about 20 people, mostly young adults. The leader described the mission concept of the
church in an email on August 26, 2003 as
Trying to see our role of church not so much in terms of getting people to us or to
a Sunday meeting, but being a dynamic, fluid community of faith who understand
themselves as the church. Thus, our interactions with each other and with those
not yet in the community (are) an important part of being church. We're exploring
the idea that by rubbing shoulders with us, & by our welcome & hospitality etc.,
secular people experience God and the church. Trying also to be faithful to our
Wesleyan roots of balancing personal AND social holiness.
Informal worship services are held late Sunday afternoon and Holy Communion is
already practiced as a "core ritual," regularly observed and followed by a Sunday meal
afterwards.
It was decided to use the curriculum in a small group setting. Five pre-test and

four post-test surveys were returned, with four people being the consistent core of the
group. All of the respondents were ethnic Caucasians (three specifying Australian as their
cultural background) between 21 and 40 years of age (one marked the 13-20 age
category). Three were female and one male. All but one was college educated and the one
exception had completed high school level studies. Three of the core participants had
Christian backgrounds, had been active for most of the year since the church was
established and ranked themselves as being very involved with a strong sense of
community in their church. One participant was a seeker with very little church
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involvement and almost no church background. She noted on her pre-test survey that she
"had attended Christmas mass," but "no particular denomination," she is "interested in
Buddhism and all religions really."
The curriculum was conducted during November and December of2003. The
leader chose to condense the twelve-lesson curriculum (Appendix B) into six lessons due
to the nature of the group. Some frustration accompanied teaching this study as more
background information was needed to include the participant with little to no religious
background in Christianity and this frequently slowed down the pace of the group. In
particular, she suggested an additional lesson be added at the start of the curriculum that
would talk about sin and the fall as a backdrop for the need for sacrifice.3 The feedback
about this aspect of the curriculum was especially helpful since the future aim is to use
the curriculum for evangelism as well as discipling. The leader noted in her feedback that
the curriculum was excellently designed for the Christians in the group and she was quite
positive about the material and the direction the study took in using food and the meal.
In an email from December 1,2003, the group leader indicated that the meal
sometimes had to be "pushed along" as "we probably linger and chat over dinner more
than we need to." She also reported that, "everyone bringing a part of the meal has
worked really well, along with the explanation of why they chose that food." She also
indicated that the seeker was so eager to learn about the Christian faith that the leaders
were considering testing a "theology over coffee" idea for once-a-month as an outgrowth
of the curriculum to continue evangelizing this individual.
Of the five respondents to the pre-survey, three expressed their view of food
(Question 10) as being pragmatic (important as a source of fuel for the body). One saw
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food as important because it was a gift from God to be enjoyed, and one saw food as
spiritUally and ethically important (this was the vegetarian seeker' s response). Three of
the respondents expressed that their preferred learning style (Questions 12 and 13) was
hands-on experimentation or creative exploration. Two learned best in a group of friends.
Four expressed that they learned better with a visual image accompanying the learning
and one learned best with using their hands to learn by doing something.
All five respondents answered the questions about communion (Question 14).
Their responses in the pre-test were as follows:
I would define communion as ....

•
•
•
•

•

"A symbol of Jesus' blood and flesh to help us remember him in our daily eating.
To grow more like him. To accept his sacrifice and forgiveness."
"The presence of Jesus amongst a faith community."
"A powerful way of focusing our attention on the incredible gift we're given and
what we should be doing with it."
"A ceremony where people celebrate that Jesus died on the cross for forgiveness
of sins."
"Something I'm still learning about."

I take part in communion because:
•
•
•
•

"I need refocusing as much, ifnot more, than everyone else."
"I try to correct or deal with wrongs I have done someone before I take of the
bread and wine."
"I am learning to more highly value the experience. It is a remembrance of what
Jesus has done, so it is a time of personal reflection."
"Tradition and a new beginning."

One individual (the seeker) in the group responded that she did not take communion
because, "I'm still exploring where communion fits in my beliefs, life, and worldview."
Someone should take communion if:
•
•
•
•

"They feel it meets their belief system and worldview."
"They are seeking to follow the ways of Jesus."
"You wish to receive God's blessing and gift of forgiveness."
"They sincerely want to accept the gift offered, understanding that responsibility
comes with it."
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•

"They believe in God and the death of Jesus on the cross."

Someone should not take communion if:
•
•
•
•
•

"They are firmly against Christianity/God."
"They are insincere."
"I have wronged someone."
"They are not seeking to follow the ways of Jesus."
"They do not feel it meets their belief system or worldview."

When asked if they believed anything happens to the bread and wine when
blessed by the pastor officiating at the service (Question 14e), four replied that nothing
happens with two indicating that the elements were solely symbolic. One wrote, "Not
sure. Probably nothing, although I do believe that Jesus is present amongst His church
through communion."
After the curriculum was completed, post-test surveys were filled out and
returned. Two of the respondents to the post-test survey did indicate a change in their
overall view of food (Question 4), both moving to seeing food as something to be
enjoyed as a gift from God. This meant three of the four respondents advocated this view
of food after the curriculum, while one retained a pragmatic view of food. Interestingly,
the three who saw food as a gift from God were women and the one man of the group
was the one who did not change his views that food was important because it gave him
energy. It is also interesting that in recalling the foods they brought for the study
(Question 9), the women recalled the foods used better than the male respondent.
Since Church B chose to use the curriculum in a shortened manner, covering its
content in just six weeks, the leader provided the initial food elements. The food elements
used were as followed:
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Food of Remembrance:

•

Dessert provided by leader. She wrote in an email, "My explanation about
remembrance was based on the dessert I made. It is my brother Paul's
favorite. At the start of the year, his wife told him she no longer loved him and
wanted out. I explained how this has been one of the hardest times for me and
that I have felt God grieving with me. By the dessert reminding me of Paul, I
am reminded that God has been close to me in the feelings of rejection and
sadness I have felt as a result of my sister-in-law's decision."

Foods of Sacrifice:

•
•

•

•
•

Pizza--I recall, ''mom eating nothing while my brother and I ate pizza she
spent her last dime on."
Potato bake--"As a root, it is sacrificed to provide us food." The leader
mentioned this example in an email and elaborated that the woman talked
about how the root sacrifices itself for the life of the plant. The leader thought
this was a very good example to use for this subject.
Vegetarian dumplings--no comment. The leader commented in an email, "She
forgot to tie in sacrifice with her food this week, but tied it in with
remembrance. She brought some Tibetan dumplings which had associations of
friendship and connection. It was part of a meal she shared with friends before
she left for a three month overseas trip."
Couldn't recall (guessed "dessert").
Risotto--the leader brought this and commented in an email, "I cooked risotto
as a way of identifying with people who have only rice to eat day in day out
and described eating rice and beans at kingdom conference and why. I
occasionally minimize what I eat to identify with the poor of the world."

Foods of Healing/ Reconciliation:

•
•
•
•

Chicken soup--"Everyone wants chicken soup when they're sick, so they say."
Fried rice--"Something easy to take to a neighbor."
Soup--"Soup for me has gone on to be associated with healing for many
personal reasons."
Couldn't recall (guessed "dessert").

Foods of Real Presence:

•
•
•
•

Noodles-- "This is a dish I have at least once a week, so it is ever present in my
life!"
Sandwiches--"The student's staple."
Italian pastries--"I worked at a pastry shop and served Italian pastries."
Ravioli--"It's something I would cook for myself often."
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Foods of Fellowship:

•
•
•
•

Quiche--"It's good community food : simple, safe, and sociable."
Bread--"This is a dish I regularly bring to community gatherings."
Bread--"It's a staple food."
[Missed this week.]

Foods of the Wedding banquet:

•
•
•
•

Profiterole cake--"Easy to share around."
Cake-- "Every wedding has a cake."
Celebration types of Italian foods--no comment.
Lasagna and sweets--no comment.

All four respondents evaluated the curriculum very highly, and none suggested
any changes (Questions 11 and 12). Several made comments about the atmosphere in the
group in a positive way. When asked how the study impacted their view on food and
communion (Question 10), they responded:
•
•

•

•

"It has broadened my understanding."
"[It was a] different concept of communion as part of the meal and using
whatever is there [and the] concept of Jesus using bread as it was a staple."
"I saw communion as a very personal, one-on-one thing between God and I.
Now I see it more as something done to build community and to remember
Christ's death until he returns."
"I did not know much about communion or indeed Christianity at the outset of
the course and so [I] learned a lot. I think the curriculum's themes regarding
food, the meaning and symbol[ism] of this, and the theme parallels to
communion [were] useful and an accessible way of starting to delve into these
matters." (This was the seeker's response.)

Three of the respondents made comments regarding how they would like to see
communion changed in their own church (Question 13):
•
•

"Less ritual, more meaning."
"Less formal. More oftoday's staple foods used, as wine I guess is not a
staple in today's church community."
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•

"It was good to reexamine the history and cultural and general significance of
communion, so that would be kind of good (but maybe best suited to a smaller
group study anyway)."

Case Three: Latino-American (Revised Curriculum)
Church C is a United Methodist Church in a rural area of Kentucky. It is a recent
church plant with a history of about six years. This church has gone through several
traumatic events including transitioning to new leadership from the founding leaders as
well as being in the third location in their short history. Currently, due to financial
limitations, they are considered a mission of another host United Methodist Church,
although relations between the two churches are not positive and interaction between the
two congregations is almost non-existent. The Latino church meets on Sunday evenings
with services completely in Spanish. The new pastor has been in the church for eight
months and is an immigrant from the nation of EI Salvador. She has only lived in the
United States for eight months as well. Attendance has fallen sharply from a high of
around eighty under the founding pastors while meeting in a better location, to a current
attendance between twenty-five to thirty (with a core group of twenty-six). I was able to
be an active participant observer in this case study.
The congregation can be divided into three distinct categories. First are Englishspeaking members who are either related to a Spanish speaker or interested in learning or
practicing Spanish (19%). Second are Latino members who are immigrants, both legal
(15%) and illegal (38%). Included in this group is also a minority non-Spanish speaking
group of Chinantecos, an indigenous people from Oxaca, Mexico (12%). The New
Testament was translated into their language just last year; and since it is the first book in
their language most have difficulty reading it. Third are bicultural Hispanics either from
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Puerto Rico or the U.S. Southwest who are culturally Latino, but fluently bilingual with
some North American cultural traits (15%).
Part of the tradition of this church has been to have a meal after the service.
Sometimes this is a potluck, but due to the economic status of many immigrants, a few
people usually host this ministry with some funding from the church.
The church has recently held meetings to redefine its vision after all the changes it
has gone through. It primarily sees its mission as reaching the Latino community around
it for Christ, although there are strong sentiments that it also support social justice
ministries or desire to expand the mission in these directions. Neither·the pastor, nor her
husband, speak English or have the knowledge necessary as recent immigrants to expand
the ministry to include social justice. This frustration, as well as culture conflict, are
frequent difficulties in this community.

It was decided to use the curriculum in the regular worship service and with the
entire congregation, since community-building is an immediate goal. Since the pastor
does not speak English, the entire curriculum was translated into Spanish to allow the
pastor to freely adapt it as she desired. (See Appendix C) She chose to use the entire
twelve-week curriculum and adapted the lessons into sermons for the regular service. The
usual fellowship meals were adapted so that every other meal followed the plan in the
curriculum.
Eleven pre-test and three post-test surveys were returned, with only two people
returning both.4 Four of the respondents were ethnic Caucasians between 21 and 40 years
of age (one marked the 13-20 age category). Three were female and one male. All were
college educated and from conservative Protestant backgrounds. All had been active in
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the church for more than one year, three of the respondents having been involved over
four years. All had been relatively active in the church, but rated the sense of community
as being average or less than average. Two viewed food as primarily a gift from God and
two saw it primarily from a pragmatic viewpoint (Question 10). Learning styles varied
with two people choosing to define their own styles (Questions 12 and 13).
All four respondents answered the questions about communion (Question 14).
Their responses in the pre-test survey were as follows:
I would define communion as ....

•
•
•
•

"The body of Christ, giving and receiving reminders of His body and blood to and
with each other to celebrate and remember His sacrifice for us."
"Corporate identification with Christ and a tactile reminder of his sacrifice and his
life in us."
"A regular taking of the sacraments, understanding that Jesus Christ sacrificed
himself for our transgressions."
"Sharing the Lord's Supper--symbolic remembrance of Christ's sacrifice for us."

I take part in communion because ....

•
•

•
•

"As a Christian, this is one of Christ's commands in order to remember his death
until his next coming."
"It reminds me of Christ's sacrifice for me. It gives me a chance to reconcile
myself to my God, to inwardly focus on his presence and on how I can improve
on being his dwelling."
"Christ commanded it (or rather set it as an example), and historically it has been
a central element of Christianity."
"It reminds me that I am blessed by being forgiven through Christ's suffering-What He did He did for me. It helps me re-identify myself as a follower of
Christ."

Someone should take communion if:
•
•
•
•

"They believe Jesus died for their sins and accept His sacrifice and Lordship of
their lives."
"He or she is a Christian."
"He is a Christian."
"They realize the significance of Christ's sacrifice and if they want to grow in
their spiritual relationship with God."
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Someone should not take communion if:
•

•

•
•

"They do not realize what the elements signify or if they don ' t care about the
significance of Christ's sacrifice. They should be aware of what the act of Holy
Communion means."
"He or she is not a Christian, though I am not 100% certain of the role volition
should play (i.e. should those with children or disabilities participate?). I lean
more toward inviting all, allowing God to decide."
"He is not a Christian."
"They feel led not to for whatever reason . .. unresolved sin in their life, etc."

When asked if they believed anything happens to the bread and wine when
blessed by the pastor officiating at the service (Question 14e), all four replied that
nothing happens with one indicating that the elements were solely symbolic. One wrote,
"In the chemical/scientific sense--nothing. In the spiritual sense--I do believe that they

take on a special significance akin to that of other elements of worship and should thus be
treated with reverence. For example, I am uncomfortable with people unceremoniously
chugging leftover juice from communion glasses."
Three of the respondents were illegal immigrants from Mexico between 21 and 40
years old. They were all male and had been involved in the church from 2 to 5 months.
Their education level was secondary or high school level, with one respondent not
answering this specific question. They all classified themselves as having a religious
background of "creyente," or "believer." They classified their involvement in this church
as average with a strong feeling of community. They all saw food from a pragmatic
standpoint, with a relatively high percentage of their budgets going to meet basic food
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needs. They all felt they learned better in a group with one indicating he learned best with
practical hands-on types of teaching.
All three respondents answered the questions about communion (Question 14).
Their responses to the pre-test survey were as follows :
I would define communion as .. ..
•
•
•

"El recibir a Cristo." To receive Christ.
"El cuerpo de Cristo." The body of Christ.
"La communion es el momento mas esperado por el ser humano, ya que a traves
de ella los seres humanos godemos recibir a Jesus Cristo." Communion is the most
awaited moment for a human being, because it is through communion that human
beings can receive Jesus Christ.

I take part in communion because:
•
•

•

''Necesito a Jesus." I need Jesus .
''Por que a traves de ella me siento libre de los pecados y recibo al cuerpo de
nuestro Senor." Because through communion I feel free from my sins and am able
to receive the body of our Lord.
"Yo tomo la communion porque se que a traves de ella puedo recibir a Cristo y
me sinto mas cerca de el espiritualmente." [take communion because I know that
through it, [ can receive Christ and I feel closer to Him spiritually.

Someone should take communion if:
•
•
•

"Realmente conoce a Jesus 0 desea que el Senor entre en el." He or she really
knows Jesus or wishes that the Lord would enter into him/her.
"Se siente con el des eo de recibir a Jesus." He or she feels the desire or receiving
Jesus.
"Si se siente con el deseo de recibir a Cristo, y ha confesado sus pecados." If he or
she feels the desire of receiving Christ and have confessed their sins.

Someone should not take communion if:
•

•
•

"Si no se siente preparado para estar con Cristo 0 recibirlo dentro de su corazon."
He or she doesn't feel prepared to be with Christ or don't want to receive him
inside his/her heart.
''No se siento libre de sus pecados." If they do notfeelfreefrom their sins.
"Si su conciencia 0 dentro de su corazon no puede entrar Jesus." If their
conscience [won't allow them} or if in their heart [they won't allow} Jesus to
enter.
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When asked if they believed anything happens to the bread and wine when
blessed by the pastor officiating at the service, all three responded along the lines of
traditional Catholic transubstantiation. Their individual answers were:
•
•
•

"Si por que recibe al cuerpo de Cristo." Yes, because I receive the body of
Christ.
"Si, por que es el cuerpo y sangre de Jesus." Yes, because it is the body and
blood ofJesus.
"Por que en el pan y el vino se encuentra espiritualmente el cuerpo y sangre
de Cristo cuando ha sido bendecido por el pastor." Because in the bread and
the wine, we find spiritually the body and blood of Christ, when the pastor
blesses it.

One Chinanteco minority responded to the questionnaire. He was male, between
13 and 20 with no religious background and a sixth grade education. He had been in the
country for five months and his sense of community in the church was rated as being
"almost non-existent." He viewed food from a pragmatic viewpoint and indicated he
learned best through practical hands-on teaching. When asked about communion, he
indicated he did not participate and did not know what it meant. Since working with the
Chinanteco group was rather difficult, the researcher did interview the more talkative
leader of the group, an older relative of the younger Chinantecos. He had been involved
in the translation of the Bible into Chinanteco and had been sent one of the first printed
copies. However he was not used to reading his native tongue, and thus read slowly. He
was obviously proud ofthis accomplishment, and after the curriculum was finished he
even helped translate one of the Spanish choruses into Chinanteco and helped teach it to
the congregation.
In the interview he spoke about growing up fishing and hunting in the mountains

of Oaxaca. Even though he has lived in the United States for seven years, he still
practices the art of weaving fishing nets, which he proudly showed me. He learned this
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craft after spending some time in a juvenile facility in Mexico after getting into trouble as
a teenager in a land dispute. He related how most of the churches in his area of Mexico
are Catholic with little real understanding of the Christian faith, since most of the people
do not speak much Spanish, which is the predominant language spoken by the priests. He
hopes to someday return and be a preacher using his new Bible. All of the Chinanctecos
in this church are men and are illegal. Their jobs require constant moving ,and instability,
making it difficult to raise money to send home. After the interview, he gave me a
photograph of his wife and children in Oaxaca, the youngest one whom he has never seen
since he was born shortly after he left. He currently lives in his van or with friends as he
is looking for work and frequently travels to make some money for his family. He did not
express much about the curriculum or communion, as the topic of food usually made him
remember certain foods he liked from home. Then conversation would wander.
Three of the respondents were bicultural Latinos, two of Puerto Rican background
and one simply self-classified as "Hispanic." Two were male and one female, with two
between 21 and 40 years of age and one between 41 and 60 years of age. All had
Protestant religious backgrounds and some college education (one with a Ph.D.).
Involvement in the church varied from seven months to four years and from an average
involvement to a very high level of involvement attending almost all activities. Two rated
the sense of community as very poor and one as slightly higher than average. Two
viewed food as primarily a health issue, while one saw it primarily as a gift from God.
All indicated they learned best through a hands-on practical approach.
All three Latino respondents answered the pre-test questions about communion
(Question 14). Their responses were as follows:
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I would define communion as ....
•
•
•

"When I give thanks to God for my life and he died for me and gave his body for
us."
"God's ceremony reminding me of his death and resurrection for me."
"A reminder of why I am a Christian."

I take part in communion because:
•
•
•

"He said that we need to eat his body and drink his blood to have life in us."
"It's commanded, it's a community celebration of the Church of God."
"I accept God's love and grace and forgiveness for my life."

Someone should take communion if:
•
•
•

"Because it is a command of God and a gift."
"They know Christ."
"They want to renew their commitment to God."

Someone should not take communion if:
•
•
•

''First you have to examine your heart before communion."
"They don't know what it entails."
"They aren't committed to God and do not take it seriously."

When asked if they believed anything happens to the bread and wine when
blessed by the pastor officiating at the service (Question 14e), two responded that nothing
happened. It was a symbolic act. One wrote, "It gains God's blessing."
The curriculum was conducted during February, March, and April of 2004.
Several problems immediately became obvious. Many of the illegal immigrants,
especially the Chinanteco minority, have literacy and language barriers. This posed a
problem in filling out the survey and impacted the types of surveys that were returned.
The surveys were made available in Spanish (See Appendix D) and in some cases literate
members helped those with little or no education fill out the surveys, but many with such
background in education simply did not return a survey. A secondary problem was posed
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by the transient nature of the migrant community. Many who attend the church are
irregular due to the nature of jobs and transportation. For example, most ofthe Mexican
immigrants who filled out the pre-test survey had moved on to other places by the time of
the post-test survey. Also, many illegal immigrants were reluctant to talk to the
researcher, as well as other people they do not know well, especially Anglo North
Americans. Therefore, formal interviews were not conducted, because of the reluctance
of many to speak openly due to their immigration status.
To help compensate for many of these issues, more research was done as a
participant observer in this church than in any of the other cases. The researcher attended
almost all of the sermons and all ofthe meals, bringing food and being an example where
possible. Most of the fellowship time was spent with the immigrants of the community,
getting to know them and their concerns and life issues. As mentioned earlier, some time
was spent interviewing one of the leaders of the Chinanteco minority to attempt to
understand their unique community as well.
Church C used the revised form of the curriculum over a period of twelve weeks.
Meals were done as potlucks on every other Sunday. Several factors complicated this
process. First, since most of the immigrants are not well off economically and since most
are men who do not traditionally cook, participation was limited. Frequently, leftovers
from the meal are given out to poorer members to take home. Some people would talk
about some foods, but might not be able to afford to bring these same foods to the meal.
Secondly, being immigrants, many people did not have access to the food ingredients that
might have best been used to express their meaning. Again, people would sometimes
speak about the food they wished they could have provided. Usually people would share
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the food item they brought orally in the church service at the begilU1ing of the sermon and
the actual meal took place after the service. Only three post-test surveys in writing were
returned, one from a Caucasian female participant, one from a Latino bicultural male
participant and one from a Caucasian male who was present only a few times and did not
answer the questions about food. Therefore, I will also supply my own observations of
the meals as an addition to this section. The foods used were as followed: ,
Foods of Remembrance:
•

•
•

Personal comment: This was the most popular lesson. Approximately 70-75%
of the people brought something and shared their story in the church. Several
brought food, which reminded them of the poverty in their homes, such as
tortillas and cheese, Mexican breads, tamales de masa (corn based dough,
filled with a spicy meat filling, wrapped in corn husks and steamed or boiled)
and remembered how even without money they always shared what they had
and felt loved by their families. One from Puerto Rico brought crackers,
cheese, and coffee to remember the way people would get together for
fellowship around whatever was available. Another person brought a cake
called !res leches or three milks (because it is made with evaporated,
condensed, and regular milk). She had been told that it was a symbol of the
Holy Spirit and she always remembered that lesson. Some Anglo members of
the church brought chili and spoke about how the church was a mixture of
many different people that brought flavor to our lives, and if any part were
missing the church would be poorer for its lack of diversity. Another lady
from Puerto Rico brought dulce de leche, a sweet caramel dessert and spoke
about how it reminded her of all the sweet blessings God has brought into her
life.
Christmas cookies--"Lots of memories tied up with the smell of Christmas
cookies baking."
Stuffed peppers--"A swim practice of about 5,000 yards that exhausted me
mentally, emotionally, and physically. I pedaled my bike home to find hot
stuffed peppers in tomato sauce. It was not just a hot meal, it was emotional
sustenance, a sign of hope."

Foods of Sacrifice:
•

Personal comment: The pastor brought some meat as her illustration, but few
people bought anything this week. When the pastor asked questions at the end,
people did offer tortillas and coffee as good food suggestions because tortillas
were made from com, which has been ground and crushed to be useful, as is
coffee. A man from Puerto Rico spoke about a time when his little sister was
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•
•

sick and his brother worked in a store for eight hours to afford to get some
milk to help her get better, so he thought of milk as a food of sacrifice based
on this memory.
Meat--"The animal has to die first for us to eat it."
Matzah crackers-- "I can never look at Matzah crackers without recalling the
teaching I've had about the holes and stripes as symbolizing our Lord's death
at Calvary."

Foods of Healingl Reconciliation:
•

•
•

Personal comments: This was probably the most complex lesson, as most
people could not think of something to bring or to speak about. To help
illustrate the idea, I brought a Jell-O salad and spoke about how Jell-O felt
good when you were sick. The pastor then asked one of the congregation who
had just gotten out of the hospital about the kinds of food he ate there and
Why. This made the conversation continue a little more.
Chicken soup--"It's what I eat when I'm sick and want to get better."
Chicken soup--"Multiple times when I was so sick I couldn't do much at all-let alone eat, it was chicken soup that was my nourishment and
encouragement to get well."

Foods of Real Presence:
•

•

•

Personal comments: For this lesson the meal was predominantly beans and
rice. Enough food was left that several containers of beans and rice were
given to some of the poorer people in the church to take home for later.
Communion wafers--"Having grown up Episcopalian, I was taught that the
wafer is literally the body and blood of Christ. I don't believe scripture
teaches that doctrine, but the wafer itself will always have special significance
none the less."
Bread--"When I hear 'presence' I think 'bread of presence'; besides bread is a
comfort food for me."

Foods of Fellowship:
•

•

Personal comments: For this lesson, the pastor held the service in the church
fellowship hall, where the church gathers for its meal. One man from Mexico
made tamales, which are often a celebration food, and he talked about how
many people would help make these because of all the labor involved, so it
reminded him of fellowship. When communion was served, everyone turned
and gave their bread and grape juice to their neighbor as a sign of fellowship
and community.
Cold water--"There's something not only refreshing, but purifying in the
sharing of cold water during hard work, on a journey, or when in desperate
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•

illness. Scripture mentions cold water as a specific means of blessing and I
believe water's universal healthfulness is part of the reason."
Burgers and hot dogs--"Some of the best fellowship meals I've been to were
informal picnics."

Foods of the Wedding banquet:
•

•

•

Personal comments: A layperson gave the sermon on this Sunday and he
brought a store bought cake for the celebration. Written in icing on top in
Spanish were the words, "Welcome to the Marriage of the Lamb."
Layer cake/ vanilla--"My own wedding cake. The wedding cake in my own
wedding is the memory of love. It was a blur. The church, the aisle, the
ceremony, the crowds (where's the guest book?) but I remember cutting that
cake and the two of us feeding [one another] for the camera. Quite a moment."
Wedding cake--"I've never been to a wedding that didn't have cake!"

All three of the respondents to the post-test survey were enthusiastic about the
curriculum.
•

•

•

"As an intermittent participant in the congregation, I was impressed to see
how people shared about food and the people and stories connected to it. Cool
stuff." (This was from the one who did not answer questions about food
items.)
"It has changed my views to some degree, raising to new awareness the
importance of food is restorative, as means of sharing, as a spiritual symbol. I
liked the sharing of stories and examples of food."
''Unfortunately we missed most of the curriculum, ironically because we were
in the kitchen preparing food. From what we were able to hear, I particularly
appreciated getting a better understanding of the symbolism behind the bread
and wine, that each involved the crunching or grinding of the raw materials to
make the final product. I did enjoy this very tangible way oflooking at
communion. I think I am coming to realize both through this curriculum and
other experiences that communion, especially for the early church, was less a
ceremony of remembrance, and more a fellowship of remembrance."

Interestingly, the two respondents who filled out both pre-test and post-test
surveys answered the questions about communion (Question 8) in much the same way as
their original pre-test surveys. The content did not change much, but the wording
changed from being more individualist to being more communal. For example they
defined communion as, "A special sacrament involving not only me and God, but the
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whole community," and "Relationship with others in a shared sense and identity: in the
church, it is a sharing of Christ's commanded remembrance and his broken body and
poured out blood." Other answers equally reflected a growing awareness of the
community's role in communion, at least for these two respondents.
From my personal observation, the pastor could have been more effective, but she
was somewhat intimidated by my presence and tended to quote from the Spanish
translations I prepared for her and seldom developed the ideas in more creative,
spontaneous or contextualized ways. She must however, be commended for attempting
this curriculum with no knowledge of English and being a new pastor in a cultural
environment which often is negative towards female leadership.
Case Four: Chinese-American (Revised Curriculum)
Church D is a United Methodist Church in the Los Angeles area of California.
The pastor of this church is originally from Taiwan, but has lived in the United States for
many years. The congregation is primarily older first generation Chinese immigrants who
are mostly retired and used to very traditional styles of worship. The pastor even reported
that for communion they normally use bread baked without yeast. He described his
congregation this way,
I pastor a Chinese congregation. Sunday worship service is in Mandarin Chinese.
Church members consist of 1.5 generation Chinese. Most of them had a
traditional Chinese education. They enjoy Chinese culture and Chinese food.
They disagree with communism but do not want war either. Half of them retired
and immigrated to the U.S. to be with their children and grandchildren. Their
families and health care are their major concerns. Most of the other half of the
congregation is from the so-called "sandwiched generation." English is their
secondary language. They struggle at work. They are raising their own family
and also taking care of their parents. They have a full schedule and are always
ready to go. Their jobs and families are their main concerns. Time management
and communication skills are their challenges. They enjoy family night and
family vacation.
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The pastor chose to use the curriculum over a six-week time span in May and
June of 2004. The material was used in three small groups, with each group containing
around 7-10 people. Because of the nature of this church the pastor had to translate the
material into Chinese and, understandably, this resulted in some communication
problems. The researcher also overestimated the competency of the pastor's English,
which had decreased significantly as a result of living and working in an all Chinese
environment for the past few years. While written English in his emails remained good,
his comprehension level seems to have declined. The pastor was also in the middle of
completing bureaucratic paperwork for the denomination and was worried about his
writing level of English. Despite repeated requests for information from the groups and
specific details about the curriculum and individuals' reactions, he responded most often
with theological commentary and seemed too busy to provide much of the hard data
really needed.

It is unclear exactly why this case study did not succeed according to the aims of
this project. In this researcher's opinion, miscommunication was the biggest factor, in
part due to language and translation issues, and in part due to theological issues and a
failure to adequately relate the purpose of this curriculum to the pastor from the
beginning. The historical relevance of the Love Feast became lost in the theology of the
Eucharist, and attempts to teach through food were interpreted as attempts to change the
elements of Holy Communion. Given past experience with the Chinese, this researcher
still believes this curriculum would be especially meaningful in the Chinese culture,
which is rich in food symbols and ritual meals. Since all of the data for this case study
came through conversations with the pastor, and since the pastor's communication with
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the researcher was the source of confusion and miscommunication, very little meaningful
data was actually obtained from this case study, except for the email responses from the
pastor.
The pastor commented, "The result is positive, it helps students to reflect upon the
meaning of Communion and their personal relationship with the Lord." However, he
expressed personal concern over the theology asking "Is it transubstance or presence or
just remembrance of the Lord? Do you purposely blur this concept [of Holy Communion]
for broader students?" Although the researcher tried to explain that in the model no one
meaning took precedence over the others, the pastor seemed determined to locate and
emphasize one meaning rather than accept mUltiple meanings.
It is unfortunate that this case study did not develop in a more helpful way. The

insight of Asian Americans would have been especially helpful and was eagerly
anticipated. The initial plan was to work with a local Chinese group where more handson participation could have occurred, but when that fell through the only immediately
available option was this long-distance relationship with a church in Los Angeles.
This pastor is to be commended for his willingness to try this model of Holy
Communion in a cultural environment where change is often discouraged. It is hoped that
those who participated may have learned the mUltiple meanings of communion and may
have come to value the concrete nature of learning, which this curriculum aimed to
exhibit. It is also hoped that the ongoing reflections of this experience with communion
will continue in their personal lives because of this teaching tool.
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Case Five: Gennan-Speaking Swiss (Revised Curriculum)
Church E participated similarly in a shortened six-week version of the curriculum
in a bi-weekly fashion from the end of August to the beginning of November in 2004.
Church E is a United Methodist Church in a rural area of Gennan-speaking Switzerland.
It is a small church with an average attendance of 15 to 20 people. The pastor serves this
church plus two other small churches, and a ministry in a hotel/nursing home. Because of
the size of this circuit, there are actually two pastors assigned to it on a rotating basis. The
pastor indicates that the people are not very interested in growing the church, and are
satisfied as long as good relations are maintained with other people in the village.
The curriculum was tested in a Thursday evening Bible study that is held every
other week due to the pastor's other responsibilities. It has an attendance of about six to
ten people, who attend regularly. The people do not have a great deal of education, but
live simply, most of them retired or working at the local village. Most of them were
employed in agriculture or in village shops. The pastor reports that their remote setting
and size of the circuit have hindered the ability of the church to draw the best pastors or
obtain a great deal of scriptural teaching. Of the regular attending parishioners there are
two couples in their 40's and the rest range from late 50's to mid 80's. The usual people
include seven women and four men. One of the couples in their 40's is Italian in origin
and has some problems with the native Gennan. The pastor reports that most of them are
fairly quiet in the Bible study but seem to be interested in learning and are quite regular
in attendance.
Food was brought by the participants who shared it with each other. Since
language and translation was a problem, no pre-test or post-test surveys were used in
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favor of an in-depth level of reporting by the pastor following each meeting, including a
synopsis of what foods were brought and how the people presented these in the meal
context. Everyone who attended seemed to bring food and participate in telling their
stories. The foods used were as followed:
Foods of Remembrance:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Pastor's comments: "On Tuesday we started your 'food' program in our Bible
study. It was great to see how excited people got when they could share about
their memories with food . The whole Bible study went really well, even the
difficult people seemed to be a little bit excited."
Apples and honey--These items were brought by a couple. The husband tends
bees and so the honey reminds him of his work which he enjoys. The wife had
many fond memories of apples from her childhood.
Pasta dish--The Italian couple brought this dish and told them of the
memories when the wife's mother used to make this and always, "made more
than was necessary because she said that you always have to be ready to host
a guest."
Salad--One lady remembered another couple when she was younger who used
to bring this salad to dinners they had together and so it brought special
memories of these friends.
Lollipops--One woman remembers when she was a child visiting her
grandfather at her cousin's house, that he would often give them lollipops to
keep them quiet.
Special German dish--A man remembered a dish he ate when he was young in
Germany. At his wedding a friend brought this special dish as a gift prepared
by an old lady in Germany.
Pumpkins--One woman brought slices of pumpkin, which reminded her of her
husband, a farmer who was planting and selling pumpkins.
Fried croquette ofpotatoes and minced meat--The pastor and his wife brought
this dish since it gave them both very pleasant childhood memories. This is
interesting since the pastor is Swiss-German and his wife is from Japan. She
remembers sharing this dish with friends coming home from school and he
remembers his mother cooking a dish like this when he was sad or sick.

Foods of Sacrifice:
•

•

Apple pie--One woman was visited the previous week by her son and his
family who brought an apple pie, so she would not have to work so hard
cooking for their visit.
Ice-Cream--Another woman remembered when her mentally retarded child
was very young and was in the hospital and couldn't eat much food, she
decided not to eat ice cream, her favorite food, until her son was better.
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•

•

•

•

Apple--Another woman brought an apple from her own tress in her garden.
She had been upset that birds were always eating the best of her apples, but in
church someone told her she should share even with the birds.
Romanian dish--One couple visited Romania to take some medicines and
supplies to a host family who was very poor. However despite their poverty
the host family served the best dish they could for their guests. The couple
were touched by this and brought the dish to share with everyone.
Chocolate-- The pastor brought chocolate and told how as a child at camp or a
relative's house, his parents would send him chocolate, but he always had to
share it with everyone else and he felt this was a sacrifice.
Brownies--The pastor's wife told the group that sacrifice for her meant giving
up something, so she brought brownies for everyone, but ate an apple for
herself.

Foods ofHealingi Reconciliation:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Pastor's comments: The pastor noted how much better the Italian couple
seems to get into the theme of these lessons. He notes in this lesson, "they
emphasized how important food and sharing food is in their culture. They
have a saying that you have to eat seven times with a person before you get to
know him or her."
Honey--One elderly lady is unable to visit a friend of hers in the hospital, so
she sent her some honey so her friend could know that she thinks about her
and prays for her.
Cake-- The Italian couple shared that if they ever have a small fight and the
husband leaves in the morning without kissing his wife, then the wife always
cooks or bakes something special for him to make a reconciliation possible.
Candy--Another woman always brings "After Eight" candy to people in the
hospital to cheer them up, because it is sweet and refreshing.
Canned peaches--Another woman's mother always bought canned peaches
when her daughter was sick and had a sore throat because they were easy to
eat and soothing on the throat.
Roast bee/--The pastor related a story of when he was in seminary and
remembered one man who he did not like who played soccer with him on
Sunday afternoons. One afternoon in a soccer match the pastor tackled the
other man several times in a really rough manner, but the other man remained
friendly. After the game they ate a meal of roast beeftogether and he was able
to reconcile with this other man and change his attitude.

Foods of Real Presence:
•

Pastor's comments: Many of the people brought food, which focused on
health more than presence. When questioned about this, the pastor responded,
"It is in a way funny that most of them brought something that was healthy (or
refreshing). I think for them the presence (of God) in their life is something
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•
•

•

•

•
•
•

healthy and refreshing for their spiritual life. However, for them the thought of
health has only to do with presence [gegenwart] and not with a special
translation of real presence as I did not use this word [wahre gegenwart] until
much later."
Apple--The pastor could not remember this person 's main idea.
Milk--An elderly woman who drinks it everyday because of her health,
especially for her bones. It reminds her that God is good for her and always
strengthening her.
Water--One gentleman was reminded of our daily need for water and how
refreshing it can be. He saw God as refreshing him everyday and being good
for his spiritUal health.
Cheese--When this woman was young, cheese was something for a special
day, unless you were a farmer. Now she eats it much more often, but it still
reminds her that God is giving her something special everyday or making
everyday special through his presence.
Grapes--Grapes are good for your health.
Apple--Apples are healthy reminders that God is also healthy for our spiritual
life.
Air--A new person brought an empty bag and said that the bag contained air
that we need to survive, in the same way we need God daily to survive.

Foods of Fellowship:
•

•
•
•
•

Pastor's comments: Many of the traditional regulars were unable to come to
this lesson (some we ill and some were on vacation), but five people came.
"Again we had a very good time and one guy said that this evening reminded
him of the importance of eating together and that he thought the Lord's
Supper helps us to realize [the importance of fellowship] and there we have
the possibility to experience eating together (especially if you are single)."
Raclette orfondue--This is a food to fix for a lot of people to share together.
One lady brought chocolates, since she seldom buys them for herself for fear
of gaining weight, but she always buys chocolates when she has guests.
One young man never cooks and lives with his brother and he shared
memories of meals they tried to cook for guests to enjoy their fellowship.
Another young man brought some chocolate, which he had just bought an
hour before. It was his favorite kind and he wanted to buy it for himself and
then he thought that it might be a good idea instead to bring it to share with
the others.

Foods of the Wedding banquet:
•

Pastor's comments: The pastor reported that six people attended the final
meal and the people decided to bring appetizers, "because in Switzerland at a
wedding everybody is invited for the appetizer after the wedding ceremony
and then only the VIPs are invited for the real dinner." While the pastor did
not agree with this choice theologically since "as Christians we are definitely
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•
•
•
•

part of the group that is invited for the wedding dinner," he concluded that this
choice was acceptable as it paired well with the idea that Communion is like
an appetizer for the eschatological banquet.
Two young men brought decorations for the room.
One lady brought some sandwiches.
One lady brought a special kind of drink, which is usually shared on New
Year's Eve.
Another woman brought tacos.

The pastor held a follow-up review of all the lessons and reported positively that
the people responded to this curriculum very well and were more involved in the lessons.
The pastor wrote,
This curriculum helps the people who attend it to gain a new and fresh insight into
the Lord's Supper and it helps them to embrace different meanings as they are
eating the bread and drinking the wine. The first lesson takes us back to the place
where everything has started and the last one helps us look forward to the day
when we will be feasting together with the lamb on the throne.
However, sometimes it seems to the participants that the lessons are independent
and they are unable to see the whole picture. That is why it seems important to me
that after the final lesson there should be another one where we look back and try
to get the whole picture.
He continues in his comments by adding, "One of the best things of this curriculum is
that it enables people to eat and share together. This is very helpful and people feel more
free to share about more private things because they are already doing something quite
personal with the other persons, namely eating."
The pastor noticed some minor difficulties in translation and some additional
suggestions for improving the flow of the overall curriculum. His major theological
difference came from cultural and theological understandings of sacrifice. He wrote in his
comments,
Hopefully most (German and Swiss) theologians would agree that Jesus died for
our sins and that through his death we are reconciled to God. However, we are
more reluctant (than Americans it seems) to say that blood had to be shed in order
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that God's anger could be calmed. For I hold that it was God who reconciled us to
himself as he was in Christ he was also the one suffering out of love for us. So I
had to be very careful to talk about this subject in lesson three and four especially
because some people think that God's anger had to be calmed down and therefore
blood had to flow. (l anl not saying that the author was not careful, Ijust think
that in Europe and especially in Switzerland and Germany we have to be even
more careful about this. Maybe we are too liberal, but maybe it is also due to our
history.)

Overview of the Cases
Due to the diverse nature of the five cases presented in this chapter, it is almost
impossible to compare each case to the others. Unique leadership, cultural and linguistic
background, as well as different approaches to the curriculum demand that each case
stand on its own merits. It can be stated that each case took ownership of the curriculum,
with the possible exception of Church D, the Chinese-American church, which lacked
sufficient hard data. Each leader approached the curriculum in a different way. The
Anglo-American church (Church A) and the Latino-American church (Church C)
choosing to introduce the curriculum into the regular Sunday service, while the remaining
cases chose to introduce it in a Bible study format. The Anglo-American church (Church
A) used the six-month preliminary curriculum, the Latino-American church (Church C)
used a twelve-week version of the revised curriculum, the Chinese-American (Church D)
and Australian (Church B) churches used a six-week version of the revised curriculum,
and the Swiss-German church (Church E) used a six-week version of the revised
curriculum spread out over twelve weeks.
With regard to the use of food, the Anglo-American church (Church A) used food
provided each week by one selected individual who spoke briefly in the service. The
Australian church (Church B), the Chinese-American church (Church D), and the Swiss-
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Gennan church (Church E) all encouraged each individual to bring or talk about a food
item and share the story with the community. The Latino-American church (Church C)
held a full church meal after the service in their fellowship hall and provided time for
those who wished to share stories about the food elements in the service. Each approach
had positive and negative ramifications, but each attempted to encourage some degree of
contextual theologizing by the congregation.
Evaluation of the cases was also different. The Anglo-American (Church A),
Australian (Church B), and the Latino-American (Church C) churches were evaluated
using pre-test and post-test surveys. In addition, participant-observation was used in the
Latino-American church (Church C) and phone and email correspondence was used with
the Anglo-American church (Church A). The Australian (Church B), Chinese-American
(Church D) and Swiss-Gennan (Church E) churches were limited to email
correspondence between the researcher and the pastor.
In spite of this diversity of approaches and the unique contributions and ethnic

and linguistic challenges posed by these five cases, there are a number of theological
conclusions that can be drawn. While these conclusions are by no means definite, they do
provide a preliminary glance into the theologizing process that was proposed by the
evangelical model of inculturation.
Some Conclusions Drawn from the Cases
The testing of the curriculum was designed as a concrete application of the
evangelical model for inculturation. Therefore, it is important to assess the results of the
curriculum itself, in order to better judge the potential success of the model. The goals of
the curriculum were two-fold as stated in the revised English (and translated Spanish)
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curriculum (See Appendix B): to build community and to deepen the participants'
communion with God through a more complete understanding of the Eucharist's
meanings. Both of these goals were accomplished by the curriculum. The quantitative
results of the pre-test and post-test surveys demonstrate that an increased sense of
community was fonned (probably most noticeable in Church C) and from the responses
of the participants, a greater understanding of the spiritual meanings of communion
occurred, which it is hoped will lead to a deeper spiritual walk by the participants in the
future.
The curriculum, as a product of the model of inculturation, needs more work to
refine the lessons, to train the leaders to effectively utilize the curriculum, and to test the
curriculum in more cultural contexts to understand its limitations and its potential
capabilities. It is to be expected that further application of this curriculum would result in
similar findings, although these findings would vary according to a number of different
factors to be discussed in this section and in Chapter 5. While some refining of the
curriculum and some enhancing of the results could be expected with future testing, it is
not expected to dramatically alter the initial findings presented here.
When considering how the achievements of the curriculum reflect on the
Protestant model of inculturation, however, it is important to remember that the
curriculum is a preliminary step in a very experimental process, which may never be
completed entirely. While the curriculum accomplished its goals, building community
and communion with God as well as deepening the ritual meanings of Holy Communion,
it is much more difficult to evaluate the success of the model of inculturation. Since the
curriculum did accomplish its goals, it is possible to infer that the model of inculturation
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does work. These results are more qualitative than quantitative. First, the curriculum
demonstrated that the meanings of the Eucharist, properly broken down into its
component paz1s, can be conveyed through social scientific approaches such as an
understanding of the anthropology and social psychology of food. Second, the curriculum
demonstrated that ritual meanings take on personal and group relevance better by
utilizing a people's cultural experience and personal knowledge rather then abstract
teaching methods. Third, the cultural setting of the meal provided an excellent setting
where appropriate theological meaning could be conveyed in a multi-sensory and fully
contextual manner, so that theological meaning was conveyed and internalized in a
setting suitable to the cultural context allowing for reflection and feedback. However,
since this model is in such an early stage of testing, it is still in need of much more testing
and refining. Future work could greatly enhance the model, or change it dramatically.
This initial step of testing in 5 different settings indicates that this model of inculturation
does have the possibility of becoming a powerful tool in missiology, but this study in no
way guarantees such a result. It is expected that further testing will not reveal the model
as a failure, but would strengthen and clarify its potential.
After examining the data collected from the five cases presented in the previous
chapter, some tentative early conclusions can be made. It is important to recognize that
this study is not strictly empirical research, but rather, it depends heavily on qualitative
analysis of the cases. The tentative conclusions can be categorized into seven major
[mdings. These following conclusions are drawn from the testing of the curriculum itself,
while conclusions for application to the Protestant model of inculturation are presented in
Chapter 5.
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Gender Dynamics. In the analysis of the leaders and participants of this study, it
did not appear that age, educational status or economic status played any major role in the
effectiveness of the curriculum. However, gender seemed to playa surprisingly important
role for most of the groups studied. In finding churches willing to participate in testing
the curriculum, the researcher noted early on that women leaders were more receptive
than male leaders in appreciating the potential of the curriculum. The Anglo-speaking
church (Church A), the Australian church (Church B), the Spanish-speaking church
(Church C), and one of the initial failed attempts with a Chinese small group were allIed
by women who seemed to respond very well to the ideas behind the curriculum. In the
three churches that used the pre-test and post-test surveys, the majority of respondents
were women. Female respondents on the whole seemed more sympathetic with the goals
of the curriculum and all of the reported change that occurred in the surveys was with
female respondents.
The reason for this result is not immediately clear. It is possible that the
congregations were primarily made up of women and therefore they consequently are
over represented, but this does not fully explain the willingness of women leaders to try
the curriculum as opposed to male leaders. Of the nine leaders approached, three were
women and six were men. All of the female leaders quickly agreed to the project, while
only two of their male counterparts agreed, at least one requiring a good amount of
clarification.
A more intriguing explanation of this possible gender dynamic is offered by
Classen (1998), who examines the pre-modem cultural stereotypes of gender and the
senses. She points out that traditionally women were associated with the "lower" senses
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of touch, smell, and taste, but men were traditionally seen as better suited to the "higher"
senses of sight and hearing. Perhaps some elements of these stereotypes continue into our
current culture, making women more open to learning through a multi-sensory approach
and men more skeptical of this method. Further studies should be done to ascertain if this
division really exists in the Western worldview and how this division could impact
communication of the gospel. However, there may be more going on than just a gender
division of the senses.
Recent anthropological studies on the senses, are demonstrating that taste, touch,
and smell are much more complex than previously believed. In fact, other cultural groups
may rely on them more than Western scholars have realized. Korsmeyer's (1999) work
has examined food and taste in terms of artistic aesthetics, arguing that taste can be as
complex as sight in terms of artistic expression, following cultural patterns not simply
personal preference. Howes' (2003) book Sensual Relations: Engaging the Senses in
Culture and Social Theory is one of several works in this area, pushing the anthropology

of Mary Douglas into new ways of viewing social structures and the senses. For example,
Howes (2003:41) notes ofthe Songhay culture in Niger that, "social structures may be
conveyed, manipulated, and embodied through the taste of food. The thickness and
spiciness of the sauce with which food is served constitutes a measure of the closeness of
the relationship between host and guest." Similarly, among the Kaluli of Papua New
Guinea, hearing and smell share the same verb (Howes 2003:38). Howes (2003:45-46)
writes,
Recent ethnographic work, much of it inspired by the call for a more sensible and
at the same time sensuous anthropology, increasingly demonstrates the extent to
which the so-called lower senses of smell, taste, and touch may participate in
highly significant symbolic systems ... (W)hen we divest ourselves of the Western
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prejudice against smell, taste. and touch as "animalistic" or "exotic," the fact that
certain societies have complex olfactory or tactile codes no longer marks them as
"primitive" or "exotic," but instead signals their "sophisticated cultural
elaboration of a particular sensory domain."

This fresh approach to how other cultural groups may communicate through senses not
fully used by Western scholars may open new and exciting doors for communicating the
gospel in the mission field. Future developments in this area should be carefully watched
and explored by more missiologists.
Community Building. While community building was certainly one of the initial
goals, this researcher was surprised at how well this experimental curriculum
accomplished this goal. Although there were an inadequate number of returned surveys to
assess and state this result in quantitative tenns, the leaders and several of those who
responded to the surveys noted this development. Of the three churches to return written
surveys, only the Anglo-speaking church (Church A) did not have any striking examples
of community building, although one respondent noted, "This church needs to have
fellowship meals often-right now they just have one per year." This might be taken as a
recognized need for stronger community building around food. In the Australian church
(Church B), community building was especially strong, with one respondent writing, "I
saw communion as a very personal, one-on-one thing between God and 1. Now I see it
more as something done to build community and to remember Christ's death until he
returns." In the Spanish-speaking church (Church C), two of the three respondents to both
the pre-test and post-test surveys changed the language they used to describe communion
from individual to communal language. And one of these respondents in reflecting about
the curriculum wrote, "I think I am coming to realize both through this curriculum and
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other experiences that communion, especially for the early church, was less a ceremony
of remembrance, and more a fellowship of remembrance."
It was interesting that the one group which failed to accomplish significant
community building was the Anglo-speaking church (Church A) which was the only
church which did not encourage the participants to bring food, share their individual
stories, and eat a full meal together. It was also not using the revised curriculum. The
Australian church (Church B) already had a strong sense of community, but the Spanishspeaking church (Church C) was going through major upheavals and many people
reported a poor sense of community. Two of the respondents from this church
dramatically changed the way they wrote about their perceptions of communion from
strongly individualistic answers in the pre-test survey to answers which included strong
community oriented words in the post-test survey. This finding supports the work of the
anthropologists and social psychologists discussed earlier in this study.
Changing Cultural Views of Food. While some of the respondents changed their
cultural view of food (cf. Figure 7 on page 75) during the course of the curriculum, this
change was by no means dramatic. In fact, none of the respondents to both pre-test and
post-test surveys in the Anglo-speaking church (Church A) or in the Spanish-speaking
church (Church C) indicated any change in their cultural view of food. Two respondents
from the Australian church (Church B) moved from a more pragmatic view of food to
one that saw food as more ofa gift from God to be enjoyed. As anticipated, many of the
people influenced by Western cultural trends had strong pragmatic views of food, which
saw food as an item of physical necessity with little extra meaning. While the goal of this
study was not to change people's views of food, there was a secondary interest in seeing
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ifpeople might begin to think more theologically about food, especially in the North
American English-speaking culture, which the social scientific studies seem to indicate
have a more pragmatic approach to food . The curriculum did not seem influential enough
to change most of the respondents' views, but some did alter their opinions during the
course of the curriculum, usually toward seeing food as more of a gift from God.
Perhaps, if the studies had gone on for a longer period of time, more changes
might have been noticed, especially as personal theologizing occurred. The initial
findings were encouraging that such studies might help bring a more holistic theology
into a culture often divided into sacred and secular realms. The movement from a
pragmatic, totally secular view of food toward a more God-focused approach to food is a
good sign that studies such as this might help people perceive God as more involved in
their daily life.
Importance of Memory. For all of the groups, according to the reports of the
leaders and personal observation, the lesson on remembrance received the most
participation and positive response, with the more difficult lessons being sacrifice and
healing. s In the Spanish-speaking church (Church C), participation at the remembrance
lesson was somewhere around 70-75% of the people in the congregation, who wanted to
share their food memories, even if they forgot to bring any food. The pastor of the SwissGerman church (Church E) wrote about this lesson, "It was great to see how excited
people got when they could share about their memories with food. The whole Bible study
went really well, even the difficult people seemed to be a little bit excited." More work
needs to be done to understand how the senses of smell and taste work to enhance or
trigger memory in ways different than sight or sound.
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This inclination to memory as a primary meaning of the Eucharist may be due to
any number of factors. Remembrance is the major meaning ascribed to Holy Communion
by the evangelical Protestant tradition, and all of the groups tested came from a Wesleyan
or United Methodist background, so there would be a natural tendency to accept this
meaning more readily than the others. However, the strength of this lesson mostly came
with the high level of involvement of the participants in bringing food and sharing
stories, which may indicate a stronger tie between memory and food, than between food
and the other meanings of Holy Communion. Of course, memory was a primary strategy
in conveying all of the various meanings of the Eucharist, as participants had to bring to
mind food from their own experiences and life contexts in every lesson of the curriculum.
In any case, the high level of participation for this lesson, as well as the curriculum as a

whole, supports the idea that the use of food as a teaching tool may increase lay
involvement in theologizing about the meaning of Holy Communion from their own
expenence.
Helpful to Experiential Learners. A large proportion (80% or 28 of 35 returned
surveys) of those who returned the surveys indicated that they learned best through
hands-on experience than through lecture or other learning styles. This question on the
survey came from some of the initial study in curriculum development for this project,
which divides learners into four major groupings based on their individual learning styles
(cf. LeFever 1995). Since there was some concern individual learning styles might impact
the individual responses to the curriculum, questions were included to assess the learning
styles of the respondents. Since LeFever (1995) suggests those who learn through handson experience should represent 25% of the population, the high proportion of this group
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was a little unexpected. One possible explanation is that this curriculum had a stronger
appeal for people who learned by this style and so more of these learners returned
surveys than those who learn best through other styles. However, many of the
respondents who noted their learning styles recorded them on the pre-test survey before
they experienced the curriculum. Since little work seems to have been done to validate
the proportion of these learners in the general population cross-culturally,.this researcher
is left wondering if learning styles might in large part be culturally influenced or imparted
so that LeFever's view of four learning styles evenly distributed can be called into
question, at least in terms of multicultural or non-English-speaking groups of learners
within the United States. Further research needs to be done to explore how cultures or
sub-cultures impact learning styles. Outside of the Western world, these proportions may
change even more significantly.
Despite these questions of learning style, this curriculum did appear to be well
suited for those who preferred working in a hands-on method. Preparing food and sharing
the stories related to the food items did seem to enhance the memory of the learners, as
many who filled out the post-test survey were able to recall what food they had brought
and what meanings they had attributed to those foods. Those who participated in the
abbreviated six-week program did better than those on the twelve-week program, and all
of these groups did significantly better than the original trial group, which used the sixmonth curriculum.
Leadership. The role of the leader in the positive outcomes of this study cannot be
ignored. Leaders who were interested in the topic and willing to put forth a great deal of
effort, were generally the leaders with the best results. The leaders had to playa vital role
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in helping the individuals in the groups "bridge" the gap between the food they brought
and the meanings of Holy Communion. This appears to have been more successful in a
small group setting (Churches B, D, and E) than in the studies that focused on the entire
congregation (Churches A and C). The ability of the pastor or leader to focus on
individuals in the group probably helped in this area. However, the technicalities of
juxtaposing foods brought with communion elements are also easier to accomplish when
the group does not have to change setting from the sanctuary to the fellowship hall. In
one excellent example of how a pastor helped "bridge" this gap was the meal with the
foods of fellowship in the Hispanic church (Church C), when the pastor actually held the
service in the fellowship hall and had the participants give each other the elements of
communion after they had been distributed. By sitting in the dining hall chairs, smelling
the food for the coming meal from the kitchen, and feeding each other, the idea of
community in communion was very nicely communicated. The pastor of the Swiss
German church, when asked about bridging this gap, wrote, "For me the bridge between
the use of food and communion is that both are strengthening us (also in a physical way)
and that both are 'celebrated' in communion (in fellowship). So for me the Lord's Supper
is more than just remembering and purely thinking, but it is also (and maybe first)
fellowship and eating."
Key to this study is the way in which people were able to connect the stories of
their lives with the message of scripture communicated in communion. As people's daily
life connects with the gospel message, they begin to internalize that message and make it
more relevant to how they live. By using food elements and the meal context, all of a
person' s senses are brought into the learning environment. People who may not learn
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well through the traditional senses of sight and sound are able to touch, smell, and taste
the gospel message. Even those who do learn through sight and sound, have the message
reinforced in a multi-sensory way, which may open new approaches of theologizing
within the local context. Understanding how this learning occurs can open up new
methods of teaching and discipling believers, especially in missionary contexts where
written language is not stressed. The curriculum used in this study is only.one suggestion
of how this might be done.
As food elements help teach and connect people's every day lives with the gospel
message, they can also be used to introduce people to the message of Jesus Christ in
evangelism. By using food as symbols to remember God's acts in history, the sacrifice of
Jesus, and the healing and reconciliation this sacrifice brings, evangelists are provided
with new tools to assist people to connect God to their personal lives. By using food
elements to demonstrate the daily presence of God, the importance of the church
community and the eschatological dimension of the Christian faith, new believers can be
instructed in the way the church should function in their communities. Apart from the use
of food, the use of multi-sensory teaching can offer an unlimited field of opportunities for
missiology. The meal context itself provides an environment in which a sense of
community is built and strengthened, while at the same time helping construct a group's
identity.
Helping individuals see how the food they brought from their personal experience
connects with the theological meanings of Holy Communion is certainly complex. As
people reflect on their experience and see how it parallels the message of the gospel,
theologizing occurs. Since this occurred in a meal context, it is probably best suited for
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more intimate gatherings. It is still possible after some time in using this curriculum, that
the entire congregation, as the community of faith, can share food and life stories as well
as the Eucharist in one setting. This would probably occur after more time and reflection
has been done.
Food Elements as Concrete Symbols. One ofthe most interesting aspects of this
study was to observe and listen to the stories of how food elements were able to connect
people to the immanence of Christ in their daily lives. In the curriculum, the goal was for
food to be a tool through which the concepts of community and communion with God
were conveyed through concrete food symbols chosen from people's own experience. In
this aim, the curriculum showed positive signs of success. While the sharing of food and
eating together built community as indicated by the social scientific studies, the sharing
of individual stories and experiences associated with the food elements allowed the food
elements themselves to become concrete symbols of the individuals in the group, who
were metaphorically sharing themselves and thus building community. By connecting
these food elements with the food elements of the Eucharist and scriptures about food and
eating, these food elements also become parallel symbols for how people, as individuals
and as a community, have communion with God. By taking a familiar food element and
its existing meaning on the personal and communal level and then demonstrating how
that same item can have a deeper symbolism connected to the spiritual dimension oflife,
people are able to connect with God on mUltiple levels, even in ways which they may be
unable to verbalize. Suddenly, an abstract theological concept connects to a deeply
personalized symbol which is already internalized and meaningful. This is a more
powerful way to connect with people then attempting to introduce a new or foreign
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symbol and construct meaning around that symbol. It may take years or even generations
for a foreign symbol to be internalized within a cultural context.
The food elements chosen by the participants did not simply serve as a way to
remember certain events, although that is undoubtedly true for many of those who
participated, but food elements also served as metaphorical aids, a physical concretization
of the individual's life experience and important life moments, which they connected in
some way with God. There are profound missiological implications to reap from this
insight. By taking a multi-sensory approach to evangelizing and discipling, we are
recognizing that people experience the world in multiple complex ways.
For most of mission history the focus has been on a rational scientific approach to
theology with a focus on an educational system dominated by sight and sound as "the"
way to know about God. But God created human beings with mUltiple senses and
multiple ways of knowing the world around us, and God has been at work in people's
lives in many ways. What might it mean to "taste" God, to "touch" God, or even to
"smell" God? This may not seem completely understandable in the light of Western
cultural approaches. However, this study has demonstrated that it is possible to connect
people's experience with food and taste with theological learning and "knowing" God by
understanding the meanings of communion in the meal context. While this may not have
been the experience of each individual for every meaning, certainly every single group
experienced this at least a few times throughout the course of the curriculum. A good
example would be the couple from the Swiss-German church in Church E who
concretized their understanding of sacrifice through a Romanian dish served to them by a
very poor host family while on a mission trip. This dish became more than the food items
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of which it was composed, it became a concrete example of sacrifice from their own
experience, which helped them better understand the Eucharist as a sacrificial meal. In
sharing this dish with the group, they were sharing not just a memory of a special life
experience; they were allowing the community to experience and join in that experience
in a small, but very real way, to "taste" the sacrificial nature of God.
By assisting people to look at these food elements theologically, the possibility of
internalizing the meanings of Holy Communion within the person' s daily life is greatly
increased, because these symbols are already present and internalized with the people.
This suggests that mission strategies need to evolve into multi-sensory strategies, which
seek out existing internalized symbols, not just in the folk stories or literature of a people,
but in their basic experiences of life. Missionaries and evangelists need to tap into the
tastes, textures, and smells which have meaning in people's daily lives and not just the
sights and sounds. No one approach is sufficient, because it neglects those who learn and
experience the world in alternative ways.
Much more work needs to be done in exploring ways in which the multi-sensory
use of food elements can be used to teach the gospel. More importantly, missiologists
must begin to explore other senses besides taste. As people bring food to the discussion,
they are in reality often bringing a concrete part of their life and experience into a
theological dialogue. The same will be true for touch and smell. It is vital that these
offerings are not dismissed as simplistic or unimportant, but rather that the leader, pastor,
or missionary assist the members to deconstruct the meaning of the food, or other sensory
experiences, to better help in the lay theologizing process.
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I It is important to remember that the model curriculum was designed to allow the local
leader or pastor of the individual church or group to adapt the curriculum to fit their
schedule and community needs. The researcher purposely allowed a maximum amount of
freedom to observe how the curriculum might be used outside of a controlled setting and
how this might impact the contextualizing by the respondents.

The low number of returned post-test surveys is probably best explained by the transient
nature of attendance. Since a large number of the congregation were retirees and
frequently spent part of the year in Florida as opposed to Maine.

2

3 I have been working on developing a food-based lesson in response to the pastor's
comments, using the forbidden fruit in Genesis and discussing temptation, sin, and the
fall in food terms. This was not completed in time for inclusion into the cases, however it
involves people bringing food they find tempting. I did an introductory sermon
incorporating this material before the Hispanic church began the curriculum, which
seemed to get some positive feedback.

Due to the transient nature of this Hispanic community, the number of post-test surveys
returned was low. Many of the people attending the church were migrant workers and
had left during the twelve-week curriculum. Others had left the church due to the
congregational tensions that were mentioned in the introductory description of Church C.

4

It may be helpful to explore the possibility of replacing the concept of "sacrifice" with
the concept of "offering," especially in cultures that do not already have an existing
sacrificial culture or the recent cultural memory of such a system.
5

Chapter 5
Cleaning the Table

Significant Theologizing Through the Use of Food
Listening to the stories of those who participated and filled out surveys, it was
clear that for many, food is an effective way to think about and personally connect with
the theological meanings of the Eucharist, which affirms the potential of the evangelical
model of inculutration. From the curriculum developed from this model, people grasped
new meanings that were taught or deepened meanings that were previously known, but
not well understood. Some of the theologizing was quite complicated, showing a good
grasp of ideas and reflection about the meanings of the Eucharist in the people's choice
of food elements. By connecting with these meanings and incorporating these meanings
into their own lives, the curriculum accomplished the goals of the model to transfer
abstract theological meanings into concrete contextual forms, so that the meanings were
internalized by the participants.
While at times the participants may have lacked the words to adequately convey
their theology, the food was often useful in helping explain complex ideas in simple
straight-forward ways. While many others did not display this level of theologizing,
many people who usually did not feel comfortable talking in a group, did feel
comfortable as ordinary lay people sharing both their food and the stories that connected
a particular dish to their life. It is to be expected that further work with these individuals
in this method could result in much more participation and subsequent theologizing and
reflection. Several specific examples of "lay theologizing" occurred, and can be reported.
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These are presented following the framework of the six meanings of the Eucharist taught
in the curriculum.
Remembrance. All of the groups studied seemed to understand how the concrete
symbols of food can connect us to memories and how these memories can reveal aspects
of God. One of the most vivid examples of this came from a woman in the Hispanic
church in case three. She brought a traditional Latin American cake, called a tres leches,
or ''three milks" to the community meal. In the service before the meal, when people
were asked to tell what food they brought that reminded them of God, she stood up and
told how a few years ago when she had been talking to a pastor's wife about the complex
theology of the Trinity, she had been told that God was like a tres leches cake. This cake
is a finn, slightly sweetened bread that is soaked in a milk mixture which contains
evaporated, condensed, and regular milk until it is almost completely absorbed by the
bread, penetrating every empty space like a sponge full of water. Each of the key
ingredients is milk and together they form one single cake. You cannot separate the three
milks from each other, yet each plays a subtle role in making the cake complete and
giving it the right level of sweetness. While her actual speech on why she chose this cake
was relatively short, there is a plethora of possibilities for using this food item to explain
the Christian life that remain unexplored. It is possible to see parallels to how the Holy
Spirit penetrates our lives as disciples of Christ (Romans 5:5 and 2 Timothy 1: 13-14) or
fills the church as the body of Christ (1 Corinthians 6:19). More importantly, this
participant recognized that the food of the Eucharist is a way to remember the character
and nature of God, connecting remembrance with Holy Communion.
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Another good example of lay theologizing in the area of remembrance comes
from the Swiss German church (case five), where the Italian couple who came to the
study and were actively interested in the subject, brought a pasta dish which had been
taught to the wife by her mother. Not only did this have the memories of love for one 's
family, but the woman added that her mother always "made more than was necessary,
because she said that you always have to be ready to host a guest." Remembering that
God wants us to live our lives always ready to help others and not just ourselves is a
powerful reminder of the gospel message. It would even be possible to introduce the idea
here, that we sometimes welcome angels unknowingly (Hebrews 13 :2), or even
remembering what Christ said about doing things for the "least of these" (Matthew
25 :40). This participant recognized the Eucharist as a meal in which God welcomes the
world with the gift of God' s love and care.
Sacrifice. A good example of lay theologizing about the meaning of sacrifice was
presented in the Australian church in case two. A woman brought a potato casserole to
share and explained that for her, the potato was a concrete symbol of sacrifice. She
explained that in order for the potato plant to grow, the potato itself must shrivel up and
die. The pastor of this group was also struck by the profound nature of this insight and
was quite excited to see this level of theologizing occur. Again, this shortened
explanation underlies a great deal of potential for theologizing. It would be possible to
continue the discussion about the new life that springs up within us as a result of the
sacrifice of Christ, as well as understanding how God continually sustains us as we grow
in relationship to God (Romans 6:3-4 and 8:26-27). In this case, the participant
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demonstrates a clear understanding of the Eucharist as a symbol of how Christ's sacrifice
feeds our own spiritual growth.
Sometimes, the participants did not remember a specific food for a particular
meaning, but rather a class of foods. In the English-speaking U.S. church (case one), one
elderly lady felt sacrifice was typified by her memories of food rationed during World
War II. As she wrote, "I recall that we had less at home so that those in the armed forces,
who were willing to sacrifice so much for our sakes, could have more. Also they needed
it more (the things that were in short supply, as meats) and we didn't suffer for having
less." This kind of food element clearly can be used in explaining the theology of
sacrifice, of giving up for the sake of others. Certainly building on the memories of those
who remember past uses of food categories, such as rationed foods, can be useful in
teaching younger generations about sacrifice (Hebrews 9), even if those foods no longer
carry the same meaning.
Another good example of this lay theologizing of sacrifice was presented in the
Swiss German church (case five) with one couple who had gone on a medical mission
trip to Romania stayed with a very poor family in that country. The host in a true gesture
of hospitality served a special dish despite their poor economic conditions. This impacted
the visiting couple so much, that they made this dish for the group to share as an example
of sacrifice. Here the theologizing about giving your best when you offer a sacrifice (2
Corinthians 9:7) can become a building block for understanding the sacrifice of Christ
and the sacrifice of ourselves as "living sacrifices" (Galatians 2:20). In this example, the
participants carried the symbolism of the Eucharist from solely focusing on the sacrifice
of Christ, to a perception of the Eucharist as a call to personal sacrifice as well.
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Healing! Reconciliation. In many instances the san1e regional food appears, or a
food element with a meaning that is strongly cultural will appear, to carry the dominant
meaning. In the area of healing, chicken soup was usually the food item most associated
with healing. There was a strong regional variation in the English-speaking U.S. church
(case one) where gingerale was a common food element. One person even wrote, "It
made me feel better when I was sick and we sometimes shared it after 'making up' after a
disagreement. I used it the same way with my children." This lay theologizing shows a
link between healing and reconciliation that did not usually appear in the food elements
presented for this meal. Because these items are so strongly cultural and dominant, less
theologizing seems to have occurred in these cases, and they should be more obvious

within their cultural framework.
An excellent example of reconciliation in food was introduced in the Swiss
German church, case number five. In this church an Italian couple was participating in
the study and they brought a cake to the common meal. When asked about its
significance, the woman told the group that whenever she and her husband fight and it
results in bad feelings so that he leaves for work without kissing her good-bye, she will
bake a cake or some other special dish as a way to bring about reconciliation. Again it is
possible to continue to explore the theological dimension of this act, understanding how
God makes the first move in reconciling with us, even though God is not to blame for our
distance from him (Romans 5:10 and 2 Corinthians 5:17-19). It would be interesting to
explore with this couple why baked goods seem to be good facilitators for reconciliation
in their marriage and a strong symbol of love for them as individuals and perhaps
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culturally as Italians as well. However, this couple clearly connected the bread and wine
of the Eucharist with God's desire to reach out and be reconciled with humanity.
Daily Presence. The daily food (Matthew 6:11) seemed to cause some problems
for the wealthier groups, but was easily understood by other groups. This is possibly
because in wealthier societies more food items are available on a daily basis, and
therefore fewer items appear as daily essentials. The predominantly young, college age
participants of the Australian church (case two) easily located noodles and sandwiches as
the food of daily life, but seemed to do little theologizing about their choices and what
they meant.
Perhaps the best example of lay theologizing about daily presence came from the
Hispanic church (case three). Most of the people who brought food for this lesson chose
to bring rice and beans, a cultural staple. What was really striking was how at the end of
the meal, without any instruction from the pastor or the researcher, the people in charge
of the kitchen found containers and filled them with the leftovers and passed them out to
the poorer members of the congregation. It was common knowledge that many ofthese
people had little to sustain them during the week, and so this daily food, like communion,
left the church to sustain the people in their daily life between Sundays. Theologically,
someone in the kitchen connected with the Eucharist as a symbol of daily dependence on
God. Even if they did not articulate this theology, their actions spoke volumes.
Another good example of this lay theologizing was from the Swiss German
church where a woman brought some cheese to share with the group. She explained that
when she was young, cheese was a specialty item, because her family was not a farming
family and so it was reserved for special days. Now that she is older, cheese is commonly
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available and she eats it almost daily and it reminds her that God is giving her something
special everyday or making everyday special through his presence (Deuteronomy 12:7
and 1 Thessalonians 3:9).
Community. In the English-speaking U.S . church (case one) one person
responded to the meaning of community with the food element of iced tea. They
commented that, "I think of that because that's what my family serves at our gatherings
and what I hope will be available at gatherings of friends or the church family." It would
be possible to expand on this food element in terms of theology, by examining how the
flavor of the tea diffuses throughout the water, in the same way that the love of Christ
should diffuse throughout the entire community (Romans 8:38-40 and Ephesians 3:1619). In this example, the participant connected the Eucharist with the idea that the sharing
of the elements of bread and wine is a symbol ofinc1usion and family.
In the Hispanic church (case three), one of the men from Mexico brought tamales,

which are often a celebration food. These com dough dumplings are filled with a spicy
meat mixture and then steamed in the dried husks of com. They are very labor intensive
and time consuming, which is one of the reasons they are a celebratory food. In this case
he spoke about how he and a friend of his had made them and the community they
enjoyed as they worked. Tamales reminded him of the community effort it takes to
prepare this food (Romans 12:3-5). This food offering was even more special because he
and his friend were migrant workers, some of the poorer members of the church. Even
among the poorest of this church, the communal aspect of the Eucharist was connected,
not just through eating together, but also through working and living together.
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In the Swiss Gernlan church (case five) two interesting examples of community

food were mentioned. First was the culturally significantJondue, usually a hot cheese
mixture which everyone takes turns dipping bread or other elements into using long
special fork. This seemed a particularly good choice since it is culturally Swiss and it
involves one of the often repeated themes of community food elements, sharing from the
same dish (1 Corinthians 10: 16-18). The choice of fondue allows for the symbolism of
the "common cup" to be expressed and the Eucharistic meaning of sharing as one body is
heightened. This could very easily continue to be theologized by examining how the food
is shared, for example in Chinese culture especially tasty parts of a dish are often
removed by younger members of the family and placed on the plates of their elders as a
way of showing respect. This kind of sharing can be used to theologize about a
community's role in taking care of its elderly or others who may not be able to care for
themselves.
Another participant in the Swiss German church (case five) brought chocolate.
What made this a significant choice of lay theologizing, is that he had bought the
chocolate only a short time before and it was his favorite kind. However, as he bought it,
he remembered that the lesson was to be on community and so rather than keep the
chocolate for himself, he felt he should share it with the group. This demonstrates how
the food elements can work in internalizing the lessons and the meanings of the Eucharist
(1 Corinthians 12:12-13). For this participant, the sharing aspect of the Eucharist was
made real in the simple daily act of buying chocolate.
Wedding Banquet. In terms of food elements chosen for representing the wedding
banquet, most of the choices went for a cake of some type. Again this seems to be a
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strong culturally defined food element in the groups in which this curriculum was tested,
and so little theologizing seems to have occurred. Several churches had the idea of using
a cake with words on top proclaiming the marriage of the lamb or the wedding feast
(cases one and three). As far as theology, the most interesting discussion emerged from
the Swiss Gennan church (case five) where the participants choose to bring finger foods
or appetizers, since that is culturally typical after a wedding. However, the pastor
protested this to some degree, because in Switzerland they do have a wedding feast, but
only a small select group is usually invited. This led the way to a discussion that in the
Christian faith we are all invited to the wedding banquet, everyone is important (Matthew
22:1-10). The pastor did however accept the appetizer idea since Holy Communion is like
an appetizer to the eschatological banquet. This example led to a teaching moment, where
the pastor could connect the inclusivity of God's love in the Eucharist as opposed to the
commonly accepted cultural tradition.
Necessary Leadership
Ideally, a leader using this curriculum needs to ask relevant questions of the
people, to help them verbalize the theologizing which has occurred through the food
elements. Asking the people why they chose a particular dish is a good starting place,
which occurred in most of the cases. However, it would be ideal to continue the
discussion, drawing out other connections that may not appear to be so obvious.
The pastor or leader must also work to effectively organize and communicate the
intentions of the curriculum. This includes explaining what the aims of the curriculum are
and providing infonnation that will enable the lay theologizing to occur. The pastor also
bridges the gap between the meanings of Holy Communion and the food provided by the
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participants. Helping the group see the connections is key to the effectiveness of the
curriculum. Otherwise the study simply becomes a Bible study with a potluck meal
attached.
Individual and Communal Stories
This study raises some interesting questions about the types of stories and
experiences that are shared in the process ofinculturation. In all of the cases, it becomes
clear that the experiences fall into two general categories. On the one hand are individual
experiences connected with certain food items. Others in the group may be able to relate
to the elements through some parallel experience, but not through a shared experience.
However, there are also communal or cultural stories where all of the participants share a
common experience. Ginger ale for healing in case one, chicken soup for healing in cases
two and three, beans and rice for daily food in case three, and wedding cake as the
primary food symbol of a wedding banquet for cases one, two, three, and five.
In part, these dynamics might be explained by Douglas (1996b), in her classic
theory of grid and group. In this model, in the form of an axis, she sees two forces at
work in social process, including religious ritual. "Grid" represents a continuum from a
private system of classification to a system of shared classification. "Group" is an
intersecting continuum from an individual being completely freed from other people's
pressure to being completely controlled by other people's pressure. Various societies will
fit in different areas of the model based on how they fit in these two categories. It can be
expected that groups with a private system of classification and low levels of group
pressure will rely more on individual stories, while groups with shared classifications and
strong group pressure will present more commonly held communal stories.
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Also of interest to this finding of individual and common stories in the Eucharist,
is the work of Lawrence Hoffman (1993). This Jewish scholar of the ritual process
presents four types of meaning that emerge from rituals. Private meaning is "whatever
idiosyncratic interpretations people find in things." Official meanings are the meanings
provided by religious experts. Public meanings "are agreed-upon meanings shared by a
number of ritual participants, even though [these] are not officially preached by the
experts." And finally are normative meanings, which are "structure(s) of signification
that ritual affixes upon the non-ritualized world that the ritual participants re-enter when
the rite has been concluded." As Hoffman notes (1993:83), "Ritual thus constructs its
own web of meanings, most of which go unreported and even unrecognized by the
experts who have been conditioned to explain their rites by the party line." Hoffman
focuses his article on the ritual of circumcision in modem Judaism, finding that while the
official meaning remained constant the public meaning has changed significantly over
time. He attaches great importance to these public meanings and writes,
These unofficial but public (and therefore, shared) meanings of religious ritual are
in general a helpful gloss on what we think our theologies are. Theology, after all,
is often a cleaned-up version of the real thing, a systematic account of religion' s
official meanings, designed to satisfy the left brain's need for organization, order,
and logical compatibility. Religious life on the other hand is a whole lot more, and
what the official interpretations of the theologians omit can often be found in the
layers of ritual meaning that never make it to the theological texts. (Hoffman
1993:84)
With Hoffman's categories, it becomes clearer to see that individual stories are the
private meanings of the Eucharist, while the communal stories are the public meanings
ascribed to the Eucharist by the participants in these cases. While the curriculum
attempted to inculturate the official meanings of the Eucharist, the public and private
meanings surfaced through the use of concrete food items in the curriculum, which in
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turn allowed contextualization to occur, where normative meanings were carried out by
the participants into the non-ritualized world.
While this study was initiated as an attempt to focus on how liturgical
inculturation can fill a missing gap in Protestant evangelical missions, it became
increasingly difficult to separate inculturation from contextualization. These two
processes seem to interact, building off of each other and providing necessary checks and
balances to creating a stronger indigenous church. More about this interaction between
inculturation and contextualization will be addressed in Chapter 6.
More work needs to be done to explore how these stories might best be used to
communicate the gospel message of Holy Communion into a particular community. It
appears from the cases that less theologizing occurs when the food elements are obvious
and shared public meanings. Less thinking about foods that contain certain meanings is
necessary when a communal story (public meaning) is shared. However, if strong
theological connections can be made between these foods with communal meanings and
Holy Communion, then it is more likely that the theological (official) meanings of Holy
Communion will be able to be communicated effectively within the group. These
communal meanings will also serve to reinforce bonds of community within the group.
Individual stories (private meanings) also seem to offer a different approach to
communicating the meanings of Holy Communion. Because these stories are not shared,
they allow people the opportunity to gain fresh insight into the meanings of Holy
Communion, by approaching the topic from a different perspective, but still in the
common domain of food. The sharing of these stories will also increase the relational
feelings between members of the groups so that stronger interpersonal bonds can be built.
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In the same way that sharing food helps build community from the perspective of

anthropology, so sharing stories of individual experiences, even minor stories about food,
can assist in building a stronger church community.
Economic Factors
While economics did not seem to playa major role in the cases in this curriculum,
it did have an impact and raise questions about how the curriculum could be used in
poorer or wealthier communities. As stated earlier, in the cases where many of the
participants were not wealthy, there seemed to be a stronger connection with the food that
represented daily presence. Food is a more urgent priority among the economically
impoverished, and in some ways, this factor helped them connect more closely with the
curriculum. Wealthier groups seemed to rely more on memories of past experiences than
on their current reality. In my opinion, this is most likely due to the importance of food in
the individual's economy. Wealthier people have less pressing needs to worry about what
they will eat, where it will come from, or how long they will have access to certain food
elements.
It is due to this level of economics that the Mexican migrant worker's making of

the celebratory tamales for the community meal takes on special significance. Due to my
observation of this event and the indications from the other cases, it seems that economic
status may be significant, with people of lower economic status actually being more open
to understanding the meanings of Holy Communion through food elements, since food is
such a vital aspect of their daily struggles. Since food is of such immediate concern for
the poor, they have a greater awareness of its importance in their lives. The participation
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of poorer economic groups and their special insights could be great learning opportunities
in wealthier congregations.
High or Low Views of Food

In the surveys, and as discussed earlier in Chapter 2, it was felt that how people
viewed food could be important to how the curriculum operated. In some clear ways, this
appears to be the case. Groups that hold a high view of food seem to respond better to the
curriculum. It was especially interesting in the culturally mixed Swiss German church
(case five), that the Italian couple responded to the curriculum at a noticeably greater
level than the German-speaking Swiss participants. Culturally, Italy and France are seen
as having very high views of food, relative to other countries in Europe (cf. Friedlander et
al. 1999). It is also interesting that the Hispanic church (case three) also responded
positively, in part since Latino cultures also have a high view of the importance of food.
It is unfortunate that good data was not collected from the Chinese church (case four) as
this culture is also seen as having as very positive views of food.
While there was individual variation in each case, with some individuals showing
a higher view of food than others, and also the potential of some gender variation, with
women possibly having a higher view of food than men, the responses to the surveys
were not enough to scientifically assess these individual responses. Many of the same
groups that demonstrated a strong focus on communal stories are also the same as those
who have a high view of food. More work needs to be done to see exactly how these
ideas might be connected and what impact that might have on the effectiveness of the
curriculum.
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The Openness of the Socially Marginalized
Building off of the findings regarding economics and communal stories, as well
as the gender dynamics, it may be possible to theorize that this curriculum connected
more with the marginalized of society than those who are more in the center of a given
culture. From the previous discussions and the evidence of the cases, it appears that
minority or marginalized groups in society responded better than average. In Chapter 4, I
discussed some of the evidence that the curriculum seemed to have more support from
female clergy and participants. In the Hispanic church (case three), there also appeared to
be a great deal of interest in the curriculum and in the Swiss German church (case five)
the minority Italian couple seemed especially attracted to the curriculum.
It is possible that food is viewed as a non-threatening avenue for expressing
cultural identity. It seems in North America that one of the first visual expressions of a
cultural minority is in the appearance of ethnic restaurants and groceries. While battles
emerge about language, accents, cultural behavior, and race, food seems to be one of the
few areas where multicultural exchange is approved and accepted. Since this is a "safe"
avenue for expressing identity, it should not be surprising that food can be a "safe" way
for expressing ideas and theology. It may also be that many women perceive food as an
area that has historically and culturally been within their domain, and is therefore an
easier environment in which to express their individual ideas.
Homogenous vs. Multicultural Groups
In addition to all of the previously mentioned ideas that have emerged from the

tested curriculum, it is also interesting to compare those churches that were more
culturally homogenous with those which were more multicultural. Certainly, the Hispanic
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church (case three) and the Swiss Gennan church (case five) emerge as the more diverse
groups, although the presence of a seeker in the Australian church (case two) makes this
church also stand out for a certain amount of diversity. The seeker's interest in Buddhism
and vegetarianism, do qualify as being culturally distinct from the dominant group.
The interaction among the multicultural groups seems to have been more lively
than the homogenous groups. In both the Spanish speaking church (case three) and the
Swiss Gennan church (case five) several cultural groups were represented. This led to
especially new ideas and discussions over the food elements. In the Swiss Gennan
church, the pastor indicated several times how much impact was made by the Italian
couple who attended the meetings. While in the Spanish speaking church, the
participation of English speaking and Spanish speaking groups, as well as the minority
group of Chinantecos, contributed to more active discussion. It is quite possible that this
is due to the sharing of diverse individual stories and experiences, rather than the
accepted commonly held stories and experience. This needs to be examined further, but if
this fmding is true, then this curriculum definitely holds possibilities for building
community in multicultural churches, breaking down barriers in areas of multiethnic
conflict, and in encouraging mutual understanding and reconciliation in groups where
there has been cultural or generational conflict. Because food appears to be seen as a
"safe" medium for expressing ones thoughts and ideas, even as a minority group, it may
be the perfect avenue to explore what it means theologically to be a church in this
increasingly globalized world.
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The Global vs the Local Church
The curriculum also set out to test if the evangelical model of inculturation being
presented could help overcome the split that occurs between the global and the local
expressions of the church. While the results of the study in this area are by no means
conclusive, the curriculum did seem to work well in a variety of cultural contexts. The
local church in the United States was expressed by the English-speaking church in case
one, the Spanish-speaking church in case three, and the Chinese-American church in case
four. The Anglo majority and the Hispanic and Chinese-American minorities helped
cover the multi-cultural dimension of the church in the United States. International
diversity was tested in the Australian church in case two (sharing a common language
and similar culture) and in the Swiss-German church in case

fiv~

(sharing a common

cultural history but a different language). Cultural diversity was especially focused on the
churches in the United States, although the only truly multi-cultural congregation was
probably the Spanish-speaking church (although the presence of the Italians in the SwissGerman church also added to its level of multi-culturalism). In any case, there is no
evidence from this study that the curriculum failed in either the local or the global
context, with the possible exception of the Chinese-American church, although
communication seems to be a more problematic issue in the results in this case.
Word/Liturgy as a Concrete Symbol
It was interesting to see in the various cases how food operated as a concrete
symbol, connecting people to the service of Holy Communion in new ways, building on
the central universal meanings of food as a life-giving, life-sustaining symbol.
Participants seem to have taken some ownership in the service of Holy Communion, as
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they saw the food from their table, their life, and their experience juxtaposed with the
food elements of Holy Communion. Much of this was accomplished through the hands
on teaching of the pastors and leaders of the various groups, but the food elements
seemed to make the process more real. Participants were able to see that Holy
Communion is something that extends beyond the altar on Sunday morning to the
Monday morning breakfast table. A newly published book called Foodfor Life: the

Spirituality and Ethics of Eating (Jung 2004:52) puts it this way,
Partaking of the Lord's Supper, Eucharist, is itself very much a performative act.
By eating and drinking the blood of Jesus the Christ, we express our loyalty and
dependence on Father, Son, and Spirit. We express our gratitude to God for all the
goodness that comes from God's gracious incarnation, creation, and continuing
presence. If that eating and drinking were more whole-bodied-ifwe were
genuinely to eat a meal-then the thick layers of meaning in the ritual would not
be so compressed. We could taste the delight of God's body being broken for us
at the crucifixion and our destruction being lifted. We do really celebrate that we
who are "not worthy to receive God" are healed by God's Word and action.
At the table we do get a sense of union with others who are fellow believers, who
link their destinies to the life, death, and resurrection of the Lord Jesus. The
Eucharist expresses a dependency on God's goodness as we partake of daily bread
and drink. Eating and drinking together create community.
Linking our loyalty and our fortunes with Jesus entails a commitment to
discipleship, to carrying out the mission of Jesus. This specific eating and
drinking is a way of expressing the sort of eating and drinking we will do when
we come away from the Lord's table.
In this study, the food elements seem to take on a dual meaning. In one sense they

represent the individual or communal experience; however, the curriculum also imbued
the food elements with Trinitarian significance. While the food represented the meanings
of: memory, sacrifice, healing and reconciliation, presence, community, and the world to
come (wedding or eschatological meaning), the elements also became symbols of Christ,
by drawing parallels with the Eucharistic food symbols and the personal food symbols of
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the participants to match the scriptural meanings. The abstract concept of the body and
blood of Christ became incarnated into those items that the participants saw as tangible,
sustaining, life-giving, everyday reality in the form of food, one of the key elements
which determines life and death. As the Eucharist becomes inculturated with daily life
through a meaningful liturgy and the concrete meal symbols, this should lead to a richer,
deeper expression of worship within the community. As Christ becomes more real, more
incarnated, into the everyday lives of the people, a more intense feeling of thanksgiving
should be expressed in the lives and worship of the community. This worship becomes
more internalized and more indigenous as the meanings of the Eucharist become more
inculturated in the daily life of the community.
Given the parameters of such a study, much of the information presented in the
curriculum was primarily presented as classroom activity, because this format is simpler
to measure and chart changes in attitude and learning. However, such an approach is
often insufficient to measure a multi-sensory approach to learning. Food carries with
smell, taste, and even texture complex ideas, memories, and emotions that are difficult to
measure. Future work needs to spend more time with specific individuals, exploring how
food helps teach and internalize meaning. One-on-one interviews with those people most
impacted by the curriculum would be a good pace to start, however much of the learning
accomplished through food will be intuitive and possibly difficult to verbalize by the
learner as well as the researcher. Exactly how the food elements become concrete
symbols ofthe liturgy needs much more study and follow up, especially to understand
how this realization becomes internalized and lived out in the daily lives of the
participants. It is hoped that the meanings of Holy Communion, which became
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internalized in the participants through the curriculum, will re-emerge when those foods
appear again on the dinner table, as a constant concrete reminder of the meanings of Holy
Communion expressed in the liturgy and in the gospel message. Most people in the case
surveys seemed to recall all or most of the food elements they brought at the end of the
curriculum. This is exciting evidence of the effectiveness of food as a teaching tool for
understanding the Christian faith played out in the liturgy of Holy Communion.
Need for More Evangelical Theologizing of the Eucharist
One of the clear results of this study was that the people in the congregations of
these churches who responded to the surveys had a very limited theology of the meaning
of Holy Communion. From the 29 written definitions of communion presented on the
surveys: 42% mentioned the role of memory, 52% mentioned the idea of sacrifice, 7%
mentioned some aspect of healing or reconciliation, 35% of the answers had to do with
the presence of God, 11 % with the community, and 0% mentioned the eschatological
dimension of the Eucharist. No individual expressed a clear well-thought-out theology of
the Eucharist. Most of the viewpoints expressed even startled the pastors and leaders of
the groups that were studied. Of the 27 respondents who responded to the question asking
why they participated in communion: 18% participated because it felt "uplifting" or some
other positive emotional response, 29% participated because it brought about cleansing or
the forgiveness of sins, 4% participated as an act of worship, 26% participated as an act
or remembrance, and 23% participated primarily because it was commanded by Jesus.
When asked what happened when the bread and wine were blessed in the liturgy, ideas
ranged from Holy Communion having no real importance aside from being a commanded
ritual (46%) to those who saw Holy Communion as having the power to forgive sins
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(9%) or bless the partaker in some supernatural way (9%). As to be expected, some in the
churches that had strong Roman Catholic influences expressed beliefs in
transubstantiation (15%). Others felt that something happened but they were not sure how
to articulate what occurred (15%) and 6% did not answer the question. If these cases are
representative then clearly, the theology of Holy Communion needs more attention in
evangelical churches.
The Protestant evangelical model of inculturation, which was used to produce the
tested curriculum, as well as the curriculum itself, offers a way in which evangelical
churches or churches in the Free Church tradition can clarify and illustrate the complex
truths of formal liturgy through people's food stories and experiences and connect these
personal or cultural events with the gospel message leading to more perfect and complete
responses in worship. This can be done across cultural borders or even generational
borders, allowing the community as a whole to contextualize the gospel through their
own stories and experiences. Such a complex goal will take time, patience, and
persistence, but this dissertation has clearly shown the potential for such a project.
In the course of this study, it became apparent that inculturation could not be so
easily separated from contextualization, which had been assumed at the beginning of this
project. Inculturation involves making the liturgies and traditions of the culture relevant
to a specific Christian community, within their cultural context, however this can only
effectively occur by fitting into the cultural worldview of the people, incorporating their
experience and allowing people to internalize the gospel message, which is
contextualization. As this realization became apparent, the Protestant evangelical model
of inculturation began to change and shift to incorporate this insight. This change will be
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addressed in Chapter 6 and resulted in modifying the model to be called an evangelical
model of inculturation-contextualization.

Chapter 6
Doing the Dishes
One of the major focuses of the World Conference on Mission and Evangelism
held in Melbourne, Australia in 1980 (and sponsored by the Commission on World
Mission and Evangelism of the World Council of Churches) was an examination of the
Eucharist as an important means to furthering the goals of mission and evangelism. The
report on this conference states,
The Eucharist is described as the pilgrim bread, missionary bread, food for a
people on the march. At the centre of Church life is the Eucharist, the public
declaration of thanksgiving for God's gift in Christ, and the participation of the
disciples in the very life of Christ. It is a foretaste of the kingdom which
proclaims the Lord's death until he comes. From that centre of the Eucharistic life
of the Church, the proclamation comes naturally, the unashamed announcing of
the acts of God in Jesus Christ, the calling to build up a church community, a
fellowship. (Commission on World Mission and Evangelism 1980:232)
This dissertation has been a serious attempt to explore how the Eucharist functions in the
work of the church in mission and evangelism in the local congregational context. If
indeed the Eucharist is a valid form of proclamation, then evangelicals must take a closer
look at liturgical inculturation as a method for spreading the message of Jesus Christ in
ways that proclaim Christ through a multi-sensory approach. A clear model of
evangelical inculturation is needed to replace the random and haphazard fashion in which
it is often currently done. Advances in the social sciences need to be incorporated into
this model to help produce the most effective forms of inculturation to meet the needs of
a culturally diverse church.
The original thesis of this dissertation, from page 27, was, "if we can recapture
the dynamic learning environment of the meal context alongside the liturgy as a teaching
tool and the powerful cultural and symbolic meanings carried by food, we will be able to
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recapture and inculturate the gospel message of Holy Communion, in its various complex
meanings, into culturally appropriate forms for purposes of discipleship that could lead to
liturgy and evangelism." In terms of this thesis statement, the testing of the curriculum,
based on an evangelical model of inculturation, can be judged a success. Despite small
numbers of returned surveys and some communication issues, every pastor or leader who
participated in the curriculum personally concluded that it accomplished its goals of
communicating the meanings of Holy Communion to the participants in new ways,
effectively teaching community and communion. Of those groups who returned surveys,
and from personal observation, most participants responded well to the use of food
elements and the meal context as a way to teach about Holy Communion and juxtapose
this learning with individual personal experience. The majority indicated on their surveys
that they enjoyed the curriculum and learned new concepts about Holy Communion from
the lessons. The use of food allowed for a truly multi-sensory approach to learning, with
smell, taste and texture highlighting the traditional teaching focus on sight and sound.
The use of food was a particularly meaningful way to recover memory and allow
personal experiences to be shared in the group.
To demonstrate this thesis statement, there were two elements that had to be
developed. First, a systematic model for evangelical inculturation, centered on scripture
but balanced by a serious commitment to understanding how culture operates, had to be
thought out. This model, presented in Chapter 2, is a holistic approach incorporating
research from the social sciences. The potential success of this model was linked to the
success of the curriculum, which was based on this model. Second, this dissertation tested
the model by applying it to the issue of inculturating Holy Communion or the Eucharist,
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by developing a curriculum to test. Building on scripture and the Wesleyan and Brethren
use of the Love Feast in tradition, as well as research from anthropology and social
psychology, an idea of a dual meal, Love Feast and Holy Communion, one local and one
universal, held together, emerged. A curriculum was constructed based on this concept
and tested in five churches of the Wesleyan tradition from vastly different cultural
backgrounds. The results were analyzed in some cases through pre-test and post-test
surveys, but when language and translation was a problem dialogue with the pastor was
substituted for the surveys.
The results of this testing indicates that the curriculum was successful, at least in
this initial stage. This success is demonstrated by several factors. First, all five of the
pastors who lead these groups unanimously affirmed the curriculum in their final emails
or conversations. Three of the five (cases one, two, and five) all agreed that the
curriculum increased the knowledge of their congregations in terms of the meanings of
Holy Communion, while the other two (cases three and four) both felt that positive
learning did occur in terms of gaining a new and better understanding of Holy
Communion in general although they did not comment specifically on the six meanings
presented by the curriculum. The three leaders who used the meal context most
effectively (cases two, three, and five), all indicated surprise at how the food elements
encouraged participation and theologizing, especially among congregation members who
usually did not participate.
Second, of those cases that had more written response in the forms of surveys, the
majority of participants were able to demonstrate that learning had occurred and had a
positive learning experience with the curriculum. Of the eleven people who responded to
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feedback questions about the curriculum; 73% responded very favorably, 9% indicated
learning occurred although they also expressed some reservations, and 18% responded
negatively, although this total number was only two people both exposed to the
preliminary version of the curriculum used in case one. In particular, the communal
meanings of the Eucharist began to take on special significance (especially noticeable in
case three), as did the connections of Holy Communion with the Passover. and the
meaning of memory (noticed in comments and feedback from cases one, two, three, and
five). It was especially impressive to notice the response of the one seeker who
participated in this study from case two. Although the number of seekers is obviously not
able to allow for any conclusive statement about the effectiveness of this curriculum for
purposes of evangelism, it was encouraging that this one seeker noted,
I did not know much about communion or indeed Christianity at the outset of this
course, and so [1] learned a lot. I think the curriculum's themes regarding food,
the meaning and symbol[ism] of this, and the theme parallels to communion
[were] useful and an accessible way of starting to delve into these matters. (See
page 120)
Third, those cases that involved juxtaposing Holy Communion with the meal
context demonstrated that significant theologizing occurred by the choices of food made
by the participants. This theologizing was sometimes intuitive, and in many cases the
participants were unable to verbalize their theology, but they were able to indicate it
through their choice of food elements and their sharing of personal stories. By
implication, the basic evangelical model for inculturation also shows merit and is worthy
of continued testing. The concept of a dual meal approach to communion as a method for
developing an environment for missions and evangelism also appears initially very
positive and in need of further testing, especially on the mission field. While further
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testing of the curriculum is indicated, it is to be expected that the results will be similar to
those from the five case studies. As the curriculum is used over a longer period of time, it
is expected that more contextualization will occur and this will occur in increasingly
deeper ways theologically as people adjust to this dual meal liturgical event.
Unfortunately, the time constraints of this study are one of its major limitations, as was
the focus on verbal and written responses over other types of assessments.
The Relationship Between Inculturation and Contextualization

It is imperative that this model of inculturation and its relationship to
contextualization be understood. Missiologists are beginning to be aware of this need to
understand the differences in these two processes. Seigel (1995:125) writes,
This led to a discussion of an issue that seems fundamental to inculturation in our
day: into what do we inculturate? Not only is there a pluralism of cultures in each
country, but the culture everywhere is in a state of flux, and change is rapid. The
very process of inculturation, then has to be contextualized. It has to deal with
such very different contexts as peoples searching for an identity (e.g. Australia,
Taiwan), groups changing from a colonial to an original indigenized culture (e.g.
India, Indonesia, South Pacific Islands), and groups being challenged by
modernization (Japan, Korea).
In looking back at the Love Feast model of a dual meal approach (Figure 5, page 47), it
can clearly be seen that two crucial events occur in this model. The first event is the
interaction between the body and blood of Christ (as expressed in first century Jewish
forms and understood through tradition) and the anthropological or social scientific view
of food meanings. This interaction is where inculturation of the Eucharist occurs,
tradition interacting with cultural constructs. The second event is the interaction between
the anthropological and social scientific meanings of food and the individual local
cultural contexts. This interaction is where contextualization occurs, where people
internalize theology and make it their own theology, shaped by their own context. For a
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modified version of this evangelical model of inculturation-contextualization, see Figure
8 on page 177.
Initially, this study viewed the model of inculturation as a tool that allows
theologians to interact with culture to find ways to bring the gospel message into another
culture. However, by the end of this study, it became clear that this is only half of the
task. The other half occurs when people take the lessons of inculturation and put them
into practice. To use another food analogy, inculturation brings the table to the people,
but contextualization is what they choose to take from that table and how they choose to
use it. Both sides are essential to the spread of the gospel, whether it be through missions
or evangelism. Inculturation that fails to bring about contextualization(s) is a useless
academic endeavor. Contextualization, done haphazardly without the balance of
historical theology, set within broader cultural and social settings, is a dangerous
syncretistic exercise. Understanding how these two dynamics work together is the answer
to producing faithful Christian congregations within their own cultural contexts.
Recent scholarship by the Anglican scholar Phillip Tovey (2004) in his book

Inculturation of Christian Worship: Exploring the Eucharist, has proposed a division of
inculturation, which encompasses what I have called "contextualization" under a branch
of inculturation called "cultural listening." He (Tovey 2004:5) writes, "As Mission
Churches have in the past exported a European liturgy and introduced it to, say, Africa or
India, so now these Churches are listening more carefully to local culture to inculturate
their liturgy and produce something more appropriate." However, Tovey, despite his
admirable application of Mary Douglas and other anthropologists, still seems to miss the
path in understanding the importance of the need for lay ownership and reflection on the
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inculturation process. All of his examples examine inculturation in Africa from the
theologians down to the people, mostly cases from Roman Catholicism and Anglicanism.
The question remains for scholars such as Tovey, "how do the people and the community
participate in the process?"
The evangelical model of inculturation put forward in this dissertation is the first
step, the step of inculturation. The actual curriculum developed and tested is the tool used
for taking the second step, the step of contextualization. This realization is perhaps the
most unique contribution of this dissertation, which came late in the analysis process.
Therefore, the model has gone from being a model of inculturation to a model of
inculturation-contextualization, which encompasses the dual nature of this process more
adequately. This study was based on the premise that if the curriculum worked in a
number of cultural settings it would have greater potential to be used globally, and the
model of inculturation-contextualization has some justification. On the whole, while the
curriculum can be considered a teaching success, it is a model yet in need of more
refinement. Given the fact that this curriculum was based on a particular model of
inculturation-contextualization, it then follows that this model of inculturationcontextualization holds potential promise for further development within evangelical
churches and mission endeavors. In the remaining pages, I want to summarize lessons
learned from the inculturation of Holy Communion, and from the earlier model of
evangelical inculturation. It is also important to recognize areas in need of further
research.
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Lessons Learned For The Inculturation of Communion
Several major issues have been brought to light from this attempt to inculturate
Holy Communion through the use of a dual sacramental meal.
First, evangelical churches are woefully in need of education about Holy
Communion as the central act of worship of the universal church. From the surveys done,
it was found that many of the people only had a vague idea about what Holy Communion
was about. Many were influenced by ideas that are not biblical or evangelical.
Evangelicals have tended to perform the ritual of Holy Communion because Jesus
commanded doing so in the scriptures. However, they have often failed to theologize
about it due to a tradition of being anti-liturgical or being more focused on other themes

in scripture. Most of the pastors in this study were quite shocked by how little was
understood or how incorrect the theology of long time faithful members could be in this
area. It is left to be asked: How should Holy Communion be taught and communicated to
new believers in evangelical mission situations?
Secondly, the early results of this study indicate that the social scientists are
correct about shared meals helping to build and strengthen the sense of community within
a group. Incorporating seekers into the community of faith before they actually believe
has been eloquently argued by Hunter (2000). Extending this idea, as well as the
Wesleyan belief in open communion allows for churches to use the dual meal approach
for evangelism, with the testimonies of believers presenting the gospel in word and the
meal being the gospel in action. The one case of a seeker being present in this study (the
Australian church, case two) gives some indication that this may indeed be possible.
Community building certainly appears to have occurred in the Hispanic church (case
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three), which was already heavily divided over many issues. It is important to remember
the ideas expressed by anthropologist Mary Douglas (1972) that only if the meal meets
the cultural definition of a meal will it perfonn the function of fonning a sense of
community identity. Current practices of communion, which only meet the cultural
definition of "snack," fail to build a solid sense of community through food symbols.
Thirdly, there appears to be a strong association of this approach to Holy
Communion with the female gender, marginalized people, and/or multicultural groups. It
may be that the ideal use of the curriculum will be in these types of settings. However,
these associations of food as a positive teaching tool with women, the marginalized and
multicultural groups may be cultural or due to the make-up of the congregations studied.
This may not prove accurate in all cultural situations and needs further study.
Future opportunities to apply this inculturated fonn of Holy Communion are
plentiful. Churches with multicultural congregations can use this curriculum for
community building, allowing each culture represented to have a voice in the central act
of worship of the local congregation. Such an approach might prove ideal for
reconciliation efforts in areas where the church has been divided by ethnic or tribal
conflict. The application of the Love Feast and Holy Communion as a dual meal opens
the doors for future developments in ecumenical worship where the Love Feast would be
less divisive and a first step to full communion between denominational groups. In each
of these situations, it is imperative to continue to allow the testimonies of the people to
speak with and through the food they choose to represent themselves and Christ at the
table.
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More research needs to be done to determine the best avenues for inculturating
Holy Communion for evangelism and missions . Some of the questions raised are
practical in nature and some are more theoretical. Both need to be addressed through
serious testing of these ideas in mUltiple contexts around the world and with different
groups of people. It is not to be expected that all groups will respond the same way or
with the same level of enthusiasm for this approach. However, it is reasonable, from the
results in this study to believe that the use of the local meal in the dual meal approach can
lead to significant lay theologizing about Holy Communion.
Some practical questions that arose in the course of this study include finding
ways to perform this dual meal approach on a larger community level. Most of the
positive feedback with this curriculum came from its use in small groups. The logistics of
creating a time and space for a meal held in conjunction with Holy Communion was
often complicated. The implications of this result indicate that the curriculum may be
more successful as an exercise with small groups or in a cell type church structure. I
personally, hesitate to advocate this, since Holy Communion is also a symbol of unity for
the entire congregation. Overcoming the logistics of presenting Holy Communion in its
full meal setting to the entire congregation needs to be a future priority. It was partially
for these logistics that the Anglo-speaking church did not even attempt to have meals, but
modified the after church fellowship time. The Hispanic church, which did use full meals,
had to hold them after the service in their fellowship hall, rather than having the meal
before Holy Communion, which was preferable. Setting up, cleaning up, and reheating
food were all logistical problems, which need to be dealt with by the individual church.
While the small group aspect of the curriculum worked well logistically, serious
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questions remain in the researcher's mind about how well this will work for community
building in the entire fellowship of the church.
Theologically, the Chinese church presented the most problematic aspect of this
study. Due to communication problems it was difficult to communicate the intent of this
study and many people, including the pastor, seem to be left with the notion that the
researcher was attempting to replace the elements of Holy Communion itself. They also
felt confused by the concept of presence, wondering if the researcher's theology was
more geared toward transubstantiation. With language barriers these subtleties are
difficult to overcome. As indicated earlier in this dissertation, the theology of this project
was purposely left broad and open, in the hope that future work with other Christian
groups holding different theological positions is possible.
The issue of replacing the elements of communion rather than having a dual meal
approach remains a difficult question for this researcher. It is completely proper to
support the inculturation of the food elements of communion for the local church, when
the local church has been actively involved in theologizing about what elements to use
and why, as indicated by many aspects of this study. It is especially useful if the
congregation is all one cultural group with a common history. However, this practice can
become as exclusionary as the use of bread and grape juice in Anglo-speaking American
churches. If a congregation chooses to replace the elements of Holy Communion, it is
hoped that they will frequently allow a dual meal to be held to permit people of other
backgrounds and cultures to theologize about the incarnate Christ and become part of the
community in the church. It is vital that this theologizing continue and not simply tum
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communion into a different form of ritual where the participants still become
disconnected from the theological meanings.
Lessons Learned for an Evangelical Model of Inculturation-Contextualization
The evangelical model of inculturation diagrammed in Figures 4 and 5 is in need
of further refinement and testing, some of which can be seen in the amended diagram of
the evangelical model of inculturation-contextualization in Figure 8. It is perhaps overly
simplistic, because it is the groundwork from which to build a truly effective model of
inculturation for use by evangelical missionaries and evangelists. It is not intended to be
viewed as the end product, but rather as the beginning in an ongoing dialogue about
inculturation, especially liturgical inculturation within evangelical groups and mission
boards. Several lessons have been learned during the course of this project, which should
shape the future development of this model.
First, scripture must remain in the foreground for any model to be considered
truly evangelical. However, as vital as scripture is, the impact of the social sciences in
understanding how groups operate and form identity is equally vital. Tensions have often
existed between the fields of religion and the social sciences and many disagreements
will probably continue. This must not be allowed to hamper holistic studies that can
synthesize the best of the social sciences and allow it to inform the work of missions in
the modem world. These two areas need to be held together in a creative tension. Putting
one above the other will ultimately result in one area being seen as less important and the
whole field of missions will suffer as a result of that type of attitude. More missionaries
need to be trained in the fields of anthropology, sociology, and psychology, as well as
emerging fields such as social psychology, which was used in this project.
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Second, the involvement of lay theologizing is key to appropriate
contextualization. Anything that will encourage people to speak out and enter the
conversation is important. Most of the pastors in this study indicated frustration at some
of their congregation for odd ideas or pointless stories, but in the midst of much that may
not be usable, a number of very good connections between food and theology were made.
Food provided a subject on which everyone was familiar and felt comfortable talking
about. The Hispanic church provided the insightful lesson of the Trinity and tres leches
cake. The Australian church powerfully connected potatoes with sacrifice. The Swiss
church found their cultural dish of fondue as an excellent expression of fellowship and
sharing. This type of project will produce much in the way of useless information, but the
theology that emerges will be owned and remembered by the people involved.
Third, it is important that the process of inculturation be put into action. This
involves connecting and communicating with the entire group, not simply leaving
inculturation as an academic exercise or as something controlled by a small elect
leadership. Worship is a corporate activity and by putting inculturated liturgy into action
within the group, inculturation can become a living expression of the people's theology.
Inculturation needs to understand how to incorporate multi-sensory learning into the
liturgy and allow for the interaction of people' s daily experience with the work of God in
the world. Creating some form that allows the people to see theology in action feeds the
needs of those who learn through doing. Too often these people are ignored in the
traditional church setting where cognitive learning is the norm. The reality is that many
people do not learn or process information that way, and this is probably much more true
for other cultures around the world where literacy is low or relatively new. Many of the
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studies of inculturation current lyon the market are left in books on the shelf gathering
dust, while many models of contextualization overlook the powerful impact of the
traditions and liturgy of the church. Academics discuss these various theologies, but in
reality they seldom impact the people in the pews. More needs to be done to move
theology down to the level of the everyday so that the gospel can become a real and
powerful force in the daily lives of believers.
Fourth, is the need for constant reflection. This is one area that this study was
unable to explore in much depth due to time constraints. Inculturation must be an
ongoing project, constantly refining itself and producing new tools that Christians can use
in their everyday lives. Part of the aim ofthe curriculum for Holy Communion was to
give people the insight that God is as present and active in their lives as the daily food
they eat. This is to try and break the mentality that God is somehow left in the church
building for a weekly audience with the people. Reflection can be a difficult process,
especially when much has been invested in the project, but it is essential if
contextualization is to be of any real practical value.
The main need for future research on this evangelical model of inculturationcontextualization is more testing and more refining of the model itself. The application of
Hoffman's (1993) meanings of ritual may prove to be an excellent way of refining the
model. This can only be accomplished through systematic attempts to inculturate other
key events in the life of the congregation, especially in the mission field or in some type
of cross-cultural setting. Baptisms, weddings, funerals, naming ceremonies, and other
rites of passage need to be approached using this model. In the case of baptism, the
church must examine what its official meanings are from scripture and tradition. Then
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anthropology and the social sciences must be used to explore how the current culture
understands these meanings and the public meanings they have applied to current rituals
of cleansing or renewal. The goal of this model of inculturation-contextualization, is to
bring official and public meanings together, and allow private meanings to be expressed,
in such a way that the ritual of baptism takes on normative meanings within the culture. It
is important to carefully examine scripture, apply social sciences, and create ceremonies,
more curricula, and other educational opportunities where the incarnate Christ becomes
identified with the real needs and issues of the people in their everyday world. For
Baptism this process may even raise questions on the use of water in some cultures, for
example the Inuit of the Arctic may see water as a symbol of danger or death, rather than
a symbol of life and renewal.

As other areas are inculturated, it is to be expected that the model presented here
will change and become more complex. Issues that this researcher has not considered will
emerge and the tension between scripture and the social sciences will become clearer and
probably more intense. Additional models may be needed for individual cultures, which
may have special needs or areas that need to be addressed. It may be argued that some
other areas besides the social sciences needs to be represented or even replace the high
importance this research has placed on the social sciences. Reflection on this project
needs to be completed by the evangelical community. Much remains to be done to truly
build an evangelical model of inculturation-contextualization, but it is becoming more
and more crucial that this step be taken.
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Final Thoughts
In section III.31 a of the Report on the World Conference on Mission and

Evangelism held in Melbourne, Australia in 1980, it states, "There are times and places
where the very act of coming together to celebrate the Eucharist can be a public
witness ... There is, at the Lord's table. a vision of God which draws the human heart to
the Lord." (Commission on World Mission and Evangelism 1980:205) God reached
down to humanity through the incarnation of Jesus Christ, who chose to represent himself

in the common everyday elements of an everyday meal. The simple sharing of this divine
act has become the core of worship for the church for two thousand years. It is the act
that unites the church across space, time and culture. It is also the ritual that has served to
divide the church on many fronts. It may be that part of the answer to healing these
divides lie in the tradition and theology of the evangelical branch of the church.
This project has several key missiological implications. First, multi-sensory
approaches to learning need to be developed for missions and evangelism. The senses of
taste, touch, and smell are also culturally valuable ways of knowing the world and
experiencing God, and these senses should not be ignored or reduced in importance
because of a Western cultural focus on sight and sound. The senses are ways to access
people's experiences and help connect them to God and the gospel message. Missionaries
and evangelists need to realize this and devise educational methods to teach to a variety
oflearners through their sensory perceptions. Second, Holy Communion offers an
opportunity for people to bring their personal experience to the table, through all of their
senses, and connect with God in deeper ways than previously thought. The findings of
social science and the results of this study support the ideas that community and identity
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are constructed around food and the meal context. This finding has spiritual significance
when placed into the context of communion. The use of meals and communion itself as a
missiological and evangelistic tool has great potential and needs further exploration and
development. Third, this study has demonstrated that inculturation is an important area
often overlooked by Protestant evangelical missions. It must be done in conjunction with
contextualization to make either process effective. The two approaches balance each
other and provide crucial checks and balances to prevent syncretism. Traditional
evangelical approaches have ignored or minimized the importance of liturgical church
traditions, but this study has demonstrated that these traditions can be utilized in an
evangelical scripture-based fashion to spread the gospel message.
This project was motivated in part by my observations in the mission field that
there was a missiological lack of awareness of the contextual meaning and importance of
food. It is my sincere hope that missiologists and missionaries in the field will begin to
take a holistic approach toward missions, which takes into account the reality that simple,
everyday aspects of life, such as food and meals, can affect the communication process,
and this in turn can impact the communication of the gospel to a world which needs to
hear the message of Christ Jesus. It is vital that missionaries eat the food of the people,
but more importantly that they understand what that food means and how it functions in
building the cultural community they are involved with. Understanding the basic building
blocks of a culture will help missionaries and evangelists become more effective in
communicating the gospel across cultural barriers both at home and abroad.
The main methodological contribution of this work has been to demonstrate how
inculturation of scripture and tradition (usually the domain of high church traditions such
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as Roman Catholics and Anglicans), can connect to the contextualization process (usually
accomplished by missionaries on the field on a case-by-case basis, especially in
Pentecostal and Free Church traditions) through the application of the social sciences.
The model developed and shown in Figure 8 (see page 190) provides a way for
evangelicals to seriously understand how liturgy and tradition can be used to
communicate the gospel in effective pragmatic ways, by revealing how ritual meanings
work. This evangelical model of inculturation-contextualization has been demonstrated
through the application of the Wesleyan traditional Love Feast to the question of
liturgical inculturation of the Eucharist and the problems that often result from both poor
inculturation and poor contextualization.
Another major contribution has been to demonstrate how a multi-sensory
approach to learning can expand the power of Holy Communion, simply by returning it
to the original meal context. People learn through their experiences and through sharing
these experiences with others. Food, its taste, smell, and texture, has the power to recover
memory, to build community, and to connect people's daily lives with the dynamic
power of God, here and now. Missionaries need to recognize the teaching potential found
in ritual and liturgy and find ways to use this potential to spread the gospel message.
It is my hope, that evangelicals will join the search to bring the incarnate Christ
into the world through joining the dialogue on inculturation and contextual theology. By
bringing evangelical experience to the table, the church might well be on the way to
joining the missiological banquet envisioned by Isaiah,
On this mountain the LORD Almighty will prepare
a feast of rich food for all peoples, a banquet of aged wine-
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the best of meats and the finest of wines.
On this mountain he will destroy the shroud that enfolds all peoples,
the sheet that covers all nations;
he will swallow up death forever.
The Sovereign LORD will wipe away the tears from all faces;
he will remove the disgrace of his people from all the earth.
The LORD has spoken.
Isaiah 25 :6-8 (NIV)
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Appendix A
Preliminary Educational Curriculum
COME TO THE FEAST!

Does the smell of freshly baked bread take you back to your childhood in your
grandmother's kitchen? Does a roasted turkey or hot baked ham fill you with the feelings
of Christmas joy or Thanksgiving at anytime of the year? You are not alone! Such
feelings and memories are part of life, but more importantly food is relevant to our
spiritual life as well. Food and religious faith go hand-in-hand, from the memories of
church suppers, potlucks, Christmas dinners to the kool-aid and cookie Sunday school
snacks, we can all relate to the community built with food. Even people who did not grow
up in the church can relate to the powerful effect of food in their own experience. Certain
aromas can be attached to every human emotion and often triggers memories and
thoughts, which may be hidden in our subconscious. The smell and taste of food is one of
the most powerful senses we as human beings have. The problem is we seldom harness
this as a learning tool in our churches or on the mission field. Come to the Feast hopes
to capture your attention and focus on how to utilize the learning power of food in your
church.
Audience
Come to the Feast is planned for two types of people. First, we want to create a
curriculum which can be used and freely adapted here in the United States or other
Western nations. Current teaching methods and programs have accomplished a great deal
for traditional learners in a typical Anglo or European-American environment. By
traditional learners, I mean people who like to learn by listening or discussing a text or
lecture. The problem is that many people do not learn most effectively from traditional
methods. We need to be able to reach people who use more imaginative, creative, or
active ways to learn. Traditional learning emphasizes the senses of sight and sound, but
with the use of food in the classroom we can introduce learning through smell, touch, and
taste as well. By teaching using all of the senses, as well as different teaching styles, we
have a better chance to reach those people who usually avoid the traditional Sunday
school program.

The second audience for Come to the Feast is multicultural and global
communities. Food is a universal reality. Everyone eats, and everyone can learn through
the foods they have at hand. We have designed Come to the Feast with the mission
church, or church abroad in mind. You will notice we do not rely on much in the way of
expensive supplies or items that may be difficult to acquire in a third-world context. One
of the reasons for using food, is that we are able to use something we have access to
everyday. We also try to offer cross-cultural ideas and alternatives wherever possible.
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Goals: Community and Communion
Come to the Feast has two primary goals. First, various studies in the social
sciences (especially social anthropology and social psychology) have demonstrated that
eating together actually creates community. Building community is our first major
goal. In the West, individualism, loneliness, and fractured families are serious problems.
We need strong church communities that can meet the needs of our society. In other
nations of the world, churches may be small or divided along class or tribal divisions.
With growing urbanization, traditional divisions or community groupings are being
broken up and fragmented. The church can provide an alternative community to help
alleviate many of the difficulties caused by an increasing instability in traditional
community forms, and eating together is one way in which relationship and community is
formed. Each unit of Come to the Feast will end with a congregation wide meal in
which community can be fostered.
The second major goal of Come to the Feast is Communion. In the Christian
tradition, our principle celebration is the celebration of Jesus' last meal together with his
disciples before his crucifixion. As we form a community with each other, we also want to
deepen our communion with God. What we learn from our own daily meals has spiritual
applications, which can be used to connect our daily meal with the spiritual needs for
daily communion with God. The final meal in each unit ends with a simplified
communion service, which will emphasize this point.
Come to the Feast is divided jnto six units, each one representing one major facet
of understanding Holy Communion as:
• a memorial meal
• a reminder of Christ's sacrifice
• an avenue for healing and reconciliation
• a reminder of God' s daily presence with us
• an act of community and fellowship
• a reminder of the end which is to come
You may choose to do all of the units, or you may chose to select those which are
most relevant to your cultural context (for example, food as sacrifice is not a very strong
concept in the West, and thus may be passed over). Ifpossible, we would encourage you
to do all of the units and in the given order.
The order is designed to take the new believer or non-believer through the Bible
in a cursory way in order to enhance an understanding of human communion and
experience with God:
• the first unit deals with the Exodus
• the second with the Jewish sacrificial system
• the third with the life of Jesus
• the fourth with the resurrection of Jesus
• the fifth with the history and some theology of the early church
• the sixth with the final goal of Christianity
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Functions of this Curriculum

Come to the Feast is designed to both disciple and evangelize. By disciple I
mean, to educate and train existing Christian believers in the nature of God as seen in
food, the biblical stories which relate to food, the role of Jesus as seen in food, and our
own responsibilities as members of the church. Existing believers will grow both
spiritually and in terms of concrete biblical knowledge. By evangelize I mean, to bring
people who have not made a commitment to the salvation offered by Jesus Christ to come
to such a position. In Come to the Feast non-believers will learn the fundamentals of the
Christian faith and what we believe about God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and the function of
the Church.
Come to the Feast has been developed from a Wesleyan theological position.
Such a theological position may raise some questions, which we want to address here.
Many churches do not believe that non-believers should partake of Holy Communion.
You may alter this curriculum to fit such beliefs, however we would strongly urge you to
reconsider. Wesley believed that Communion conveyed the grace of God, and that
through taking Communion people could be brought to a saving knowledge of Jesus as
well as strengthened in their existing belief. If we want to evangelize those around us, it
is much better to include them. Jesus spent much of his time eating with sinners in the
New Testament, there is no reason to believe that he no longer desires to do so in our
churches today.
Basic Format
We encourage the entire church to participate in this curriculum together. Come
to the Feast is set up in a holistic manner encompassing a traditional format of Sunday
school and monthly fellowship meals. However, we would also recommend that Come to
the Feast be freely adapted to a Bible Study group, informal Sunday evening services,
mid-week family night, a weekend retreat, or even a family camping event.
•

Begin each session with an opening exercise (10-15 min.).

•

Sing local or popular Christian songs which both children and adults enjoy. Other
group activities or any special announcements can be done at this time. We would
encourage the group to take an offering of money or food to contribute to a local
mission or food pantry. Some initial investigation and organization should go to
selecting such a project.

•

After an opening prayer, the leader or a selected individual who excels at telling
stories should relate the main story of today's lesson for the community. This is a
major part of learning in all cultures and suitable for all age groups. Storytelling can
easily be done to capture the attention of children, while at the same time adults will
benefit from the exercise. Various methods could be used, such as dramatic skits,
monologues, or creative storytelling. Build on the strengths you already have in your
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congregation. Following this the group can either be broken up for parallel learning
sessions, or if the facilities or teaching staff do not permit this, some mixture of ideas
should be used from each of the suggested lessons.
•

Come to the Feast aims to teach to all learning types within a classroom setting.
Each lesson is divided into four major sections, each section designed to meet the
needs of various types oflearners as presented in Lefever (1995):
•

•

•
•

•

Setting the Table: presents questions and ideas for preparing for the
discussion by building on the previous experience or knowledge of the
learner.
Eating the Meal: presents the more traditional learning methods of discussing
the main scripture text and relating knowledge about the culture, life or
situation found in Biblical times.
Digesting the Food: allows the learners to apply the message of the scripture
text to their own lives and current situation.
Washing the Dishes : encourages the learner to take one or more of their
applications and actively do something with what they have learned.

•

Your own teaching style may not match all of the suggestions we make, but we
urge you to remember that our students all learn in different ways. An idea may
make you uncomfortable, or challenge your own spiritual growth, but more
importantly, it may be the idea which leads someone to Christ. Try to teach to all
different types of students to make learning in the church as effective as possible.

•

Each lesson is presented with three lesson plans to cover three general age
categories: children, youth, and adults. We would encourage each community to
blend all three categories into an intergenerational group as much as possible.
This builds community and relationships in societies which are increasingly
separating and isolating these groups. Children and youth will learn from contact
with adults, and adults will be able to see things in newer fresher ways by
working in groups including children and youth.

Following the lesson, the various groups come together again (10-15 min.). Perhaps
with the children sharing some aspect of what they learned with the rest of the group.
A quick review and closing prayer wrap up the lesson. The prayer uses elements of
the lesson to reinforce the ideas which were just communicated.

Keep your group' s unique characteristics and cultural background in mind and be
flexible, adapting the ideas to fit the culture more fully. Be creative and enjoy the
spiritual dimension of food in your daily Christian growth. Use the foods of your own
daily life and try to identify religious symbols in each of these, especially foods related to
memories. Special festival foods, childhood food favorites, special meals with deceased
family members, all serve as ways we remember important events and people in our
lives. Try to incorporate these into your discussions and find ways these foods can point
to God.
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Alternatives
Come to the Feast also includes suggestions for an holistic application. This
includes recommended sennon texts building off of these ideas as well as
recommendations for related Bible study or small group study in the church during the
week. The more these lessons are reinforced in every dimension of the worship and
educational programs of the church, the more lasting their effect will be. Now is the time
to extend an invitation to a lonely world and invite everyone to Come to the Feast!
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Unit One- Do This To Remember
Unit goals: The learner will:
• Discover that memory IS communal as well as individual.
(Community)
• Remember how God has led us and our community in the past.
(Communion)

Do This To Remember is loosely based on the story of the Exodus. For thousands
of years, the Jewish people have remembered this event through a meal called
"Passover".
•

In this "meal" each element is symbolic of some important idea or concept.

•

The "meat" lesson focuses on the role of the lamb (Exodus 12:1-30) as both a
symbol for remembering God's protection for His people and it's parallel
Christian meaning of the role Jesus plays in protecting us from death to sin and
offering us eternal life.

•

The "staple" lesson focuses on the story of manna in the wilderness (Exodus 16:131), and the need to remember how God sustains us through times of difficulty
and hardship.

•

The "fruit and vegetable" lesson focuses on how the Israelites tired of the manna,
forgot the hardships of Egypt, and longed for the fruits and vegetables lacking in
the desert (Numbers 11 :4-6). When presented with the desired fruit of the
promised land, the Israelites then rejected the fruit (Numbers 13). Here we see
how people have a very selective memory. How easily we forget the power and
goodness of God.

•

In the final lesson of the month, the "condiment" lesson, we focus on milk and

honey (Deuteronomy 27:1-10) and Moses' review of the covenant (Deuteronomy
29:2-29). Here we remember that God keeps His promises, and that blessings
come to those who strive to follow God's commands.
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DO THIS TO REMEMBER
Food Elements

Scripture

Lesson Title

Lesson Goal

Lamb

Exodus 12:1-3 0

The Lamb of
Memory

STAPLE
week two

Bread

Exodus 16:1-31 Bread in the
Desert

FRUIT &
VEGETABLE
week three

Cucumbers,
Melons, Leeks,
Onions, Garlic,
Grapes
Milk & Honey

Numbers 11 :46
Numbers 13

Oh, for the
Melons of
Egypt!

Remembering
God 's
Liberation
Remembering
God' s
Sustenance
Humanity'S
Selective
Memory

Deuteronomy
27:1-10
Deuteronomy
29:2-29

A Land of Milk
and Honey

Lesson
Number
MEAT
week one

CONDIMENT
week four

Remembering
God's Fulfilled
Promises
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Final Meal
The final meal of this unit can take several forms . We will recommend two
possibilities.
•

•

First we suggest a communal potluck.
•

Everyone should be encouraged to bring a dish, which they connect with a
personal memory, a memory of love and acceptance or a memory of happy times
together as a family.

•

Before the people eat together, there should be ample time to share three or four
of these stories.

•

Following the meal, the pastor should emphasize how Jesus' followers
remembered their times together with him whenever they got together by sharing
a simple meal. Read the story of the disciples on the road to Emmaus, and how
Jesus was recognized in the breaking of the bread. Then a simple communion
should be done, building on the idea of remembering how God loved and
accepted us enough to send Jesus. Remembering the life of Jesus we celebrate this
as a community, by sharing a simple meal together.

•

Suggested Communion Prayer: Dear God, we thank you for memory. For this
bread and wine which reminds us of your constant provision and presence. We
remember that you kept your promises and were faithful to the Israelites, even
when they were discontent and forget about your goodness. We remember the
manna in the wilderness, which fed your people when they could no longer feed
themselves. We also remember a night when the savior of the world took bread,
broke it, and said, "This is my body. Take and eat." We remember the Lamb of
God, your son, slain for the world. We remember the Bread of Life which
continues to nourish us. We remember, Lord. We eat this bread and drink this
wine, and we remember. Amen.

•

Close the meeting with an appropriate song and short prayer.

Secondly, a congregation may wish to do a fellowship supper which is modeled
on the Jewish Passover. We recommend that Christian communion also be served
following this meal. Try to connect as many of the Jewish meanings of Passover with
the ministry of Jesus. Several sources and liturgies are available if you would like to
attempt a Christian Passover. Some sources you may wish to consult include:
Given and Shed for You: A Christian feast of the Passover by Micheal Wm.
Parr. Published by C.S.S. Publishing Co., Inc., Lima, Ohio in 1987.
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Next Year in Jerusalem: A Christian understanding of the Passover service
as it is used by Judaism today by C.M. Hanson. Published by The Commission
on Evangelism, Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1970.
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Unit Two- The Body Broken
UNIT GOAL: The learner will:
• realize how much we owe God for God's goodness towards us.
(Community)
• learn what God desires from us is sacrificial living. (Communion)

This unit is based on the Jewish sacrificial system, with food related stories
chosen around each of sacrificial food elements.
•

In this "meal" each element is symbolic of some important idea or concept. The key
principle being the idea of substitution.

•

The "meat offering" lesson focuses on the story of Abraham and Isaac (Genesis
22:1-19). This pivotal story in Jewish history points out the importance and faith
necessary in giving our valued treasures to God. It also parallels the gift of Jesus
as God's Son to us.

•

The "grain offering" lesson focuses on the story of Ruth, who sacrificed her life
for her mother-in-law Naomi (Ruth 1:5-18). She not only left her family, religion
and homeland to live among a strange people, she also worked gathering grain
which was left behind by the harvesters in order to survive. Yet God blessed her
sacrifice (Ruth 2: 1-23) not only with a new family, but also included her in the
family of Jesus.

•

The "first fruits offering" lesson focuses on the story of Elijah and the widow (1
Kings 17:8-24) and her sacrifice of everything in her last flour and oil. This lesson
also shows how God repaid her (1 Kings 19: 1-9) by giving her back her only son.

•

In the final lesson of the month, the "oil offering" lesson. When oil is poured out,
it is impossible to retrieve it. God blesses David when he is chosen from all the
sons of Jesse as a sign that God can use even the least of our gifts to do great
things.
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THE BODY BROKEN
Food Elements

Scripture

Lesson Title

Lesson Goal

Meat Offerings

Genesis 22:119

My Only Son

STAPLE
week two
FRUIT &
VEGETABLE
week three

Grain Offerings

Ruth 1: 15-18
Ruth 2:1-23
1 Kings 17:824
1 Kings 19:1-9

A Stranger in a
Strange Land
The Miracle of
Giving
Everything

CONDIMENT
week four

Offerings of Oil

1 Samuel 16:113

God's Best is
not Always
Ours

Offer our most
valuable
treasures
God desires our
whole life
Even with
nothing,
everything
belongs to God
Give without
expecting to
understand how
God will use it

Lesson
Number
MEAT
week one

Offering First
Fruits
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Final Meal
•

Again we suggest a communal potluck.
•

Everyone should be encouraged to bring a dish, which they have prepared at some
cost. This cost could be in time, energy or money. If time allows, you may want to
have a procession of the food into the church, where each person can present their
gift at the altar.

•

There should be ample time to share three or four personal testimonies about how
people have been examples of sacrifice in individual's lives before the people eat
together.

•

Following the meal, the pastor should emphasize how Jesus' followers
remembered the supreme sacrifice of Christ on the cross whenever they got
together by sharing a simple meal. Read the story of the crucifixion. Then a
simple communion should be done, building on the idea of remembering how
God loved and accepted us enough to send Jesus to die for our sins. Remembering
the sacrifice of Jesus we celebrate this as a community, by sharing a simple meal
together.

•

Suggested Communion Prayer: Dear God, we are gathered here to celebrate the
sacrifice of your son, Jesus, for us. This bread and wine is the bread and wine of
sacrifice. As wheat is gathered from the field, it is then crushed and ripped into
flour. Grapes are gathered from the vineyard, and they too must be crushed and
tom to form this wine. So too, Christ was taken from us, crushed beneath a heavy
wooden cross, his back and head ripped by a whip and crown of thoms, his hands
tom by nails, his side with a spear. Now you have made us the Body of Christ,
gathered from the ends of the earth, crushed by the world, ripped and tom by sin
and experience. But now we are ready to be used. We are living sacrifices, one
loaf ready to be broken for the world, one cup ready to be poured out to bring
healing to a hurting people. Come, help us remember Christ's sacrifice and offer
ourselves as a sacrifice to be used by you for others. Amen.

•

Close with a short song and a prayer.
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Unit Three- The Blood Poured Out
UNIT GOAL: The learner will:
• experience God's forgiveness and healing in our physical bodies, in
our emotional situations and in our relationships with others.
(Community)
• learn how God desires to reconcile and have relationship with sinful
humanity. (Communion)
This unit is based on some of the encounters people in the New Testament had
with Jesus. Encounters which often occurred around meals and led to healing, restoration
and reconciliation.
•

In this "meal," each element is symbolic of some important idea or concept.
•

The "meat" lesson focuses on the story of Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-1 0). In this
popular story, Jesus gets Zacchaeus' attention in a surprising way... by
announcing he wants to dine with him today! Jesus issues the same attention
getting message to us today.

•

The "staple" lesson focuses on the story of the feeding of the five thousand (Mark
6:30-44). Here Jesus not only gets people's attention, but he also meets their
needs with what is available.

•

The "fruit and vegetable" lesson focuses on meals in which Jesus is involved in
reconciling the human community to the poor and the outcast. Each case
emphasizes how Jesus ate with people rejected by his own society in order to
bring them into relationship with God and each other.

•

In the final lesson of the month, the "condiment" lesson, we focus on the story
when Jesus turned water into wine (John 2: 1-11). Here God takes the ordinary and
does the extraordinary. Likewise, God can take us and use us in amazing ways if
we allow God to work with us.
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Final Meal
•

We suggest a communal meal.
•

A group of people should be selected to jointly make a simple meal of healing
foods. In the West, this might mean a meal of chicken soup or something similar
fed to people who are sick.

•

Before the people eat together, there should be ample time to share three or four
stories of healing or reconciliation.

•

Following the meal, the pastor should emphasize how Jesus' sacrifice opened the
door for healing and reconciliation within our community. Read 1 Corinthians
11:7-34, emphasizing verse 30 where sickness is associated with improperly
taking the Lord' s Supper. If improper use of the Lord's Supper has the power to
bring sickness, then proper use can bring health and healing through a proper
relationship with God and each other. Then a simple communion should be done,
building on the idea that through Christ's sacrifice we can be healed of our
emotional and physical ills and also reconciled to others we may have harmed.
Remembering the healing ministry of Jesus we celebrate this as a reconciled
community, by sharing a simple meal together.

•

Suggested Communion Prayer: This is the bread and wine of healing and
reconciliation. We remember, dear Jesus, that by your wounds, we are healed.
You took all of our pain, sin, and suffering to the cross. We are now free of the
sicknesses brought about by sin. We know that sickness and death is also part of
the natural world, and that some healing will only come in the life to come, but
we also know that many kinds of sickness are not part of your will for our lives.
We call the Holy Spirit to make this bread a healing food, and this wine a healing
medicine. We are also divided. There is hatred and anger present in every
community. We pray God that those involved might hear your voice and seek
forgiveness and reconciliation, knowing that if we are not reconciled to each other
then we cannot be reconciled completely with you. Feed us, heal us, and tear
down the walls which divide us as we dine at your table. Amen.

•

Close the meeting with an appropriate song and short prayer. You may also want
to have oil at hand for anointing those who are sick and praying for their healing.
Be sure and visit housebound members with leftover soup and communion
elements.
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THE BLOOD POURED OUT
Food Elements

Scripture

Lesson Title

Lesson Goal

Meat as a food
of the wealthy

Luke 19: 1-1 0

God wants our
attention

STAPLE
week two

Barley Bread

Mark 6:30-44

Yes, You! I
Want to Eat
with You!
Feeding an
Army

FRUIT &

Vegetables as
Luke 14:12-24
food of the poor Matthew 9:9-17
and outcast

Jesus Ate with
Who!?!

Water & Wine

The Best for
Last

Lesson
Number
MEAT
week one

VEGETABLE
week three

CONDIMENT
week four

John 2:1-11

Recognize our
dependence on
God's provision
Recognize that
Jesus came to
meet us in spite
of our
circumstances
God can tum
the ordinary
into the
extraordinary
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Unit Four- Do This Often
UNIT GOAL: The learner will:
• experience God's daily presence by recognizing how we experience God in
our community. (Community)
• experience God's daily presence by comparing it with the daily need for
bread. (Communion)

This unit is based on the resurrection stories of Jesus. Many of these stories
involve food and everyday types of encounters with the risen Lord.
•

In this "meal", each element is symbolic of some important idea or concept.

•

The "meat" lesson focuses on the fish, which Jesus prepares for his followers who
had returned to their old life after the crucifixion (John 21:1-14). Here Jesus
forgives Peter for his betrayal and restores the passion to his followers ministry.

•

The "staple" lesson focuses on the bread Jesus breaks with the disciples on the
road (Luke 24: 13-35). Jesus reveals himself in the ordinary activities of daily life
and fellowship.

•

The "fruit and vegetable" lesson focuses on Mary's confusion of Jesus with a
gardener who may have stolen the body of her Lord (John 20:11-18). Jesus meets
her in her grief and sadness bringing joy back into her life.

•

In the final lesson of the month, the "condiment" lesson, we focus on the honey

which Jesus eats to prove he is real and not a ghost (Luke 24:36-43). God accepts
us with our doubts and encourages us throughout our daily struggles to understand
and believe.
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Final Meal
•

We suggest a communal meal.

•

A small group should be chosen to fix a meal of the most basic and everyday
foods of the culture or community. The meal should encompass what people eat
everyday or at least be recipes which use the staple food.

•

Before the people eat together, there should be ample time to share three or four
stories of how God has met people in everyday events.

•

Following the meal, the pastor should emphasize how Jesus' followers
remembered his constant abiding presence in the Holy Spirit by meeting often and
sharing a simple meal. Read Matthew 28:16-20, emphasizing the Jesus said he
will be with us always. Then a simple communion should be done, building on the
idea of remembering how God sent the Holy Spirit to be with us every day in all
of our mundane situations. It might be useful to use a common dining table,
borrowed from a member's house for the altar to connect communion with the
daily act of eating. Remembering that God cares about even our smallest needs
we celebrate this as a community, by sharing a simple meal together.

•

Suggested Communion Prayer: This is the bread and wine which sustains us
every day. We could not live a moment without your constant presence. In you we
live and move and have our being. You understand every pain, every
disappointment, every minor setback we experience. Pour out your Holy Spirit on
us, so that we can feel and experience your abiding presence even in the valley of
the shadow of death. Thank you for never leaving us, for being with us from the
moment we get up in the morning to the time we go to sleep. Thank you for
watching over us and protecting us during our sleep. You are our reality, our
truth, and our life. We know that you are present here and now, and we have
come to meet you here at this table and receive life and strength from you. Come
and live within us every moment of our lives. Amen.

•

Close the meeting with an appropriate song and short prayer.
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DO THIS OFfEN
Lesson
Number
MEAT
week one
STAPLE
week two

FRUIT &
VEGETABLE
week three
CONDIMENT
week four

Food Elements

Scripture

Lesson Title

Lesson Goal

Fish

John 21:1-14

Bread

Luke 24: 13-35

A Picnic on the
Beach
A Stranger on
the Road

God is present
in our failures
God is present
in our daily
activities
God is present
in our grief and
sadness
God is present
in our doubts

Garden Produce John 20:11-18

The Mysterious
Gardener

Honey

Do Ghosts Eat
Honey?

Luke 24:36-43
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Unit Five- Share One With Another
UNIT GOAL: The learner will:
• experience Christian community in the church. (Community)
• learn how we celebrate and remain connected with those in our community
who have died, or are absent from us. (Communion)
This unit is loosely based on the early history and teaching of the Christian church
in the New Testament.
•

In this "meal", each element is symbolic of some important idea or concept.
•

The "meat" lesson focuses on Peter's dream in Acts 10. Here God opens the door
for a multicultural church. By accepting people's foods we learn to accept them,
and so God uses the Jewish dietary laws to reveal this to Peter.

•

The "staple" lesson focuses on the chaos surrounding the bread of communion in
the church of Corinth (1 Corinthians 11 :17-34) and how Paul addresses it. The
main lesson, is that in Christ we are all equal despite social barriers and obstacles.

•

The "fruit and vegetable" lesson focuses on Paul's teaching on the fruit of the
Spirit (Galatians 5:16-26). Here we learn how valuable everybody's gift is and
aim to determine what those gifts may be.

•

In the final lesson of the month, the "condiment" lesson, we focus on the role of
Christian leaders (Acts 4:32-37, 6: 1-7). The word for "deacon" original meant
''waiter'', and the role of Christian leaders is to serve the community.
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Final Meal
•

We suggest a communal potluck.
•

Everyone should be encouraged to bring a dish, which they would usually prepare
to share with visiting friends or family.

•

Before the people eat together, there should be ample time to share three or four
stories of how members of the congregation have helped them.

•

Following the meal, the pastor should emphasize how Jesus' 'followers often
gathered as a community to meet their needs and share together often around a
simple meal. Read 1 Corinthians 12: 1-31, emphasizing our role as the one Body
of Christ. Then a simple communion should be done, building on the idea of
remembering how God has gifted us with each other, and how we must learn to
live and work together for the goals of the kingdom of God. Remembering the life
of Jesus, the head of our body, we celebrate as a community, by eating together.

•

Suggested Communion Prayer: This is the bread and wine of fellowship and
community. We are one loaf, brought together from distant parts of the field, to
serve one purpose- to feed the world. We are united in this purpose, Lord, under
your guidance and leadership. We can do nothing without you, but with you,
everything is possible. Bring us closer together, let us realize that we are a family
and help us to act like one. Come, father, mother, brother, sister, and children, the
family is gathering at the table. Amen.

•

Close the meeting with an appropriate song and short prayer.
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SHARE ONE WITH ANOTHER
Food Elements

Scripture

Lesson Title

Lesson Goal

Unclean meat

Acts 10

The Dieter' s
Dream

STAPLE
week two

Communion
bread

1 Corinthians
11 :17-34

Fighting at the
Table

FRUIT &
VEGETABLE
week three

Assorted fruit

Galatians
5:16-26

A Spiritual
Fruit Bowl

CONDIMENT
week four

Snacks and
drinks used in
serving guests

Acts 4:32-37
Acts 6:1-7

Serving at the
Table

Accept others
as God accepts
us, even if they
offend us
Share and treat
other Christians
with respect
and dignity
Recognize that
everyone has
different and
valuable gifts
Serving is
better than
being served

Lesson
Number
MEAT
week one
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Unit Six- Till The End Of Time
UNIT GOAL: The learner will:
• understand the goals and role of the church in today's world.
(Community)
• recognize and experience God's fellowship meal which transcends
time and geography. (Communion)

This unit is based on scriptures related to the Messianic Banquet and the final goal
of the Church in history. The symbolism of food is very prominent here in terms of
celebration and victory.
•

In this "meal", each element is symbolic of some important idea or concept.

•

The "meat" lesson focuses on the prophecy of Isaiah (25 :6-9) where God lays out
God's plan for a feast extended to the whole world, where death is defeated. Here
we begin to gather our ingredients for the wedding.

•

The "staple" lesson focuses on the presence of the groom (Jesus) and how this
signals our need to begin immediate preparations for the wedding. It also lets us
know appropriate behavior for this time (Luke 5:29-36).

•

The "fruit and vegetable" lesson focuses on the beginning of welcoming guests to
the party. Matthew 22:1-4 and 25:1-13 describes some of these guests and our job
to deliver the invitations.

•

In the final lesson of the month, the "condiment" lesson, we focus on the focal
point of the wedding and the nature of the never-ending party as it is described in
Revelation 7:9-17 and 19:1-10.
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Final Meal
•

We suggest a wedding banquet.
•

A small group can be chosen to plan the meal and decorate, but everyone should
partake in bringing culturally relevant wedding foods. If a wedding cake is
appropriate, it should form the centerpiece of the meal area.

•

There should be ample time to share three or four stories of members of the
community who have died in recent years or who were very significant figures in
the church before the people eat together.

•

Following the meal, the pastor should emphasize how the Lord's Supper is a
foretaste of a heavenly banquet, a joyous wedding feast when the community
from all times and places will be gathered together forever. Read Isaiah 25:6-9 or
one of the other scriptures which deal with the final feast or banquet. Then a
simple communion should be done, building on the idea of remembering that God
has a final plan and we have been given a taste of that vision. Remembering that
the life of Jesus was the start of the feast, we celebrate this, and feast together.

•

Suggested Communion Prayer: This bread and wine is but the appetizer to the
wedding banquet. Lord, we as your bride, are prepared for your return. We long to
feast with our ancestors, the martyrs, and the saints in your presence for eternity.
We look forward to that day, but we also know that much work remains to be
done in the here and now. Help us to keep our eyes on the goal, but our feet in the
world. Thank you for your promised feast, we rejoice in faith and hope that we
too shall see that day. Until that time, we will proclaim your death until you come
again in fmal glory. Come, the wedding feast of the Lamb is prepared, come and
dine! Amen.

•

Close the meeting with an appropriate song and short prayer.
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TILL THE END OF TIME
Lesson
Number
MEAT
week one

STAPLE
week two

FRUIT &
VEGETABLE
week three
CONDIMENT
week four

Food Elements

Scripture

Lesson Title

Lesson Goal

Gathering
ingredients

Isaiah 25 :6-9

A Mountain
Gathering

Local wedding
foods prepared
in advance
Local wedding
snacks served
before the main
party
Main local
wedding food
(i.e. wedding
cake, etc.)

Luke 5:29-36

The Groom is
Here!

Matthew 22: 1-4
Matthew 25 : 113

The Guests
Arrive

Revelation
7:9-17
Revelation
19:1-10

Let The Party
Begin!

God is
gathering a
people to
reconcile all
creation
.Jesus is the
beginning point
of our final goal
We must
welcome the
world to God's
banquet
Live life with
the end in view
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Rogers, Sharee and Jack
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Stowe, Robert
1989 The Love Feast. Educational Ministries, Inc.
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Appendix B
Revised English Curriculum

COME TO THE FEAST!
Does the smell of freshly baked bread take you back to your
childhood in your grandmother's kitchen? Does a roasted turkey or hot
baked ham fill you with the feelings of Christmas joy or Thanksgiving at
anytime of the year? You are not alone! Such feelings and memories are part
of life, but more importantly food is relevant to our spiritual life as well.
Food and religious faith go hand-in-hand, from the memories of church
suppers, potlucks, Christmas dinners to the kool-aid and cookie Sunday
school snacks, we can all relate to the community built with food. Even
people who did not grow up in the church can relate to the powerful effect of
food in their own experience. Certain aromas can be attached to every
human emotion and often triggers memories and thoughts, which may be
hidden in our subconscious. The smell and taste of food is one of the most
powerful senses we as human beings have. The problem is we seldom
harness this as a learning tool in our churches or on the mission field. Come
to the Feast hopes to capture your attention and focus on how to utilize the
learning power of food in your church.
Audience
Come to the Feast is planned for two types of people. First, we want
to create a curriculum which can be used and freely adapted here in the
United States or other Western nations. Current teaching methods and
programs have accomplished a great deal for traditional learners in a typical
Anglo or European-American environment. By traditionalleamers, I mean
people who like to learn by listening or discussing a text or lecture. The
problem is that many people do not learn most effectively from traditional
methods. We need to be able to reach people who use more imaginative,
creative, or active ways to learn. Traditional learning emphasizes the senses
of sight and sound, but with the use of food in the classroom we can
introduce learning through smell, touch, and taste as well. By teaching using
all of the senses, as well as different teaching styles, we have a better chance
to reach those people who usually avoid the traditional Sunday school
program.
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The second audience for Come to the Feast is multicultural and
global communities. Food is a universal reality. Everyone eats, and everyone
can learn through the foods they have at hand. We have designed Come to
the Feast with the mission church, or church abroad in mind. You will
notice we do not rely on much in the way of expensive supplies or items that
may be difficult to acquire in a third-world context. One of the reasons for
using food, is that we are able to use something we have access to everyday.
We also try to offer cross-cultural ideas and alternatives wherever possible.

Goals: Community and Communion
Come to the Feast has two primary goals. First, various studies in the
social sciences (especially social anthropology and social psychology) have
demonstrated that eating together actually creates community. Building
community is our first major goal. In the West, individualism, loneliness,
and fractured families are serious problems. We need strong church
communities that can meet the needs of our society. In other nations of the
world, churches may be small or divided along class or tribal divisions. With
growing urbanization, traditional divisions or community groupings are
being broken up and fragmented. The church can provide an alternative
community to help alleviate many of the difficulties caused by an increasing
instability in traditional community forms, and eating together is one way in
which relationship and community is formed. Each unit of Come to the
Feast will end with a congregation wide meal in which community can be
fostered.
The second major goal of Come to the Feast is Communion. In the
Christian tradition, our principle celebration is the celebration of Jesus' last
meal together with his disciples before his crucifixion. As we form a
community with each other, we also want to deepen our communion with
God. What we learn from our own daily meals has spiritual applications,
which can be used to connect our daily meal with the spiritual needs for
daily communion with God. The final meal in each unit ends with a
simplified communion service, which will emphasize this point.
Come to the Feast is divided into six units, each one representing one
major facet of understanding Holy Communion as:
• a memorial meal
• a reminder of Christ's sacrifice
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•
•
•
•

an avenue for healing and reconciliation
a reminder of God's daily presence with us
an act of community and fellowship
a reminder of the end which is to come

You may choose to do all of the units, or you may chose to select
those which are most relevant to your cultural context (for example, food as
sacrifice is not a very strong concept in the West, and thus may be passed
over). If possible, we would encourage you to do all of the units and in the
given order.
The order is designed to take the new believer or non-believer through
the Bible in a cursory way in order to enhance an understanding of human
communion and experience with God:
• the first unit deals with the Exodus
• the second with the Jewish sacrificial system
• the third with the life of Jesus
• the fourth with the resurrection of Jesus
• the fifth with the history and some theology of the early church
• the sixth with the final goal of Christianity
Functions of this Curriculum

Come to the Feast is designed to both disciple and evangelize. By
disciple I mean, to educate and train existing Christian believers in the
nature of God as seen in food, the biblical stories which relate to food, the
role of Jesus as seen in food, and our own responsibilities as members of the
church. Existing believers will grow both spiritually and in terms of concrete
biblical knowledge. By evangelize I mean, to bring people who have not
made a commitment to the salvation offered by Jesus Christ to come to such
a position. In Come to the Feast non-believers will learn the fundamentals
of the Christian faith and what we believe about God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit,
and the function of the Church.
Come to the Feast has been developed from a Wesleyan theological
position. Such a theological position may raise some questions, which we
want to address here. Many churches do not believe that non-believers
should partake of Holy Communion. You may alter this curriculum to fit
such beliefs, however we would strongly urge you to reconsider. Wesley
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believed that Communion conveyed the grace of God, and that through
taking Communion people could be brought to a saving knowledge of Jesus
as well as strengthened in their existing belief. If we want to evangelize
those around us, it is much better to include them. Jesus spent much of his
time eating with sinners in the New Testament, there is no reason to believe
that he no longer desires to do so in our churches today.
Keep your group's unique characteristics and cultural background in
mind and be flexible, adapting the ideas to fit the culture more fully. Be
creative and enjoy the spiritual dimension of food in your daily Christian
growth. Use the foods of your own daily life and try to identify religious
symbols in each of these, especially foods related to memories. Special
festival foods, childhood food favorites, special meals with deceased family
members, all serve as ways we remember important events and people in our
lives. Try to incorporate these into your discussions and find ways these
foods can point to God. The more these lessons are reinforced in every
dimension of the worship and educational programs of the church, the more
lasting their effect will be. Now is the time to extend an invitation to a lonely
world and invite everyone to Come to the Feast!
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COME TO THE FEAST
DO THIS TO REMEMBER
Lesson One

During the next twelve weeks we will explore the meaning of Holy
Communion. We learn through our senses: what we hear, see, touch, smell,
and taste. Most of the time we focus on learning through hearing and seeing,
but in this class we also want to learn through touching, tasting and smell.
After all, Holy Communion began as a meal, so what better way to study it?
INTRODUCTION:
The meal which forms the foundation of Holy Communion is a Jewish
festival called "Passover," which begins in the Bible in the story of Exodus.
This meal is designed to help the Jewish people remember certain things.
For example, Jews eat bitter herbs at Passover to remember how difficult (or
bitter) their life as slaves in Egypt was. They dip these herbs in salt water to
remember the tears of their ancestors. They also eat an odd fruit and nut
salad made to look like cement to remember the work of their ancestors
making bricks in Egypt. Today we want to examine how food helps us
remember.
SCRIPTURE READING: Exodus 12: 1-30
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Eating lamb is also a part of the Jewish festival of Passover. A lamb is
often thought of as a pure and holy animal, because it does not kill other
animals. It is very gentle and trusting. For the ancient people of Israel the
lamb provided wool for clothes, sheep provided milk for cheese and
occasionally meat to eat. Because it was so important to the everyday life of
the people it was a very precious and valuable animal. This is why it was
used as a sacrifice, because it was the most valuable thing people could give
to God. Read John 1:29.
Bread is also very important to the Jewish festival of Passover.
Passover bread is flat, more like a cracker, because the people of Israel did
not have time to bake regular bread with yeast before they left Egypt. But
the bread is also to help the Jewish people remember the manna that God
gave them when they had nothing to eat. (If you have time, read Exodus
16: 1-31.) God often helps us on our journey in life. Sometimes, like the
manna, he only gives us enough to get through one day at a time.
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People do not always remember the good things God does for us. We
are basically very forgetful. Read John 6:48-58. Read Numbers 11 :4-6. God
gave the people food from heaven, but they forgot that and began to
complain. Food is used in the Jewish Passover to keep us from forgetting,
and help us remember how God has helped us.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• What is the lamb supposed to help them remember?
• Do you eat a particular kind of food every day?
• Do you think you would get tired of it? Why or why not?
• How has God helped you survive day by day?
• Do you sometimes forget the blessings God has given you?
APPLICATION EXERCISE:
People often forget, but God always remembers us and our needs.
God wants us to remember Him and all the good things he gives us. He
wants us to remember how he provides for us every day.
A meal is a good way to remember God. Think about how we could
make a meal, our own "Passover" to remember God and his many blessings.
• What are some foods you might include?
• Why would you include these foods?
• Who would you invite to this meal?
CLOSING PRAYER:
It is important in our prayers that we thank God for the many
blessings He has given us every day. As you pray try to remember three or
four ways in which you noticed God's help in your life today. As you focus
on remembering God you should begin to notice more and more ways in
which God helps you every day. Ask God to help you remember Him even
in the busy times of your day. Remember, He is always there and he does
not forget us!
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Fix some food to share with the group next week, which will
demonstrate some aspect of God you want to remember. The dish does not
have to be complicated, but be prepared to tell us why you chose that food
and what aspect of God it helps you remember.
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COME TO THE FEAST
DO THIS TO REMEMBER
Lesson Two
SHARING OUR STORIES:
Last week, we focused on how food can help us remember God and
the many blessings God gives us. We looked at how lamb and bread, as well
as other foods worked to help the Jewish people remember the Passover, the
story found in Exodus. Now it is time for us to remember God through the
food we brought.
Let everyone take a turn and pass out their food and briefly explain
why they chose this particular food, and what aspect of God it helps them
remember.
SCRIPTURE READING: Luke 22: 14-20
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Jesus tells us to do Holy Communion to remember also. Food can be
used to help us remember certain events in our lives. In many ways,
communion is like Passover. Like the Jews we remember the life of Jesus
and His death. He is our lamb, which frees us from fear of the Angel of
Death. Jesus is our promise of a new covenant. The old covenant was the
agreement between the Israel and God. The Jews would be God's people and
God would be their God. This agreement was kept through a complex
arrangement of laws and sacrifices. Jesus changed this covenant with his
death and resurrection. Because Jesus was the perfect lamb, the perfect
sacrifice, we are free from the old system of laws and sacrifices.
Bread and wine are to help us remember this new covenant and to
remember that God provides and sustains us daily. To remember that, even
though we often forget God, God never forgets us and God loves and cares
for us. Now is the time to remember that we are God's people and God is
our God.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

• Do you have any special foods that bring back personal memories for
you?
• What are they?
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• What is the bread and wine of Holy Communion supposed to help us
remember?
• What do the bread and wine represent?
• Why do you think Jesus chose these symbols?
SERVICE OF COMMUNION: (For the leader- Communion has many
different meanings and usually we try and incorporate all of those meanings
into one service. In this curriculum we are trying to single out one meaning
at a time. Try to adapt your traditional communion service to just highlight
memory, or try a more informal communion service written from your own
cultural memory.)

Suggested communion prayer: Dear God, we thank you for memory.
For this bread and wine which reminds us of your constant provision and
presence. We remember that you kept your promises and were faithful to the
Israelites, even when they were discontent and forgot about your goodness.
We remember the manna in the wilderness, which fed your people when
they could no longer feed themselves. We also remember a night when the
savior of the world took bread, broke it, and said, "This is my body. Take
and eat." We remember the Lamb of God, your son, slain for the world. We
remember the Bread of Life that continues to nourish us. We remember,
Lord. We eat this bread and drink this wine, and we remember. Amen
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for the people who live in Israel and Palestine. It is a land rich in
memory, but too often the people remember only the bad things and forget
the times God blessed them. Pray for our Christian brothers and sisters who
are often trapped between the hostile forces of the Jews and the Muslims.
Pray for peace and pray that they might all remember God and God's
blessings. Remembering these things may help bring them all to the foot of
the cross.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Think about the word "sacrifice." Write down your definition of the
word and think of a time when someone sacrificed something for you. Also
think about a time you sacrificed something for someone else.
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COME TO THE FEAST
THE BODY BROKEN
Lesson Three

REVIEW:
For the last two weeks we thought about the "remembering" part of
communion. We learned how food can help us remember the blessings of
God and how He cares about us even when we have forgotten His goodness.
Of all the things the food of communion helps us remember, perhaps
the most obvious is to help us remember the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross.
Sacrifice was a very common idea in the time of Jesus. Many types of food
were used for sacrifices in the Old Testament. Meat offerings, grain
offerings, offering the first fruits, and even pouring out oil as an offering
were all important part of the Jewish sacrificial system. Many of the Old
Testament stories also deal with sacrifice in different ways. Discuss what
"sacrifice" means to you and give some examples of sacrifices people have
made.
SCRIPTURE READING: Genesis 22: 1-9
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Abraham is an important person in the Bible and in the world today.
Muslims, Jews, and Christians all see him as one of the great founder's of
their faith. Abraham is considered a great man of faith. But, God gave
Abraham a very difficult task. Not only was it difficult for Abraham to do,
but also it went completely against what Abraham knew about God. God had
promised Abraham a son and now God had asked Abraham to sacrifice his
only child, whom he had loved and wanted more then anything else.
Abraham went with confidence that God would do something, even if he
couldn't understand.
Jewish people trace their ancestry back to Isaac. Muslims claim to be
descended from Ishmael (who they say was the one God told Abraham to
sacrifice, not Isaac). For Christians this story is a glimpse of God's divine
plan. As Isaac took the wood of sacrifice upon his back and carried it up a
mountain, so Jesus took the wood of sacrifice upon his back and climbed a
mountain. Isaac was a young man, but he does not seem to struggle when
Abraham places him on the altar. Neither did Jesus struggle against His own
death on Calvary. Abraham was willing to sacrifice his only son, but God
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sent a ram in his place. Jesus is that ram. God spared Abraham's son, but did
not spare His own.
However, God does not want us to sacrifice animals to Him. Read
Romans 12:1-2. God desires that we be living sacrifices, like Abraham and
Isaac, living in faith and trusting in God for our future.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• What do you remember about the role of sheep in Jesus' day?
• How do you think Isaac felt about the ram God sent as a sacrifice?
• How do you think Abraham felt?
• How might this story relate to communion?
• What is a living sacrifice?
• How do you think we can be living sacrifices? Any examples?
APPLICATION EXERCISE:
We need to remember to live as Jesus did, as a sacrifice, pleasing
to God. Many of the offerings given to God were items used as food by the
people. They represented their work, their very lives. Such food sacrifices
were always the very best things that could be given.
Food can be a form of sacrifice. Think about how we could make a
sacrificial meal to remind us to be living sacrifices.
• What are some foods you might include?
• Why would you include these foods?
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for those who sacrifice their lives on a daily living: police,
firemen, and soldiers. We may not always agree with what they are doing,
but God can use their passion to make the world a better place. Pray that
God might make us better at becoming living sacrifices, so that every day of
our lives is spent in serving God.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Fix some food to share with the group next week, which will
demonstrate your view of sacrifice. The dish does not have to be
complicated, but be prepared to tell us why you chose that food and how it
reminds you to be a sacrifice.
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COME TO THE FEAST
THE BODY BROKEN

Lesson Four
SHARING OUR STORIES:
Last week, we focused on the idea of sacrifice. God blesses those who
give of their own lives in faith. We do not know how God may use us, but in
offering ourselves to God, we please God. We looked at what it might mean
to be living sacrifices. Now it is time for us to look at sacrifice through the
food we brought.
Let everyone take a turn and pass out their food and briefly explain
why they chose this particular food, and how it symbolizes sacrifice to them.
SCRIPTURE READING: Hebrews 9:11-14
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Jesus is both our High Priest and the perfect sacrifice. The new
covenant has ended the Jewish sacrificial system. When we celebrate
communion we remember this. When bread is made the wheat must be
crushed to become flour. When wine is made the grapes must be crushed to
become grape juice. This is the symbol of sacrifice in food. Jesus said these
elements represented His body and blood. But the sacrifice does not stop
there. We must remember that we, the Church, are also the Body of Christ.
This means, we too, must be crushed. Our old ways, desires, and our very
lives must be transfonned. But wheat cannot become bread and grapes
cannot become wine, without being crushed. We also, cannot live lives as
imitators of Christ without living lives of sacrifice.
This is the sacrificial meaning of communion. When we take the bread
and the wine we not only remember all that God has done for us, but we also
remember the supreme sacrifice of Jesus on the cross, and that we too are to
live lives of sacrifice.
Read Galatians 2:20. Like Paul, communion reminds us that we no
longer live; we have been sacrificed with Christ, so that we may become the
hands and feet of God in this world. We are living sacrifices crushed and
broken to serve the world.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• Do you think bread is a good symbol for sacrifice? Why or why not?
• If you were to chose something to replace bread as a symbol of
sacrifice in communion what would you chose? Why?
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• Do you think wine or grape juice is a good choice for a symbol of
sacrifice? Why or why not?
• If you were to replace wine or grape juice to represent sacrifice what
would you chose? Why?
SERVICE OF COMMUNION: (For the leader- Communion has many
different meanings and usually we try and incorporate all of those meanings
into one service. In this curriculum we are trying to single out one meaning
at a time. Try to adapt your traditional communion service to just highlight
sacrifice, or try a more informal communion service written jrom your own
cultural memory.)

Suggested communion prayer: Dear God, we are gathered here to
celebrate the sacrifice of your son, Jesus, for us. This bread and this wine are
the bread and wine of sacrifice. As wheat is gathered from the field, it is then
crushed and ripped into flour. Grapes are gathered from the vineyard, and
they too must be crushed and tom to form this wine. So too, Christ was
taken from us, crushed beneath a heavy wooden cross, his back and head
ripped by a whip and crown of thoms, his hands tom by nails, his side with a
spear. Now we are the Body of Christ, gathered from the ends of the earth,
crushed by the world, ripped and tom by sin and experience. Now we are
ready to be used. We are living sacrifices, one loaf ready to be broken for the
world, one cup ready to be poured out to bring healing to a hurting people.
Come, help us remember Christ's sacrifice and offer ourselves as a sacrifice
for others. Amen
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for the Church, that we may truly know what it means of be
"living sacrifices". Pray for those who sacrifice their lives in taking care of
older relatives, orphans, or other people in need of care. Pray for those who
are facing poverty or death and still sacrifice what little they have to help in
God's work in the world. Pray for those in some places who sacrifice their
very lives simply because they believe in Jesus Christ.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Think about the words "healing" and "reconciliation." Write down
your definition of these words and think about some examples you have
known.
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COME TO THE FEAST
THE BLOOD POURED OUT

Lesson Five
REVIEW:
We have studied how the food of communion teaches us to remember
God's activity in our lives. We have also learned how it reminds us of the
sacrifice of Jesus, which paid for our sins. We are able to experience healing
and reconciliation in our lives because God has been at work in our lives,
and because Jesus died for us. This is the third major meaning of
communion. Discuss your definitions of "healing" and "reconciliation". Is
there a difference between these two words? What is the difference?
SCRIPTURE READING: Luke 19:1-10

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
When we eat with someone, we are saying that we accept that person.
We do not eat with enemies, and we will even try hard to not eat with people
we do not like. Eating together is a sign of trust. Some scientists have shown
that you can tell how intimate people are by how they share food. We have
all seen a mother feed her baby or a son or daughter feed a very sick parent.
This is a very close relationship. Communion is also like this. It is a meal
that we eat together as a family. We are told not to eat it if we are angry with
someone until we ask forgiveness. In this meal God is feeding us, as a parent
feeds a child. Through communion we grow closer to God and to each other.
The story of Zacchaeus is a good example of how eating together brings
healing and reconciliation.
In much of the story of Jesus and his time on earth we can see a
common model for ministry. Jesus does not ignore people's physical needs.
In fact, he usually meets a person's physical needs first before he preaches
or teaches. If someone is sick, he heals them, and if people are hungry he
feeds them. God cares about your physical and emotional needs. God desires
to be reconciled to everyone, as the story of Zacchaeus demonstrates, but
like Zacchaeus many people fail to be reconciled with God because of
various obstacles. In Zacchaeus' case, the obstacle was sin. He felt he was
unacceptable to God because of his sinful life, until Jesus chose to eat with
him and accept Zacchaeus. Other people fail to be reconciled to God because
of physical need. People can be so busy worrying about their health or their
finances that they fail to see God in their lives. Emotional needs may also
hinder people from being reconciled to God. People who were abused as
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children, raped, or suffered in some deeply emotional situation, may find it
too difficult to see the presence of God in the world.
The ministry of healing and reconciliation did not end with the death
and resurrection of Jesus. Much of the world still needs the love of God, and
the ministry of the Church is to help people overcome their obstacles and
experience the reconciling and healing love of God. Part of the work of the
church is to teach about sin, but we must realize that our work is bigger than
this. The church also ministers to people when we feed the hungry, visit the
sick, help immigrants start a new life, or work with victims of abuse.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• How do people respond to Jesus' request to eat with Zacchaeus?
• What changes occur in Zacchaeus as a result of eating with Jesus?
• Are there any people you would not want to eat with? Why? What
kinds of obstacles prevent you from reconciling with God?
• What can this church do to help reconcile and heal others in this
community?
APPLICATION EXERCISE:
God cares about our needs and desires to be reconciled with us. A
meal is a good way to demonstrate reconciliation and healing. Think about
someone who has hurt you or who no longer has a relationship with you. If
you were able to invite them to a meal, what would you feed them? What
would you say to them?
CLOSING PRAYER:
It is important in our prayers to seek for healing and reconciliation.
Pray for God to help you in the obstacles in your own life. Remember these
obstacles may be sin, physical needs, or emotional issues which prevent you
from experiencing the love of God more fully. Pray for others whom you
know who need healing or reconciliation. Finally pray for community
healing and reconciliation in areas of the world where there is violence and
hatred. Remember, God cares about your needs and wants to be reconciled
with you!
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Fix some food to share with the group next week, which you usually
fix for someone who is sick in order to make them better. Be prepared to tell
us why you chose that food and tell us about how God has brought healing
or reconciliation into your life.
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COME TO THE FEAST
THE BLOOD POURED OUT

Lesson Six

SHARING OUR STORIES:
Last week, we focused on how Jesus often used food and eating
together as a way to bring reconciliation and healing to Zaccheus. We saw
how God cares about our needs physical and emotional, as well as about sin,
all of which may create obstacles in reconciling ourselves to God. Today we
want to continue exploring the lessons of healing and reconciliation that
occurred at the Lord's table.
Share the food you brought which you would eat or give to a loved
one who was sick. Why do you use this food? How does it make you feel?
Share times when God has brought healing or reconciliation into your life.
SCRIPTURE READING: Luke 14:12-24 and Matthew 9:9-17
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
At the time Jesus lived, Israel was a conquered nation. Rome had
taken over the country and the Jews were forced to live by different laws. In
order to remember their identity as the Children of Israel, the religious
leaders placed extra importance on the only laws they could control, the
Jewish religious and dietary laws. These laws were very strict and
complicated, but under the Pharisees these laws became even more
oppressive. It was also difficult because the Romans and the Greeks before
them had introduced many strange and new foods to the Jews. Jewish law
forbade many of these foods. Foods like pork, shrimp, clams, oysters and
eels were considered unclean. Other foods which were clean had to be
prepared in special ways, for example all blood had to be drained from meat
and people could not eat the blood. Jewish households kept two separate sets
of pans and dishes because meat dishes and milks dishes could not be made
with the same pans or served on the same dishes.
The reality was that it often required a good deal of money to keep all
the rules and so often poor people were considered unclean. These rules
were not limited to just food however, and many people were considered
unclean or unholy by the religious people of the day. Jesus did an amazing
thing when he ate with these people. He communicated to them that he loved
them and that he considered them clean in the eyes of God. God accepts us
exactly as we are. We do not have to clean ourselves to win God's love, we
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just have to be willing to sit and eat with Jesus. We have to accept the love
and acceptance God extends to us.
The bread and wine of Holy Communion are to help us come to a
place of reconciliation and healing. Jesus wants to eat with us at his table
today. He wants us just as we are, with all our obstacles, but not to leave us
in this state, but to heal us and reconcile us to the love of God. Now is the
time to come to the feast Jesus offers and be reconciled to the God oflove.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• Who did Jesus like to eat with? Why?
• Why did these meals of Jesus disturb the religious leaders of the day?
• Are there people we consider ''unclean''? Who are they?
SERVICE OF COMMUNION: (For the leader- Communion has many
different meanings and usually we try and incorporate all of those meanings
into one service. In this curriculum we are trying to single out one meaning
at a time. Try to adapt your traditional communion service to just highlight
healing and reconciliation, or try a more informal communion service
written from your own cultural memory.)
Suggested communion prayer: Dear God, this is the bread and wine
you gave us for healing and reconciliation. We remember, dear Jesus, that by
your wounds, we are healed. You took all of our pain, sin, and suffering to
the cross. We are now free of the sicknesses brought about by sin. We know
that sickness and death are also part of the natural world, and that some
healing will only come in the life to come, but we also know that many
kinds of diseases are not part of your will for our lives. We call the Holy
Spirit to make this bread a healing food, and this wine a healing medicine.
We are also divided. There is hatred and anger present in every community.
We pray God that those involved might hear your voice and seek
forgiveness and reconciliation, knowing that if we are not reconciled to each
other then we cannot be reconciled completely with you. Feed us, heal us,
and tear down the walls that divide us as we dine at your table. Amen.
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for people who live every day in need of healing. Pray for those
who are angry with God and the world for their situations. Pray that this
church may be used to reconcile people to the God who loves and cares for
them. Pray that as this reconciliation occurs healing will also occur. Pray for
countries in need of reconciliation, countries divided by civil war or other
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turmoil that leads to bitterness. Pray that churches in these countries will
begin ministries of reconciliation, which will ultimately bring peace.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Think about the word "presence." How do we feel or lmow that God
is present with us? Think of some examples of times you have especially
experience the "presence" of God in your life.
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COME TO THE FEAST
DO THIS OFTEN
Lesson Seven
REVIEW:
As we move on this journey of discovery about Holy Communion, we
have seen how this meal is a meal of memory, a meal of sacrifice, and a
meal of healing and reconciliation. God has worked in our lives, sacrificed
His only son for us, to bring us back into relationship with G,od. However,
God does not just leave us at this point. God wants this relationship to be
continuous, something we experience everyday of our lives.
In our homework, you were asked to think about the word "presence".
Take time to share your thoughts about what "presence" means and share
times when you felt God's presence in your own life.
SCRIPTURE READING: John 21:1-14
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
We do not just eat one small meal each week. If we did we would
soon starve to death. In the same way, Holy Communion is not the end of
our meals with God. Jesus told his disciples to celebrate this meal every time
they met together. We have forgotten that Jesus meant for every meal to be
Holy Communion. The early church met in individual houses and ate
together. They did not just share a symbolic meal, they sat down and ate
supper together. In these meals they celebrated a risen Lord. Communion is
much more then a meal to remember the life of Jesus or even to remember
what God has done through the sacrifice of Jesus. We eat this meal to
remember that Jesus is alive and with us every single day, through the
presence of the Holy Spirit.
God is not some distant being who occasionally looks in to see how
you are doing. God loved us enough to desire to live with us and help us
every single day, in every single problem we may have. Just like we need to
eat every day, we need to see God at work in our lives every day. As we
realize this our relationship to God will grow stronger and stronger no matter
what circumstances may affect us.
In our earlier lessons we talked about the Jewish Passover and the
symbolism of the lamb. Some people have wondered, since the lamb is such
a powerful symbol of Jesus, why didn't Jesus use lamb for Holy
Communion? Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that for people in the
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Mediterranean world, lamb was a rare treat only eaten at very special
occasions, but bread was eaten every day. It was necessary for survival.
Jesus did not want us to see God as someone who is only interested in us
once a year. God is here now, involved in your daily needs and concerns. If
you feel alone, try to remember, every time you sit down to eat, that God is
there. You are having "communion" with God. You are not eating alone.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• How had the disciples responded to the death of Jesus?
• Why do you think they went back to their old way of life of fishing?
• How did they recognize Jesus?
• Why do you think he cooked breakfast for them?
• What problems are overwhelming you today?
• How can this church help people realize they are not alone?
APPLICAnON EXERCISE:
God is involved in every part of our lives, even the most ordinary
parts we deal with every day. A meal can be used to show God's daily
presence. What are some foods you eat almost every day? What if we used
those foods instead of bread at communion? How would that effect you?
CLOSING PRAYER:
It is important in our prayers to recognize that God is here with us,
even if we do not realize it, and that God cares about our daily needs.
Sometimes we feel our troubles are too small and that God must have more
important things to do, but Jesus through Holy Communion has clearly
communicated that this is not true. Do not be afraid to ask God to help you
with small things. Try to get into a habit of praying during the day while
doing simple tasks. Pray while washing dishes or clothes. Pray while
cleaning or taking the bus to work. There are many times of the day when
little worries might overwhelm us. Instead of focusing on them, try to say a
short pray and release your worry to God.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Fix some food to share with the group next week, which you usually
prepare every day. Try to spend your time fixing these foods or doing the
dishes thinking about how God has been at work in your life today. How
have you seen God at work today, in the midst of your ordinary day? Be
prepared to share your experiences when we share your daily "bread."
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COME TO THE FEAST
DO THIS OFTEN
Lesson Eight
SHARING OUR STORIES:
Last week we saw how God meets us in our everyday world, at work
and even at our daily meals. There are other times in our lives when we may
feel God could not possibly be present. There are times when our own
difficulties seem so great or our own doubts so strong that we believe God is
no longer with us. This is simply not true, and today's lesson will show us
God's truth as revealed in the resurrection stories of Jesus.
Share the food you brought today. How does this simple everyday
food help you relate to God? Share you memories of this food and explain
its importance to your life.
SCRIPTURE READING: Luke 24: 13-35
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Perhaps the most amazing part about the resurrection stories of Jesus
is that they are so ordinary. The risen Christ does not appear in the temple 50
feet high surrounded by angels to announce that he is God. We might be
tempted to do something like that, but Jesus shows up cooking breakfast on
the beach and walking down a dirt road. Jesus is found in the ordinary
activities of daily life. The disciples are fishing, the only job they really
know how to do. Jesus is dead and they are left wondering about their future.
So much for theology, they just want to know where tomorrow's food will
come from. Other followers meet up with Jesus as an ordinary stranger
walking on the road talking with them about the latest news from Jerusalem.
Sometimes God enters our lives in amazing ways, but most of the time God
is just there, an ordinary part of the scenery that we might not even see.
It is amazing that these men who had spent at least three years living,
talking, and eating with Jesus do not recognize him by his physical
appearance. For the disciples fishing, it is a miracle reminding them that
their job is to be fishers of men which makes them realize who the humble
chef on the beach is. For the disciples on the road, they do not recognize
Jesus in his appearance, in his teaching, or in his mannerisms. They
recognize Jesus when he picks up a loaf of bread, blesses it and breaks it!
Jesus shows up in our humble daily supper. Jesus shows up in the midst of
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our daily struggles at work. God cares about our day to day life, and God is
there with us even if we feel God has abandoned us.
We can understand how God is with us when everything is going
well. We can even come to a point where we realize God is meeting us daily
as we learned last week. But is God really reaching out to us when things are
at there worst? What about those times when we really wonder if God even
exists? In the middle of war, famine, drought, and other manmade and
natural disasters it is common to question God. But even in these situations
God is with us and reaching out to us.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• If you were to see Jesus, how do you think you would recognize him?
How do these followers of Jesus recognize him?
• How can this church help people realize they are not alone in similar
situations?
SERVICE OF COMMUNION: (For the leader- Communion has many
different meanings and usually we try and incorporate all of those meanings
into one service. In this curriculum we are trying to single out one meaning
at a time. Try to adapt your traditional communion service to just highlight
God 's presence, or try a more informal communion service written from
your own cultural memory.)
Suggested Communion Prayer:
Dear God, thank you for this food, this food which is the bread and
wine which sustains us every day. We could not live a moment without your
constant presence. In you we live and move and have our being. You
understand every pain, every disappointment, every minor setback we
experience. Pour out your Holy Spirit on us, so that we can feel and
experience your presence even in the valley of the shadow of death. Thank
you for never leaving us even when we doubt you. Thank you for being with
us from the time we get up in the morning to the time we go to sleep. You
are our reality, our truth, and our life. We know that you are present here and
now, and we have come to meet you here at this table and receive life and
strength from you. Come and live within us every moment of our lives.
Amen.
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for those who live in grief, fear, and doubt at this time. Pray that
God will open their eyes to see that God is right there, reaching out to them,
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calling their names. Pray that other Christians will treat them with love,
helping them build faith and not criticizing them for lack of faith. Pray that
the church around the world will respond to those in need. Comforting those
who grieve. Providing shelter and security for those who fear. Loving those
who doubt. If you are in one of these periods yourself, pray for eyes to see
God in the middle of your situation, and rest in the comfort that God is there
even if he cannot be seen.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Think about the word "community". How would you define this
word? How do people become part of a community? How could this church
function better as a community?
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COME TO THE FEAST
SHARE ONE WITH ANOTHER
Lesson Nine
REVIE''':
Eating is a social activity. If you have ever eaten by yourself, you
know it can be a very lonely experience. The same is true for living as a
Christian. We are meant to be a community. These next two lessons explore
how we should live and operate in a Christian community. To do this we
will examine some scriptures from books relating to life in the early church.
What is a community? How do we become part of a community? How
can the church function as a community?
SCRIPTURE READING: Acts 4:32-37 and Acts 10
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
When Jesus gave his disciples instructions at the Last Supper, he told
them, "Do this in remembrance of me." (Luke 22:19.) Jesus makes this
statement with regard to the bread and not the wine. What did he mean by
"this"? It cannot refer to the Passover, because the early church did not limit
Holy Communion to once a year. Wine was a festive food and might not be
present at every meal, but bread was a daily staple. Perhaps Jesus was telling
his followers to eat together as a community and remember him. Such an
idea is supported by one of the earliest descriptions of Christian life (read
Acts 2:44-47.) Sharing a meal in community would allow people to share
their stories about the life and sacrifice of Jesus. Communion is supposed to
be done in community. Too often people see Christianity as an individual
effort or a personal spiritual journey, when in reality no one is meant to be a
Christian apart from the Christian community. In the next two lessons we
will explore some of the guidelines for living in Christian community.
Read Acts 10, the story of a strange dream that became an important
turning point for the early church. In the Jewish faith, purity or holiness is
extremely important. Much of the Old Testament is about this subject.
Stories demonstrate how holy people live and the books of Leviticus and
Deuteronomy are filled with numerous laws that holy people should obey.
Many of these laws are related to food. Holy people would eat holy food and
animals, which were not considered normal, could not be holy. So Jewish
law said a normal fish had fins and scales. Because shrimp do not have fins
and scales they are not "normal" and therefore holy people should not eat
them. Peter was hungry and as he waited for his meal God lowered a sheet
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full of animals which holy people should not eat and told Peter to kill and eat
them. Peter, because he was a good Jew was horrified and refused three
times. But God told Peter that if God said they were holy and good then they
were okay. Immediately, messengers from Cornelius, a Gentile (also
considered unholy in Jewish law), appeared and asked Peter to go to
Cornelius' house (something a good Jew would not do.)
Peter realizes the dream is not about food as much as it is about
people. God loves and accepts all of his children, even those who might
offend us. No one is too dirty, too unholy, or too bad to escape the love of
God. Peter realizes this and accepts Cornelius into the Christian community,
which until Acts 10 has been completely Jewish. This is a major turning
point for the church. Now the church is for everyone in the world, not just
Jews. Are there people our Christian community excludes?
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• What is wrong with the food God serves Peter in his vision?
• How does Peter interpret his vision? Why?
• Have you ever tried some type of food that you thought was
disgusting? What was your experience?
• Are there some people you think should not be allowed in the church?
Who are they? Why do you think they should not be in church?
CLOSING PRAYER:
It is important in our prayers to recognize that God has accepted us,
despite all of our weaknesses and faults. Thank God for loving you in spite
of all you have done. Pray that God will help you love others in the same
way. Pray for those people we listed earlier. Ask God to give you a heart like
His. Pray for the church to open its arms and be a Christian community that
welcomes people the world often rejects. When you see someone who might
upset or offend you, try to say a short pray for that person and ask God to
help you see the world through that person's eyes. Pray for ministries in the
church that are directed to helping people excluded by society.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Fix some food to share with the group next week, which you would
usually prepare for a group or community supper. Try to spend your time
fixing these foods or doing the dishes thinking about the people you will
share this dish with and pray for them. As a challenge, prepare a second dish
to give to someone in need, especially if you have trouble loving that person
or seeing them as a child of God.
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COME TO THE FEAST
SHARE ONE WITH ANOTHER
Lesson Ten
SHARING OUR STORIES:
Last week, we learned some of the key elements of living in Christian
community. We recognized the importance of seeing others and accepting
them the way God does. We also saw that it is important to treat all of God's
children with respect and dignity. This is not to say we must approve of a
sinful lifestyle, but we must learn to see and appreciate others the way God
does.
Take the time to share the food you brought. Why did you choose
these foods? How do they represent community to you? Did you take food to
share with someone else during the week?
SCRIPTURE READING: 1 Corinthians 11: 17-34
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Peter's dream, which we discussed last week, was not the end of the
problem. The early church was still very prejudiced about certain people.
Like our churches today, the early church was made up of many different
kinds of people. Some were rich, but many were poor. Some were slaves and
others owned slaves. Some were Jewish and many were not. Much of the
New Testament is filled with scriptures trying to bring all these different
kinds of people into one community. Holy Communion at this time was a
complete meal held in the house of a wealthier church member. In some
ways it seems as if everybody brought some food, but the people with more
money wanted to eat first and get the better food, because they were more
important people. Others did not care about the food, but drank more than
enough wine becoming drunk. The church was divided into different groups
and they would fight when they came together. Paul points out that this is
not the way the church should be. We need to learn to treat each other like
children of God. God loves us all equally regardless of our social standing,
our economic status, our race or ethnic heritage, our background, or our
gender.
Read Acts 4:32-37. This describes how the early church lived.
However, even the early Christians had problems when it came to living in a
community. Read Acts 6:1-7.
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In the period of the early church, the believers were all Jewish, but
some of these believers came from Israel and spoke Hebrew, while other
Jews had come from other parts of the Roman Empire and spoke Greek. One
of the jobs the church did was to take care of the widows in their
community, in part by distributing food to them. Apparently there were
some complaints because the twelve disciples who led the church were all
Hebrew speaking Jews. Some Greek speaking Jews complained that Hebrew
speaking widows were given more food than Greek speaking widows. They
decided to appoint seven leaders of the church to distribute the food. We can
see from their names that they are Greek speaking Jews. This solution
seemed to solve the problems.
These seven men were the first "deacons" of the church. The word
deacon comes from Greek and means someone who serves at the table, or a
''waiter''. Over the years this meaning seems to have been lost, but
essentially the leaders of the church are supposed to be like waiters, serving
others at God's table. Maybe it is time we think some more about church
leaders and return to the idea that Christian community is about serving
others first.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• What seems to be some of the problems with the early church and the
way they celebrated Holy Communion? How does Paul try to correct
these problems?
• How are the leaders of the Christian community supposed to act? Can
you think of some people in your life who have lived like this?
• Think about how our own churches treat God's children:
o The homeless or very poor
o Prisoners, drug addicts, alcoholics, prostitutes
o People who speak a different language, have different customs,
or look different than us
o Immigrants
o How can our church work to welcome everyone and treat
every child of God with respect and dignity? These are the
kind of people Jesus ate with and welcomed to his table, how
are we doing as his followers?
SERVICE OF COMMUNION: (For the leader- Communion has many
different meanings and usually we try and incorporate all of those meanings
into one service. In this curriculum we are trying to single out one meaning
at a time. Try to adapt your traditional communion service to just highlight
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community, or try a more informal communion service written from your
own cultural memory.)

Suggested Communion Prayer:
Dear God, thank you for this community. Thank you for bringing us
to this table together. Here we share the bread and wine of fellowship and
community. We are one loaf, brought together from distant parts of the field
to serve one purpose- to feed your world. We are united in the purpose Lord,
under your guidance and leadership. We can do nothing without you, but
with you everything is possible. Bring us closer together, let us realize that
we are a family and help us act like one. Come, father, mother, brother,
sister, and children, the family is gathering at the table. Amen.
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for divisions within the church, especially divisions that you see
and recognize in your local community. Pray that your community will grow
and produce good fruit, which can draw others into the community of
believers. Pray that church leaders will become more committed to being
waiters at the Lord's table. Pray that God will help your community become
the family it should be.
HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Think about weddings you have been to. What makes a good wedding
or a bad wedding? How would you celebrate your own wedding if you could
do it again, or how would you like to celebrate your wedding in the future?
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COME TO THE FEAST
TILL THE END OF TIME
Lesson Eleven
REVIEW:
Through the past ten weeks, we have explored how Communion and
food can teach us and remind us of important parts of what we believe.
Through Communion we remember the life of Jesus and we reflect on his
sacrifice. By accepting this sacrifice we can experience healing and
reconciliation in our lives and our communities, experiencing God's
presence in our lives even in difficult times. We also experience God's
presence through our Christian community, the Church. In these final
lessons, we will see that this community is not just temporary, but will
continue forever.
Last week I asked you to think about weddings you have been to.
Discuss your experiences. What makes a good wedding or a bad wedding?
How would you celebrate your own wedding if you could do it again, or
how would you like to celebrate your wedding in the future?
SCRIPTURE READING: Isaiah 25:6-9, Matt. 22:1-14, Matt. 25:1-l3
FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
God desires our community to continue even after this life. Scripture
certainly reminds us that Jesus defeated death and that as his followers, we
too have the promise of eternal life. Death is not something to be feared. Our
community reaches beyond this life. Scripture often portrays this as a big
banquet, and Jesus even emphasized that it would be a wedding banquet.
Finally, after all of our struggles and difficulties in life, we will come face to
face with the God who loves us and helped us every step of the way.
Jesus points out that everyone is invited to this wedding feast. It is up to
us to decide if we will show up or not. Getting into the banquet is not
difficult. It is simply a matter of accepting the invitation God has given you
through Jesus. However, if you receive an invitation to a wedding, you also
want to show respect to your host by appearing properly. The same is true
for the eternal wedding banquet. Once you have accepted the invitation, you
have then begun a journey to become the kind of man or woman that God
wants you to be. We do this not out of fear, but out of love for the one who
invited us.
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Weddings in Jesus' day were exciting celebrations. People would be
invited days before the wedding, but the actual time of the wedding feast
was a surprise. The bride and groom would be dressed and treated like a
king and queen. At the end of the day, the groom, along with a friend, would
leave his house and go to the bride's house and bring her to her new home.
There would be singing and music as the bride and groom journeyed to the
groom's house for the wedding feast. People would walk with them carrying
oil lamps to light the dark street. At the groom's house, people would be
waiting with oil lamps to greet the new bride and welcome her in for the
wedding feast that had been prepared. Sometimes these weddings could last
for days. Understanding how the weddings worked also helps us understand
the scriptures where Jesus talks about the Kingdom of God being like a
wedding banquet.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• Look more closely at the scripture from Matthew 22. Who are the first
people invited to the wedding banquet? What kinds of excuses do they
make? What excuses do people today make when invited to live a
Christian life?
• Who are invited the second time? Why do you think they are invited?
What point is Jesus making?
• Why is the guest who is not properly dressed removed from the
banquet? How do you understand verse fourteen?
APPLICATION EXERCISE:
God has invited us to be the bride of the eternal wedding feast,
because God loves us enough to sacrifice Himself for us. We are free to
accept or refuse this invitation. Do a skit or act out a wedding in which there
is no bride, using your own traditional customs. Can it be done? Why or why
not?
CLOSING PRAYER:
Pray for the mission and growth of the Church. Remember that this
banquet is for people from all comers of the world. Pray for brothers and
sisters you have in countries you have only heard about. If you heard of a
country, which has recently been affected by war or a natural disaster, pray
for the Christian community in that country. Take time to remember
important people in your life who are already at the wedding banquet and
who have already joined the groom. Thank God for the blessings these
people have been in your life.
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HOMEWORK FOR NEXT WEEK:
Think about the foods you use to celebrate weddings. What kinds of
foods do you think of? Are there any special foods so you mow this meal is
special? What are they, and why do you think these foods represent
weddings? Bring a dish that seems right for a wedding. Why did you choose
this dish?

Activity Suggestion: Since next week is the last week for this study,
decorate the meeting area up like a wedding celebration. Have everyone
bring weddingfoods, so that we can celebrate a weddingfeast next week.
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COME TO THE FEAST
TILL THE END OF TIME
Lesson Twelve
SHARING OUR STORIES:
Last week we learned about weddings in Israel during Jesus' time. We
also read scriptures that told us about how the Kingdom of God will be like a
wedding feast. Often the Church is seen as the bride and Jesus as the groom.
The wedding is arranged and we are preparing ourselves for the groom.
Sometime, we do not know when, he will come for us and take us back to
his home for the wedding feast.
Take time to share the dishes you brought and explain why you chose
the dish you brought. How does this dish help you think about weddings?
What meaning does this food have and how can it relate to our Christian
life?
SCRIPTURE READING: Luke 5:29-35, Rev. 7:9-17, and Rev. 19:1-10

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
We have seen, many times in this study, that Jesus chose to invite
people to eat with him who were not liked in society. Jesus came to eat with
all of us, to invite us all to the wedding banquet. We have seen how God
used food throughout the Bible to teach people about God. Food is used to
help us remember what God has done in our lives. It is used to show how
God sacrificed Jesus for our sins. It is used to bring healing and
reconciliation between God and us as a result of that sacrifice. Food is also
used to remind us that God cares about us and is present with us every
moment of our lives through the work of the Holy Spirit. It also reminds us
we are a community, which must work together to spread the message of
God's love to others. Today, we see that God has given us a glimpse of the
future. Our banquet does not end with this life, but goes on through all
eternity. The same Lamb that was sacrificed for us will be our shepherd, our
groom, and the host of an amazing wedding banquet.
In Jesus' day, weddings were legal agreements and they were usually
arranged marriages. First, a betrothal would take place. This period of
engagement would last one year, but it was a legal arrangement. A person
could not break an engagement very easily. It actually required a divorce.
During this period of engagement the bride-to-be was already seen as
belonging to the husband-to-be. The wedding was not religious. It simply
required the groom to go and retrieve his bride and bring her home for the
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banquet. If we see the Church as the bride, then we can understand that the
marriage has already taken place. Legally, we belong to God. We operate in
the world as God's people, knowing we are loved and inviting others to join
us. But like the ancient wedding, the day will come when the groom comes
to take the bride home for the wedding banquet.
In the scriptures from Revelation we can see a little of what this
wedding banquet will be like. Revelation 7:9 points out that this banquet will
include people from all over the world. No one group is more important to
God then any other. The wedding banquet is a time for celebration, not
suffering and tears. This is what the end of the Christian life is like.
Communion is to remind us of this when things may look bad and we
struggle through overwhelming obstacles. We wait for the time when we
will join the crowd and shout;
"Let us be joyful and glad!
Let us give him glory!
It is time for the Lamb's wedding.
His bride has made herself ready."
-Rev. 19:7

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
• What does being the "Bride of Christ" mean to you? What does this
mean for the Church and how should it affect our daily life?
• What symbols of marriage do you have in your culture? How might
they be used to understand our relationship to Jesus?
• What kinds of things do the people say about the Lamb in the
scriptures from Revelation? What do these things say about God and
about our relationship to God?
SERVICE OF COMMUNION (For the leader- Communion has many
different meanings and usually we try and incorporate all of those meanings
into one service. In this curriculum we are trying to single out one meaning
at a time. Try to adapt your traditional communion service to just highlight
the heavenly banquet, or try a more informal communion service written
from your own cultural memory.)

Suggested Communion Prayer:
This bread and wine is but the appetizer to the wedding banquet.
Lord, we as your bride, are prepared for your return. We long to feast
with our ancestors, the martyrs, and the saints in your presence for
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eternity. We look fOIWard to that day, but we also know that much
work remains to be done in the here and now. Help us to keep our
eyes on the goal, but our feet in the world. Thank you for your
promised feast, we rejoice in faith and hope that we too shall see that
day. Until that time, we will proclaim your death until you come
again in final glory. Come, the wedding feast of the Lamb is
prepared, come and dine! Amen.
CLOSING PRAYER:

Pray for the Church around the world. Pray that we might know what
it means to be the ''bride of Christ". Pray for the mission of the Church, that
we might go out and invite others to the amazing banquet, which God has
prepared. Pray for those in depression or who seem to have given up hope.
Pray that they will see God has a beautiful future planned where they can be
free from suffering and pain. Pray that the Church will welcome everyone to
the banquet even if they are rejected by society or if they come from a
different group or tribe then we do.
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Appendix C
Spanish Translation of the Revised Curriculum

iVENGA A LA FIESTA!
Si el olor del pan recien homeado Ie Beva de regreso a su nifiez en la
cocina de su abuela 0 si un pavo as ado 0 si 10 prefiere el olor de los tamales
calientes Ie Henan de los sentimientos de gozo de la Navidad 0 del dia de
Gracias en cualquier tiempo del ano. i Usted no esta solo! Esos sentimientos
y recuerdos son parte de la vida, pero 10 mas importante es que la comida es
relevante para nuestra vida espiritual tambien. La comida y la fe religiosa
van mana a mano, desde el recuerdo de las comidas en la iglesia, las cenas
navidefias hasta el refrigerio en la escuela dominical, todos nos podemos
relacionar a esa comunidad construida alrededor de la comida. Hasta la
gente que no creci6 en la iglesia puede relacionarse en su propia experiencia
con el poderoso efecto de la comida. Ciertos aromas pueden ser atribuidos a
cada emoci6n humana y a menudo provocan recuerdos y pensamientos, los
cuales pueden estar escondidos en nuestro subconsciente. El olor y el sabor
de la comida son dos de los sentidos mas poderosos que como seres
humanos nosotros tenemos. EI problema es que raras veces nosotros usamos
esto como una herramienta de aprendizaje en nuestras iglesias 0 en el campo
misionero. Venga a la Fiesta espera captar su atenci6n y enfoque sobre
como utilizar el poder de ensefianza de la comida en su iglesia.
AUDIENCIA:
Venga a la Fiesta esta planificado para dos tipos de personas.
Primero, queremos crear un plan de estudios que pueda ser usado y adaptado
libremente ya sea aqui en los Estados Unidos como en otras naciones
Europeas 0 de habla inglesa. A traves de los metodos y programas actuales
de ensefianza, los estudiantes tradicionales han aprendido mucho en un
ambiente tipicamente Anglo 0 Americano-Europeo. Cuando hablamos de
estudiantes tradicionales, nos referimos a la gente que Ie gusta aprender al
escuchar 0 discutir un tema 0 una conferencia. El problema es que mucha
gente no aprende de la forma mas efectiva con los metodos tradicionales.
Necesitamos ser capaces de alcanzar a esa gente que para aprender usa
maneras mas imaginativas, creativas 0 activas. El aprendizaje tradicional
hace enfasis en los sentidos de la vista y el oido pero con el uso de la comida
en el sa16n de c1ases, podemos nosotros introducir el aprendizaje a traves del
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olfato, el tacto y el gusto tambien. Al ensefiar usando todos los sentidos asi
como tambien todos los diferentes estilos de ensefianza tenemos una mejor
probabilidad de a1canzar a esas personas que usualmente evitan el
tradicional programa de la escuela Dominical.
La segunda audiencia para Venga a la Fiesta son las comunidades
globales y multiculturales. La comida es una realidad universal. Cada uno
come y cada uno puede aprender a traves de las comidas que tiene a mano.
Hemos disefiado Venga a la Fiesta teniendo en mente la iglesia misionera 0
la iglesia en el extranjero. Usted notara que nosotros no dependemos mucho
en articulos 0 materiales caros que puedan ser dificiles de adquirir en un
contexto tercermundista. Una de las razones para usar comida, es que nos
permite usar algo al que tenemos acceso todos los dias. Tambien tratamos de
ofrecer ideas y altemativas que puedan ser usadas en varias culturas siempre
que sea posible.
METAS: Comunidad y Comunion
Venga a la Fiesta tiene dos metas principales. Primero, varios
estudios en las ciencias sociales (especialmente la antropologia social y la
psicologia social) han demostrado que comer juntos en realidad crea
comunidad. Crear comunidad es nuestra primera meta principal. En los
Estados Unidos y Europa, el individualismo, la soledad y las familias
fracturadas son problemas serios. Necesitamos fuertes comunidades en las
iglesias que puedan hacer frente a las necesidades de nuestra sociedad. En
otras naciones del mundo, las iglesias pueden ser pequefias 0 son divididas
en clases 0 tribus. Con el crecimiento urbano, las divisiones tradicionales y
los agrupamientos comunitarios estan siendo fragmentados. La iglesia puede
proporcionar una altemativa comunitaria que ayude a aliviar muchas de las
dificultades causadas por un aumento de la inestabilidad en las formas
comunitarias tradicionales, y al comer juntos tenemos la oportunidad de
formar comunidad y relaci6n. Cada unidad de Venga a la Fiesta concluira
can una gran comida participando as! toda la congregaci6n y para que de ese
mismo modo la comunidad pueda ser acogida.

La segunda meta de Venga a fa Fiesta es comunion. En la tradici6n
Cristiana, nuestra celebraci6n principal es la celebraci6n de la ultima comida
que Jesus tuvo junto a sus discipulos antes de su crucifixi6n. A medida que
formamos una comunidad los unos con los otros, tambien queremos
profundizar nuestra comuni6n con Dios. Lo que aprendemos de nuestras
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propias comidas diarias tiene aplicaciones espirituales las cuales pueden ser
usadas para conectarlas con las necesidades espirituales de comuni6n diaria
con Dios. La comida final de cada unidad concluye con un servlclO
simplificado de comunion, el cual enfatizara este punto.
Venga a la Fiesta esta dividido en seis unidades, cada una
representando una mayor faceta para entender que la Santa Comuni6n es:
• Una comida conmemorativa
• Un recordatorio del sacrificio de Cristo
• Una avenida para la sanacion y la reconciliaci6n
• Un recordatorio de la presencia diaria de Dios con nosotros
• Un acto de comunidad y compaiierismo
• Un recordatorio de que el final esta por llegar
Usted puede escoger hacer todos las unidades 0 puede seleccionar
aquellas que son mas relevantes a su contexto cultural (por ejemplo, percibir
la comida como sacrificio no es un concepto muy fuerte en los paises
anglosajones y podria ser pasado por alto. Nos gustaria animarlos a que
hagan todas las unidades y en el orden dado en la medida en que les sea
posible.
El orden esta disefiado para llevar a los miembros de la iglesia 0 a los
que atin no son miembros a traves de la Biblia de una manera rapida para
realzar un entendimiento de la comuni6n human a y la experiencia con Dios:
• La primera unidad trata con el Exodo
• La segunda con el sistema de sacrificios Judio
• La tercera con la vida de Jesus
• La cuarta con la resurreccion de Jesus
• La quinta con la historia y algo de la teologia de la Iglesia Antigua
• La sexta con la meta final del Cristianismo
FUNCIONES DE ESTE PLAN DE ESTUDIOS:

Venga a La Fiesta esta disefia do. para hacer discipulos y
evangelizar. Por hacer discipulos me refiero, a educar y entrenar a creyentes
cristianos ya existentes mostrando como Dios esta presente en nuestra vida
diaria incluyendo la comida, en las historias biblicas que se relacionan con la
comida, y en nuestras propias responsabilidades como miembros de la
iglesia. Los creyentes ya existentes creceran tanto espiritualmente como en
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terminos de conocimiento biblico concreto. Por evangelizar me refiero, a
traer gente que no ha hecho un compromiso a la salvacion ofrecida por
Jesucristo para volver a tal posicion. En Venga a la Fiesta los no creyentes
aprendenin los fundamento de la fe Cristiana y 10 que nosotros creemos
acerca de Dios, Jesus, el Espiritu Santo, y la funcion de la Iglesia.
Venga a la Fiesta ha sido desarrollado de una posicion teologica
Wesleyana. Tal posicion teologica puede plantear algunas preguntas, a las
cuales nosotros queremos dirigirnos. Muchas iglesias no creen que los nocreyentes deberian participar de la Santa Cena. Usted puede alterar este
programa de estudios para ajustarlo a tales creencias sin embargo nosotros Ie
recomendamos fuertemente que 10 reconsidere. Wesley creia que la
Comunion comunicaba la gracia de Dios y que a traves de tomar la
Comunion la gente podia ser traida a la salvacion en Jesus ademas de
fortalecerlos en su ya existente creencia. Si queremos evangelizar a aquellos
que estan alrededor de nosotros, es mucho mej or incluirlos. En el Nuevo
Testamento vemos que Jesus paso mucho de su tiempo comiendo con
pecadores, no existe razon para creer que El ya no de sea hacer eso en
nuestras iglesias hoy en dia.

Tenga en mente las caracteristicas unicas y los antecedentes culturales
de su grupo y sea flexible, adaptando las ideas para ajustarlas a la cultura
mas completamente. Sea creativo y disfrute la dimension espiritual de la
comida en su crecimiento Cristiano diario. Use los alimentos que consume
en su propia vida diaria y trate de identificar simbolos religiosos en cada uno
de ellos, especialmente en aquellas comidas que nos traen recuerdos. Las
comidas de celebraciones especiales, las comidas favoritas de la nifiez, esas
comidas especiales que tuvimos con esos miembros de la familia que ya
fallecieron, nos sirven para recordar eventos y personas importantes en
nuestra vida. Trate de incorporar todo esto en las discusiones y encuentre
maneras en que estos alimentos puedan sefialar aDios. Cuanto mas estas
lecciones son reforzadas en cada dimension de los programas educativos y el
culto en la iglesia, tanto mas sera su efecto duradero. Ahora es tiempo para
extender una invitacion a un mundo solitario e invitar a todos •Venga a la
Fiesta!
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
HAGA ESTO PARA RECORDAR
Lecci6n Uno

Durante las proximas doce semanas exploraremos el significado de la
Santa Comunion. Nosotros aprendemos a traves de nuestros sentidos: 10 que
oimos, vemos, tocamos, olemos y degustamos. La mayor parte del tiempo
nos enfocamos en aprender a traves del sentido del oido y vista pero en esta
clase nosotros tambien queremos aprender a traves del sentido del tacto y
olfato. Despues de todo, la Santa Comunion comenzo como una comida asi
que l,Que mejor manera de estudiarla?
INTRODUCCION:
La comida que forma los cimientos de la Santa Comunion es un
festival judio llamado: "Pascua," el cual comienza con la historia de Exodo
en la Biblia. Esta comida es diseiiada para ayudar a la gente judia a
"recordar" ciertas cosas. Por ejemplo, los judios comen hierbas amargas en
la Pascua para "recordar" 10 dificil (0 amargo) que era su vida como
esclavos en Egipto. Ellos sumergen estas hierbas en agua salada para
"recordar" las hlgrimas de sus antepasados. Tambien comen una ensalada
extraiia de frutas y nueces que es hecha para que parezca como cemento para
asi "recordar" el trabajo de sus antepasados haciendo ladrillos en Egipto.
Hoy nosotros queremos examinar como la comida nos ayuda a recordar.
ESCRITURA: Exodo 12:1-30
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Comer cordero es tambien una parte del festival Judio de la Pascua. A
menudo se piensa que un cordero es un animal puro y santo, porque no mata
a otros animales. Es muy manso y confiable. Para la Antigua gente de Israel
el cordero provee lana para hacer ropa, el camero nos provee leche para
hacer queso y de vez en cuando tambien came para comer. Era un animal
muy valioso y muy precioso porque era tan importante en la vida diaria de
las personas. Era la cosa mas valiosa que la gente podia dar aDios por eso es
que era usado como sacrificio. Lea Juan 1:29.
El pan es tambien muy importante en el festival judio de la Pascua. El
pan de la Pascua es plano, como una gall eta, porque la gente de Israel no
tenia tiempo para homear pan regular con levadura antes de que ellos
salieron de Egipto. Pero el pan tambien ayuda a la gente judia a "recordar" el
mana que Dios les dio cuando ellos no tenian nada que comer. (Si tiene
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tiempo, lea Exodo 16: 1-31.) Dios con frecuencia nos ayuda en nuestro viaje
por la vida. Algunas veces, como el mana, El solamente nos da 10 suficiente
para pasar un dia a la vez. No siempre la gente recuerda las cosas buenas que
Dios hace por nosotros. Somos basicamente muy olvidadizos. Lea Juan
6:48-58.
Lea Numeros 11 :4-6. Dios dio a la gente comida del ciel0, pero ellos
olvidaron eso y comenzaron a quejarse. La comida es usada en la Pascua
Julia para impedir que olvidemos, y para ayudamos a recordar como Dios
nos ha ayudado.

PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• i Que es 10 que el cordero se supone que les ayuda a ellos a
recordar?
• iCome usted todos los dias un tipo particular de comida?
• iPiensa que usted se cansaria de esa comida? iPor que? 0 iPor
que no?
• iComo Ie ha ayudado Dios a sobrevivir dia a dia?
• i Olvida usted algunas veces las bendiciones que Dios Ie ha
dado?
EJERCICIO DE APLICACION:
La gente muchas veces olvida, pero Dios siempre nos recuerda a
nosotros y a nuestras necesidades. Dios quiere que 10 recordemos a El y a
todos las cosas buenas que El nos da. Quiere que nosotros recordemos como
El provee por nosotros cada dia.
Una comida es una Buena manera de recordar aDios. Piense en como
nosotros podriamos hacer una comida para recordar aDios y sus muchas
bendiciones.
• i Cuales son algunos de los alimentos que usted podria incluir?
• iPorque incluiria estos alimentos?
• iA quien invitaria a esta comida?
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Prepare alguna comida para compartir con el grupo la proxima
semana, la cual demuestre algtin aspecto de Dios que usted qui era recordar.
El plato no debe ser complicado pero debe estar preparado para decimos
porque usted escogio esa comida y que aspecto de Dios Ie ayuda a recordar.
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COSAS PARA ORAR:
Es importante que en nuestras oraciones Ie agradezcamos aDios por
las muchas bendiciones que EI nos ha dado todos los dias. Mientras usted
este orando trate de recordar tres 0 cuatro maneras en las cuales usted se de
cuenta de la ayuda de Dios en su vida, en ese dia. Mientras usted se enfoca
en recordar aDios, usted deberia comenzar a notar muchas mas maneras en
las cuales Dios Ie ayuda cada dia. Pidale a Dios que Ie ayude a recordarlo a
EI alin en los tiempos en que usted este mas ocupado. Recuerde, EI esta
siempre alli y El no se olvida de nosotros!
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
HAGA ESTO PARA RECORDAR
Lecci6n Dos

COMPARTIENDO NUESTRAS HISTORIAS:
La semana pasada nos enfocamos en como la comida nos puede
ayudar a recordar aDios y a las muchas bendiciones que El nos da. En la
historia que encontramos en Exodo, vimos como el cordero y el pan, asi
como tambien otras comidas ayudaron a la gente judia a recordar la Pascua.
Ahora es tiempo que recordemos a Dios a traves de la comida que nosotros
hemos traido.
Dejemos que cada uno se turne y pase su comida y que explique
brevemente porque ellos escogieron esa comida en particular y que aspecto
de Dios Ie ayuda a recordar.
ESCRITURA: Lucas 22:14-20
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Jesus nos dice que hagamos la Santa Comunian para recordar tambien.
La comida puede ser usada para ayudamos a recordar ciertos eventos en
nuestras vidas. De muchas maneras, la Santa Comunian es como la Pascua.
Como los Judios, nosotros tambien recordamos la vida de Jesus y su muerte.
El es nuestro cordero, que nos libra del temor del Angel de la Muerte. Jesus
es nuestra promesa de un nuevo pacto. EI anti guo pacto fue el acuerdo entre
el pueblo de Israel y Dios. Los judios serian el pueblo de Dios y Dios seria
su Dios. Este acuerdo fue mantenido a traves de un complejo arreglo de
leyes y sacrificios. Jesus cambia este pacto con su muerte y resurreccian.
Porque Jesus fue e1 cordero perfecto, el perfecto sacrificio, nosotros somos
libres del antiguo sistema de leyes y sacrificios.
EI pan y e1 vino nos ayudan a recordar este Nuevo pacto y para
recordar tambien que Dios nos provee y nos sostiene diariamente. Para
recordar esto, aun cuando nosotros muchas veces nos olvidamos de Dios, EI
nunca nos olvida. Tambien nos ama y cuida de nosotros. Ahora es tiempo de
recordar que somos el pueblo de Dios y EI es nuestro Dios.
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• "Tiene usted algunas comidas especiales que Ie traen recuerdos
personales?
• "Cmiles son?
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• "Que se supone que el pan y el vino de la Santa Comunion nos ayuda
a recordar?
• "Que represent an el pan y el vino?
• "Porque cree usted que Jesus escogio estos simbolos?
SERVICIO DE COMUNION: (Para ellider- La Comunion tiene muchos
significados diferentes y usualmente nosotros tratamos de incorporar todos
estos significados dentro de un servicio. En esta programa de estudios
nosotros estamos tratando de escoger un significado a la vez. Trate de
adaptar su tradicional servicio de comunion para solamente destacar
memorias (recuerdos), 0 trate un servicio de comunion mas informal escrito
de su propia memoria cultural.)
Oracion sugerida para la Santa Comunion: Querido Dios, te
agradecemos por los recuerdos. Por este pan y vino que nos recuerda de tu
constante abastecimiento y presencia. Nosotros recordamos que tu guardaste
tus promesas y fuiste fiel a los Israelitas, aun cuando ellos estaban
descontentos y olvidaron tu bondad. Recordamos el mana en el desierto, que
alimento a tu gente cuando ellos ya no podian alimentarse. Tambien
recordamos una noche cuando el Salvador del Mundo tomo el pan, 10 partio
y dijo, "Este es mi cuerpo. Tomalo y come." Nosotros recordamos al cordero
de Dios, tu hijo, que murio por el mundo. Recordamos el Pan de Vida que
nos continua sustentando. Nosotros recordamos, Sefior. Comemos este pan y
bebemos este vino y recordamos. Amen.
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por la gente que vive en Israel y Palestina. Esta es una tierra rica
en memorias, pero demasiado a menudo la gente solamente recuerda las
cosas malas y olvida las veces que Dios los ha bendecido. Ore por nuestros
hermanos y hermanas cristianos que muchas veces estan atrapados entre las
fuerzas hostiles de los Judios y los Musulmanes. Ore por la paz y porque
todos ellos puedan recordar aDios y sus bendiciones. Recordar estas cosas
puede ayudar a traerlos a todos ellos al pie de la cruz.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Piense sobre la palabra "sacrificio." Escriba su definicion de esta
palabra y piense sobre una ocasion cuando alguien sacrifico algo por usted.
Tambien piense sobre alguna ocasion en la que usted sacrifico algo por
alguien mas.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
EL CUERPO PARTIDO
Lecci6n Tres

REPASO:
Durante las dos ultimas semanas nosotros pensamos sobre la parte de
la Comuni6n que nos ayuda a recordar. Aprendimos como la comida
nos puede ayudar a recordar las bendiciones de Dios y como El cuida
de nosotros aun cuando hemos olvidado Su bondad.
De todas las cosas que la comida de la comuni6nnos ayuda a
recordar, tal vez la mas obvia, es que nos ayuda a recordar el sacrificio de
Jesus en la cruz. El sacrificio era una idea muy comun en el tiempo de Jesus.
Muchos tipos de comida fueron usados en el Antiguo Testamento como
sacrificios. Ofrendas de carnes, de granos basicos, de las primeras frutas y
hasta el derramamiento de aceite como ofrenda, fueron todas estas, parte
importante del sistema de sacrificio judio. Muchas de las historias en el
Antiguo Testamento tambi6n tratan con el sacrificio en diferentes maneras.
Discuta 10 que "sacrificio" significa para usted y d6 algunos ejemplos de
sacrificios que la gente ha hecho.
ESCRITURA: G6nesis 22: 1-9
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Abraham es una persona importante en la Biblia y en el mundo hoy en
dia. Los Musulmanes, Judios y Cristianos 10 yen a 61 como uno de los
grandes fundadores de su fe. Abraham es considerado un gran hombre de fe.
Pero Dios Ie dio a Abraham una tarea muy dificil. No solamente fue dificil
para Abraham hacerlo, sino tambi6n fue completamente en contra de 10 que
Abraham sabia de Dios. Dios Ie habia prometido a Abraham, un hijo y ahora
Dios Ie habia pedido que sacrificara a su unico hijo, a qui6n 61 habia amado
y querido mas que a cualquier otra co sa. Abraham fue con la confianza de
que Dios haria algo, aun cuando 61 no podia entenderlo.
La gente Judia puede rastrear su linaje hasta Isaac. Los musulmanes
afirman ser descendientes de Ismael (el que ellos dicen que fue, el que Dios
Ie pidi6 a Abraham que sacrificara y no Isaac.) Para los cristianos esta
historia es un reflejo del plan divino de Dios. Asi como Isaac tom6 la lefia
del sacrificio y la cargo en su espalda hacia la montafia, asi Jesus tomo la
lefia del sacrificio en su espalda y subi6 a la montafia. Isaac era un hombre
joven, pero 61 no parece luchar cuando Abraham 10 pone en el altar. Ni Jesus
luch6 en contra de su propia muerte en el Calvario. Abraham estaba
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dispuesto a sacrificar a su ilnico hijo, pero Dios envi6 un cordero en su
lugar. Jesus es ese cordero. Dios Ie perdon6 la vida al hijo de Abraham, pero
no perdon6 a su propio.
Sin embargo, Dios no quiere que nosotros sacrifiquemos animales
para E1. Lea Romanos 12:1-2. Dios desea que seamos sacrificios vivientes,
como Abraham e Isaac, viviendo en fe y confianza en Dios para nuestro
futuro.

PREGUNTAS:
• l,Que recuerda usted sobre el papel de la oveja en los dias de Jesus?
• l, C6mo piensa usted que Isaac se sinti6 cuando Dios envi6 un cordero
como sacrificio?
• l, C6mo piensa usted que Abraham se sinti6?
• l,C6mo podria esta historia relacionarse ala Comuni6n?
• (. Que es un sacrificio viviente?
• l,C6mo piensa usted que nosotros podemos ser sacrificios vivientes?
Algunos ej emplos?
EJERCICIO DE APLICACION:
Nosotros necesitamos recordar como vivi6 Jesus como un sacrificio,
complaciendo aDios. Muchas de las ofrendas dadas aDios fueron articulos
usados como alimento por la gente. Representaban su trabajo, sus propias
vidas. Tales sacrificios de comida fueron siempre las mejores cosas que ellos
podian haber dado.
La comida puede ser una forma de sacrificio. Piense como podria
hacer 0 preparar una comida para que nos recuerde ser sacrificios vivientes.
• l,Cuales son algunos alimentos que usted podria inc1uir?
• l,Porque inc1uiria usted estos alimentos?
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por aquellos que sacrifican sus vidas todos los dias: los policias,
los bomberos y los soldados. Nosotros no podemos siempre estar de acuerdo
con 10 que ellos estan haciendo, pero Dios puede usar su deseo de hacer las
cosas bien para hacer de este mundo un lugar mejor. Ore para que Dios nos
pueda hacer mejores al convertimos en sacrificios vivientes, para que todos
los dias de nuestra vida sean usados en servirlo a e1.
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TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Prepare algunos alimentos para compartir con el grupo la proxima
semana, los cuales demuestren su vision de sacrificio. EI plato no tiene que
ser complicado, pero usted debe ser preparado para decimos porque escogio
esa comida y como Ie recuerda a usted un sacrificio.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
EL CUERPO PARTIDO
Leccion Cuatro

COMPARTIENDO NUESTRAS HISTORIAS:
La semana pasada, nos enfocamos en la idea de sacrificio. Dios
bendice a aquellos que dan sus propias vidas en fe. Nosotros no sabemos
como Dios nos puede usar, pero cuando nos ofrecemos a El, 10
complacemos. Vimos 10 que podria significar ser sacrificios vivientes. Ahora
es tiempo de que nosotros veamos sacrificio a traves de la comida que
trajimos.
Dejemos que cada uno tome su turno y pase su comida y que
brevemente explique porque escogio esta comida en particular, y como
simboliza sacrificio para ellos.
ESCRITURA: Hebreos 9: 11-14
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Jesus es nuestro Altisimo Sacerdote y a la misma vez el sacrificio
perfecto. E1 nuevo testamento ha dado fin al sistema judio de sacrificios.
Cuando ce1ebramos la comunion nosotros recordamos esto. Cuando el pan
es hecho, el trigo debe ser molido para convertirse en harina. Cuando es
hecho el villo, la uvas deben ser molidas para hacer juga de uvas. Este es el
simbolo de sacrificio en la comida. Jesus dijo que estos elementos
representaban su cuerpo y sangre. Pero el sacrificio no termina alli.
Debemos recordar que nosotros, la Iglesia, somos tambien el Cuerpo de
Cristo. Esto significa, que nosotros tambien debemos ser molidos. Nuestras
viejas costumbres, deseos y nuestras propias vidas deben ser transformadas.
Pero e1 trigo no puede ser convertido en pan y las uvas no pueden ser
vino sin ser molidos. Nosotros tambien no podemos vivir nuestras vidas
como imitadores de Cristo sin vi vir vidas de sacrificio. Este es el significado
de sacrificio de la comunion. Cuando tomamos el pan y el vino, no
solamente recordamos todo 10 que Dios ha hecho por nosotros, sino que
tambien recordamos el supremo sacrificio de Jesus en la cruz, y de que
nosotros tambien tenemos que vivir vidas de sacrificio.
Lea Galatas 2:20. Como a Pablo, la comunion nos recuerda que ya no
vivimos, que hemos sido sacrificados con Cristo, para que nos podamos
convertir en las manos y pies de Dios en este mundo. Nosotros somos
sacrificio vivientes molidos y quebrantados para servir al mundo.
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PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• l,Piensa usted que el pan es un buen simbolo para el sacrificio?
l,Porque? 0 l,Porque no?
• Si useted fuera a escoger algo para reemplazar el pan como un
simbolo de sacrificio en la comuni6n, l,Qual escogeria? l,Porque?
• l,Piensa usted que el vino 0 el juga de uvas es una buena elecci6n
como simbolo de sacrificio? l,Porque? 0 l,Porque no?
• Si usted fuera a reemplazar el vino 0 el juga de uvas para representar
sacrificio, l,Que escogeria? l,Porque?
SERVICIO DE COMUNION: (Para ellider- La Comunion tiene muchos
significados diferentes y usualmente nosotros tratamos de incorporar todos
estos significados dentro de un servicio. En esta programa de estudios
nosotros estamos tratando de escoger un significado a la vez. Trate de
adaptar su tradicional servicio de comunion para solamente destacar
sacrificio, 0 trate un servicio de comunion mas informal escrito de su propia
memoria cultural.)
Oracion sugerida para la Santa Comunion: Querido Dios, estamos
reunidos aqui para celebrar el sacrificio de tu hijo, Jesus, por nosotros. Este
pan y este vino son el pan y el vino del sacrificio. EI trigo es recogido en el
campo y debe ser molido hasta harina para hacer pan. Las uvas son
recogidas en la vifia y deben ser molidas para hacer vino. De la misma
manera, Cristo fue llevado lejos de nosotros, molido bajo una pesada cruz.
Su espalda y su cabeza fueron rasgadas por un hitigo y una corona de
espinas. Sus manos fueron rasgadas por c1avos y su costado, por una lanza.
Este sacrificio era necesario para crear un camino para nuestra salvaci6n.
Ahora somos e1 Cuerpo de Cristo, recogido desde todos los rincones de la
tierra, molidos por el mundo, rasgados por el pecado y la experiencia. Ahora
estamos listos para ser usados. Somos sacrificios vivientes, una hogaza de
pan lista para ser partida por el mundo, una taza lista para ser derramada
trayendo sanaci6n a la gente herida. Yen, aylidanos a recordar el sacrificio
de Cristo y tambien a ofrecemos a nosotros mismos como un sacrificio para
otros. Amen.
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por la iglesia, para que nosotros podamos verdaderamente saber
10 que significa ser "sacrificios vivientes". Ore por aquellos que sacrifican
sus vidas cuidando a familiares ancianos, huerfanos y a otra gente que
necesita de cuidado. Ore por aquellos estan enfrentando pobreza 0 muerte y
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que aun asi sacrifican 10 poco que tienen para ayudar en el trabajo de Dios
en el mundo. Ore por aquellos que estan en diferentes partes del mundo y
que sacrifican sus propias vidas simplemente porque creen en Jesucristo.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Piense sobre el significado de las palabras "sanacion" y
"reconciliacion". Escriba su definicion de estas 'palabras y piense en algunas
ejemplos que usted ha conocido.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
LA SANGRE DERRAMADA
Leccion Cinco

REPASO:
Hemos estudiado como la comida de la comuni6n nos ensefia a
recordar la actividad de Dios en nuestras vidas. Tambien nosotros hemos
aprendido como nos recuerda de el sacrificio de Jesus, el cual pag6 por
nuestros pecados. Podemos experimentar sanaci6n y reconciliaci6n en
nuestras vidas porque Dios ha estado trabajando en nuestras vidas, y porque
Jesus muri6 por nosotros. Este es el tercer significado principal de la
comuni6n. Discuta sus definiciones de "sanaci6n" y "reconciliaci6n. l,Hay
alguna diferencia entre estas dos palabras? l,Cual es la diferencia?
ESCRITURA: Lucas 19:1-10
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Cuando comemos con alguien, estamos diciendo que aceptamos a esa
persona. Nosotros no comemos con enemigos, y hasta tratamos fuertemente
de no comer con gente que no nos gusta. Comer juntos es una sefial de
confianza. Algunos cientificos han demonstrado que usted puede decir que
tan intimo son las personas por la forma como ellos comparten comida.
Todos hemos visto como una madre alimenta a su bebe 0 a su hijo 0 como la
hija alimenta a un padre muy enfermo. Esta es una relaci6n muy cercana. La
Comuni6n es tambien asi. Es una comida que nosotros comemos juntos
como familia. Se nos dice que no la comamos si estamos enojados con
alguien hasta que no Ie pidamos perd6n. En esta comida Dios nos esta
alimentando, como un padre que alimenta a un nifio. A traves de la
comuni6n crecemos cerca de Dios y de nosotros mismos. La historia de
Zaqueo es un buen ejemplo de que el comer juntos trae sanaci6n y
reconciliaci6n.
En gran parte de la historia de Jesus y su tiempo en la tierra podemos
ver un modelo comun para el ministerio. Jesus no ignora las necesidades
fisicas de la gente. De hecho, el usualmente conoce primero las necesidades
fisicas de una persona antes de que el predique 0 ensefie. Si alguien esta
enfermo, el los sana, y si la gente tiene hambre, el los alimenta. Dios se
preocupa de tus necesidades fisicas y emocionales. Dios desea estar
reconciliado con todos, asi como la historia de Zaqueo 10 demuestra, pero
como Zaqueo mucha gente fracas a de estar reconciliada con Dios por causa
de varios obstaculos. En el caso de Zaqueo, el obstaculo era el pecado. El
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sintio que era inaceptable para Dios por su vida pecarninosa, hasta que Dios
escogio comer con eI y acepto a Zaqueo. Otra gente fracas a de estar
reconciliado con Dios por causa de las necesidades fisicas. La gente puede
estar tan preocupada por su salud 0 sus fianzas que fracasan de ver a Dios en
sus vidas. Las necesidades emocionales tambien Ie pueden impedir a la
gente de estar reconciliado con Dios. La gente que fue abusada de nino,
violada 0 sufrido el alguna situacion profundamente emocional, puede hallar
demasiado dificil ver la presencia de Dios en el mundo.
El rninisterio de sanacion y reconciliacion no terrnino con la muerte y
resurreccion de Jesus. Gran parte del mundo todavia necesita el amor de
Dios, y el rninisterio de la Iglesia es para ayudar a la gente a veneer sus
obstaculos y experimentar el amor sanador y reconciliador de Dios. Parte del
trabajo de la iglesia es ensenar sobre el pecado pero nosotros debemos
damos cuenta de que nuestro trabajo es mas grande que esto. La iglesia
tambien rninistra a la gente cuando alimentamos al hambriento, visitamos al
enfermo, ayudamos a los inmigrantes a comenzar una nueva vida, 0
trabajamos con victimas de abuso.
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• iComo responde la gente ala peticion de Jesus de comer con Zaqueo?
• iQue cambios ocurren en Zaqueo como resultado de comer con Jesus?
• iHay algunas personas con las cuales no Ie gustaria comer? iPorque?
• iQue tipo de obstaculos Ie previenen para reconciliarse con Dios?
• i Que puede hacer esta iglesia para ayudar a reconciliar y sanar a otros
en esta comunidad?
EJERCICIO DE APLICACION:
Dios se preocupa de nuestras necesidades y deseos para estar
reconciliado con nosotros. Una cornida es una buena manera para demostrar
reconciliacion y sanacion. Piense sobre alguien que 10 ha lastimado 0 con
quien ya no tiene una relacion con usted. Si usted pudiera invitarlos a enos a
una cornida, ique les daria de comer? iQue les diria a enos?
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Es importante que en nuestras oraciones busquemos sanacion y
reconciliacion. Ore para que Dios Ie ayude con los obstaculos en su propia
vida. Recuerde que estos obstaculos pueden ser pecados, necesidades fisicas
o problemas emocionales los cuales Ie impiden experimentar el amor de
Dios mas completamente. Ore por otros que usted conoce que necesitan
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sanacion y reconciliacion. Finalmente ore por sanaclOn y reconciliacion
comunitaria en areas del mundo donde hay violencia y odio. jRecuerde que
Dios se preocupa de sus necesidades y qui ere estar reconciliado con usted!
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Prepare para compartir con el grupo la proxIma semana algunos
alimentos que usualmente prepararia para alguien que esta enfermo con el
fin de hacerlo sentir mejor. Este preparado para decirnos porque escogio ese
alimento y diganos como Dios ha traido sanacion 0 reconciliacion en su
vida.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
LA SANGRE DERRAMADA
Leccion Seis

COMPARTIENDO NUESTRAS HISTORIAS:
La semana pasada, nos enfocamos en como Jesus a menu do usaba la
comida y el comer juntos como una manera de traer reconciliacion y
sanacion a Zaqueo. Vimos como Dios se preocupa de nuestras necesidades
fisicas y emocionales ademas del pecado, to do 10 que puede crear obstaculos
en reconciliarnos con Dios. Hoy nosotros queremos continuar explorando las
lecciones de sanacion y reconciliacion que ocurrieron en la mesa del Senor.
Comparta la comida que trajo la que comeria 0 daria a un ser amado
que esta enfenno. (,Porque usa esta comida? (,Como Ie hace sentir?
Comparta las veces que Dios ha traido sanacion y reconciliacion a su vida.
ESCRITURA: Lucas 14:12-24 y Mateo 9:9-17
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
En el tiempo que Jesus vivio, Israel era una nacion conquistada. Roma
habia tornado e1 pais y los Judios fueron forzados a vivir con diferentes
leyes. A fin de recordar su identidad como los hijos de Israel, los lideres
religiosos pusieron una importancia extra en las unicas leyes que ellos
podian controlar, las religiosas Judias y las leyes sobre dietas. Estas 1eyes
eran muy estrictas y complicadas, pero bajo los Fariseos estas leyes llegaron
a ser hasta mas opresivas. Era tambien dificil porque los Romanos y los
Griegos antes que ellos habian introducido a los Judios muchas comidas
extrafias y nuevas. La ley Judia prohibia muchas de estas comidas. Las
comidas como cerdo, camarones, almejas, ostras y anguilas eran
consideradas impuras. Otras comidas que eran puras tenian que ser
preparadas de maneras especiales, por ejemplo toda la sangre tenia que ser
escurrida de la came y la gente no podia comer la sangre. Las casas Judias
mantenian dos juegos de cacerolas y platos separados porque los platillos
con came y los platillos con leche no podian ser hechos con las mismas
cacerolas 0 servidos en los mismos platos.
La realidad era que a menudo se requeria de una gran cantidad de
dinero para mantener todas las reglas y muy a menudo la gente pobre era
considerada impura. Estas reglas, sin embargo no estaban limitadas a
solamente la comida y mucha gente era considerada impura 0 impia por la
gente religiosa de esa epoca. Jesus hizo una cosa maravillosa cuando comio
con esta gente. El les comunicaba a ell os que los amaba y que los
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consideraba puros en los ojos de Dios. Dios nos acepta exactamente como
somos. Nosotros no tenemos que purificarnos para ganar el amor de Dios,
solo tenemos que estar dispuestos a sentarnos y comer con Jesus. Tenemos
que aceptar el arnor y la aceptacion que Dios nos extiende.
El pan y el vino de la Santa Comunion nos ayudan a llegar a un lugar
de reconciliacion y sanacion. Jesus qui ere comer con nosotros en su mesa
hoy. El nos qui ere tal como somos, con todos nuestros obstaculos, pero no
nos deja en este estado sino que nos sana y nos reconcilia con el amor de
Dios. Ahora es tiempo para venir a la fiesta que Jesus ofrece y sea
reconciliado en el amor de Dios. .
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• "Con quien Ie gustaba a Jesus comer? "Porque?
• "Porque estas cornidas de Jesus perturbaban a los lideres religiosos de
esa epoca?
• "Piensa usted que el vino 0 el juga de uvas es una buena eleccion
como simbolo de sacrificio? "Porque? 0 "Porque no?
• "Existe gente a la que consideramos "impura"? "Quienes son ellos?
SERVICIO DE COMUNION: (Para ellider- La Comunion tiene muchos
significados diferentes y usualmente nosotros tratamos de incorporar todos
estos significados dentro de un servicio. En esta programa de estudios
nosotros estamos tratando de escoger un significado a la vez. Trate de
adaptar su tradicional servicio de comunion para solamente destacar
sanacion y reconciliacion, 0 trate un servicio de comunion mas informal
escrito de su propia memoria cultural.)
Oracion sugerida para la Santa Comunion: Querido Dios, este es el
pan y el vino que tu nos diste para sanacion y reconciliacion. Nosotros
recordamos, querido Jesus, que por tus heridas, nosotros somos sanados. Tu
llevaste todo nuestro dolor, pecado y sufrirniento a la cruz. Ahora somos
libre de las enfermedades producidas por el pecado. Sabemos que la
enfermedad y la muerte son tambien parte del mundo natural y que una parte
de la sanacion solamente vendra en la vida por venir, pero tambien sabemos
que muchos tipos de enfermedades no son parte de tu voluntad para nuestras
vidas. Nosotros pedimos al Espiritu Santo que haga de este pan una cornida
sanadora y de este vino una medicina sanadora. Nosotros estamos tambien
divididos. El odio y el enojo estan presentes en cada comunidad. Nosotros
oramos Dios para que aquellos que estan envueltos en eso puedan oir tu voz
y busquen perdon y reconciliacion, sabiendo que si nosotros no estamos
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reconciliados el uno con el otro entonces no podemos estar reconciliados
completamente conti go. Alimentanos, sananos y derriba las paredes que nos
dividen mientras comemos en tu mesa. Amen.
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por gente que vive todos los dias necesitando sanacion. Ore por
aqueBos que estan enojados con Dios y con el mundo por sus situaciones.
Ore para que esta iglesia pueda ser usada para reconciliar a la gente con el
Dios que los ama y cuida de ellos. Ore para que mientras esta reconciliacion
ocurre tambien la sanacion 10 haga. Ore por paises que necesitan
reconciliacion, paises que estan divididos por guerras civiles u otros
disturbios que nos Bevan a la amargura. Ore para que las iglesias en estos
paises comiencen ministerios de reconciliacion, los cuales a la larga traeran
paz.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Piense sobre la palabra "presencia". "Como sentimos 0 sabemos que
Dios esta presente con nosotros? Piense en algunos ejemplos de las veces
que usted ha experimentado especialmente la "presencia" de Dios en su
vida.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
TODAS LAS VECES QUE COMIEREIS Y BEBIEREIS ...
Leccion Siete

REPASO:
A medida que seguimos adelante en este VlaJe de descubrimiento
sobre 1a Santa Comunion, hemos visto como esta comida es una comida de
recuerdos, una comida de sacrificio y una comida de sanacion y
reconci1iacion. Dios ha trabajado en nuestras vidas, ha sacrificado a su unico
hijo por nosotros, para traemos de regreso a una relacion con Dios. Sin
embargo, Dios no nos deja en este punto. Dios qui ere que esta re1acion sea
continua, que sea a1go que experimentemos todos los dias de nuestras vidas.
En nuestra tarea, se nos pidio que pensaramos sobre 1a pa1abra
"presencia." Tome su tiempo para compartir sus pensamientos sobre 10 que
significa 1a pa1abra "presencia" y comparta las veces en que ha sentido 1a
presencia de Dios en su propia vida.
ESCRITURA: Juan 21:1-14

ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Nosotros no solamente comemos una pequefia comida cada semana.
Si 10 hicieramos asi, nos moririamos de hambre muy pronto. De 1a misma
manera, 1a Santa Comunion no es e1 fin de nuestras comidas con Dios. Jesus
Ie dijo a sus discipu10s que ce1ebraran esta comida cada vez que se
reunieran. Nosotros hemos olvidado 10 que Jesus quiso decir, que cada
comida seria Santa Comunion. La ig1esia primitiva se reunia en casas
individua1es y comian juntos. E110s no solamente comartian una comida
simbolica, ellos no solamente compartian una comida simbo1ica, ellos se
sentaban y cenaban juntos. En estas comidas ellos ce1ebraban a un Cristo
resucitado. La Comunion es mucho mas que una comida para recordar 1a
vida de Jesus 0 hasta para recordar 10 que Dios ha hecho a traves del
sacrificio de Jesus. Nosotros comemos esta comida para recordar que Jesus
esta vivo y que esta con nosotros cada dia, a traves de 1a presencia del
Espiritu Santo.
Dios no es a1gtin ser distante que ocasiona1mente 10 mira a usted para
ver como usted 10 esta pasando. Dios nos amo 10 suficiente para desear vivir
con nosotros y ayudamos cada dia, en cada problema que nosotros podamos
tener. De 1a misma manera que necesitamos comer todos los dias, nosotros
necesitamos ver aDios trabajando en nuestras vidas diariamente. A medida
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que nos damos cuenta de esto, nuestra relacion con Dios creceni mas fuerte
y mas fuerte no importa que circunstancias nos puedan afectar.
En nuestras primeras lecciones hablamos sobre la Pascua Judia y el
simbolismo del cordero. Algunas personas se han preguntado, ya que el
cordero es un simbolo poderoso de Jesus, porque no usa Jesus el cordero en
la Santa Comunion? Tal vez la respuesta se halla en el hecho de que para la
gente en el mundo Mediterraneo, el cordero era un obsequio raro que
solamente se cornia en ocasiones muy especiales, pero el pan se cornia en
ocasiones muy especiales, pero el pan se cornia todos los dias. Era necesario
para la supervivencia. Jesus no queria que vieramos a Dios como alguien
que esta solamente interesado en nosotros una vez al afio. Dios esta aqui
ahora, envuelto en nuestras necesidades diarias y preocupaciones. Si usted se
siente solo, trate de recordar cada vez que se siente a comer que Dios esta
alli. Usted esta teniendo "comunion" con Dios. Usted no esta comiendo solo.
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• l,Como habian respondido los discipulos ala muerte de Jesus?
• l,Por que piensa usted que ellos regresaron a su antigua vida de
pescadores?
• l,Como reconocian ellos a Jesus?
• l,Por que cree usted que el cocino desayuno para enos?
• l, Que problemas 10 estan agobiando a usted hoy?
• l, Como puede esta iglesia ayudar a la gente a darse cuenta de que ellos
no estan solos?
EJERCICIO DE APLICACION:
Dios esta envuelto en cada parte de nuestras vidas hasta en las partes
mas ordinarias con las que nosotros tratamos todos los dias. Una comida
puede ser usada para mostrar la presencia diaria de Dios. l, CuMes son
algunas comidas que usted come casi todos los dias? l, Que tal si nosotros
usaramos esas comidas en vez de pan en la Comunion? l,Como Ie afectaria a
usted eso?
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Es importante que en nuestras oraciones reconozcamos que Dios esta
aqui con nosotros, aunque no nos demos cuenta de ello y de que Dios se
preocupa de nuestras necesidades diarias. Algunas veces sentimos que
nuestros problemas son demasiado pequefios y que Dios debe tener cosas
mas importantes que hacer, pero Jesus a traves de la Santa Comunion ha
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comunicado c1aramente que esto no es verdad. No tenga miedo de pedirle a
Dios que Ie ayude con las cosas pequefias. Trate de empezar un habito de
orar durante el dia mientras hace tareas simples. Ore mientras lava los platos
o la ropa. Ore mientras limpia 0 toma el bus para ir al trabajo. Hay muchas
veces en el dia cuando pequefias preocupaciones nos podrian agobiar. En
vez de enfocamos en ellas, trate de decir una oracion corta y suelte su
preocupacion aDios.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Prepare alguna comida para compartir con el grupo la proxIma
semana, la que usted usualmente prepara todos los dias. Trate de pasar su
tiempo preparando estas comidas 0 lavando los platos pensando sobre como
Dios ha estado trabajando en su vida hoy. l,Como ha visto usted aDios
trabajando hoy, en medio de su dia ordinario? Este preparado para compartir
sus experiencias cuando compartamos su "pan" diario.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
HAGA ESTO A MENUDO
Leccilm Ocho

COMPARTIENDO NUESTRAS HISTORIAS:
La semana pasada vimos como Dios nos encuentra en nuestro mundo
todos los dias, en el trabajo y hasta en nuestras comidas diarias. Hay otras
veces en nuestras vida cuando podemos sentir que Dios no podria
posiblemente estar presente. Hay veces cuando nuestras propias dificultades
parecen tan grandes 0 nuestras propias dudas tan fuertes que creemos que
Dios ya no esta mas con nosotros. Esto simplemente no es verdad, y la
lecci6n de hoy nos mostrara la verdad de Dios como ha sido revel ada en las
historias de resurrecci6n de Jesus.
Comparta la comida que trajo hoy. l.C6mo esta simple comida de
todos los dias Ie ayuda a relacionarse con Dios? Comparta sus memorias de
esta comida y explique la importancia que tiene en su vida.
ESCRITURA: Lucas 24:13-35
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Tal vez la parte mas maravillosa sobre las historias de resurrecci6n de
Jesus es que son tan ordinarias. El Cristo resucitado no aparecia en el templo
a 50 pies de altura rodeado por angeles para anunciar que el era Dios.
Nosotros podriamos ser tentados para hacer algo como eso, pero Jesus se
dejaba ver cocinando desayuno en la playa y caminando por un camino de
tierra. Jesus se encontraba en las actividades ordinarias de la vida diaria. Los
discipulos pescaban ya que era el unico trabajo que ellos en realidad sabian
como hacer. Jesus muri6 y ellos se quedaron preguntando sobre su futuro.
Todas las ensefianzas de Jesus parecian sin sentido para ellos, solamente
querian saber de donde iba a venir la comida de mafiana. Otros seguidores se
reunian con Jesus como un forastero ordinario caminando y platicando con
ellos sobre las ultimas noticias de Jerusalen. Algunas veces Dios entra en
nuestras vidas en maneras maravillosas pero la mayor parte del tiempo Dios
esta alli, una parte tipica del paisaje que nosotros aun no podriamos ver.
Es maravilloso que estos hombres que habian pasado por 10 menos
tres afios viviendo, hablando, y comiendo con Jesus no 10 reconocian por su
apariencia fisica. Para los discipulos, el milagro del pez les recuerda que su
trabajo es ser pescadores de hombres y entonces ellos se dan cuenta de quien
es el humilde cocinero en la playa. Los discipulos que van a Emaus no
reconocen a Jesus en su apariencia, su ensefianza 0 sus manerismos. Ellos
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reconocen a Jesus cuando el levanta una hogaza de pan, la bendice y la
parte! Jesus se presenta en nuestra humilde cena diaria. Jesus se presenta en
medio de nuestros esfuerzos diarios en el trabajo. Dios se preocupa de
nuestra vida dia a dia y Dios esta alIi con nosotros aun cuando sintamos que
Dios nos ha abandonado.
Podemos entender como Dios esta con nosotros cuando to do va bien.
Hasta podemos lIe gar al punto donde nos damos cuenta que Dios se esta
reuniendo con nosotros diariamente como 10 aprendimos la semana pasada.
~Pero esta Dios realmente extendiendonos su mana cuando las cosas estan
de 10 peor? i,Recuerda esas veces cuando nos preguntamos si en realidad
Dios existe? En medio de la guerra, hambre, sequia y otro tipo de desastres
naturales 0 provocados por el hombre es muy comun interrogar aDios. Pero
hasta en estas situaciones Dios esta con nosotros y nos extiende su mano.
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• ~Si usted fuera a ver a Jesus, como cree que 10 reconoceria?
• ~ Como puede esta iglesia ayudar a la gente a darse cuenta de que elIos
no estan solos en situaciones similares?
SERVICIO DE COMUNION: (Para ellider- La Comunion tiene muchos
significados diferentes y usualmente nosotros tratamos de incorporar todos
estos significados dentro de un servicio. En esta programa de estudios
nosotros estamos tratando de escoger un significado a la vez. Trate de
adaptar su tradicional servicio de comunion para solamente destacar
presencia, 0 trate un servicio de comunion mas informal escrito de su
propia memoria cultural.)
Oracion sugerida para la Santa Comunion: Querido Dios, gracias por
esta comida, esta comida que es el pan y el vino que nos sustenta todos los
dias. No podriamos vivir un momento sin tu constante presencia. En ti
vivimos y nos movemos y tenemos nuestro ser. Tu entiendes cada dolor,
cada desilusion, cada pequeno retroceso que experimentamos. Derrama tu
Espiritu Santo sobre nosotros, para que podamos sentir y experimentar tu
presencia hasta en el valle de la sombra de muerte. Gracias por no dejarnos
nunca hasta cuando dudamos de ti. Gracias por estar con nosotros desde el
tiempo en que nos levantamos en la manana hasta el tiempo en que vamos a
dormir. Tu eres nuestra realidad, nuestra verdad y nuestra vida. Sabemos que
tu esms presente aqui y ahora y hemos venido a reunirnos conti go aqui en
esta mesa y recibir vida y fuerza de ti. Ven y vive dentro de nosotros cada
momento de nuestras vidas. Amen.
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COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por aquellos que viven en dolor, temor y duda en este tiempo. Ore
para que Dios abra los ojos de ell os y yean que Dios esta alli, alcanzandolos,
llarnando sus nombres. Ore para que otros Cristianos los traten a ellos con
arnor, ayudandolos a edificar fe y no a criticarlos por falta de fe. Ore para
que la iglesia alrededor del mundo responda a aquellos en necesidad.
Consolando a aquellos que estan acongojados. Abasteciendolos con refugio
y seguridad para aquellos que tienen temor. Amando a aquellos que dudan.
Si usted mismo esta en uno de estos periodos, ore por ojos que yean aDios
en medio de su situacion y descanse en la comodidad de que Dios esta alli
aunque el no pueda ser visto.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Piense sobre la palabra "comunidad". i,Como definiria esta palabra?
i,Como la gente llega a ser parte de una comunidad? i,Como podria esta
iglesia funcional mejor como una comunidad?
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
COMPART A EL UNO CON EL OTRO
Leccion Nueve

REPASO:
Comer es una actividad social. Si usted ha comido alguna vez solo,
sabe que puede ser una experiencia muy solitaria. Lo mismo sucede cuando
se vive como un Cristiano. Nosotros fuimos creados para ser una
comunidad. Estas proximas dos lecciones exploran como debemos vivir y
operar en una comunidad Cristiana. Para hacer esto examinaremos algunas
escrituras de libros que se relacionan a la vida en la iglesia primitiva.
i Que es una comunidad? i Como llegamos a ser parte de una
comunidad? iComo puede la iglesia funcional como una comunidad?
ESCRITURA: Hechos 4:32-37 y Hechos 10
ALGO PARA PENSAR:

Cuando Jesus les dio instrucciones a sus discipulos en la Ultima Cena,
el les dijo, "Haced esto en memoria de mi." (Lucas 22: 19) Jesus hizo esta
declaraci6n con respecto al pan y no al vino. iQue quiso decir el con "esto?"
No se puede referir a la Pascua, porque la iglesia primitiva no limitaba la
Santa Comunion a una vez al afio. El vino era una comida festiva y no podia
estar presente en cada comida, pero el pan era un articulo de primera
necesidad usado diariamente. Tal vez Jesus Ie estaba diciendo a sus
seguidores que comieran juntos como una comunidad y que 10 recordaran a
el. Tal idea es apoyada por una de las primeras descripciones de la vida
Cristiana (lea Hechos 2:44-47). Compartir una comida en comunidad
permitiria a la gente compartir sus historias sobre la vida y el sacrificio de
Jesus. Se supone que la comunion es hecha en comunidad. Demasiado a
menudo la gente ve la Cristiandad como un esfuerzo individual 0 un viaje
espiritual personal, cuando en realidad nadie esta destinado a ser un
Cristiano separado de la Comunidad Cristiana. En las proximas dos
lecciones, exploraremos algunas de las normas para vivir en la comunidad
Cristiana.
Lea Hechos 10, la historia de un suefio extrafio que llego a ser un
importante punto de transicion en la iglesia primitiva. En la fe judia, la
pureza y la santi dad son sumamente importantes. Gran parte del Antiguo
Testamento es sobre este tema. Las historias demuestran como la gente santa
vivia y los libros de Levitico y Deuteronomio estan llenos con numerosas
leyes que la gente santa debia obedecer. Muchas de estas leyes estan
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relacionadas con comida. La gente santa comeria comida santa. Los
animales considerados anormales no podian ser santos. Asi que la ley Judia
decia que un pez normal tenia aletas y escamas. Los camarones no tienen
aletas y escamas por eso no son "normales" y por 10 tanto la gente santa no
deberia comerlos. Pedro estaba hambriento y mientras el esperaba por su
comida Dios bajo un lienzo Heno de animales que la gente santa no deberia
comer y Ie dijo a Pedro que los matara y los comiera. Pedro, como era un
buen Jumo estaba horrorizado y 10 rehuso tres veces. Pero Dios Ie dijo a
Pedro que si Dios decia que eran santos y buenos entonces estaban bien.
Inmediatamente, los mensajeros de Cornelio, un Geritil (tambien
considerado impio en la ley Judia), aparecieron y Ie pidio a Pedro que fuera
ala casa de Cornelio (algo que un buen Jumo no haria).
Pedro se da cuenta de que la vision no es tanto sobre la comida como
10 es sobre la gente. Dios ama y acepta a todos sus hijos, hasta aqueHos que
nos pudieran ofender. Nadie es demasiado sucio, demasiado impio, 0
demasiado malo para escapar del amor de Dios. Pedro se da cuenta de esto y
acepta a Cornelio dentro de la comunidad Cristiana, la cual hasta Hechos 10
habia sido completamente Judia. Este es un principal punto de transicion
para la iglesia. Ahora la iglesia es para todos en el mundo, no solamente para
los Jumos. l,Excluye nuestra comunidad Cristiana a algunas personas?
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• l,Que est! mal con la comida que Dios Ie sirvio a Pedro en su vision?
• l,Como interpreta Pedro su vision? l,Por que?
• l,Ha probado usted alguna vez algtin tipo de comida que usted penso
que era repugnante? l,CuaI fue su experiencia?
• l,Piensa usted que hay algunas personas que no deberian ser admitidas
en la iglesia? l,Quienes son? l,Por que piensa usted que ellos no
deberian estar en la iglesia?
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Es importante que en nuestras oraciones reconozcamos que Dios nos
ha aceptado, a pesar de todas nuestras debilidades y faltas. Agradezca aDios
por amarlo a pesar de todo 10 que usted ha hecho. Ore para que Dios 10
ayude a amar a otros de la misma man era. Ore por aquellas personas que
mencionamos anteriormente. Pidale a Dios que Ie de un corazon como el de
El. Ore para que la iglesia abra sus brazos y sea una comunidad Cristiana
que da la bienvenida a esa gente que el mundo muy a menudo rechaza.
Cuando usted vea a alguien que podria ofenderlo 0 perturbarlo, trate de decir
una corta oracion por esa persona y pidale a Dios que Ie ayude aver el
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mundo a traves de los ojos de esa persona. Ore por ministerios en la iglesia
que esten dirigidos a ayudar a la gente que es excluida por la sociedad.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Prepare alguna comida para compartir con el grupo la prOXIma
semana, la cual usted generalmente prepara para una comida de grupo 0 de
comunidad. Trate de pasar su tiempo preparando estas comidas 0 lavando
los platos pensando al mismo tiempo sobre la gente con la cual usted
compartini este platilIo yore por elIos. Como un reto, prepare un segundo
platilIo para darla a alguien que tiene necesidad, especialmente si usted tiene
problema al amar a esa persona 0 al verlos como hijos de Dios.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
COMP ART A EL UNO CON EL OTRO
Leccion Diez

COMPARTIENDO NUESTRAS HISTORIAS:
La semana pasada, aprendimos algunos de los elementos clave para
vivir en Comunidad Cristiana. Reconocimos la importancia de ver a otros y
de aceptarlos de la manera como Dios 10 hace. Tambien vimos la
importancia de tratar a todos los hijos de Dios con respeto y dignidad. Esto
no es para decir que debemos aprobar un estilo de vida pecaminoso, pero
debemos aprender aver y apreciar a otros de la manera que Dios 10 hace.
Tome tiempo para compartir la comida que trajo. l,Porque escogio
usted estas comidas? l,De que manera representan comunidad para us ted?
i,Llevo usted comida para compartir con alguien mas durante Ia semana?
ESCRITURA: 1a Corintios 11: 17-34
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
EI suefio de Pedro, que discutimos la semana pas ada, no era el fin del
problema. La iglesia primitiva estaba todavia muy predispuesta sobre ciertas
personas. Como nuestras iglesias hoy en dia, la iglesia primitiva estaba
hecha por muchos diferentes tipos de personas. Algunos eran ricos pero
muchos eran pobres. Algunos eran esclavos y otros poseian esclavos.
Algunos eran Judios y muchos no 10 eran. Una gran parte del Nuevo
Testamento esta lIeno con escrituras que tratan de traer a todos estos
diferentes tipos de personas dentro de una comunidad. La Santa Comunion
en ese tiempo era una comida completa celebrada en la casa de un miembro
muy rico de la iglesia. En la iglesia primitiva, todos traian algiln alimento
para la comida. Sin embargo la gente rica cornia primero y tenia la mejor
comida antes que la gente pobre. A otros no les importaba la comida pero
bebian demasiado vino que se emborrachaban. La iglesia estaba dividida en
diferentes grupos y elIos pe1eaban cuando se juntaban. Pablo sefiala que esta
no es la manera como la iglesia deberia ser. Necesitamos aprender a
tratamos los unos a los otros como hijos de Dios. Dios nos ama a todos
igualmente sin hacer caso de nuestra posicion social, nuestro estado
economico, nuestra raza 0 herencia etnica, nuestra educacion 0 nuestro
genero.
Lea Hechos 4:32-37. Esto describe como la iglesia primitiva vivia. Sin
embargo hasta los primeros Cristianos tenian problemas cuando se trataba de
vivir en comunidad. Lea Hechos 6:1-7.
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En e1 periodo de 1a ig1esia prirnitiva, los creyentes eran todos Judios,
pero algunos de estos creyentes vinieron de Israel y hablaban Hebreo,
mientras otros Judios habian venido de otras partes del Imperio Romano y
hablaban Griego. Uno de los trabajos que la ig1esia hacia era cuidar de las
viudas en su comunidad, en parte distribuyendo cornida para ellas.
Aparentemente habia a1gunas quejas porque los doce discipulos que guiaban
a 1a ig1esia eran todos Judios que hablaban Hebreo. Algunos Judios que
hablaban Griego se quejaban de que a las viudas que hablaban Hebreo se les
daba mas cornida que a las que hablaban Griego. Ellos decidieron nombrar
siete lideres de la iglesia para distribuir la cornida. Nosotros podemos ver
por sus nombres que ellos eran Judios que hablaban Griego. Esta soluci6n
parecia resolver los problemas.
Estos siete hombres fueron los primeros "diaconos" de la iglesia. La
palabra diacono viene del Griego y significa alguien que sirve a la mesa 0 un
"mesero." A traves de los afios este significado parece que ha sido perdido,
pero esencialmente los lideres de la iglesia deben ser como meseros,
sirviendo a otros en la mesa de Dios. Tal vez es tiempo de que nosotros
pensemos un poco mas sobre los lideres de la iglesia y regresemos a la idea
de que la comunidad Cristiana esta para servir primero a otros.
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• l,Cuales parecen ser algunos de los problemas con la iglesia prirnitiva
y 1a manera como ellos celebraban la Santa Comuni6n? l,C6mo trata
Pablo de corregir estos problemas?
• l,C6mo se supone que acruen los lideres de la comunidad Cristiana?
l,Puede usted pensar sobre algunas personas en su vida que han vivido
como lideres Cristianos ideales?
• Piense sobre como nuestras propias iglesias tratan a los hijos de Dios:
o Los que no tienen casa 0 son muy pobres.
o Los prisioneros, drogadictos, alcoh61icos, prostitutas.
o La gente que hab1a un idioma diferente, tiene diferentes
costumbres 0 que parecen diferentes a nosotros.
o Los inmigrantes.
o l, C6mo puede nuestra iglesia recibir a todos con gusto y tratar a
cada hijo de Dios con respeto y dignidad? Este es el tipo de
personas con las cuales Jesus corni6 y dio la bienvenida a su
mesa. l,Estamos haciendo un buen trabajo irnitando a Cristo?
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SERVICIO DE COMUNION: (Para ellider- La Comunion tiene muchos
significados diferentes y usualmente nosotros tratamos de incorporar todos
estos significados dentro de un servicio. En esta programa de estudios
nosotros estamos tratando de escoger un significado a la vez. Trate de
adaptar su tradicional servicio de com un ion para solamente destacar
comunidad, 0 Irate un servicio de comunion mas informal escrito de su
propia memoria cultural.)
Oracion sugerida para la Santa Comunion: Querido Dios, gracias por
esta comunidad. Gracias por traemos a esta mesa juntos. Aqui ·compartimos
el pan y el vino del compafierismo y comunidad. Somos como granos de
trigo traidos de diferentes lugares para formar una hogaza de pan para servir
un solo proposito- alimentar a tu mundo. Estamos unidos en esta proposito
Sefior, bajo tu guia y direccion, No podemos hacer nada sin ti, pero contigo
to do es posible. Acercanos mas, permite que nos demos cuenta de que
somos una familia y aytidanos a actuar como una. Ven padre, madre,
hermano, hennana, y nifios, la familia se esta reuniendo en la mesa. Amen.
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por divisiones dentro de la iglesia, especialmente divisiones que
usted ve y reconoce en su comunidad local. Ore para que su comunidad
crezca y produzca buena fruta, la cual pueda atraer a otros dentro de la
comunidad de creyentes. Ore para que los lideres de la iglesia lleguen a estar
mas comprometidos a ser meseros en la mesa del Sefior. Ore para que Dios
ayude a que su comunidad se convierta en la familia que deberia ser.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Piense sobre las bodas en las que ha estado. /., Que elementos hacen
que una boda sea buena 0 mala? /., Como celebraria su propia boda si pudiera
hacerla otra vez, 0 como Ie gustaria celebrar su boda en el futuro?
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
HASTA EL FIN DEL TIEMPO
Leccion Once

REPASO:
A traves de las pasadas diez semanas, hemos explorado como la
Comunion y la comida nos pueden ensefiar y recordar las partes importantes
de 10 que nosotros creemos. A traves de la Comunion recordamos la vida de
Jesus y reflexionamos sobre su sacrificio. Al aceptar este sacrificio podemos
experimentar sanacion y reconciliacion en nuestras vidas y en nuestras
comunidades, experimentando la presencia de Dios en nuestras vidas hasta
en tiempos dificiles. Tambien experimentamos la presencia de Dios a traves
de nuestra comunidad Cristiana, la Iglesia. En estas lecciones finales,
veremos que esta comunidad no es solamente temporal sino que continuanl
para slempre.
La semana pasada les peru que pensaran sobre las bodas en las que ha
estado. Discuta sus experiencias. i Que elementos hacen que una boda sea
buena 0 sea mala? iComo celebraria usted su propia boda si pudiera hacerla
otra vez 0 como Ie gustaria celebrar su boda en el futuro?
ESCRITURA: Isaias 25:6-9, Mateo 22:1-14, Mateo 25:1-l3
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Dios desea que nuestra comunidad continue aun despues de esta vida.
Les escrituras ciertamente nos recuerdan que Jesus vencio ala muerte y que
como sus seguidores, nosotros tambien tenemos la promesa de vida etema.
La muerte no es algo que debe ser temido. Nuestra comunidad a1canza mas
aHa de esta vida. Las escrituras a menudo retratan esto como un gran
banquete y Jesus hasta hace hincapie en que seria un banquete de bodas.
Finalmente, despues de todos nuestros esfuerzos y dificultades en la vida,
vendremos cara a cara con el Dios que nos ama y nos ayuda en cada paso del
cammo.
Jesus indica que todo el mundo esta invitado a esta fiesta de bodas. Es
cosa de nosotros decidir si nos presentaremos a la fiesta 0 no. Entrar al
banquete no es dificil. Es simplemente una cuestion de aceptar la invitacion
que Dios Ie ha dado a traves de Jesus. Sin embargo, si usted recibe una
invitacion a una boda, tambien usted quiere mostrar respeto a su anfitrion al
aparecer apropiadamente. Lo mismo sucede en el banquete de bodas etemo.
Una vez que usted ha aceptado la invitacion, usted entonces ha comenzado
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un viaje para convertirse en el tipo de hombre 0 mujer que Dios qui ere que
sea. No hacemos esto por miedo sino que por amor al que nos ha invitado.
Las bodas en el tiempo de Jesus eran celebraciones emocionantes. La
gente era invitada varios dias antes de la boda, pero el tiempo real de la
fiesta de bodas era una sorpresa. La novia y el novio serian vestidos y
tratados como un rey y una reina. Al final del dia, el novio, junto con un
amigo saldria de su cas a e iria a la cas a de la novia y la traeria a su nuevo
hogar. Habria canto y musica mientras la novia y el novio viajaban a la casa
del novio para las fiestas de bodas. La gente caminaria con ell os cargando
Iamparas de aceite para caminaria con ellos cargando lamparas de aceite
para iluminar la calle oscura. En la casa del novio, la gente estaria esperando
con Iamparas de aceite para saludar a la nueva novia y darle la bienvenida a
la fiesta de bodas que habia sido preparada. Algunas veces estas bodas
podian durar varios dias. Al entender como las bodas funcionaban tambien
nos ayuda a entender las escrituras donde Jesus habla sobre el reino de Dios
que era como un banquete de bodas.

PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• Mire con mucho mas cui dado a la escritura de Mateo 22. ~ Quienes
son las primeras personas invitadas al banquete de bodas? ~Que tipo
de excusas ellos hacian? ~Que excusas hace la gente hoy cuando son
invitadas a vi vir una vida Cristiana?
• ~ Quienes estan invitados la segunda vez? ~Porque piensa usted que
ellos son invitados? ~Que punto esta haciendo Jesus?
• ~Porque el invitado que no esta apropiadamente vestido es removido
del banquete? ~C6mo entiende usted el verslculo catorce?
EJERCICIO DE APLICACION:
Dios nos ha invitado a ser la novia de la fiesta de bodas etema, porque
Dios nos ama 10 suficiente para sacrificarse a sl mismo por nosotros.
Estamos libres para aceptar 0 rechazar esta invitaci6n. ~Puede usted
imaginarse una boda usando sus propias costumbres tradicionales, en la cual
no hay novia? ~Puede ser hecha? ~Por que 0 Por que no?
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COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por la mision y el crecimiento de la Iglesia. Recuerde que este
banquete es para la gente de todos los rincones del mundo. Ore por los
hermanos y herman as que usted tiene en paises de los que solamente ha oido
hablar. Si usted ha oido de un pais que ha sido recientemente afectado por
guerra 0 por un desastre natural, ore por la comunidad Cristiana en ese pais.
Tome tiempo para recordar a la gente importante en su vida que ya esta en el
banquete de bodas y que ya se ha unido al novio. Gracias aDios por las
bendiciones que estas personas han sido en su vida.
TAREA PARA LA PROXIMA SEMANA:
Piense sobre las comidas que usted usa para celebrar bodas. l,En que
tipos de comida piensa usted? l,Ray algunas comidas que Ie dicen que el
banquete es especial? l, CuMes son, y porque piensa usted que estas comidas
representan bodas? Traiga un plato que parezca adecuado para una boda.
l,Porque escogio usted este plato?
ACTIVIDAD SUGERIDA:
Como la proxima semana es la ultima semana para este estudio,
decore el comedor como para una celebracion de bodas. Raga que todos
traigan comidas de bodas, para que podamos celebrar una fiesta de bodas la
proxima semana.
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VENGA A LA FIESTA
HAST A EL FIN DEL TIEMPO
Lecci6n Doce

COMPARTIENDO NUESTRAS HISTORIAS:
La semana pasada, aprendimos sobre las bodas en Israel durante el
tiempo de Jesus. Tambien leimos las escrituras que nos dicen que el reino de
Dios sera como una fiesta de bodas. A menudo la Iglesia es vista como la
novia y Jesus como el novio. La boda es arreglada y nosotros nos estamos
preparando para el novio. AlgUn dia, nosotros no sabemos cuando, el vendra
por nosotros y nos llevara de regreso a su hogar para la fiesta de bodas.
Tome tiempo para compartir los platos que trajo y explique porque
escogio ese plato. i,Como este plato Ie ayuda a pensar sobre bodas? i,Que
significado tiene esta comida y como se puede relacionar con nuestra vida
Cri sti ana?
ESCRITURA: Lucas 5:29-35, Apocalipsis 7:9-17 y Apocalipsis 19: 1-10
ALGO PARA PENSAR:
Hemos visto, muchas veces en este estudio, que Jesus escogio invitar
ala gente que la sociedad no gustaba para comer con el. Jesus vino a comer
con todos nosotros, para invitarnos al banquete de bodas. Hemos visto como
Dios uso la comida en todas partes de la Biblia para ensenar a la gente sobre
Dios. La comida es usada para ayudarnos a recordar 10 que Dios ha hecho en
nuestras vidas. Es usada para mostrar como Dios sacrifico a Jesus por
nuestros pecados. Es usada para traer sanacion y reconciliacion entre Dios y
nosotros como un resultado de ese sacrificio. La comida es tambien usada
para recordarnos que Dios se preocupa de nosotros y esta presente con
nosotros cada momenta de nuestras vidas a traves del trabajo del Espiritu
Santo. Tambien nos recuerda que somos una comunidad, que debe trabajar
junta para difundir el mensaje del amor de Dios para otros. Hoy, vemos que
Dios nos ha dado un vistazo del futuro. Nuestro banquete no termina con
esta vida, sino que continuo a traves de toda la eternidad. EI mismo cordero
que fue sacrificado por nosotros sera nuestro pastor, nuestro novio y el
anfitrion de un maravilloso banquete de bodas.
En los tiempos de Jesus, las bodas eran acuerdos legales y eran
usualmente matrimonios arreglados. Primero, tomaria lugar un compromiso.
Este periodo de compromiso duraria un ano pero era un a cuerdo legal. Una
persona no podia romper un compromiso facilmente. De hecho requeria un
divorcio. Durante este periodo de compromiso la novia ya era vista como
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una pertenencia del novio. La boda no era religiosa. Simplemente requeria
que el novio fuera y trajera a casa ala novia para el banquete. Si vemos ala
Iglesia como la novia, entonces podemos entender que el matrimonio ya ha
tornado lugar. Legalmente, pertenecemos aDios. Operamos en e1 mundo
como gente de Dios, sabiendo que somos amados e invitando a otros a
unimos. Pero como la boda antigua, el dia vendnl cuando el novio venga y
tome a la novia a casa para el banquete de bodas.
En las escrituras de Apocalipsis podemos ver un poco de 10 que seria
este banquete de bodas. Apocalipsis 7:9 senala que este banquete inc1uini
gente de todas partes del mundo. NingUn grupo es mas importante para Dios
que otro. El banquete de bodas es un tiempo de celebracion, no de lagrimas
y sufrimiento. Esta es la manera como el cielo es ilustrado en las escrituras.
La Comunion es para recordamos de esto cuando las cosas pueden parecer
malas y luchamos a traves de obstaculos abrumadores. Esperemos por el
tiempo cuando nos unamos ala muchedumbre y gritemos:
Gocemonos y alegremonos y demosle gloria;
porque han llegado las bodas del Cordero,
y su esposa se ha preparado.
Apocalipsis 19:7
PREGUNTAS PARA DISCUSION:
• l,Que significa para usted ser la "novia de Cristo? l,Que significa esto
para la Iglesia y como esto deberia afectar nuestra vida diaria?
• l,Que simbolos de matrimonio tiene usted en su cultura? l,Como
podrian ser usados para entender nuestra relacion con Jesus?
• l,Que tipo de cosas dice la gente sobre el Cordero en las escrituras de
Apocalipsis? l, Que dicen estas cosas sobre Dios y sobre nuestra
relacion con Dios?
SERVICIO DE COMUNION: (Para ellider- La Comunion tiene muchos
significados diferentes y usualmente nosotros tratamos de incorporar todos
estos significados dentro de un servicio. En esta programa de estudios
nosotros estamos tratando de escoger un significado a la vez. Trate de
adaptar su tradicional servicio de comunion para solamente destacar el
Banquete celestial, 0 trate un servicio de comunion mas informal escrito de
su propia memoria cultural.)

Oracion sugerida para la Santa Comunion: Este pan y vino no es mas
que el aperitivo del banquete de bodas. Senor, nosotros como tu novia,
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estamos preparados para tu regreso. Anhelamos festejar con nuestros
antepasados, los martires y los santos en tu presencia por la etemidad.
Esperamos con placer ese dia, pero tambien sabemos que hay mucho trabajo
por hacer aqui y ahora. Aytidanos a mantener nuestros ojos en la meta pero
nuestros pies en el mundo. Gracias por tu fiesta prometida, nos regocijamos
en la fe y la esperanza de que nosotros tambien veremos ese dia. Hasta ese
tiempo, proclamaremos tu muerte hasta que vengas otra vez en la gloria
final. i Yen, la fiesta de bodas del Cordero esta preparada, yen y cena! Amen.
COSAS PARA ORAR:
Ore por la Iglesia alrededor del mundo. Ore para que podamos
conocer 10 que significa ser "la novia de Cristo." Ore por la misi6n de la
Iglesia, para que podamos ir e invitar a otros al maravilloso banquete, que
Dios ha preparado. Ore por aquellos que estan en depresi6n 0 por los que
parecen que han perdido la esperanza. Ore para que ellos yean que Dios
tiene un hermoso futuro planeado donde ellos puedan ser libres del
sufrimiento y dolor. Ore para que la Iglesia reciba con gusto a todos en el
banquete alin cuando ellos son rechazados por la sociedad 0 si ellos vienen
de un grupo 0 tribu diferente del que nosotros venimos.
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Appendix D
Pre-Test and Post-Test Surveys (English and Spanish)
PRE-TEST SURVEY
This survey is designed to assist in developing a new type of curriculum that
accompanies the experiment to teach about Holy Communion for use in missions around
the world. Any information you give will be kept completely confidential. Information
you give will be used in writing a Ph.D. dissertation, and will then be destroyed. The
assistance you give may prove tremendously useful in future evangelism and discipling
efforts around the world. It is hoped that in the process you will find this project
interesting and stimulating as well. You are under no obligation to participate, and if for
any reason you wish to withdraw from this study, you are entirely free to do so.
1. Name (to be used for identification reasons only): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Gender (Circle one):

Male

Female

3. Ethnic/ Cultural Background (in your own words): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Age Category (Circle one):

under 13

13-20

21-40

41-60

over 60

5. Religious Background (in your own words): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. Highest education level achieved: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. How long have you been involved in this church?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. Rate your level of involvement in church activities (one being almost none, maybe
attending on Christmas or Easter, three being a member who attends worship service
almost every Sunday, but not Sunday school or Bible study, and five being involved in
most activities). Circle one.
1

2

3

4

5
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9. Rate your perception of the sense of community in your church (one being almost nonexistent, five being almost everyone feels like family). Circle one.
1

2

3

4

5

10. Which statement best represents your personal belief about food. Circle one.
a. Food is important, because it gives me the energy I need to accomplish my
daily tasks.
b. It is important for me to enjoy my food, because it is a gift from God.
c. It is important for me to control my intake of food because my weight or
health is one of my primary concerns.
d. It is important for me to control my intake of food for spiritual reason,
including ethical vegetarianism and/or fasting and prayer.
e. Other.
If you answer (e.), please try to describe your personal view of food below.

11. Estimate approximately, what percent of your monthly budget is spent on food? _ _

12. Which statement best represents your preferred classroom learning style.
a. I learn best while working and talking in a group with friends.
b. I learn best in a quiet traditional setting with a lecture presentation.
c. I learn best through practical "how-to" teaching where I can learn by doing or
participating.
d. I learn best as an individual with the freedom to take what the teacher teaches
and learn through creative exploration.
e. Other.
If you answer (e.), please try to describe your personal learning style below.
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l3 . Which statement best indicates how you learn best
a. I learn information better when I hear it, as in a lecture.
b. I learn information better when I have some visual image to go with it.
c. I learn information better when I am able to use my hands to explore the
information.

14. Complete the following sentences in your own words. If you need more space, please
feel free to use the back of the paper.
a. I would define communion as ... .

b. I take/do not take part in communion because . ...

c. Someone should take communion if....

d. Someone should not take communion if. ...
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e. What if anything, do you believe happens to the bread and grape juice when
blessed by the preacher?

I might be following up this survey with a short interview (to be arranged at your
convenience) and later with an additional survey at the end of the curriculum. Thank you
for your cooperation in this project. If you have any additional questions or problems
which may arise, please do not hesitate to contact the researcher listed below.
Robert Danielson
SPO#211
204 N. Lexington Ave.
Wilmore, KY.
40390
(859) 885-8070
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ENCUESTA INICIAL
Esta encuesta esta disefiada para ayudar en el desarrollo de un nuevo tipo de programa de
estudios que acompafia el experimento de ensefiar sobre la Santa Comunion para ser
usada en misiones alrededor del mundo. Cualquier informacion que usted de sera
mantenida completamente confidencial. La informacion que usted de sera usada en la
escritura de una tesis doctoral y luego sera destruida. La ayuda que usted de puede
resultar tremendamente util para evangelizar y hacer discipulos en el futuro alrededor del
mundo. Se espera que en el proceso usted encuentre este proyecto interesante y
estimulante tambien. Usted no esta bajo ninguna obligacion de participar y si por alguna
razon usted desea retirarse de este estudio, usted es completamente libre de hacerlo.
1. Nombre (para ser usado por razones de identificacion solamente): _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Sexo (Marque uno) :

Masculino

Femenino

3. Antecedente Cultural (en sus propias palabras): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Categoria de Edad (Marque uno): menor de 13 13-20

21-40

41-60

mas de 60

5. Antecedente Religioso (en sus propias palabras): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. El mas alto nivel de educacion alcanzado:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7. GPor cuanto tiempo ha estado usted envuelto en esta iglesia? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. Califique su nivel de compromiso en actividades de la iglesia (uno siendo casi nunca,
talvez asistiendo a los servicios de Navidad y Semana Santa, tres siendo un miembro que
asiste al servicio de adoracion casi cada Domingo, pero no a la escuela dominical 0 al
estudio biblico, y cinco estando envuelto en la mayoria de actividades). Marque uno.
1

2

3

4

5

9. Califique su percepcion del sentido de comunidad en su iglesia (uno siendo como si
casi no existiera, cinco siendo casi como una familia). Marque uno.
1

2

3

4

5
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10. Qual declaracion representa mejor su creencia personal sobre la comida. Marque una.

f.

La comida es importante, porque me da la energia que necesito para realizar
mis tareas diarias.
g. Es importante para mi disfrutar mi comida, porque es un regalo de Dios.
h. Es importante para mi controlar mi consumo de comida porque mi peso 0
salud es uno de mis principales preocupaciones.
1.
Es importante para mi controlar mi consumo de comida por razones
espirituales incluyendo vegetarianismo etico y/o ayuno yoracion.
J. Otro.
Si usted contesta (e), por favor trate de describir su opinion personal de la comida.

11. Aproximadamente calcular, i,que porcentaje de su presupuesto mensual es gastado en
comida?

12. Cwil declaracion representa mejor el estilo de aprendizaje en el salon de clases que
usted prefiere?

f. Yo aprendo mejor mientras trabajo y hablo en un gropo con amigos.
g. Yo aprendo mejor con un profesor enfrente de una clase.
h. Yo aprendo mejor cuando participo 0 cuando hago algo.
1.
Yo aprendo mejor individualmente con la libertad de tomar 10 que el profesor
me ha ensefiado y experimentar con ese conocimiento.
J. Otro.
Si usted contesta (e), por favor trate de describir su estil0 personal de aprendizaje.
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13. l,Cucil declaracion indica mejor como usted aprende mas efectivamente?
d. Yo aprendo la informacion mejor cuando la oigo, como en una clase.
e. Yo aprendo la informacion mejor cuando tengo alguna imagen visual que la
acompafia.
f. Yo aprendo la informacion mejor cuando soy capaz de usar mis manos para
explorarla.

14. Complete las siguientes oraciones en sus propias palabras. Si necesita mas espacio,
por favor sientase libre de usar el reves de la pagina.
f. Yo definiria la comunion como ....

g. Yo torno/no tomo parte de la comunion porque .. ..

h. Alguien tomaria la comunion si . . ..

1.

Alguien no tomaria la comunion si . ...
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J.

Piensa usted que algo pas a con el pan y el jugo de uvas cuando es bendecido
por el pastor? Si su repuesta es afirrnativa, explique por favor.

Yo podria darle segmmlento a est a encuesta con una pequefia entrevista (que sera
arreglada a su conveniencia) y mas tarde con una encuesta adicional al final de este
programa de estudios. Gracias por su cooperacion en este proyecto. Si usted tiene algunas
preguntas adicionales 0 problemas que puedan surgir, por favor no dude en contactarrne.
Robert Danielson
SPO#211
204 N. Lexington Ave.
Wilmore, KY.
40390
(859) 885-8070
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POST-TEST SURVEY
This survey is designed to assist in developing a new type of curriculum that
accompanies the experiment to teach about Holy Communion for use in missions around
the world. Any information you give will be kept completely confidential. Information
you give will be used in writing a Ph.D. dissertation, and will then be destroyed. The
assistance you give may prove tremendously useful in future evangelism and discipling
efforts around the world. It is hoped that in the process you will find this project
interesting and stimulating as well. You are under no obligation to participate, and if for
any reason you wish to withdraw from this study, you are entirely free to do so.
1. Name (to be used for identification reasons only): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Rate your level of involvement in church activities since participating in this
curriculum (one being almost none, maybe attending on Christmas or Easter, three being
a member who attends worship service almost every Sunday, but not Sunday school or
Bible study, and five being involved in most activities). Circle one.
1

2

3

4

5

3. Rate your perception of the sense of community in your church since participating in
this curriculum (one being almost non-existent, five being almost everyone feels like
family). Circle one.
1

2

3

4

5

4. Which statement best represents your current personal belief about food. Circle one.
a. Food is important, because it gives me the energy I need to accomplish my
daily tasks.
b. It is important for me to enjoy my food, because it is a gift from God.
c. It is important for me to control my intake of food because my weight or
health is one of my primary concerns.
g. It is important for me to control my intake of food for spiritual reason,
including ethical vegetarianism and/or fasting and prayer.
h. Other.
If you answer (e.), please try to describe your personal view of food below.

5. Approximately, what percent of your monthly budget is spent on food? _ _ _ __
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6. Which statement best represents your preferred classroom learning style.
a. I learn best while working and talking in a group with friends.
b. I learn best in a quiet traditional setting with a lecture presentation.
c. I learn best through practical "how-to" teaching where I can learn by doing or
participating.
d. I learn best as an individual with the freedom to take what the teacher teaches
and learn through creative exploration.
e. Other.
If you answer (e.), please try to describe your personal learning style below.

7. Which statement best indicates how you learn best
a. I learn information better when I hear it, as in a lecture.
b. I learn information better when I have some visual image to go with it.
c. I learn information better when I am able to use my hands to explore the
information.

8. Complete the following sentences in your own words. If you need more space, please
feel free to use the back of the paper.
a. I would define communion as ....

b. I take/do not take part in communion because ... .
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c. Someone should take communion if. ...

d. Someone should not take communion if. ...

e. What if anything, do you believe happens to the bread and grape juice when
blessed by the preacher?

9. Which food did! would you chose to represent each of the six meanings of Holy
Communion to you? Do you recall why?
a. Rememberance:

-----------------. I recall ...

b. Sacrifice: _____________________ . Irecall ...

c. Healing! Reconciliation: _______________________ . I recall. ..
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d. Real Presence:

------------------------ . I recall .. .

e. Fellowship:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ . I recall .. .

f. Wedding Banquet _____________ . I recall .. .

10. Do you feel the recent curriculum using food has changed any of your previous views
about communion or food in general? If you answer "yes" please explain what you feel
has changed and why. If you answer "no" please explain if this curriculum has reinforced
existing ideas or give any relevant criticisms you feel might explain your answer.

11 . How might you like to see the curriculum changed? What parts did you enjoy and
which parts were more uncomfortable for you?
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12. Please evaluate your general experience of this curriculum on the following scale
(one meaning that you felt it added little to your personal spiritual growth and five
meanmg you felt this curriculum was especially meaningful and effective for you
personally).
1

2

3

4

5

13. What future steps would you like to see your church take with regard to Holy
Communion, the Love Feast, or other food related activities?

14. Please feel free to make any additional comments.

Thank you for your partIcIpation. I may be following up this survey with a short
interview to be arranged at your convenience. If you have any additional questions or
problems, which may arise, please do not hesitate to contact the researcher listed below.
Robert Danielson

SP0#211
204 N. Lexington Ave.
Wilmore, KY.
40390
(859) 885-8070
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ENCUESTA FINAL
Esta encuesta esta disefiada para ayudar en el desarrollo de un nuevo tipo de program a de
estudios que acompafia el experimento de ensefiar sobre la Santa Comunion para ser
usada en misiones alrededor del mundo. Cualquier informacion que usted de sera
mantenida completamente confidencial. La informacion que usted de sera usada en la
escritura de una tesis doctoral y luego sera destruida. La ayuda que usted de puede
resultar tremendamente util para evangelizar y hacer discipulos en el futuro alrededor del
mundo. Se espera que en el proceso us ted encuentre este proyecto interesante y
estimulante tambien. Usted no esta bajo ninguna obligacion de participar y si por alguna
razon usted desea retirarse de este estudio, usted es completamente libre de hacerlo.
1. Nombre (para ser usado por razones de identificacion solamente): _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Califique su nivel de compromiso en actividades de la iglesia despues de que
participo en este programa de estudios (uno siendo casi nunca, talvez asistiendo a los
servicios de Navidad y Semana Santa, tres siendo un miembro que asiste al servicio de
adoracion casi cada Domingo, pero no a la escuela dominical 0 al estudio biblico, y cinco
estando envuelto en la mayoria de actividades). Marque uno.
1

2

3

4

5

3. Califique su percepcion del sentido de comunidad en su iglesia despues de que
participo en este programa de estudios (uno siendo como si casi no existiera, cinco
siendo casi como una familia). Marque uno.
1

2

3

4

5

4. Qual dec1aracion representa mejor su creencia personal sobre la comida en este
momento. Marque una.
k. La cornida es importante, porque me da la energia que necesito para realizar
mis tare as diarias.
1. Es importante para mi disfrutar mi comida, porque es un regalo de Dios.
m . Es importante para mi controlar mi consumo de comida porque mi peso 0
salud es uno de mis principales preocupaciones.
n. Es importante para mi controlar mi con sumo de comida por razones
espirituales inc1uyendo vegetarianismo etico y/o ayuno y oracion.
o. Otro.
Si usted contesta ( e), por favor trate de describir su opinion personal de la comida.
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5. Aproximadamente calcular, l,que porcentaje de su presupuesto mensual es gastado en
comida?

6. CuM declaracion representa mejor el estilo de aprendizaje en el salon de clases que
usted prefiere?
k.
1.
m.
n.

Yo aprendo mejor mientras trabajo y hablo en un grupo con amigos.
Yo aprendo mejor con un profesor enfrente de una clase.
Yo aprendo mejor cuando participo 0 cuando hago algo.
Yo aprendo mejor individualmente con la libertad de to mar 10 que el profesor
me ha ensefiado y experimentar con ese conocimiento.
o. Otro.
Si usted contesta (e), por favor trate de describir su estilo personal de aprendizaje.

7.l,Cmil declaracion indica mejor como usted aprende mas efectivamente?
Yo aprendo la informacion mejor cuando la oigo, como en una clase.
J. Yo aprendo la informacion mejor cuando tengo alguna imagen visual que la
acompafta.
k. Yo aprendo la informacion mejor cuando soy capaz de usar mis manos para
explorarla.
1.

8. Complete las siguientes oraciones en sus propias palabras. Si necesita mas espacio, por
favor sientase libre de usar el reves de la pagina.

k. Yo definiria la comunion como ....
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l.

Yo torno/no tomo parte de la comuni6n porque ... .

m. Alguien tomaria la comuni6n si ....

n. Alguien no tomaria la comuni6n si ... .

o. Piensa usted que algo pasa con el pan y el jugo de uvas cuando es bendecido
por el pastor? Si su repuesta es afirmativa, expJique por favor.

9. (.Si usted trajo comida para la cena del Domingo, que trajo para comida tema y
porque? (.Si usted no trajo ninguna comida, que habria traido si usted hubiera podido y
porque?
a. Memoria: _________ . Porque ... .
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b. Sacrificio:

c. Sanaci6n1 reconciliaci6n:

d. Presencia Real:

e. Compafierismo (Comunidad) :

f.

Banquete de bodas:

. Porque ....

. Porque . .. .

. Porque .. ..

. Porque ....

. Porque .. ..
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10. i,Siente usted que el reciente programa de estudios usando comida ha cambiado
alguna de sus anteriores creencias sobre la comunion 0 sobre la comida en general? Si su
respuesta es "si" por favor explique 10 que usted siente que ha cambiado y porque. Si su
respuesta es ''no'' por favor explique.

11. i,Como Ie gustaria a usted ver este pro gram a de estudios cambiado? i,Que partes
disfruto y cuales partes fueron mas incomodas para usted?

12. Por favor evalue su experiencia general sobre este programa de estudios en la
siguiente escala (uno significa que usted sintio que agrego un poco a su crecimiento
espiritual personal y cinco significa que usted sintio que este programa de estudios fue
especialmente significativo y efectivo para usted personalmente).
1

2

3

4

5

13. i,Que futuros pasos Ie gustaria ver que su iglesia tomara con respecto a la Santa
Comunion, 0 a otras comidas relacionadas con la Iglesia?

14. Por favor sientase libre de hacer cualquier comentario adicional.
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Gracias por su participacion. Yo podria darle segUlmlento a esta encuesta con una
pequefia entrevista que sera arreglada a su conveniencia. Si usted tiene preguntas
adicionales 0 problemas que puedan surgir, por favor no dude en contactarme.

Robert Danielson
SPO#211
204 N. Lexington Ave.
Wilmore, KY.
40390
(859) 885-8070
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